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Amazingly Yours 

Kim Mohan 
I get a lot of leners, and I have a lot 
of fun paying attention to the differ
ent closings that people use-you 
know, the line right above the signa
ture that usually includes some "-ly" 
word, alone or in combination with 
other words. The line where you 
slide out of your letter gracefully, the 
last chance to express some nice (or 
not so nice) sentiment. 

Where did all these different ex
pressions come from, anyway? Why 
do people choose one over another? 
Is someone's closing "style" a thor
oughly considered decision, an off
the-cuff random choice, or simply a 
phrase that has become a habit and 
is tossed out automatically? Should I 
be careful about the way I close my 
letters, just in case the person I'm 
writing to is also one of those who 
pays attention to such things? 

Well, I am careful,  at least to the 
extent that I think about how to 
slide out of each letter I write. For 
me it usually boils clown to a choice 
between "Sincerely," which I use if 
I'm writing to someone for the first 
time, or "Best regards," which I gen
erally reserve for people with whom 
I've developed a correspondence re
lationship. One of the two seems to 
work for me in practically eve1y case. 

Once in a while I go for "Best," 
which I've never quite understood 
(Best what?) but still seems correct 
for some occasions, usually when 
the person I 'm writing to has "Best"ed 
me at the end of a previous letter. I 
figure maybe that person knows 
what it means, so there's no risk of 
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my spreading confusion by using it 
back. 

There are a couple of more com
plex variations of "Best" that I can't 
imagine I'll ever use, though, be
cause they're either terribly confus
ing or downright scary. 

"All my best": Again, the question 
arises-all your best wbat? Can you 
really give me all your best, or do 
you think you should save some for 
the next person you write to? What 
happens if you run out and you still 
need some? 

"All the best": No, please, not that! 
I don't want eue1ybody's best all at 
once-that would be a terrible re
sponsibility, and I don't know how 
I'd return it to all the right people. 

Okay, I know these expressions 
aren't meant to be taken literally
but at the same time it seems to de
feat the purpose of their existence if 
you can't at least take them serious
ly. People who close their letters 
with "All my best" aren't really giv
ing me all their best; what they're 
doing is being friendly and warm, 
and inviting me to be friendly and 
warm back to them. Which I will do, 
but not by reciprocating with "All 
my best." I'd rather go with some
thing that's either a little more spe
cific or a little more generic. 

Someone told me a long time ago 
that there's one type of closing that's 
definitely not meant to be taken se
riously-the innocent word "Cordial
ly," \vhich according to my informan t  
is the closing to use a t  the end of a 
letter that is not cordial. Has anyone 

else ever heard of this strange con
vention? Can somebody explain the 
logic of this custom to me, or am I 
looking for logic where none exists? 

It might be a slightly more inter
esting world if our letter-writing eti
quette had evolved differently. What 
if closings were required to be accu
rate, to convey some fundamenral 
truth about the letter or its writer? 
We might be choosing from phrases 
such as these: "Ostentatiously yours.·· 
for a non-business letter that's print
ed on corporate or institutional sta
tionery; "With sincere haughtiness," 
for someone who thinks he's doing 
you a favor by writing to you; "All 
my disdain," for the letter you write 
back to that person; or "I nsincerely 
yours," which would be appropriate 
for a fair percentage of the letters 
I've received ( and-yes-a few of 
the ones I've sent). 

Some of my correspondents have 
broken out of the pattern by creat
ing their own unique (as far as I 
know) closings. One of those is "Ad 
astra," which is Latin for someplace 
we'd all like to go. Another is "With
out wax•·; I used to know what that 
meant, but I've forgotten. And then 
there's "Your humble and obedient 
servant"; it's not unique but it hasn't 
been in vogue for a long time. 

I've thought about coming up 
with my own distinctive closing line, 
but haven't settled on anything yet. I 
am sure, however, that I'll never end 
a letter with the words I've used to 
title this column. Some things are 
better left unsaid. + 



Reflections 

Robert Silverberg 

There's good news and bad news 
on the cosmological eli aster front. 

Last time, you may recall, we 
warned you of the possible imminent 
destruction of the Earth through a 
collision with Comet Swift-Tuttle. 
(Imminent, that is, provided you 
rake a cosmic view of things. The 
estimated date of impact of Swift
Tuttle has been calculated at August 
14, 2 1 26.) 

I 'm happy to report that those of 
you who are planning on living ex
tremely long lives, or are extraordi
narily concerned about the fates of 
your descendants, can relax. Dr. 
Brian Marsden of the Harvard-Smith
sonian Center for Astrophysics in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, who is
sued the original comet-crash warn
ing a few months back, has now 
taken a second look at his figures. 
After studying newly discovered 
records of observations raken when 
Swift-Tuttle made its last visit to our 
corner of the universe, Dr. Marsden 
has recomputed the comet's orbit 
and tells us that it will miss us by a 
cheery 15 million miles in 2126. 
Instead of being part of one of the 
world's most impressive catastro
phes, therefore, those of you who 
are still making the scene 133 years 
from now will be treated to a really 
splendid astronomical light-show. I 
envy you. 

Of course, what can be calculated 
twice can be calculated three times. 
Dr. Marsden's next estimate of Swift
Tuttle's orbit may not be nearly as 
cheering. But I think that for the 

time being we can stop worrying 
about this one. 

ext on the worry list: the forth
coming ice age. Apparently it isn't 
going to come forth quite as soon as 
we thought. 

What, you say? The problem of 
the moment is the greenhouse ef
fect, isn't it? Hellacious hot tempera
tures everywhere, the polar ice 
packs melting, sea levels rising, cli
matic patterns changing all over the 
world as tropical rain forests spring 
up in South Carolina and pleasant 
temperate weather breaks out in 
Manitoba? 

Well, yes, in the short run we still 
need to brood a little about the build
up of carbon dioxide, methane, and 
other so-called greenhouse gases in 
our atmosphere, and the worldwide 
rise in mean temperature that that is 
likely to produce. But we Cosmic 
Minds look beyond the short run, 
don ·t we? And in the somewhat 
longer run, the glaciers are clue to 
make another trip across the North
ern Hemisphere, with dire conse
quences for a l l  those nice new 
greenhouse-effect wheat-farms up 
there in Canada. 

Geological evidence tells us that 
glacial periods afflict the Earth with 
fairly predictable periodicity. On the 
large scale of geological time, they 
appear to come eve1y 250 million 
years: the time of the earliest ones is 
still unclear, but there was one in 
the Cambrian period, about 500 mil
lion years ago, and another in the 
Permian, 240 million year back. and 

then another, the most recent, that 
began during the P leistocene, rwo 
million years ago. 

But these great glaciations contain 
periods of fluctuation-the inter
glacial periods, when the ice retreats 
and the Earth revens to something 
like its normal warmth. We are living 
in an interglacial period right now, 
one which began about 10,000 years 
ago. At that time, all of Canada lay 
under ice, and the United rates was 
covered as far south as the valleys of 
the Ohio and Missouri rivers; in Eu
rope, an ice sheet spread out of 
Scandinavia and reached as far as 
England in the west. Siberia in the 
east, and the latitude of Berlin in the 
south: a dazzling white blanket 
more than 10,000 feet thick, cover
ing over two million square miles. 
Other European ice-fields radiated 
from the Alps, the Pyrenees, the 
Appenines, and the Carpathians, so 
that at the peak of the Pleistocene 
glaciation all of Europe north of the 
Mediterranean region was covered 
by ice. 

Happily for us. most of that ice 
went away, making possible such 
things as the Teolithic agricultural 
revolution, the spread of civilization 
through the Fertile Crescent, the Ro
man Empire, and the development 
of the first primitive science-fiction 
magazines. But prevailing geophysi
cal theo1y holds that such inter
glacial periods as the one we have 
enjoyed last only ten to twelve thou
sand years. Which is to say that the 
balmy interlude in the Pleistocene 
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glacial period that has contained the 
rise and development or human civi
lization is just about over, that the 
glaciers are due to come crashing 
down on us again almost immediate
ly. (Which would be rather too ef
fective a rescue from the torrid hor
rors of the greenhouse-effect world 
of the near future.) 

Now come the first indications 
that that estimate may be overly pes
simistic. A core drilled from mineral 
deposits along the walls of a 425-foot
deep crack in the Earth ·s surface 
known as Devils Hole. in 1 evada. 
seems to support the conclusion that 
the periods between ice ages last for 
about 20,000 years, just about dou
ble the generally accepted figure. In 
that case, of course, vve need not 
expect any worldwide climatic cool
ing for another seven to nine thou
sand years, which gives us a little 
more time to get ready for major 
changes in our l ifestyles. 

The Devils Hole findings, which 
were published in  the autumn of 
1 992 in Science, have not been met 
with universal acceptance, since 
they seem at variance with the es
tablished belief that fluctuations in 
solar radiation are the primary cause 
of our planet's ice ages: the time
table for past solar cycles is well es
tablished, and the Devils l lole num
bers don·t match it .  (They indicate. 
in fact. a previously u nsuspected gla
cial period about 400.000 years ago. 
when the sun's output was believed 
to have been at normal levels.) 
Many geophysicists suggest that the 
data from Devils Hole represents 
some sort of local anomaly rather 
than a record of worldwide climatic 
conditions; some have questioned 
the validity of the oxygen-isotope 
dating system by which the figures 
were generated. ·There is a genuine 
controversy here, and a jolly interest
ing one.·· says Dr. Nicholas Shackle
ton of Cambridge, one of the three 
scientists who in 1976 published a 
paper that seemingly clinched the 
argument for the solar-fluctuation 
theo1y. 
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W/e can leave the glaciologists to 
their jolly controversy, I suppose: 
but, in a world fore\·er short of good 
news. let us clutch the Devils Hole 
report to our bosoms and hope that 
it will lead to a complete reevaluation 
of the glacial timetable. The return of 
the glaciers by, say, i\.D. 2400 may 
make an interesting theme for a sci
ence-fiction novel-! wrote one my
self, thirty-odd years ago, called 
Ti"me qf tbe Great Freeze-but it 
would be ever so much nicer for the 
human race to have a little more of 
an intermission between cold snaps. 

Then, finally, there is the problem 
of the huge slab of the island of Ha
waii that seems poised to fall into 
the sea. 

This is the southeastern corner of 
the so-called Big Island, where the 
famous volcanoes (Mauna Loa, 
Mauna Kea, Kilauea) are located. A 
lot of people l ive there, too, includ
ing some friends or mine who have 
property not ve1y far from Kilauea 
Crater. I t  may be that they have 
made an unwise real-estate invest
ment, because recent satellite obser
vations appear to show that a "break
away rift system" begins at the 4,000-
foot-high summit of Kilauea and ex
tends out to about 50 miles offshore, 
taking in the Puna Coast of the Big 
Island, where some 10 ,000 people 
currently live. This entire mass of 
terrain appears to be moving toward 
the sea at a rate of several inches a 
year. 

\XIhen it finally falls in, unfortu
nately, it will land with an enormous 
splash-enough to set off tsunamis 
hundreds of feet high all around the 
Pacific Rim, with unhappy conse
quences for hundreds of millions of 
people. ( My m.vn house is on that 
rim, you understand-GOO feet 
above sea level, which ought to be 
enough, but you never can tell. . . .  ) 

Will it happen? Almost certainly, 
yes. In the past five years undersea 
exploration has turned up evidence 
that chunks of the various Hawaiian 
islands as big as J 00 square miles in 
area have slid into the sea now and 

then in the past, scattering debris out
ward for 100 miles or more. None of 
this has taken place during recorded 
history, but the process seems to be 
an ongoing one, and the next time i t  
happens it will be a very historic 
event indeed. 

At the moment, no reliable esti
mate of the elate of the forthcoming 
landslide is being offered to us. It 
could occur tomorrow, though prob
ably it \von't. It might still be a hun
dred thousand years in the future: 
not my problem, then. or yours. Bur 
it seems to be inevitable. The land is 
moving, steadily and fast. ·'It is un
stable, it is headed out . . .  and you 
can't stop it," says Richard Fiske of 
the Smithsonian, who reported on 
the Hawaiian movements at a meet
ing of the American Geophysical Un
ion in San francisco last December. 

So there you have it for now: the 
spring 1 993 Earth report. We will be 
spared the comet crash and the early 
return of the ice age; but billions of 
tons of Ha�Yaii may fal l  into the sea 
next week. This morning, at any 
rate, much of the planet seems f�tirly 
stable as I write this in Northern 
California. The sun is shining pleas
antly around here, at least; local 
earthquake activity has been mini
mal lately; no volcan ic eruptions 
were reported on the morning news; 
the tropical hurricane season is sti l l  
some months away. down in  the 
places where tropical hurricanes 
happen. (And did, last summer, with 
remarkable vehemence. ) Let us be 
grateful for the blessings of the mo
ment. For what we know, we inhab
itants of Earth, is that we win a few 
and then we lose a few, and it's nice 
not to be on the losing side on any 
given morning, for who knows what 
the morrow will bring? I would not. 
at any rate. rush out there to buy a 
vacation home on Ha\Yai i ·s Puna 
Coast, i f  I \vere you. + 
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N orce was given a model of the instrument he would 
inherit from his father, as tradition dictated. Although it 
was only a fraction of the real machine's size, the move
ments of its wings, claws and tail competently imitated 
the real thing. J\llechanics, aeronautical responses, tem
poral as well as astral transmutation and bl ind-sight were 
convincingly simulated. 

Its ocular globes were sheathed with malachite and 
lapis and had mother-of-pearl lids over them cut thinly 
enough to be as pl iable as flesh. Its wings flexed out
ward with miniaturized grace, then snapped in abruptly 
for an imagined clive upon an enemy or the king. Its 
legs remained tucked against its belly until the wings ex
tended again as air brakes; then they lowered and the 
cla\VS sprang open to catch the imagined, hostile intelli
gence. But it was incapable of flight, and despite its 
verisimil itude, 1 orce knew thar the true instrument's ca
pabilities were only hinted at. The illusion was addition
ally flawed by the whir of pol ished clockworks and the 
need to wind them up each time he wished the model 
to resume its patrol from atop his outstretched hand. 

I t  was nevertheless valuable for his education . By us
ing it to illustrate their lectures, the king's scholars finally 
made Norce understand the tactics which must be used 
against the spirits of the air. They could also supetvise 
his dissection of small birds and the integration of their 
brains, eyes and nervous systems into the model. Finches 
were usually chosen for such exercises because of their 
neural simplicity, and orce was stunned each time 
their consciousnesses awakened inside his model and 
the light of their bright, primitive eyes shone through 
the antique lenses. 

He was then able to understand how, for a l l  t heir pow
er, the marvelous instruments which guarded the king 
lacked the will and instinct required to hunt the sky's 
ethereal predators. I t  was for this reason that only the 
purest natural hunters were implanted in them. And even 
then, he realized as he watched his model's eyes move 
with the intell igence of an engrafted butch_er, they owed· 
nothing to mankind, neither loyalty nor affection. But 
they were aware of their new dress and the power and 
perception they attained once being rid of their mortal 
bodies. Atomic decomposition and solar radiation animat
ed them. Ancient circuits extended their sight two hun
dred angstroms into the infrared at one extreme of the 
spectrum and an equal distance into the ultraviolet at the 
other. Their visual discrimination was refined by a factor 
of ten in the model and would be by a hundred in a true 
instrument. They felt no hunger, 'orce was assured, but 
retained the hunt's obsession, and this drove them to a 
simple joy that overpaid them for their suffering . 

He surpassed the sons of all the other falconers after he 
\vas given the model. His talents at empathetic bonding, 
mechanical and thaumaturgical preparation and dissec
tion became great enough after a year to excuse a secret 
attempt to engraft the higher intell igence of a magpie 
into the model. Its brain capsule and neural harness had 
been designed to make such a thing impossible, for the 
dangers of such youthful intemperance were foreseen 
when it was built. But Norce almost managed to pare 
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away enough of the conex to make the brain fit and still 
leave a coherent intelligence. 

The k ing's scholars intervened when the creature re
vealed itself i n  the careful way it tested the model's pow
ered l imbs. 1orce was reprimanded, but the scholars 
discreetly reported his progress to the king . At the end 
of his penance, Norce was al lowed to join his father in 
the field. The model was retired to the Treasury. 

On this occasion, the king was returning from a for
eign embassy and was encamped in arid canyon lands on 
the southern frontier. Norce arrived with a supply train, 
and his f"�tther greeted him in the formal way prescribed 
for fa lconers. Although the boy had not seen him for 
months, he affected the same arctic manner. 

I l is father's instrument was inside his tent, immobile 
on a cast-iron perch. It  was then inhabited by a battler 
eagle. This had not been his father's first choice, but it 
had proven to be a strong and perceptive hunter. It had 
already driven off or captured five Sprites and a Fug itive 
during the prior week, as well a.s a shadow that could 
have been an Enemy. H is father briefly warmed when 
discussing these sorties, and held his hands out in front 
of him, one flat to indicate the instrument and the other 
in a fist for the invisible targets. weaving one around the 
other and smiling as he i l lustrated each interception. 

The instrument's ocular globes were fabulously com
plex, incorporating twelve concentric irises, each sensitive 
to discrete segments of the temporal and nontemporal 
spectra. Additional perceptive facult ies were chemically 
integrated into the humors surrounding the eagle's im
planted eyes. 

It was three times the size of any natural raptor, filling 
and shadowing the tent's interior, clark blue light reflect
ing from its acid-milled titanium feathers. Norce therefore 
wondered out loud why an instrument just one more or
der of magnitude larger had never been constructed. One 
large enough to accept the eyes and mind of a man. 

His father's tone regained its distance 3 S he explained 
that there were only a hundred real flyers left in the 
world, and the art of their construction had been lost for 
ages. I t  was enough to presetve the ones they had and 
be thankful for antiquity's gift which allowed them to 
protect their great men from the hostile spirits of the air. 
New ones of any sort could never be built. Men were 
therefore properly the inhabitants of the earth's and 
ocean's surface; they should build their towers no high
er than was required for a modest grandeur and the pur
poses of terrestrial defense. They had no business in the 
sky; only their instruments could safely go there. 

The two of them relieved rhe other falconer in the 
king's party that night . There had been a third falconer, 
bur a Fugitive had seized him before he or his instrument 
could react. Fottunately, the instrument had not been 
harmed, and even captured the mad spirit as it departed 
the man's corpse. Then the implanted goshawk had been 
removed and incinerated with its captured soul. A black 
shaheen had replaced it in the instrument, and it  was 
this instrument which was on watch. The third flyer, 
with an inexperienced gyrfalcon inside, stood in resetve. 

The other falconer reponed all quiet and took the sha-

Mark S. Geston 



heen instrument back to camp. orce's father reviewed 
the watch log, noted the time, temperature, light, altitude 
density and the other aspects of the perceptible world 
that were releva nt to the detection of spirits. Then he 
listened to the surrounding wilderness for vvhat seemed 
to Norce to be an overly long time. "See anything?" 

The boy looked up obediently, hurting his eyes with 
the setting sun. He found nothing aloft but a mortal kite. 

'·Nothing at all?" The great instrument rested on its iron 
perch in front of them. orce strained to recognize some
thing suitably ominous. The sky seemed perfectly safe. 

"There!" His father pointed, and the boy saw where 
the air had thickened. Then there was a smooth, whis
pering sound, like someone inhaling in the presence of 
an exhilarating danger. The instrumem extended its wings, 
lowered its body for additional thrust and launched al
most vertically from its perch. It oriented itself toward the 
patch of clotted air and accelerated upward. 

" I f  we could do that ourselves . . .  ?" Norce asked. 
It rose above the target, gaining altitude to clive on it. 
"\Xfe can't. \Y/e shouldn't want to. Look! What do you 

say? A Sprite? Fugitive? Perhaps even a true Enemy? \'1/e 
almost caught one before you arrived, you know!'' 

Norce strained to recall his lessons. ·· ot an Enemy. 
There·s no nimbus of static discharge and no temporal 
evasions. 

His father nodded approvingly. 
"But it's a la rge distortion and has enough implied 

mass to allow me to see it." 
"Should we bring it clown?" 
"\Y/e?" Norce was flauerecl. "\Y/e should, shouldn't we? 

\'1/ith the king so ncar. .
, 

"Though if it's only a Sprite . .  :· His father left ofT 
purposely. waiting for the boy to fill in the rest. 

·· ' . . .  airy spirits of evil inconsequence I that prey on 
orchids and the wisps of clouds.' ·· 

His father smiled at the quote from Spencer. "Good! 
But they have consciousness. An instrument with a good 
raptor inside can tolerate twenty or more of them, but 
they still leave a residue that accumulates in time and 
can then ruin the one flight that's really needed. That's 
how your great-grandfather lost a king-elect, you know. 

"Sprites can also be manipulated by Enemies as 
screens and diversions. Then they're called Masks. But I 
don't think we have one here, because they're usually 
herded about in groups then. 

'·So that leaves Fugitives, Unknowns and Tricks. The 
first two have always been dangers to the throne. They 
covet souls steeped in power and decision. And who 
knows about the bst?'' 

The instrument was now barely visible, circling two 
kilometers above the ground. Then its wings disappeared. 
Norce blinked, and it had dropped more than a hundred 
meters straight down before he reacquired its silhouette. 

"Strike!" his father whispered as the instrument's tra
jectory intersected the knot of air. It wobbled briefly, 
then cominued downward. 

It flared its wings at ten meters and opened its gold
sheathed talons. But the approach was misjudged and it  
overshot the iron perch, plowing heavily into the ground 
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to their left. orce·s father held him back. "\'1/ait!" Then 
the falconer walked his boy around to the front of the 
instrument, so they could look imo its face. The right 
wing was partially torn off, and hydraulic fluid seeped 
from the exposed joint. Electricity arced across jagged 
tears in the flyer's surface. 

His father approached the machine carefully, testing 
the air in front of him with his hands. The instrument 
flopped weakly until  it raised its head enough to fix 
them with its one undamaged eye; pieces of crystal and 
glistening humors spilled from the other socket. The 
good eye regarded them with restrained panic, the ea
gle's ruined nervous system pleading for recognition. 

Fear weakened Norce's legs. Enemy, he concluded, 
the full text of each school t reatise now clear, all dia
grams fully recalled along with the secret, oral histories 
that had been endlessly recited to him: Enemies were 
souls which were powe1:{ul enough to free themselves from 
their mortality a11d attai11 the sky through a11 act of will. 
011ce self-liberated, a11ger against the discarded eartb in
variably consumes tbe111 aud directs their actio11s. 7bis is 
contrasted to Fugitives wbicb depart tbei1· mortal bodies 
because of a prior mad/less, rather than tbe otber way 
around. Both had been human or nearly so. Along with 
those of baser origins, like prites and enigmas like Un
knowns. they controlled the sky from a hundred meters 
above the ground, upward, the scholars taught, forever 
to the stars. The new fortresses and cathedrals of man 
cowered below this doma in; all the old constructions 
that still intruded up into it were haunted. 

"It 's an ancient battle," his father remarked that eve
ning as he repaired the instrument. "And we three hun
dred falconers-in al l  the world-are the only ones who 
can fight it. ·Guardians of the king,' and how the ladies 
love us for ir .  Even the praetorians envy us." 

I t  was quiet outside. The king had already decamped, 
risking travel at night rather than staying below inadequate
ly protected airspace. An escon of two more flyers inhab
ited by sparrow-hawks had been summoned to meet him. 

"Could this be a Trick?" his father asked, pushing 
back from the machine. "Sprites are brainless and Fugi
tives are crazy. A true Enemy would have destroyed it
self by now, if i t  hadn't taken us out first." 

"I've never . . .  " 
''They're very rare. Lots of stories, but not much real 

evidence. They were supposed to be the spiritual con
temporaries of the instruments themselves. Built by men 
at the same t ime--completely artificial-and set free in 
spite \vhen the flyers were . . .  expropriated by the great 
houses of the world." Then he leaned back over the in
strument and picked up his jeweler's tools. "Perhaps not 
so remarkable . . . " 

"But if this is one of these creatures, don't procedures 
require cremation?" Norce felt ve1y brave in suggesting this. 

His father did not seem to notice the remark. Instead 
he raised his hand and pronounced judgement: "I be
lieve it to be a Trick. An artifact as old as the instrument 
that captured it and which it may now still inhabit. I t's 
possible it came from the same builder as our instrument." 

1orce was instantly seized by this idea. "Then the in-
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telligence now inhabits the machine, instead of the ea
gle's mind?" 

His father pressed a sequence of points on the instru
ment's head with his protected hand. The functioning 
eye dulled and closed. 

It showed no signs of conscious inhabitation during 
the night. At dawn, they brought it out into the open 
space where the king had been encamped. The back of 
the flyer's head and spine opened and the neural inter
faces automatically withdrew. His father dissected out 
the eagle's remaining eye, brain and spinal cord and 
quickly placed them on a pyre of magnesium shavings. 

Both men braced themselves against the psychic 
scream of the incinerating intell igence. The morning re
mained undisturbed. 

\Xfhen everything was turned to white ash, orce's fa
ther returned to the instrument and washed its interior 
with hydrogen hexanuoride and bioscouring agents. The 
panels were closed without installing a new raptor. 

The falconer executed a command sequence on the 
concealed buttons. The machine's neural cavities were 
empty; al l  its bioelectrical circuits were open and un
bridged, yet it leapt to its perch, arranged its wings and 
centered its head. Its gaze was intensified by the absence 
of living eyes inside its ocular globes. Thus its pupils were 
unnervingly large and inquisitory, and 1 orce's father 
quickly placed the hood proper, made of cloth-of-gold 
and embroidered with circuit l ines, over its head. He 
spent the next hour probing the machine's structure with 
his hands, auaching instruments to the hood or standing 
back at various distances to gaze at it or up at the sky. 

They cooked dinner and slept beside their instrument. 
Inhabited flyers shifted while in repose like the real birds 
within them, but now the instrument was motionless un
less his father removed the hood; d1en its head would swiv
el around in three or four quick movements, taking in the 
whole of the night sky before returning to its original po
sition. The spirits were generally quiet at night; only rare 
Enemies with small escorts of Masks were thought to fly 
then, so there was little to be concerned about. 

The machine was animated by dawn l ight. As soon as 
his father removed the hood proper, it exploded up
wards, executed a climbing turn to the right and then 
dove back to its perch. This flight required nine seconds. 

"Sprite?" 1 orce asked when he recovered his breath. 
"An Unknown, or just a show to impress us?" 

The instrument's eyes revealed nothing. His father re
placed the hood and took more readings. "Too weak to 
register outside random error. It was probably nothing. 
13ut even if it was, there's nothing inside now to purge if 
it did snag something." 

They set out after breakfast to rejoin the king, whom 
they overtook the following noon. He personally wel
comed them, to the displeasure of his other falconer. 
The black shaheen's hunting style was too placid for the 
king, and his majesty said he was greatly relieved by the 
protection their instrument restored to his party. 

The king's mood was further improved when their in
strument repeated its morning sortie ten minutes after they 
arrived. This time there was a confirmed target that was 
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not spotted until it was only two hundred meters above 
the royal person. The shaheen detected the target at the 
same time, but theirs rocketed up from its perch, flaunt
ing its incredible acceleration by climbing in a tight spiral 
instead of a straight path. It  intercepted the pulsing knot 
of air from below on the first pass without seeking any 
advantage from superior altitude. orce had been taught 
that this was a tactical impossibility. The king signified 
his admiration by giving orce's father his ivory-hiltecl 
dirk on the spot. 

No one noticed the size of the instrument's eyes. Norce's 
father quickly placed the hood proper over its head and 
conveyed it away for supposed purgation. Norce re
mained in camp, knowing that there was nothing that 
could be cleansed from the machine, m:rvously deflect
ing the king's and his other falconers' questions with the 
lies he and his father had rehearsed al l  the previous clay. 

In their tent that night, his father wondered if the in
strument had either found a way to annihilate the spirits 
it captured instead of just containing them, or if it had 
evolved some way to accommodate such presences and 
still function. If it was the first possibility, he said dream
ily, the sky might be cleansed and men could travel 
through it again, as legends argued they once had. The 
implications of the second theory were less clear. I laving 
liule mass, Sprites or Fugitives might be stacked one on 
Lop of, or within, the Other without practical limit. "13ut," 
the older man continued in the clark, "no instrument has 
ever accommodated more than thirty captured intelli
gences before the resident nervous system losL coherence." 

There were no more threats to the king after that. 
Their instrument may have found an isolated Sprite as 
they neared the capital, for it flew off in the morning 
haze for fifteen minutes. Its eyes revealed nothing when 
it returned, so the easy conclusion was that the sortie 
had been unsuccessful. 

That fall ,  their flyer beat out three other instruments 
in bringing dO\vn a confirmed Enemy that had penetrat
ed the capital"s precincts under the cover of a thunder
storm. It had appeared as a ball lightning, darting and 
drifting to evade casual detection as it stalked the king, 
who was enjoying the storm from under a covered 
promenade. There was a terrific explosion as the flyer 
captured it, again atracking from below before its watch 
companions had even begun climbing for altitude. 

Intercepting something that powerful would have left 
a conventional, inhabited flyer incapable of controlled 
flight. This machine, however, merely circled the spot 
where it coll ided with the entity, letting static discharge 
over its body before gliding back to its perch. 

I l is father was awarded \Vith a leather hawking gaunt
let, embroidered with seed pearls. orce was presented 
with a girl three years older than he was, but found it 
difficult to receive any pleasure from her. 

The instrument's hunting radius increased to take in 
the whole of the royal estate. The king instructed orce 
and his father to each attend him with their instrument 
for half the day. so that he would be constantly protected. 
l ie was therefore able to move with impunity through 
his domains, and the jealous rulers of neighboring states, 
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walking bent from their a ncestral fear of the sky, sent 
saboteurs to bring him back clown to their own fearful 
mortality. Praetorians dealt harshly with these agents. 
The kingdom prospered, even to the extent that some 
men discussed returning to the sky, first by reclaiming 
the hermetic towers of ancient cathedrals and then. 
more boldly, in devices of ash and fabric such as were 
depicted on the mosaic floors of those same buildings. 

But his father knew the imelligences were accumulat
ing within his instrument. The ritual of purgation after 
each inevitably successful interception was abbreviated 
to a visit to a darkened room. and the weight of this se
crecy began to weigh visibly on him. It required, after 
all, lies to those he was charged with protecting and the 
concealment of conceivably greater dangers. He had lost 
count of how m3ny spirits the instrument had captured 
and cursed himself for not having kept careful records 
of its hunts. "If they live forever in it, if they i11terweaue 
their sentience with our flyer's structure, then . . .  trans
formations might occur. This is all unheard of. Falconers 
are men of unbroken traditions. but this knowledge is 
new. Either that, or old past my imagining." 

Clearly torn between his excitement with hunting the 
greatest instrument in memory and his growing fear over 
what it was becoming, his father attempted to secretly im
plant the mind of a peregrine, which was agreed to be 
the strongest of all  the raptors that could inhabit a flyer. 

It seemed to cha nge for a few days. The machine's 
pupils were naturally reduced to a natural size, now hav
ing the raptor's eyes locked \Yithin its own, and it hunt
ed much nearer to the palace, utilizing conventional tac
tics. But then its coordination deteriorated, and when his 
father opened the cranial vault he found that the pere
grine's mind had been burned to white ash. 

He reassembled the machine empty. Its eyes opened 
at once, and the vast pupils stared at them before rotat
ing toward the zenith. Then it leapt up and was gone 
hunting until the sun set. 

orce watched his father decline after that. The fear
love that the scholars had warned about was betrayed in 
the man's gestures and choice of words when he spoke 
about his instrument or prepared to go on watch with it. 
The man aged accordingly. 

Norce would have sought help or at least warned the 
cour1, but he had so strengthened his own mental defenses 
that he could by now barely communicate with other peo
ple at all,  let alone explain \vhat he feared \vas happening. 
He knew that if he and his father had not already com
mitted treason, they had surely partaken of heresy. By 
winter, he did not even dare try, for the machine antici
pated him too well. It watched him and the sky in the 
same ways, until Norce wondered if it could see his own 
spirit and anti-spirit, frozen inside him, bound by locked 
hopes and aphasic emotions. 

Finally, his father did nothing but drone on hopefully 
about the instrument and how any danger accumulating 
inside it would till be less than what remained aloft. 

1orce never chanced a reply unless the machine was at 
least five kilometers away. He was terrified that if the old 
man went mad, a Fugitive might be created at the moment 
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of his death. Then, he believed, he would be obligated to 
hunt his father's spirit shadow with the instrument, hav
ing no idea what would become of it after its capture. 

The old man's ncsh collapsed around his bones. He 
avoided movement and then even speech. The king no 
longer visited him or his son when they were on watch, 
although he insisted they remain at the service of the 
crown. Many of the other falconers left the kingdom or 
petulantly neglected the condition of their own flyers. 

In April, however, his father abruptly announced he 
had calculated that the instrument had captured more 
than a thousand intelligences since it had been occupied 
by the Trick. He declared the machine's interior to be an 
anarchy of malign intellects, and said he imagined that on
ly the instrument's or the Trick's own desire to perpetu
ate itself and gather the entire sky's inhabitants into itself 
for a final destruction kept any order at al l .  "Or for an 
apotheosis. Could that have been what the original build
ers had originally intended? Could we have the only com
plete flyer in the world? The only one that is just as it was 
when it was first constructed, and that it was then that 
the spirits first fled from them into the hearts of men, and 
only afterward into the sky?" His voice crackled as he 
saw beneath all the teachings of his youth and vocation. 

1orce heard the words from some great remove, so 
complete were his emotional defenses and fatigue. He 
had lost all his peripheral vision while distracted by his 
father's speculations. By imperceptible degrees his body 
failed as his mind tried to increase its distance and self
containment, instinctively employing the falconer's ar1s. 
Then the distance increased uncontrollably and the sense 
of spiritual acceleration tore at him with a tidal force, 
until his mind buzzed within his emptied body like a fly 
in a bottle. 

He observed the flyer through a newly vacated eye
socket. The machine returned the stare with equally empty 
eyes that were nevertheless charged with energy. Norce 
felt his mind drifting up, away, and urged himself along 
to escape. The horizon wa discernible, but he could not 
understand its significance; orientation was impossible. 

High above, toward the zenith, where it was least pain
ful to look, there was a scattering of luminous points, 
clustering thickly enough to suggest nebulae. Because his 
attention was directed upward he did not think of the 
instrument's customary climbing attack, and was only 
aware of it when the speckled blue of the inhabited up
per atmosphere vanished in the flash of interception. 
Darkness fol lowed in which his spinning was arrested. 

orce looked around and saw only through the flyer's 
eyes. The elaborate interior circuitry encircling them 
gleamed in reflected sunlight. He moved forward to 
these windows, recalling his old dream of flight. 

He reached the eyes and looked down onto the para
pet from which he and his father had kept watch. He 
saw the cast-iron perch the instrument \Vas descending 
to and the palsied figure of his father bending over his 
corpse. The old man looked up in fea r  at the returning 
machine. Then Norce became aware of the other intelli
gences that were packed into the machine and of the 
sky's implacable contempt for man. + 
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Charles Sheffield 

"Everything," Waldo said mo
rosely, "is relative." 

He slumped low in his of
fice chair, a man bearing the 
weight of the whole world. 

I nodded in mute sympathy. 
He was right, and there was 
l i ttle that I could do to console 
him. 

"It's ridiculous," he added. 
" I  mean, it's not as though I 
was dead." 

I could only noel again and 
reflect, not for the first time, 
that there ought to be a collec
tive noun to describe the group 
of relatives who, unseen and 
unheard from since early child
hood, rush in after a family 
death to attend the reading of 
the will and to fight over the 
best bits of furniture. A concu
piscence of nephews? A grab of 
grandsons? A covet of cousins7 

Except that in Waldo's case, 
none of these applied. He was 
merely the victim of circum
stance. As he rightly remarked, 
he was not dead, and nothing 
but pure coincidence had de
creed that, in the same month 



of the same year, a major tennis rournamenr and the so
lar system's largest morticians' convenrion would be held 
in Luna City. And long before that, nothing but blind 
fate had persuaded his maternal aunts, Ruth and Ruby, 
to choose for their soulmates a wealthy tennis fanatic, 
Pharaoh Potter. and a leading undertaker. Mortimer C. 
Wilberforce. 

The four had moved far away, to Mars in the case of 
Pharaoh and Ruth, ro the Venus Domes for Mortimer and 
Ruby. But now they were back. Pharaoh, after many 
years of talking about winning a tennis tournament, had 
actually entered as a player in the Luna Senior Doubles; 
and Mortimer C., still obliged to work for a living, was 
enrolled in a Do-lt-Yourself embalming course on the 
other side of the city, while also taking in the conven
tion, plus the occasional funeral, for entertainment. 

Simple pleasures, you might say. The bad news was 
that both wives and husbands were staying with Waldo; 
and by their attitude the four members of the Potter and 
\Xtilberforce party were making him most unhappy. As 
he complained to me, they pushed him around all the 
time. He didn't know how to argue with them. 

It's a baffling thing. You have one man who spends 
his whole l ife hitting a little ball so some other half-wit 
can hit it back to him, and another who paints up dead 
bodies so they'l l  look nice and healthy when they're 
burned or buried. You have their rwo wives, who do 
norhing at all .  Yet all of them look clown on Waldo, be
cause he is a lawyer. 

And it's not as though Waldo had plenty of Lime to 
entertain his odious relatives. Quite the opposite. He 
and I, after several slow months, had just become busy 
with what could well be the biggest case of our careers. 

It had begun with no more than a rumor. There are 
cenain words that ,,·ill start one, anytime or anywhere 
that they are whispered or even breathed. 

Try this word: immortality. 
But to Waldo and me it had been no more than a ru

mor. In Luna City rumors are as common as cockroaches, 
and about as fast-moving. 

All that had changed, though, with the late night ar
rival of lmre Munsen at the offices of Burmeister and 
Carver, Attorneys-at-Law. 

lmre Munsen, Special I nvestigator for the United Space 
Federation; Imre Munsen, my nemesis, convinced de
spite much evidence to the contrary that I was, like him, 
a starry-eyed, patriotic hero with nerves of steel. lmre 
Munsen, with the authority to force anyone to do any
thing that he asked. 

lmre Munsen, idiot. I never wanted to see him again. 
13ut there he was, sitting in Waldo's favorite chair and 
shaking his rugged-jawed head at us. 

··Perhaps not a mere rumor, gentlemen. There may be 
a lot more to it than that. Here·s what we know, for cer
tain sure. Carlo Moolman flew to Luna last week, from 
Oberon. He claimed, and he wasn't bashful about it, that 
an inventor out there had discovered an 'immortality 
serum.' Moolman said he actually had a sample with 
him, a little phial of liquid. He didn't claim it would let a 
person live forever, but he did insist that it would in-
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crease your life expectancy to a thousand years. He 
wanted to sell shares in its developmenr and marketing. 
What does that suggest ro you?" 

Waldo and I exchanged glances. 
'·A confidence trickster, .. Waldo said firmly. "Looking 

for suckers. Everybody knows there's no capital available 
on Oberon:· 

"True." Munsen leaned forward, and gave us his pa
tented steely-eyed glare. "And Carlo Moolman does hap
pen to have a criminal record. But suppose this time it's 
different. Suppose tbis time he 's telliug tbe truth?" 

"I wouldn't put any money on it if I were you," I said. 
"Maybe not. But the USF bas to take the possibility 

seriously. Can you imagine what an immortality serum 
would do to the solar system?" 

Waldo suddenly took on a mournful air. r think he 
was imagining Ruth, Ruby, Pharaoh and Mortimer stay
ing with him forever. 

"I don't understand this," I said. "Carlo Moolman came 
to Luna, and presumably since you didn't say he left, he's 
still here. Why not take him in for direct questioning? If 
it  comes to that, why not go to Oberon and question the 
inventor of the serum?" 

"Excellent thinking, Mr. Carver." Mun ·en favored me 
with a nash of white teeth. "\Y/e can't do that, for two 
very good reasons. The inventor is dead; and so is Carlo 
Moolman." 

It  was not difficult to spot a certain weakness in lmre's 
argument. "Two men with an immortality serum," I be
gan, "and both are dead-" 

"But not of natural causes, Mr. Carver. I don't know 
about the fellow back on Oberon, but I saw Moolman's 
body. Somebody blew a hole in his belly, big enough to 
put your whole head through."" 

A less appealing course of action was difficult to imag
ine. I suggested as much. 

"And of course,"' Munsen went on, as though he had 
not heard me, ·'there was no sign of the immortality 
serum on his body." 

"Might he have drunk it himself, or hidden it some
where on or in his body?" 

"1 ot according to the autopsy. o." Munsen stood up 
and began to pace around the office. " I  think that if it 
existed at all ,  he hid it. But where? There must be a clue, 
somewhere. We're looking, you can be sure of that. 
tvleanwhile, his funeral is the day after tomorrow. And 
of course, his enemies may attend-the people who 
killed him. They're as keen to get their hands on the 
serum as we are. It's important for us to know what 
they are up to." 

··so you and your men will be there," I said slowly. I 
didn't know what was doing it, but r felt an uneasy 
creepy sensation up my back. as though a Hidalgan 
centipede was ascending under my shirt. 

'"Me and my crew can·t do that."' Munsen shook his 
head firmly. '·We're too well known; we'd be recognized 
in a minute. Anyway, we'd have to more or less force 
our way in. What we need is someone who can be in
vited to the funeral in a natural way. Someone like Mr. 
Burmeister-whose uncle, as I understand it, is a big 
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wheel in mortician circles and could get him invited into 
almost anything connected with funerals." 

I felt a giddy sense of relief. The Angel of Death, clive
bombing in on me, had suddenly veered aside and 
picked the next man in line. 

"Of course," I said. 
"Of course not," said Waldo. 
"Actually, Mr. Burmeister is correct," Munsen agreed. 

"He won't quite do. He is-with all clue respect, Mr. 
Burmeister-rather too conspicuous because of his size. 
We need someone less noticeable, someone who can 
keep a low profile, blend into the background. Some
one like-" 

"I don't know Uncle Mortimer. I 'd never get invited to 
the funeral ."  

"Mr. Burmeister could invite you to dinner at his home." 
" I  don't have the right clothes for a funeral . '" 
"They will be provided. Black top hat, clark cutaway 

coat, black polished shoes, evetything." 
"And if  you just let Uncle Mort talk corpses to you for 

an hour or so, Henty," Waldo said cheerfully, "he'll be so 
tickled he'll get you invited to any funeral on the Moon. 
He's been trying to drag me to one for clays. What a pity, 
as 1\ll r. Munsen says, that I 'm too conspicuous. "  Waldo 
stared clown happily at his ample belly, and hugged his 
far to him like a protective shield. 

I wondered, in a hopeless sort of way, how much fat 
a human being could put on in a couple of clays. Not 
enough, I fel t  sure, to save me. 

Waldo had described the family dinners to me, but I had 
discounted much of what he said. Having seen Waldo's 
own prowess with a knife and fork, I deemed it remote
ly improbable that anyone at a meal table could deprive 
him of his rightful share of sustenance. 

That, of course, was before I met the Potter and Wil
berforce wives. 

I arrived a few minutes late. Waldo was busy in the 
kitchen, and at my first sight of his living-room when I 
entered, it seemed totally filled with aunts. A second 
look revealed just one massive pair, trampling and trum
peting like angry mastodons over the mangled ruins of 
trays of hors d'oeuvres. 

Ruth and Ruby were a year apart in age, and perhaps 
two kilos apart in bulk. There was less difference between 
them than the mass of any one of their many chins. 

I used ro blame Waldo for being fat, but after I saw 
his aunts I vowed never to accuse him again. With such 
genes, he didn't stand a chance. In fact, it was a tribute 
to the size of Ruby and Ruth that Pharaoh Potter was 
not himself a noticeable landmark. He was a big-framed 
man, well run to seed now but still possessing plenty of 
muscle on arms like a gorilla.  He shook my hand, in a 
grip that mashed my bones together. 

"Play any tennis?" he said. 
"Haven't for a while. I used to." I t  seemed the safest an

swer: express interest, bur don't let yourself get dragged 
into any possibility of playing. I did not know it at the 
time, but my reply exhibited an uncanny prescience. " I  
never was much good," I added. 
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"Because you're little and weedy," Pharaoh replied. "A 
person needs some weight to make decent tennis shots.·· 
l-Ie went off to sit in the corner with his head bowed. He 
was a man apparently in the grip of some great sorrow. 

I turned to Mortimer C. Wilberforce, just as Waldo 
called us through for dinner. Mort was the odd man out 
in the group, a function l suppose of his job. It's proba
bly a sort of professional requirement among morticians, 
that if you can't actually he a corpse, you ought to look 
as much like one as you can. Mortimer did his best. If he 
had been the right height for his weight, he would have 
been about four-foot-two. As it was he was six-five, and 
pale as a well-blanched stalk of celery. 

I suppose he ate, but in this he was rather like a gov
ernment official working. io matter how long and hard 
you looked, you would never see it happen. 

From my point of view, his behavior at the dinner ta
ble had one great disadvantage. I wanted to talk to h im . 
but like a mute at a funeral he had no conversation and 
no apparent interest in anything. He seemed half asleep. 
It was left to the others, and Pharaoh in particular, to 
make the runn ing in the talk department. 

Which he certainly did. According to Waldo the din
ner table conversation usually consisted of a catalog of 
deficiencies, Waldo's personal ones and that of the free 
food that he was providing. Tonight, however, another 
concern predominated. 

Pharaoh Potter's tennis partner had become disabled, 
and would be unable to play the next clay. Pharaoh 
seemed to regard this as an Act of God, although he ad
mitted that the other's injuty had occurred when Pharaoh 
knocked him flat and ran right over h im. 

" I t  was actually his own fault," Pharaoh explained. 
"He was poaching. The ball was clearly in my territory 
on the court. He should never have been there at all ." 

"But now, my love," said Aunt Ruth, "you have a 
problem. You need a partner." 

"Yeah. I know." Pharaoh glanced along the table. I 
could see him dismissing me. 

'Little and weedy.' Well, better that than a great far 
lout. 

Mortimer, as the closest living relative of the stick in
sect, received an even lower approval rating. Ruth and 
Ruby were clearly A-1 in the weight department, but 
they had the great disadvantage, for a men's doubles, of 
being females. 

That left . . .  
I saw Pharaoh's eye rest on Waldo, who was fighting 

the good fight for his share of the victuals. 
I watched the wheels turn. Adequate weight, certain

ly. Apparently in good health, as anyone must be who 
could hold his own with Ruth and Ruby in the struggle 
to be at the top of the food chain .  Available tomorrow, 
since lawyers never did any useful work. 

"Waldo!" 
My business partner, distracted in his tug-of-war with 

Aunt Ruth over a dish of sliced green beans, turned to 
face Pharaoh. 

"What?" 
"You. You can be my tennis partner tomorrO\V . . , 
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"I cannot!" Waldo, in an excess of emotion, lost his 
grip on the plate of food. 

"Of course you can, Waldo," Aunt l{uby said firmly. 
"You know how to play. I've seen you." 

"When I was a child!" 
" It's like rid ing a b icycle. You never forger." 
" I  have to work tomorrow." 
"1 onsense. You can take a day off." Aunt Ruth turned 

to me. "Can't he, t\ lr. Carver? You can spare him, can't 
you1" 

I t  was time to come to the aid of my old friend and 
colleague. But I could nor forget that I was supposed to 
attend a funeral tomorrow, where more than l ikely peo
ple would be trying to kil l  me. Compared with that, a 
tennis tournament was noth ing. And Waldo had been 
more than happy to throw me to the wolves who had 
murdered Carlo Moolman, so long as he didn't have to 
face them himself. 

I nodded. "I can spare him . ·· 
·'I don't have a tennis outfit.·· Waldo was grasping at 

straws. 
"As it happens, I have one in the next room.·· Pharaoh 

stood up.  "I bought it for my old partner, but for some 
reason he refused to wear it. l-Ie's just about your size, 
too." 

He was back in half a minute. In his hand he held a 
tennis outfit. Waldo gave it one appalled glance. 

"You can't expect me to wear that! Look at the color.·· 
"What's wrong with it? A nice, warm brown.·· 
I realized at th is point that Pharaoh Potter must be 

color blind. What he was holding was the most hideous 
shade of hot pink I had ever seen. If Waldo wore that, he 
ought to be arrested for multiple offenses against society. 

Waldo t hought so, too. "It's hideous," he sa id . "Isn't 
it , Henry'" 

" I t  is. But you can have it dyed . . , 
"Mmph?'' Mortimer jerked into life at my side. "Who 

died'" 
He was awake at last. I had found the magic word. 

Leaving Waldo to fight on alone, I seized my chance. 
and threw at Morr a snappy series of questions on the 
theory and practice of emba lming. 

In five minutes, as Waldo's weakening howls of pro
test rose from the other end of the table. I knew I had 
Mortimer C. Wilberforce eating out of my hand. Certain
ly he knew the right funeral home directors. Surely I 
would be welcomed at the final rites for my friend Carlo 
Moolman. He would arrange it. \Vhat a pleasure it was 
to meet a man with a proper interest in funerals. Al l  he 
asked was that I not embarrass him by wearing inappro
priate dress. 

I was able to reassure him.  On that son of detail, I mre 
Nlunsen was infinitely reliable. I promised that I would 
actually arrange for the outfit to be delivered to Waldo"s 
home tomorrow, so that Mortimer could review it person
ally if he so chose. He didn't seem to think that would 
be necessary. When J described the promised clothing 
to him, he nodded approval of every last stitch. 

For his part, Mortimer assured me. if  he was not pres
ent himself when I arrived to change into my funeral 
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garb, he would make sure that directions to get to the 
funeral home-one of Luna City's biggest and most pres
tigious-would be written on a little yellow card and left 
on t he hall table. 

Dinner was over, the evening's work was clone. I made 
an earlier than usual departure. Waldo was still  fighting 
a rear-guard action, but I knew already that he had lost 
his argument. He would be Pharaoh Potter's tennis part
ncr tomorrow. I t  served him right for abandoning me to 
lmre Munsen. Still ,  I had to leave. It gave me no pleasure 
to see a grown man's misery. 

I thought that l had allowed plenty of time to get dressed 
after I arrived at Waldo's home the next day. But  there 
must be a special technique for getting into funeral 
clothes, one that l didn 't have, and Uncle Mort was not 
around to help. I struggled with the shirt, with the tight 
collar of the shirt, \Vith the studs of the shirt, with the 
tie, with the shoes, with the laces on the shoes. When I 
finally had the shoes on and tied, I had to take them off 
and start again, because I couldn't get into the trousers 
un less I was barefoot. 

I was already late when I ran downstairs, grabbed 
Uncle Mort's little yellow card from the hall table, and 
hu rried out. Then it  was bad luck again. It was ten more 
minutes before I could flag a groundcar cab to take me 
through the complex multiple domes of Luna City to
ward my destination. I had never heard of the address 
of the funeral home. but that was no surprise. Luna City 
just grew and grew, bigger and more difficult to navi
gate around every year. 

Traffic was hell, and half the time we didn't seem to be 
moving at al l .  When I at last paid off the cab, I glanced 
at my watch. I should have been here twenty minutes 
ago. Did funera ls run on schedule? As I hurried inside 
and along a dimly lit and seemi ngly endless tunnel, I 
wondered if funeral reporters had a special word to de
scribe people like me, who did not arrive on time for 
the ceremony. ·'The late Henry Carver" would be too 
confus ing. 

The tunnel made a final right-angle turn, and abruptly 
ended. I dashed the last ten yards and emerged into a 
large open space. 

Suddenly I had trouble breathing. 
Perhaps it was the tightness of my collar, cutting off 

the blood supply to my brain. Perhaps i t  was the light, 
far brighter than I had expected . 

Or perhaps it was the fact that everyone standing close 
to me was dressed in tennis clothes, while all  around 
me a crowd of maybe two thousand people roared with 
delight at my appearance. 

I n  my surrealist daze, I saw one familiar face: Pharaoh 
Potter. I went to him. 

··There's been a mix-up," I said.  · ' I  got the wrong ad
dress card. I 'm going now. I'm supposed to be at a fu
neral . '' 

I started to edge away, but Potter grabbed my arm. 
"i\re you trying to tell me that Waldo's not coming?" 
" I  guess not. .

. 

"But he's my partner!" 
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" I 'm sony about that. I have to go." I tried to pull 
away again. 

But Pharaoh still held my arm. He stuck his reel face 
close to mine. " I  didn't travel fifty million miles, and get 
this far in the tournament, not to play. You stay. You're 
going to be my partner. You said that you know how to 
play tennis." 

"That was twenty years ago! I've forgotten." 
"Then you'd better learn again, real quick." lie raised 

his racket, and his muscles bulged. "Unless you want to 
leave here with a couple of broken arms and a concus
sion, and your liver tied in knots." 

Pharaoh certainly had a \vay with words. Five minutes 
later I had been equipped with a racket and stood wait
ing to receive service. 

It had not been a n  easy few minutes. The crowd, 
pleased already by my initial appearance, was ecstatic to 
learn that I would stay to play. The wits among them 
went to town. 

"Five to two against Gravedigger jim and Fat jack 
Sprat!" 

"Done! They're bound to win once their reinforce
ments get here-you know pallbearers always come in 
sixes." 

"Ashes to ashes and deuce to deuce." 
"Hey, Mister Undertaker, don't ask me to stay for 

your service." 
Our opponents also did not escape the notice of the 

masses. They were Mason and Mulligan Coot, two shin
ingly bald-headed and bowlegged brothers of like age 
and physique, once presumably athletic, but no\v only 
slightly less creaking and musclebouncl than Pharaoh 
Porter. They seemed to blame me for the unwanted at
tention, and they seethed at us across the net while the 
crowd gave them their moment of glory. 

"New balls, umpire. Those two have lost all their 
fuzz," 

"Come on, the bandy-Coors. Show a bow leg there." 
"What did Gravedigger J im say to the Cootie brothers? 

'Who'll inherit your money, when you've got no hair ap
parent?' " 

Even bad things must come to an encl. 
"Play," called the umpire. 1\llulligan lifted his racket. 

One second later, a head-high serve that I only just saw 
went like a bullet past my right ear and on into the 
crowd \Vithout touching the ground. 

"Out," called a line judge. 
"Well left!" cried Pharaoh Potter. 
"Second service," said the umpire. 
Mulligan raised his racket again. 
I saw this one coming clearly enough, but I fa iled to 

hit it. 
"Out!" shouted Pharaoh optimistically. 
"Got to move faster, Gravecligger .Jim!" cried someone 

in the crowd. "Stop imitating your clientele." 
"Fifteen-love," the umpire said. "Quiet, please." But 

he spoke without much hope in his voice. 
Things did not improve as the match went on. I had 

dispensed with my top hat at the outset. After a couple 
of minutes of running about in stiff black leather shoes, 
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I was forced to take those off, too, or blister my feet be
yond bearing. Soon after that, the heat of battle led me 
to remove my jacket and tie, and to open my shirt all 
the way clown my chest. 

At that point the coarser elements of the crowd, for 
whatever reason, changed their line of attack. They now 
affected the conceit that I was neither a tennis player 
nor a pallbearer, but a male stripper. 

"Let's see them f'lovvered undies!" they called. And 
"Don't be shy, sweetheart, give us a peep at your wed
cling tackle," and "Take 'em off, take 'em all  off!" 

With such distractions, it is not easy to play one's best. 
It is, in fact, not even easy to play one's worst. Pharaoh 
Potter and I began disastrously, four games without a 
single point, and we would surely have continued that 
way had not I, in the middle of the fifth game, stuck my 
racket in the way of a speeding topspin forehand, mis
hit it, and accidentally popped the ball way up into the 
air for an easy mid-court smash. 

Mason was standing waiting, in a perfect position. 
"Mine!" he shouted to his partner watching at the net. 
"Hit it ha-a-a-a-rd," Mulligan roared. 
Mason did. Stepping back a couple of paces, he drove 

the ball with supernatural force and accuracy straight 
into Mulligan Coot's open mouth. 

The line judges pried it out all right, with a little bit of 
effort; but after that the Mason/Mulligan combination 
was never the same. 

Mulligan, you see, was convinced that brother Mason 
had clone it on purpose. The next time Mason was up at 
the net, Mull igan rook careful aim and sent his rocket 
first serve smack into the back of his partner's bald head. 
The ball rose about a hundred feet in the air before it 
came down-on our side of the court and in play, oddly 
enough, but of course the point was a lready over. 

Their game went rather downhill from there. With 
neither of them willing to approach the net for fear of 
flesh wounds, and each trying to make sure that he 
stood at all times safely behind the other, anything of 
ours that managed to creep over the net to their side of 
the court became a near-automatic winner. 

Even so, it was far from a rout. They still had power, 
and when they could not aim at each other their shots 
came screaming across the net like arti l lery shells. On 
our side, we swung and sweated and cringed and sliced 
and hacked. Pharaoh lashed out in a ferocious half vol
ley at one ball right at his feet, then had to take a break 
to pry his mutilated left big toe from between the strings 
of his racket. 

I was not without my own problems of timing. I flailed 
at one of Mulligan's whizzing forehands and missed it 
completely. The ball flashed past my questing racket 
and vanished inside my open shirt. No one-partner, 
opponents, umpire, or onlookers-had any idea where 
it had gone. It was not until I wriggled and squirmed, 
and the ball to the crowd's delight appeared from the 
bottom of my black trousers, that the point \Vas decided. 

Even that infuriated Pharaoh Potter. "You should have 
kept it hid," he growled at me. "They hit it last. It \vould 
have been called our. ·· 
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Pharaoh wanted t win in the worst way. As we went 
on, I realized that might be exactly the way we would 
do it. On the other side of the net, Mul l igan and Mason 
cursed and hollered at each other, ran backwards far 
more than they ran forward, and tried to return the ball 
only when their brother and preferred target was no
where in the field of view. 

We lost the first set but we \von the second one easily. 
The third and final set, however, was something else. 

Pharaoh Potter was too fat for sustained running and I , 
while trim, had the muscles and stamina of one whose 
daily exercise seldom wem beyond l ifting a restraining 
order. 

Mulligan and Mason had started in better shape, but 
since the fifth game they had been continuously running 
to get behind each other, and shout ing brotherly oaths 
and accusations as they did so. They were also peppered 
with round pink impact marks, and they sat at courrside 
longer and longer between games. 

The match in its third set went the way that I rather 
imagine the heat-death of the universe wi l l go, entropy 
increasing to a maximum and evetyth ing gradually run
ning clown. 

Pharaoh and the Coot brothers were built for short 
sprints, not for endurance events. Rocket serves became 
l ight zephyrs that drifted over the net. Returns, if they 
happened at a l l ,  floated through the air like summer 
thistledown. Protests at line calls became increasingly 
feeble. 

As the pace slowed, the crowd quieted. Only our an
guished sighs and despairing groans punctuated the 
gentle ping of ball on racket. 

It went on for an endless age, and I knew it would 
go on forever. So it was a great shock to look up at last 
at the scoreboard, and find that Pharaoh and I were 
leading by five games to four, with my setve to come 
next. I was in a position to win the match. 

At that point, the crowd became total ly  silent. I think 
they realized that they were witnessing something unique 
in tennis h istoty. After all, how many other final games 
of a tournament match have been played with three of 
the four contestants sirting clown? 

It had been hard on al l  of us, but the other three were 
canying twice my weight . For the final game, Mason 
Coot sat in the middle of the court. His brother slumped 
a few feet in  front of him, all fear of violence from be
hind long since past. On my side Pharaoh was close to 
the net, lying face-down on the center line. 

All I had to do was setve to the right part of the court 
and we would win, because no one else would move 
no matter where the ball went. It gives some idea of the 
quality of my play when I confess that the game went to 
deuce seven times, before the umpire could at last pro
claim, '·Game, set, and match to Potter and Carver." 

The crowd swept onto the court and carried us off. 
They had ro. The victory ceremony was conducted with 
all parties lying down. 

Pharaoh and I not only won our match, we won an
other prize, too. It  was a special award, given for the 
contest that in the opinion of the crowd was the most 
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enthra l l ing of the clay. No one else, I gather, came even 
close. 

I thought that Pharaoh Potter might be offended about 
that, once he had somewhat recovered. But not at all ;  to 
him, a tennis trophy was a tennis trophy, however won. 
He was thrilled, and when he could again stand up he 
insisted on taking us ro the pavilion and buying me and 
the Coot brothers, our good buddies now, as many 
drinks as we chose to rake in. 

I n  our depleted condition, that turned out to be rath
er a lor. It was maybe four hours later that I was button
ing my shirt, seeking my shoes, and reflecting to myself 
that it had been, despite a bad beginning, a perfect day 
for me as well as Pharaoh. I had never before, in my 
whole l ife, won anything in an athletic event. It is strange 
what such an experience can do to a man's mind . 

A perfect day, I thought. 
I wrinkled my brow. 
Perfect? 
That didn't seem quite right. Shouldn't it be almost 

perfect? 
Something started to drift back into my muddled con

sciousness. Hadn't I been supposed to go to a funeral? 
I had. Carlo Moolman's funeral .  What about that, and 

what about the immortality serum? If I had come to a 
tennis match instead of a funera l ,  then was it possible 
that . . .  

For the first time in many hours, I wondered what 
had happened to Waldo. 

\Valda had been late for his appointment, roo, but for 
quite different reasons. The bleach had worked reason
ably wel l  on his tennis outfit , enough to mute shocking 
hot pink to a pale, fleshy tone. However, the washing 
process had produced an unforeseen side effect. 

The tennis outfit had shrunk. A lor. Waldo managed to 
squeeze his bulk into it, but only with enormous effort. 
It was like a second skin. When he caught a glimpse of 
himself in a full-length mirror, the combination of tight 
f'it and fleshy tones produced rhe momentaty illusion 
that he was staring at a stark naked Waldo Burmeister. 

He shuddered, but there was no time to change. Not 
that he was sure he could; getting those clothes off 
promised to be even harder than putting them on. 

He glanced at a clock. He was late, late as he could 
b<.:. Uncle Pharaoh would kill him. 

He grabbed socks and tennis shoes, picked up the lit
tle yellow card that Pharaoh Potter had left on the hall 
table giving directions how to reach the tournament, 
rushed barefoot out into the street, and hailed the first 
cab that he could find. 

He held out the card. ·'This address, fast as you can 
get there.'' 

The cabby, Waldo insists, was struck dumb by his ap
pearance. This, if true, does much to support Waldo's 
claim of looking something well beyond the mundane, 
since Luna City cabbies are not easily silenced. Howev
er, the cab made excellent speed, and when Waldo was 
dropped off in front of a huge circular building he gave 
the driver a big tip . It was only as the taxi vanished from 
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view that he realized that he had left his socks, tennis 
shoes, and wallet on the cab seat. 

o time to pursue them-Pharaoh Potter would be 
chomping at the bit. Anyway, Waldo could borrow shoes 
and socks before the match. He hurried into the build
ing's entrance foyer, which struck him as unusually som
ber, silent, and forma l for a sports pavilion. 

There was just one person to be seen, a wizened in
dividual standing at the other side of the room and ap
parently guard ing the players' entrance. 

Waldo padded to him across cold marble tiles. "I'm a 
beginner at this sort of event," he said. 

The man, who according to Waldo had the air of 
someone wearing a previously owned body, stared at 
Waldo's attire. '·I can see that.·· 

"So I wondered if there's a special warm-up area, for 
people who don't do this sort of thing regularly." 

It was a natural enough question, but the man was 
more than u nresponsive. l ie was eyeing Waldo with 
odd suspicion. 

'· o, 
.. he said. "Eve1ybody has to go the same way. 

Hight in there, and follow the line. Slowly now. 1o rush
ing about once you're inside." 

It was an odd injunction. How did you ever win a 
tennis match, if you didn't do a certain amount of rush
ing about? 

Waldo went through the door and found himself fac
ing an alrogether excessive abundance of flowering 
plants. There were floral arrangements everywhere. The 
tennis courts, he decided, must be on just the other side 
of all the shrubbe1y. 

He pushed aside a great mass of greene1y. He blun
dered through. As he emerged into subdued lighting and 
soft music, it crossed his mind for the first time that per
haps things were not quite what they seemed. 

Where was the net, where was the court? Where were 
all the other players? 

Not, he was fairly sure, anywhere near here. He \Vas 
standing in the middle of a group of maybe twenty peo
ple. But it was difficult to accept them as participants in 
a tennis tournament, since every man was clad in a cus
tomary suit of solemn black, while the women were all 
hatred and veiled. The whole line was moving slowly 
toward a dais, on which stood an elaborately ca1ved 
casket. \XIalclo, willy-nilly, moved with them. 

His present attire had made his flesh crawl, even in 
the privacy of his own bedroom. Now he realized what 
an overreaction that had been. All  crawling of the flesh 
should have been saved for this moment, \\'hen eve1y 
eye was on him and the moving line bore him irresist
ibly toward the dais. Soon he was approaching the cof
fin, wondering what to do next. 

Waldo is given to exaggeration. It may well have been, 
as he said, an open-casket ceremony. It is not, I am sure, 
true that the corpse of Carlo Moolman rolled its eyes in 
horror at \XIalclo as he wallwd to stand by the coffin. 

Carlo had been arranged to look his best for his final 
appearance. He was wearing a white shirt, a well-cut suit 
of subdued grey with a dark reel pinstripe, and a ma
roon bow tie. Waldo stared down at those conservative 
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clothes, and he coveted them. He was already dreading 
the return journey home, penniless, on public transporta
tion. just give him ten minutes alone with that corpse . . .  

I t  was pure wishful thinking. Already the line was 
moving on, past the open casket. And it was then that 
Waldo became aware of something else. Everyone was 
staring, but they were not all looking at him the same 
way. Two men, standing on the other side of Carlo 
Moolman's open coffin, had in their eyes a strange and 
speculative gleam as he moved past them. 

13ig men. Hard-eyed, tough-looking men. The sort of 
men who would cheerfully blow a large hole through 
Carlo Moolman. then atrend his funeral in the hope of 
learning the whereabouts of the missing immortality 
serum. 

Waldo hadn't listened to much of what Tmre Munsen 
said, because the wor<b seemed at the time to have l ittle 
relevance to him. But he remembered this comment: "Of 
course, his enemies will attend-the people who killed 
him. They're as keen to get their hands on the serum as 
we are. '' 

It occurred to Waldo, with the force of revelation, that 
he and he alone kne\v exactly who those enemies were. 
They still didn't have the serum, but it must be some
where close by. Somewhere, probably. within this very 
funeral home. 

Then came what Waldo described as his finest mo
ment; or possibly, depending on your point of view, his 
act of supreme fol ly. Inadequately briefed-in both 
senses of the phrase-he decided that he must pursue 
the investigation . 

Once the viewing line was past the coffi n, it lost all 
cohesion and focus. Some people headed straight out of 
the door, back toward the entrance foyer. Others in the 
line broke into little groups, chatting together in low 
voices. Waldo waited for one of the rare moments when 
eve1yone did not seem to be staring at him. Then in
stead of going toward the exit he went on, through an 
unmarked door that led deeper into the funeral home. 

He at once found himself in what might be termed the 
business district. The walls were cement, the floor un
carpeted. Lights were unshaded and harsh, and no flow
ers were anywhere in sight. What Waldo did see were a 
number of metal tables, and a variety of most unpleasant
looking surgical implements. Needles and stout thread 
on one of the tables, plus elaborate make-up kits, did 
nothing to make him feel more comfonable. 

He hurried on, to still  another door. As he passed 
through it, he heard the door through which he had 
come in beginning to open. Heavy footsteps sounded at 
the entrance. 

Waldo pushed the door shut behind him and stared 
around in panic. It was another room, severe, chilly, and 
dimly lit, with only a couple more doors and no cup
boards or closers within which he might hide. The fur
nishings were just a half-dozen metal tables. Most of 
them bore suspicious-looking long lumpy objects, each 
covered with a white sheet. 

The footsteps in the other room were louder. Waldo 
could hear voices. He shuddered, climbed onto the one 
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unoccupied table, and pulled a white sheet over himself. 
It was a little too short. He was able to cover his head, 
but then his bare feet remained uncovered. 

The door was opening. 
•· 1ot here," said a gruff voice, just the sort of voice 

Waldo expected a ruthless murderer to have. " I t's a 
bunch of stiffs ... 

"He must have come through here, though." That \vas 
the other man. '·Nowhere else he could have gone. You 
head back and tell the boys what's happening. I ' l l  keep 
going." 

Heavy feet clumped, closer and closer. Waldo tried to 
stop his heart beating. If they pulled back the sheet, and 
got one look at his face . . .  

Another door opened and closed. Before the echo died 
away, Waldo was off the table. They would be back, no 
doubt about it. Shivering, he scurried across to the only 
other door and hustled through. 

At least this little room was wCLrm, for a change. And 
there was more. All along one wall was a broad shelf, 
about three feet wide. On it stood a dozen blue boxes, 
each one labeled with the notation, HOLD FOR PICK-UP. 

Below that, each one bore a person's name. 
Personal possessions, they had to be. Things that 

happened to be on a body when it was brought to the 
funeral home. Waldo moved along the line of boxes. 

ear the end he saw, tO his excitement, the name that 
he was looking for: CARLO t\IIOOLMAN. 

The blue box held a miscellany of objects: articles of 
clothing, cleaned and pressed; shoes; watch, wallet, keys, 
checkbook, pens, coins, comb. And then, the jackpot: a 
small phial, no bigger than Waldo's thumb. 

Waldo picked it up. Three-quarters filled with a pale 
green liquid. This was the serum. it  had to be. All he 
had to do now was find a way of getting out of the fu
neral home in one piece, and delivering the phial to 
lmre Munsen. 

Unfortunately, that could be a problem. The room he 
was in had only two doors. The one through which he 
had entered would not be safe to use. And the other 
one . . .  

Waldo went across, opened it, and recoiled. It led to 
the crematorium. A few feet beyond the sliding door lay 
the flames of hell. No wonder this room was pleasantly 
\Varm. 

He gripped the phial tighter and ran back to the oth
er door. And again he heard the sound of footsteps and 
voices. Many footsteps. Coming closer. 

He was trapped. No matter how much he protested 
his innocence and insisted that he had just got lost in
side the funeral home, they would not believe him. ot 
when he was carrying a phial of immortality serum. 

Waldo came to a desperate decision. He uncapped 
the phial and raised it to his lips. It did not taste like an 
immortality serum-quite the reverse, as a matter of fact 
-but he gulped down every disgusting drop. Then he 
took the phial and tossed it into the consuming flames 
of the crematorium. 

The fatal evidence was gone. Now it would be up to 
lmre Munsen and the United Space Federation to deter-
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mine from an examination of Waldo just what the im
mortality serum contained. With luck, they would have 
a thousand years to do it. 

The door was opening. Waldo crossed his arms and 
stood defiant, prepared if necessary to sell his life dearly. 

The two hard-eyed uglies emered. 'There he is!'' one 
of them exclaimed . .. , rold you he had to be here. Come 
on in, chief, and take a look at him.'' 

They stepped aside. Through the open door strode 
lmre Munsen. "Oh, he's all right," he said. And then, to 
Waldo, "Hello, Mr. Burmeister. I didn't expect you'd be 
coming here, so the undercover boys didn't have your 
descript ion." 

"Moolman's k-k-killers!'' The fluid that Waldo had 
drunk was puckering his mouth and throat, so that he 
could hardly talk. 

" 1o sign of them, I'm afraid. And the funeral's over. 
I 'm beginning to agree with you, the whole thing was a 
scam, just an artempt by Moolman to get money." 

"No." Waldo pointed to his mouth, then to the crema
torium. "The phial was here. I found it. I swallowed what 
was in it, and I threw the empty container in there." 

"You found it! Where, for heaven's sake?" 
" In the blue box there. With Carlo Moolman's person

al effects.·· 
'·J3ut we went through all those, as soon as he was 

killed. We didn't find a thing. Can you describe what 
you found?" 

"Certainly." Waldo's stomach gave a premonitory rum
ble. "A little plastic tube, about this long. I t  was nearly 
full of green liquid. Tasted horrible. "  

"Oh, that." lmre Munsen gave a casual laugh. "Sorry, 
Mr. 13unneister, but we already took a good look at that 
when we were going through his things. We put it back. 
It's certainly not an immortality erum.'' 

"Then what is it?'' A terrible thought struck Waldo. "Is 
it poison?" 

"No, no. It's medication. You see, when Carlo Mool
man arrived here on the Moon, he developed an upset 
stomach. Change of food, change of water, the usual 
thing, it gave him awful diarrhea. So he went to a doctor 
and got something for it. He took a dose every morning, 
and he had no more problem." 

'·A dose. How big is a do e?'' 
"Three drops a clay of the green fluid. Four, for a re

ally bad case. !'vir. Burmeister, are you feeling all right? 
You're looking a bit pale." 

Well, all that was nine days ago. There has still been no 
sign of' Carlo Moolman's immortality serum. The Luna 
City rumor mill  has shifted to another Elvis sighting, and 
this morning lmre Munsen called to thank me and Wal
do, and tell us that he is going to change the Carlo Mool
man case description to simple murder. 

The other good news is that Waldo's relatives have 
gone. The bad news is that \Xtalclo himself has not, de
spite the employment of a whole arsenal of powerful 
purgatives. 

He lives in hope. He says it could happen any day 
now. I am encouraging him to work at home. + 
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In Guijuelo, the sun beats down 
like thousands of tiny golden 
hammers, and the only relief 
in the town square is the cafe, 
where the waiters are serving 
cool glasses of lemonade. Look, 
here comes that scruffy artist 
you saw trudging the fields 
yesterday, his easel strapped 
to his back along with the few 
rags of clothing he owns. He 
sits down in one of the cafe 
chairs, but no sooner has he 
seated himself than I send one 
of the waiters, the burly one 
named Carlos, to chase him 
away. "Senor would like a 
drink, eh?" he says, giving the 
chair a shove. '·You haven't 
got two centavos to scrape to
gether, have you?" 

"I was hoping," mutters the 
artist, "you'd be able to grant 
me some credit. I am parched, 
absolutely dry. In order to 
paint, I need-" 

"You have paint and can
vas, isn't that enough?" Carlos 



gives the chair a wicked twist. '·So go paint. Leave the 
seats for paying customers!'' 

"For the love of God, just a glass of water." 
The artist's face is a study in m isery, and Carlos is 

about to relent-but this will never do. I push him, he 
pushes the chair, and the artist falls to the pavement, 
barely saving his easel. He leaves cursing the establish
ment, calling down a malediction on the dry, unrelent
ing town of Gu ijudo. Of course, this is exactly how he 
should feel.  Half an hour later, he sets up his easel at 
the outskirts of town and begins the picture that will be 
his masterpiece. In spare, flat strokes, he depicts the 
aridity he feels in the fields and in the red dusty roads. 
In blazing yellow, the sun glowers upon a peasant 
pinched and hobbling, \Vith the sullen face of Carlos. He 
works with the determination born of exhaustion and 
within an hour has finished what will come to be known 
to art collectors as the first in the Labriego series. 

That was in 1 H84. Lucky art world. Lucky artist. If I 
hadn't arranged for him to be denied a place at the cafe, 
he might never have painted that picture. Other times, I 
employ more permanent measures. For example, if Van 
Gogh hadn't had Meniere's Syndrome. a disorder of the 
inner ear, he would never have produced those dizzying 
effects, those vertigo-inducing i mpastos. 

Are you still interested� Do you wish to track me 
down? I am all but invisible. Even my strongest efforts 
may not take effect for years. Observe: 

A little girl in a scraggly brown pinafore crosses the 
rectory yard. "Father, I don't think the people of Haworth 
like us.·· 

'·Hush, now ... The Reverend Patrick Bronte bends 
down to pat his eldest daughter. just seven years old. 
His wife has been dead for four years-not emirely my 
doing, but she would have lasted longer if I hadn't 
stepped in. The Hcverend now finds it no easy task to 
bring up the four remaining children. "I Jere, go amuse 
yourself with your brother and sisters." 

The child screws up her face. "But we have nothing 
to amuse ourseh·es witb." 

The child's father frowns back at her. ··well, then. 
you'l l  have to pretend. We can·r just up and leave. you 
know .

.. 

So little Emily Bronte makes up the fantasy world of 
Gonda! with her siblings. Unable to move from York
shire, they play too long in the clamp air of the rectory 
graveyard and contract tuberculosis. I was overgenerous 
with my store of mycobacteria in those days, but what a 
saluta1y effect it had on literature! The wasting disease 
gives the Brontes' novels that famous Gothic, melancholy 
air. True, they die young-Emily at thirty, Charlotte at 
thirty-nine-but what they lose in life they gain in pos
terity. 

Shall we go back further? I am older than you think. 
Picture thirteenth-centuiy France, its streets alive with 
imrigue and the sensual spirit of the Rena issance-bur 
not for eve1yone. I held off the consummation of Dante's 
love for Beatrice so that he would have a fit muse. Yet 
sometimes the opposite kind of good is required. Travel 
back over two thousand years to Mycenean civilization: 
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the creak of wooden chariot wheels over the dust of the 
ancient plains. Here passions run high over seeming tri
fles. 1\ contest over a golden apple led to Paris abduct
ing Helen from Menelaus, which caused the ten-year 
siege of Troy. which gave Homer something to sing 
about. I also struck Homer blind to make his sound all 
the more poignant. 

My influence over the arts is legendary. james .Joyce 
had to endure a stifling life in Dublin and extreme pov
erty, which forced him into litera1y exile. Even his bad 
eyesight had use, as ocular metaphor in Ulysses. I killed 
Shakespeare's father and his son Hamner so that he could 
properly compose 1/allllel. I forced Dickens's father into 
debtor's prison. This led to young Charles toiling in a bot
tle facto1y so that his descriptions of the working poor 
would be authentic. I even burned clown Ben Jonson's 
study so that he could write a poem about it. I pinch, I 
prod, I poke. I stir up creative juices by refusing to let 
the contents settle. 

But my influence extends beyond the arts. Look at 
this wealthy politician with his violin-chin, delivering 
overblown speeches as he loses his campaign for the 
J 920 Vice Presidency. I delivered polio to Franklin Del
ano Roosevelt, I crippled him, to make him rise above 
adversity and become the leader who helped the United 
States through the Depression. Back in 1882, the year of 
i{oosevelt's birth, I was in Tuscumbia, Alabama, minister
ing to a darling two-year-old. Scarlet fever was the great
est gift I could have given to Helen Keller-who would 
ever have heard of her otherwise? Some two decades 
earlier. I had a train conductor pull young Thomas Edi
son's ears so hard that he was deafened. the better to in
vent in uninterrupted silence. There isn't a field in the 
world where I haven't lent a helping hand, so to speak. 

I am called by different names in different ages. St. 
1\ugusLine (and how do you think he got to be a saint?) 
said, "Sweet are the uses of adversity." He ought to know: 
I gave him a guilt-inducing hag of a mother who made 
him flee to Carthage-read the Confessions. "In order to 
be found, you must first be lost": now there's a man who 
understands my methods. 

Look, here is another scene: a man and his family are 
content to live on the hillside, doing nothing but tending 
their flocks. They live peaceably and without any grand 
ambitions. Now strike down his children; send a mur
rain upon his cattle. Hobble him with debt and disease, 
year after year. Recognize .Job? That man acquired fame 
through me. He even has his own book in the Bible. 

Some call me Providence, or Provy for short. Some 
worship me; some call me unspeakable names and wish 
me out of existence. But I abide. I t  is they who perish. I 
extend from the beginning of time to the end of all imag
ination. My footprints are all over histo1y. ietzsche, 
who wrote in a freezing cold room with his greatcoat 
wrapped around him, called me the Necessa1y Evil. 

Of course, not eve1yone appreciates what I do. If I 
hadn't stunted Napoleon Bonaparte's growth, he would 
never have had such an inferiority complex, such a need 
to conquer others. These others have only a small role 
to play, I 'm afraid. As in art, you may call them the audi-
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ence-a captive audience. Yet no one was paying atten
tion in 1877 when Alois Schicklgruber, an unsuccessful 
cusroms officer from Braunau, changed his name to shed 
his humble background. Twelve years later I made his in
fant son Adolf sallow and clumpy, just the type to yearn 
for a master race. I cramped his hands so that he would 
never be able to pursue his first love, an. Eventually I 
had him clapped in Landsberg prison, where he wrote a 
curious \VOrk called Jlllei11 Kampf The rest is histo1y, as 
people say for want of a bener term. 

making you a confirmed celibate who channels his drive 
into scaling the world's highest mountains. The loss of a 
job, forcing you to reexamine your life. 

Believe me, accept me, take me into your heart. I work 
for the greater dream of mankind. l laven't you heard the 
approving description, "This artist has suffered for his 
art"? Or maybe religion is the path you wish to follow. 
Think how useful martyrdom can be. Even those scien
tific-minded space explorers know my credo: "Ad astra 
per aspera .. 

, 

Are you beginning to recognize me? 1 o, don·t run for 
the door. I am, after all ,  omnipresent. Also omniscient 
and omnipotent. Sit down again. That's better. In any 
event, the effect I have on you is indiscernible. A slight 
twinge in your knees, perhaps, leading you to stay in
doors more and read. A humiliating sexual encounter, 

So heed me. T•y not to struggle. This won't hurt a bit 
-or only at first, anyway. Not in the grand scheme of 
things. 

T1y to look at the big picture. 
T1y to stop shaking. 
Trust me. + 

About the Authors 
Mark S. Geston will probably never 
be considered a prolific writer, but 
obviously that doesn't concern him. 
His family (three children) and his 
career (as a lawyer) have a lways 
come first-but when he does write 
something, it's almost always good 
enough to get published. His name 
showed up in bookstores last year 
on lv/irror to tbe Sk)'· his first novel 
in 1 6  years, and now he's in the 
limelight again with "Falconer," his 
first appearance in this magazine 
and only his second published short 
sto•y in the last 1 8  years. " I 'm 
pleased to be back," says Mark, and 
we're equally pleased to have him. 

"Fifteen-Love on the Dead Man's 
Chest .. is the tenth published sto1y in 
what Charles Sheffield calls his 
.. sewage series"-not because this 
piece has anything to do with sew
age, but because that was one of the 
things on a list of topics that his chil
dren drew up in the late 1 970s. "The 
list had al l  sorts of funny and disgust
ing items," says Charles. Over the 
years he has tackled the topics one 
by one-this sto•y started with the 
single word "morticians .

. 
-usually 

working in some other zany stuff 
along the way. 

.. Purists a rgue that this story 
makes tennis on the moon sound 
just like tennis on the Earth, which 
is implausible," notes Charles. "I  re
ply by asking them if that is the only 
implausible feature of the story." 
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In a writing career that spans a little 
more than 1 5  years, David Galef 
has been published mostly in main
stream periodicals. But he got his 
start in the genre of science fiction, 
and was an assistant editor at Galaxy 
for a short time. Two years ago he 
returned to the genre with "Tour de 
France" in F&Sr: and now he's mak
ing his first appearance in this maga
zine with .. Sweet Are the Uses,'' an 
unsettling short piece that concludes 
on the top of this page. 

"New Time" is piece of work that 
Ph.il Jerutings describes as an ex
periment for him-"an experiment 
in writing a sto1y that isn't chock full 
or goshwow ideas, revea led at a 
breakneck pace. See 'Mad J\llaud's 
Dance' for the opposite . .  , (That sto1y 
appeared in our janua•y 1993 issue.) 
Phil goes on to say, ''I've given my
self the freedom 11ot to write the 
same stories all  the time, set in the 
same universe. I 'd be more of a com
mercial success if I d id otherwise, 
but I wouldn't feel healthy about it." 

jolut E. Stith has come back to his 
roots \Vith his appearance here this 
month.  It was in Fantastic and A maz
illg that his first two fiction sales 
were published, in 1979 and 1980. 
l ie's gone on to build a reputation 
as a novelist, and that reputation 
should be enhanced when Ma11bat
ta11 'fi' an�fer comes out as a Tor 
hardcover in May. '·Going Up" is the 

title of Chapter 1 of the book-not a 
short sto•y in itself, but certainly an 
episode that gets the novel off to a 
slam-bang start. 

By the time you see this magazine, 
Danith McPherson will have bro
ken into the professional ranks with 
the publication of her story, "Roar at 
the Heart of the World,., in the Full 
Spectrum 4 anthology. '·Folds of Blue 
Silk" is one of four other stories she 
has sold to genre publications. She 
says this story arose from her desire 
to investigate savant syndrome (re
sulting in one of the most unusual 
protagonists we've ever seen), com
bined with what she calls "the world's 
increasing reliance on complex com
puter software"-leading her to the 
conclusion that '·the human brain, 
even a flawed one, sti l l  has advan
tages over a machine." 

If "Thunder-Being," which concludes 
in this issue, has whetted your appe
tite, you have just a couple of months 
to wait for the publication of J-Jigb 
Steel, the novel by Jack Dann and 

Jack C. Haldeman II from which 
this sto1y has been excerpted and 
adapted. By all accounts, i t  should 
be a breakthrough book-it's already 
been highly praised by several writ
ers who got an advance look at the 
manuscript, including (among others) 
Barry N. Malzberg, Paul Anderson, 
Ben Bova, and Roger Zelazny. + 
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"Cigarette?" The chaplain spoke 
with his chair swiveled back
wards to the room. l ie gazed 
out the window across the yard 
as if fascinated by the crackled 
red bricks of Block D. 

" I  don't smoke. " Dan shot a 
glance around the: austere office. 
The guest chair was the same 
make as the one in his cell. He 
moved toward it. 

··sir. Sit clown.·· The chaplain·s 
skull was pale leathety parch
ment. He was bald enough to 
pass for a skinhead, bur for the 
l iverish signs of age. He held a 
folder in his lap. "'You're a two
time loser, is that right? 

.. 
The old man still hadn·r 

turned around . .. 1 did a year in 
Wisconsin.·· Dan answered. A 
desk squared the cliswnce be
tween them, a bulwark of mas
sive metal. 

"You sound discouraged. You 
know what happens to multiple 
offenders under these new ht\YS. ·· 

.. 1 was drunk. This time it 
was the vodka.·· Dan was the 
silent type. He found it hard to 
verbalize to the back of some
one's head, even when his fu
ture depended on it. "The first 
time I was mad at the world. I 
needed to change my altitude. I 
was young. 

The chaplain opened the fold
er and flipped a page. "Some
thing about a cathedral? Don't 

. --- �--- - -- --
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worry, I'm not Catholic. I'm what folks call a smoking 
13aptist." 

Dan couldn't tell if he was joking. "We lived in a po
lice-occupied slum, except the cops didn't fuss if we 
stuck it to each other. Every clay I walked to work past 
a stone mansion behind St. Gregoty's where the priests 
lived. 'Poverty, cbaslity, obedie11ce!' They didn't have to 
wony. They had everything, food and cleaning ladies 
and security. Twice a clay the place set me on boil. That 
was a long time ago." 

"There's still heat in your voice. You don't think it was 
fa ir. You're a believer. Somewhere in your soul, you be
lieve in justice."  

"I 'm different now," Dan insisted, denying the accusa
tion. 

··contrite? Can I use that word?" It was a soft request, 
as if the chaplain was changing his tactics. Harsh, gen
tle, harsh again. He swung around and raised his voice. 
"Was there a chaplain in Wisconsin? I ' l l  tell you about 
him. The state paid his salaty and then he went in play
ing good-cop-bad-cop. He tried to separate himself from 
the institution. God versus Caesar." 

The chaplain's eyes were reel and baggy and sharply 
obsetvant. Dan looked away. He didn't know the script, 
and he wanted badly to get out from under an impend
ing sermon. It wasn't easy gunning for parole. 

'Tm not like that," the chaplain continued. '·For me, 
it's the contrition that's important, not where it's aimed. 
You're sony to God, or to the state, or to the people at 
that bank. Oh, yes, I 'm sure you are sorry. At a certain 
age, things get through to you. 

"But that's not good enough," old baldie went on. 
"You forget, and start drinking. You forget, and start in
sisting that the world treat you fairly.•· The chaplain set 
Dan's open folder on his desk, and tapped it sharply to 
prove his point. 

Dan couldn't make himself answer. Finally-"I'd like 
to think . . .  " 

"You get one more chance," the chaplain interrupted. 
"Does that scare you? Because I can teach you how to 
remember. It's a kind of therapy. They've had good luck 
with it in Austria." 

"Drugs? Electric shock?'' 
··what if it looks like something our of a Frankenstein 

movie?" the chaplain asked. He rummaged in his shirt 
for a cigarette. "What if it involves wires, and a helmer? 
Suppose we strap you into a bed? But it's not what you 
think. We're not going to steal your personality, or mess 
with your frontal lobes, or muck up your hormones." He 
lit up and leaned back in his chair. "You'd be a volun
teer. You could do it once and then opt out. It  won't 
prejudice my parole testimony." 

Yeab. You bet! Dan's cellmate was creepy, one of 
those soft-spoken hairtrigger types. He didn't want to go 
back if he could buy another ten minutes. "Maybe you 
could show me the setup." 

It wasn't as bad as the chaplain described. The fine 
print was scarier-fine print always is. Nevertheless, at 
the end of those ten minutes Dan signed his name on 
three different sheets of paper. 
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1 .  

On the morning of his parole Dan Grover passed the 
bus stop in front of the gates, preferring a couple hours' 
walk to an indefinite wait. His trek put the prison's un
sightly brick walls behind him. He cut through Meadows 
State Park, and reached what passed for suburbia in a 
town of sixty thousand. 

He had his hundred dollars and the address of the lo
cal halfway house. He didn't hitchhike, and he didn't 
expect anyone to pick him up. No one did, not before 
he reached sidewalk country, and not aftetward. 

At the house he got a dorm bed and met a couple 
roommates. They passed him today's paper. The shon 
Help Wanted column was doodled with circles. Times 
weren't good, but Dan's parole officer would expect 
him to make the rounds, at least two intetviews a week. 

Dan grimaced. If he really wanted a job he'd have to 
lie about his prison record. He knew some French from 
his Cajun mother, enough to put together an alias. He'd 
be Dan Grouiet; a Quebecois who wanted to get away 
from "the troubles," whatever they were. He added fea
tures ro his persona as he lay in bed that night. 

Next clay he took his new self to Drive-Thru Dry 
Cleaning, and gave them the stoty. He was heartsunken, 
the wrong sex in a place where even the boss was a 
woman, but he pretended othetwise. Selma gave him 
the standard answer: "We'll call the end of next week." 

Selma rang the house that Thursday. "Can you drive?" 
she asked hopefully. "Do you have a car�" 

"Yeah," Dan lied. 
'Tel thought to hire someone for hatching and bag

ging, bur we could do business with the institutions
old folks' homes and such-if we pick up and deliver. 
You interested in that?" 

"Yeah. Sure.·· Dan tried to prove that his brain was 
awake. "Will I need anything beyond my normal driver's 
license?" In view of his past drinking Dan's license had 
been suspended, but the parole officer might give him a 
permit. Selma wouldn't ask to see anything. If she did, 
Dan planned on "forgetting" his wallet. How did the 
Correction Department expect ex-cons to go straight 
unless they lied about their handicaps? 

Selma gave him assurances and asked him to show 
up Monday morning. After the call Dan looked around 
the halfway house. How could he get a car? If life was a 
plot, these roommates were fellow conspirators. He 
asked. One of them rang a guy named Carl. "He works 
for a claims office. They got a totaled '83 Honda waiting 
for the junkman. The accident rook out the driver's side 
headlights and fucked the alignment, but what the hell. 
I bargained him clown to seventy-five. No papers. Cop 
stops you for bad lights, you better talk fast." 

On Monday Dan endured Selma's comments about 
the Honda. He started the day with in-house work. Dor
othy handled the front desk and greeted the customers. 
She was a decade past Dan's interests. just to be fair, 
Dan was ten or fifteen years too old for Angie, a skinny 
girl with a vixen smile. Angie handled the chemicals and 
the presses, and was always glowing with sweat. 
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Dorothy m istrusted Dan. Angie took his side and 
taught him how to work the equipment. '"You got a 
boyfriend?" he asked. 

"Yeah." Her answer was unenthusiastic. He is11 "! treat
ing you rigbt, Dan thought, seeing how her smile winked 
off. It came on again when he changed the subject. 

Selma called him over. "Go to that convent on Ninth 
Avenue north of the post office. Park behind in the al
ley. There'll be someone waiting with a binloacl.'" 

Dan almost made it. The cop in the cross lane stopped 
him for not signaling his left turn-and how was he 
supposed to do that? He asked to see Dan's license. 

Dan's eyes opened. The chaplain frowned clown as he 
lay strapped on the table. ··well, it could have been 
worse," he said. "You do give yourself l iberties. You'll 
have to learn not to snare yourself in lies." 

'·You aren·t going to vote clown my parole?·· Dan 
asked anxiously. He looked around as best he could un
der the confinement of his immobile helmet. The room 
was winclowle s, just this exam table, cupboard. sink, 
and the usual medical doodads bolted to the walls. The 
town he'd been in was memories, an imperfect place of 
false fronts and textures, but five minutes ago he'd 
bought it completely. Part of his brain had been turned 
off, the skeptical part that also failed him during his 
dreams. "I  kept mosi�JI clean," Dan insisted. 

··You'll get cleaner. A few more treatments, and when 
the d�1y finally comes you'll know how to live inside the 
rules." 

2 .  

On the morning of his parole, Dan Grover \valked past 
the bus stop. His deja vu hike pur the prison's red brick 
walls behind him, out of sight but never out of mind. 
No one picked him up this time either. t-Ie knew the 
route now: Winer Avenue and then the 1 2th Street bridge. 

At the halfway house he got his former bed and met 
his former roommates, who didn't seem to know who 
he was. They passed him today's paper. It was a repeat 
of last time around. but he pretended interest anyhow. 

Next morning he woke and read his notes to himself. 
Remember tbere was a last time. Remember Ibis is a 
drea111. Chaplain-reality was fading, a world of muddle 
and gray colors, but Dan decided it was paranoid to think 
that helmet could make him forget it when he didn't 
want to. No, he was a man of two lives, free to risk one 
of them. A man with a program. He called Selma at 
Drive-Thru Dry Cleaning. "My name is Dan G rover. I 'd 
like to interview, but I have to tell you I 'm on parole 
and my clriver"s license is suspended. I don·t have a car. ·· 

It was quite a load to dump on the woman. She took 
time before responding. "Well, I really needed someone 
who could pick up and make deliveries.'" 

'·Yeah.  I understand. " Dan almost hung up, but it 
cou ldn't hurt much more to hear her say no. 

"I guess I can't find a place for you. Maybe when the 
car situation sorts itself out.·· 

"Yeah."  Dan set clown the phone. Later that clay he 
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took a walk. Hoad men were working on Merrimack 
Boulevard. The cement truck read '·Lakeland Duri-Mix."' 
He came up and asked: "Is there work at Lakeland?" 

" If  you pass the physical ." The driver turned to face 
him. '·Got any back problems?'" 

"Nope. Never." 
"Call the number. It's in the book. We got jobs to do 

in a hurry before the season closes."  
Cement work was physical, and Dan wasn't as young 

as he'd been. A week went by and then some, before 
he muscled up to where he could think of anything bur 
work and sleep. He needed a payday blast, a Friday night 
at O'Hara's Bar, but rhat option was ruled out. If he 
wanted to make real parole, he'd have to avoid booze, 
banks, and the Roman Catholic hierarchy. 

l ie took a walk. Paxton Park was some trees rimming 
a cluck pond. Downtown was two blocks further on. 
Drive-Thru Dry Cleaning was still open. Dan saw Dorothy 
and Angie inside. H e  kept going. On his way back they 
were closing up. When Angie went out to her car he 
called to her: '"Hi! Remember me?" 

Of course she didn't. '·YOLdl think I 'm crazy, but I know 
what you do al l  clay, and you're the one who taught me." 
He went into details while she stood nervously, squint
ing into the setting sun. "I'd like to do something for 
you. You \vere kind to me. You want dinner at Perkins?"' 

"1-1 don't remember . . .  " 
'"Well . sure you don·r. ·· Dan said. agreeably crestfallen. 

'·And then there's your boyfriend.'" 
Angie looked suspicious. "Did Harris set you up? You 

know where he is?" Before Dan could show his confu
sion, she nodded. ·'Okay. Let's go." 

The Perkins was half a block away. They slid into a 
booth. Dan pressed her: "Harris? That's his name?" 

"God, I hope he stays scared. I hope he doesn't come 
back.'" Angie blurted these words and then looked 
scared herself. "You're not his buddy?" 

"I'd just as soon he didn't exist. You weren't happy 
with him." 

"We rented this place,·· she answered. The words 
started pouring out. "We'd get mail for the people who 
l ived there before. I farris rook it personally. It was of
fensive to him. He started rearing up their letters, and if 
they got junk mail offers, he'd sign for anything and 
forge their signatures. We'd get stuff-lots of CD"s from 
Columbia Records, and it cheered him to think those 
other assholes would have to hassle the bills." 

She shrugged weakly and fumbled with the menu. "I  
can't yell  at men. I 'm the type they walk over. I just had 
to watch. Finally the postal inspectors came knocking, 
because this signature he'd forged was the name of a 
three-year-old kid. That's when Harris skipped town. The 
inspectors asked questions and left and he rook ten min
utes to pack. He offered to marry me. He'd make the ar
rangements from Denver.·· 

'".Jesus. So you couldn't testify against him?" Dan didn't 
remember the penalties for postal fraud, but Harris's 
panic seemed excessive. He sounded like a scumbag
not just a cheat, but cowardly too. "You should find 
yourself a better class of men.'" 
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"You?" 
Dan shook his head. Tm trying. I work at Lakeland. l 

asked Selma for a job, but she needs someone who can 
drive and I don't have a license."  

Angie looked at  him l ike he was a freak. '·How do 
you get around? 

.. 

"It's not convenient, .. Dan agreed. He mustered him
self. " I  used to be like Harris, but they caught me and put 
me away. The place I went to-you get worse or better. 
If you get worse, you're parked for good. I don't want 
to be a three-time loser. I'm tak ing the other option." 

Dan hadn't known he could blush anymore. He spoke 
through his embarrassment. "You don't deserve a recy
cled punk, but there's nobody I can talk to. I f  it's okay I 
won't ask more than to keep us at that level. You're my 
little bright spot and I don't want you to vanish." 

I t  was Angie's turn to blush. ··You don't think you're 
coming on strong, but you are." She fussed at her uni
form and gathered herself  in a way that portended bad 
news. Just then the waitress came over. 

She took their orders and left. That minute was all 
Angie needed to change her mind. "I'd like someone to 
talk to too," she said. She laughed. "Harris took the car. 
If we go places, they'll have to be around here." 

·'Fine." Dan smiled. The thing now was to "talk."' l ie 
took invento1y of the possible topics. '"How's Selma to 
work for?" 

Angie had no strong feelings. She asked Dan's opin
ion of whether she should go back to State College and 
get a degree. Perkins grew noisier with some argum<.:nt 
and the two of them turned to watch. '"1'111 reac�)' rigbt 
now. you cbickensbit!" a large young man taunted a 
businessman in a booth,  a man in a suit and tie with two 
frightened children sitting opposite him. The younger 
man prodded his shoulder. "Don 'I 8ive me any crap 
about maki11,� a scene. r tf bau111 you eve1y place you ,�o, 
ai/C/ eue1y time I come around." 

"I ley!'. Dan stood up. "Hey, he's got kids with him." 
"Stay out of this. This is between me and Floyd," the 

bully answered. 
.. 1 doubt he·s a willing partner, ·· Dan said. "Don't mess 

with a guy when his kids are watching." 
··ruck it. Fuck you!'' The young man rook a swing. 

Dan gave him a rabbit punch in the belly. 

He opened his eyes ro the chaplain. "Oh, God. What'd I 
do? The fight? Man, I was on the right side! 

.. 
The chaplain nodded . .. You've certainly improved."' 

There was no rush to judgment in his features, or in the 
way he chewed his lip. '' It's a hard call. After men grow 
up, they go decades between fights. That's the Dan Gro
ver we want to release to the world. You've got justice on 
your side, but the statistics are against you. If I recom
mend you for parole, people will challenge me on this . .. 

He paced . .. Progress, though. Real progress. Okay, 
let's give it  a shot." 

"Should I have just let him hit me?" Dan persisted. 
··should I have stayed in my booth?'' 

The chaplain held up his hand. " Let it go. You·ve got 
your future, and that's what we're here for." 
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3 .  

Someone twiddled a knob, and took Dan's discernment 
away. Or maybe he was getting used to the brighter col
ors or .. dream-rown,·· but freedom was �llways brighter 
than prison. If this was real parole, nonetheless it sraned 
like those other times, and that's what finally decided it .  
Besides, there were walled-off gaps in his mind, thoughts 
Dan couldn ·t  get traction to think. He yearned for it  to 
be otherwise, but this had to be episode number three. 
Dan debated waiting for the bus, for the sake of variety. 

Nah, he couldn't do that. As he walked he tried to 
hitch a ride. Nobody picked him up. Dan remembered 
when the world had been a nicer place, and shook his 
head. Keep tbiJigs slraigbt. 'f'tvo worlds, and this one 
wasn't necessari ly a comment on the other. 

The halfway house was the same. Dan·s spirits sank 
until he got a look at the paper. Was it because he'd com
pla ined the last time that the want ads were different? 
The residents in the halfway house were different too. 

He found Drive-Thn1 Dty C leaning in the phone book, 
and Lakeland Duri-Mix. By nine next morning he had as 
much or a job as a telephone could giv<.: him: "You need 
someone now that the city's widening Merrimack Boule
vard, and Bill's in the hospital \Vith that back injllly." 

'·Yeah."' The guy should have been impressed by al l  
the stuff Dan knew. "Come on clown and we'l l  check 
you out. ·· 

'·Hank can give me a ride in the morn ing . I don't 
have a car. Is that okay?" 

I t  was. If only Dan cou ld zoom into Angie's heart as 
quickly. but when he called her apartment, a man an
swered. ''l larris? You wouldn't know anything about 
some missing mail?" Dan hung up before the sleaze 
could answer. Her boyfriend hadn't skipped town yet. 
Angie would have to wait a week or two. 

Dan went to work, and bided his time. So this was 
living by the rules! It felt like a game. There ought to be 
some way he could win-win everything without wak
ing up inside prison again . 

Somewhere a guy named Fl oyd would soon present 
him with a chance to play hero. If he did that right , and 
Floyd was rich . . .  

Hank roused Dan out of this recurrent fantasy by of
fering a fifty-buck bet on the World Series one night dur
ing the drive home. "Detroit's gonna rake it in f'ive. Six 
at the most. 

.. 

'·Pittsburgh in four,·· Dan blurted, and went tense. 
Gambling was a non-Baptist activity. surely more so 
when he knew the outcome. He expected to wake out 
of this dream almost instantly, but the chaplain didn't 
pull the plug. Old baldie didn't even pul l  the plug when 
Hank reached to shake hands on the deal. What lesson 
was Dan supposed to learn from this? 

Back at the house Dan made a long distance call to 
Las Vegas. He went through the paper's financial page. 
He could memorize a few stocks and numbers, and next 
time around . . .  

He didn't want there to be a next time around. Any
how this was too much data, column after column in 
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tiny type, and a plus .1 for Uic might mean a lot more 
than 3.5 for Rbil. The smart way would be to pay a bro
ker to tell him what stocks were climbing. 

A town this size didn't have more than three or four 
brokers. One was named Floyd Bremerhaven. Nice, but 
Dan was moving too fast. Everything had to wait. 

Dan slaved for his first paycheck all over again, and 
studied the paper. He memorized the news and asked 
the house director about local issues. After the first two 
World Series games, Dan began nosing out used car . 
His parole officer decided to help him get his permit. 

Pittsburgh won number three on the road, and then 
number four. How quickly did the folks in evada send 
out winnings? I t  was Friday; the day for Dan to encoun
ter Angie and reprise everything, and begin to win her 
heart. The spontaneity was gone, but the caring wasn't. 
That's what counted, or so Dan hoped. 

What was it about her? he wondered as he trailed her 
into Perkins. She was so young he almost couldn't call 
her a woman. Her body was more safe than sexy Any 
man could dominate her physically, but men wouldn't 
fight over her. Was it that? Was it her vulnerable person
ality7 Dan asked the hostess for another booth, one by 
the windows, but he needn't have bothered changing 
from last time. After Floyd walked in with his kids, no 
large young man came up to harass him. 

Dan survived his earlier wipeout and pushed into 
New Time. He studied Angie while she talked about her 
love of chemistry and how folks teased her about being 
a science nerd. What was she? A computer construct? 
Right down to the strands of limp hair, and the bony el
bows, and the long, fidgety fingers? Was she a feature of 
Dan's dream, or a dreamer herself? He took her hand. 
"Let's go to a movie." 

Their romance progressed. The Vegas check came 
next week. Angie helped Dan hunt for a car. They set
tled on an old Bronco I I  and celebrated with a night of 
Chinese food, hot kisses, and clumsy front-seat sex. 

Dan survived d1is non-Baptist episode, dragged to work 
next morning, and woke up to feelings of pity and grati
tude. Was this love, or a trickle of helmet-current into his 
brain? Could he ever know for sure? How could he make 
life better for the two of them? Dan had hardly any mon
ey left to play the stock market. He called Floyd anyhow 
-the road work on Merrimack was close, and he jogged 
to the halfway house during his lunch break. "How are 
you at humoring crazy people?" he asked breathlessly. 

"Depends," Floyd answered over d1e phone. "As a 
rule I prefer sanity .. , 

"Suppose I had a time machine and some money, and 
went back to a couple weeks ago--" 

"You'd do better playing d1e horses," Floyd said. 
" 'Time machine,' huh? I've heard other lines. Can you 
come out here? I ' m  in Colorguard Tower on Second Av
enue, out west past d1e new WalMart." 

"I work all day." Dan pondered. "How about the clown
town Perkins Pancake House? Around suppertime?" 

"The things I do," Floyd complained. "Six o'clock. 
Look for an overweight Robin Williams in a maroon tie." 

Dan spent the rest of d1e clay mystified by Floyd's will-
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ingness to do business. The guy breezed into Perkins 
without his kids. He shook Dan's hand and asked the 
waitress for "d1e usua l." "So, let's start,'' he said to Dan. 
"Have you ever played Leisure Suit Lany ?'' 

Dan shook his head. 
"Computer games. 'T'hat's a better metaphor than time 

machines," Floyd went on. "There's another game I like: 
Civilization. just before the other guy's chariot attacks 
your phalanx, you save the game. If you lose, quit and 
restart. Eventually you get lucky. Keep it up for six thou
sand years and you're the most outrageously lucky play
er of all time. It's cheating, but who wouldn't cheat?" 

Dan sipped his water, and nodded. "I like being lucky.'· 
Floyd bent closer. "Okay. Two big problems. One, 

you can't save Ibis game. You start at the beginning 
each time. Am I right?" 

''Right." 
"Second, you've got a coach who likes to play God. 

How do I know? I've been through this before. Folks 
like you call stockbrokers. It's an ego problem for me. 
I'm a computer-game figment, a piece of cardboard with 
an attitude, but I'm real to me, and I l ike making money." 
Floyd leaned back. "I bet you don't know how I do it." 

"There's other people like me?" Dan asked. 
"Why not? If this is all some fake reality, it's gotta be 

damned expensive. There's a bunch of supercomputers 
involved, and millions of staff-hours worth of program
ming. Nobody's going to run all that for one guy at a 
time." Floyd quirked his head. "Who's your coach?" 

"The chaplain out at Meadows Prison," Dan said. 
"You ever think of driving there to visit him?" Floyd 

asked. "He's the one guy you know who's exactly like 
you. He's in your simulation, and in reality too." 

Dan grunted. It was a new idea and not one he want
eel to pursue right now. "You're a runamok character in 
this game, aren't you?" 

"I'm very nice to myself," Floyd answered. "I work for 
diems like you. Next time around you'l l  have the data I 
give you, and you'll come to me to make the investments. 
I ' l l  get my commission on the deal, plus loan interest, 
plus I'll put my own money on the same stocks. Sure, it  
doesn't help Ibis me, but if I'm Floyd number sixty-two, 
Floyd sixty-one did me rhe same favor. I'm already rak
ing in my share." 

"Maybe you're not a game character. Maybe you're 
something else." You 're tbe Devil, Dan thought to him
self. You 're a bug in tbe system . You ·re riding one of 
tbose infinite loops tbat programmers bate so m ucb. 

Floyd shrugged. "Write these down. Nikeo Optics. 
McNurty-\XIilliamson. Saber Communications. They're 
the bes[ I can do for you." He looked around. "No guar
antees, though. Sometimes a coach requests changes. 
They can twiddle d1e database." 

Dan noclclecl. "Like the Help Wamecl ads. Blame my 
chaplain, not you? Because if I blamed you, I'd be an 
enemy who'll come back time after t ime to make your 
life miserable." 

"jesus!" Floyd patted his forehead with his napkin 
and looked around. "When they change the outcomes, 
don't you think I get screwed too?" 
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Dan vemured a reassuring smile. "Suppose I've got a 
girlfriend. Do I spend a lot of effort loving a computer 
construct? Or is there some way I can tell if she's real?" 

Floyd shrugged again. '·Heal people are loose cannons. 
They call stockbrokers and talk about time machines. 
They're after something in a desperate hurry, and they 
don't know what." 

"She's not real, then." Dan grimaced. "Someday I'll  
make gen11i11e parole and lose her forever.'' That 
thought triggered a cascade of speculations and indict
ments. The chaplain said Dan was taking some kind of 
Austrian-Frankenstein cure, but what if he ended up lik
ing this simulation better than true freedom? 

After supper Dan put a quarter in the Perkins pay 
phone and called the information number at the state 
prison. He got a recording and left a message. '·fuck it."' 
he said to himself, and crossed the street to Comstock 
Liquors. He bought some vodka and coke, went back to 
the Bronco, and began mixing and sipping. 

He woke up. "I want to talk to you," he told the chap
lain. "What kind of world are you running here?" 

"I want you to win," the chaplain said as he loomed 
over Dan's table. "That's what you don't understand. 
That's what most folks can't believe. The system doesn't 
lose when you win, not if you play by its rules. We're all  
better for your victories." 

"But I shouldn't have been able to gamble on Pittsburgh 
like that." Dan couldn't bring himself to ask about Angie. 
She was private to him, except that couldn't be true. 

The chaplain sighed. ·'You're playing the basic simu
lation at its easiest. Once you master this environment. 
we'll go to a harder setting. When you win under the 
most difficult parameters, you'll be set. You'll go out of 
this prison and conquer the world." 

"How long will that take? How many fake paroles, 
over and over again?" Dan asked. 

"You've got the time," the chaplain answered. ·'Five 
shots a week for three more months. You can spend 
your hours in your cell, or here." 

Dan closed his eyes. Angie. Angie over and over 
again. Someday she'd be gone. an unreal collection of 
bits and bytes, but someday too he might be ready for 
that. He didn't have to worry about it now. The whole 
thing was bent, like masturbation compared to real sex, 
but damned if it didn'tjee/ real, and he wanted more . 
.. I'm your man. I just couldn't get the rules straight. I t  
was bugging me. I wish you had a user manual." 

"Mine's the Bible. I t  works better the harder things get, 
but don't worry. You're doing fine," the chaplain said. 

"f  wanted to talk to you. That's why I broke out of 
the game. Can you put me back where I was?" Dan 
asked. '·Do I have to start all over again?" 

The chaplain nodded and looked at his watch. 'To
morrow." 

4. 

O n  Dan's next-day parole h e  hurried through a familiar 
landscape and made his ritual phone calls. He was 

New Time 

broke, but a cooperative Floyd Bremerhaven lem him 
money to put on Saber Communications. 

\Vould he make his kill ing? This Frankenstein dream
life was full of peripheral details, and Dan tried to enjoy 
them. Why worry if Pittsburgh would win the Series this 
time? Why worry about Angie? If she spurned him he'd 
just start over again, but in the meantime fall was com
ing into glory. 

When the Lakeland crew told jokes, he memorized 
them to cheer up the losers at the halfway house. He 
watched some college kids play volleyball, and got in
vited into the game. He viewed a lV series about con
victs settling Australia two hundred years ago. All this 
happened during Old Time. but by shifting his attention 
away from his goals he could make it seem new, and 
test the capacities of the town's supercomputer God. 

Finally he reached New Time. He had a girlfriend, and 
a Bronco, and a couple thousand dollars in stock money. 
\Xfas this victory or just the beginning? Dan was still at 
the bottom rung of the town's social ladder. He went to 
State College with Angie to help her register for classes, 
and pondered the possibilities of further education. Com
puter science? He signed for an evening course. The 
town had a barbershop choir, and he tried for baritone. 

The chaplain woke him up. '·We're going to change the 
parameters. ·· he said. ··we want to make it a little harder, 
but the rewards will be worth it. Congratulations. I'm 
going to be proud of you." 

"Will the people be the same?" Dan asked anxiously. 
"Worried about Angie?'' The chaplain smiled. "We'll 

make her l ivelier, more unpredictable, but ninety-five 
percent the same.'' 

Dan nerved himself. "I 'm thinking that somewhere 
this town really exists. You guys and your computers
you took a snapshot for your database, but it has to ex
ist or it couldn't seem like a real place. It's real, it's inter
connected, and you can't make lots of radical changes 
because everything would fall apart." 

" H m .  I see why you'd want to believe that. I guess 
you could say-Excuse me," the chaplain caught him
self, like a scientist unwilling to bare the truth to the 
subject of his experiments. '·I can't smoke in here. ee 
you tomorrow." 

1 08 .  

Dan had seventeen dollars i n  his pocket and a n  empty 
pint of vodka ar his side when he gunned his brother
in-law's pickup into the Liberty National Bank's Magic 
Money machine eighteen months ago. On the morning 
or his parole the.: state was kind enough to give his mon
ey back, plus the two hundred he'd earned working in 
the prison laundry. The gates opened and Dan faced an 
asphalt road. It crossed a pair of train tracks. Some dis
tance away lay a divided highway. 

o bus stop, and no Meadows State Pari<. This was the 
real thing. Dan's own eyes controlled the slightly my
opic focus. He could smell dirt. and pines. and diesel
he'd never been able to smell before. There was a town 
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all right, ten miles north of here, but the city was an 
hour's drive south. 

Dan started walking. After a while someone picked 
him up and took him to the Welsh Lake freeway oasis. 
Then a trucker dropped him off where he could call his 
sister and ask her to fetch him home. 

They'd visited Dan once since his incarceration. When 
she drove up he renewed his apologies. "Sorry about 
the truck.'' 

'·Are we going to have to hide the booze'" Sis asked. 
She was fat, and her daughter too-their flesh trenched 
where the straps and belts of their too-tight clothes cut 
them. Dan liked them despite their grudges, but he could 
hardly believe they were the same sex as Angie. "just 
wait and see," he promised. "Got any atlases at home? 
Something with city maps in it?" 

" ah." She looked at him oddly, and Dan remembered: 
he was the silent type. That's how his folks thought of 
him, and it would be all  too easy to fall into those habits 
again. 

Sis and her husband were gratified the next few days 
when Dan stayed sober, went through the want ads, and 
started calling for work. So was Dan's parole officer. Dan 
hiked ten blocks to Liberty National, introduced himself, 
and apologized about the Magic Money machine to the 
highest ranking veep he could find, but they didn't offer 
him a job. No storybook endings in this reality. 

Pittsburgh died in the playoffs and never went to the 
Series. Winter began early with a freak snowfall .  Dan 
went door-to-door with his brother-in-law's shovel. He 
gave Sis his earnings to pay room and board, and spent 
evenings in the reference room of the local branch li
brary, avoiding the speculative look in his teenage 
niece's eyes. 

Dan found dream-town in a book of road maps: 
Pomoniac, Nebraska had the same streets spanning the 
same river. He went to his parole officer to ask for some 
arrangement so he could move out of state, and discov
ered that she'd scrounged him a job as a grounclskeeper
janitor for a rental condo. It was a forty-minute com
mute from where he lived, but there were two solutions 
to that problem. Dan opted for both of them. Again he 
got certified for a temporary driver's permit. A car would 
come in time, but meanwhile one of the condo units was 
his to live in while he repaired the last tenant's damage. 

Dan called for the Pomoniac phone book. It arrived 
three weeks later. Floyd was in it, and Angie, and Drive
Thru Dry Cleaning. lVIeadows State Park was Natural 
Prairie State Park, and there was no pri on. 

Logic. If this was reality and stockbroker Floyd was 
right about the economics of simulation-parole, there'd 
be ex-cons like himself, veterans of the same dream, lots 
of them hung up on Pomoniac for one reason or anoth
er. The poor place would be deluged. Was that good, or 
bad? A horde of reformed men and women with pro
grams and ambitions, scheming to succeed in a familiar 
setting, stage by stage and step by step. Think of the 
pressure! Poor sleepy Pomoniac! 

Dan had lots of questions. \.Vas this reality? As best he 
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remembered these last months, every time he'd bought 
the idea that he'd made parole it was because the chap
lain had upgraded the simulation, but how could any 
simulation have his sister in it? And not just one mid
dling town, but a city of three hundred thousand! No, 
Dan was being tricked into doubt. The obvious way to 
find out if this was the computer's best dream was to 
break the rules . . .  at the risk of getting arrested. Uncer
tainty had always kept him straight before. Straight and 
sober. Life was not good to three-time losers. 

It was the indecisiveness that got to him, selling him 
the premise that it would be wonderful to know for 
sure. Reality was his birthright. Dan worked through to 
spring and bought a used car he could barely afford to 
insure. The parole officer arranged an exchange with Ne
braska so he could move there against her advice. She 
was a good woman, but as counsellor and client they 
were so far from a match that Dan doubted she ever 
had fancies about him. Nobody tempted his heart away 
from Angie-this young woman he'd never actually met! 

Dan's drive cut through Iowa, hundreds of miles of 
rolling cornfields. How could a supercomputer contain 
this universe? He'd get to Pomoniac and see all those fa
miliar faces from his fake dreams. It was like trying to 
return to a womb that could no longer contain him. 

What was the hurry? Dan parked at the first rest stop 
west of Omaha. He peed, and walked circles around the 
building. Okay, he said to himself. Okay, Okay. Suppose 
this rea lity was fake. He'd still be better off knowing. 
Floyd could tell him. Floyd the game-player. Floyd the 
winner, vvith no soul beyond the computer itself. 

It was spring, and meadowlarks sang in the fields. 
Beller off knowing all tbis was.fake? Dan wondered how 
much heart would go out of him if he learned these last 
six months were encapsuled inside a prison room. Six 
months of joyless fall and winter, focu ed on a goal now 
just sixty miles away! How many times could he get used 
to ever more advanced levels of delusion? How many 
times could love draw him on, before he learned that no
body was worth that much obsession? He'd been jump
ing through hoops, and calling it freedom because he'd 
chosen the hoops for himself, but he'd be a slave until 
he stopped playing other people's games and invented 
his own. 

Birds again. Red-wing blackbirds clown past that 
slough. They had absolutely no role to play except as 
decor, if life had all these goals. You got no points for 
smelling the flowers. The rest-stop fence was a perfunc
tory barrier. Dan clambered over it, and began to walk 
north into his shadow, his back to the sun, stampeding 
a few grasshoppers out of these wild weeds. orth to 
nowhere. North off the supercomputer's map. Was it 
possible? He meant to keep on until he found out. May
be he was tired of purposes. Maybe he was a failure. 

Maybe he was free at last. The only answer that could 
come from outside himself was the wrong one, and he'd 
made his decision. He preferred this twittering silence. 
He kept walking. + 
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Manhattan never sleeps. It 
doesn't even blink. By three in 
the morning, it was as close to 
lethargy as it gets, bur that was 
still busier than a nursery full 
of hyperactive kids with mega
doses of sugar and caffeine. 

1\s something quite out or 
the ordinary began, Manhattan 
lay awake in the clark. 

Slightly past the orbit of Saturn, 
over forty degrees above the 
plane of the ecliptic, ionized 
particles of the solar wind en
countered a disruption where 
none had existed before. 

Space twisted. 1\n artificial 
rotating singularity deformed 
the fabric of space. bending it 
in on itself until a black hole 
formed. Charged particles that 
would normally have sped di
rectly through the region in
stead began to move in arcs, 
most of which ended at the 
singularity. They accelerated 
as their parl1s curvcd tighter 
toward the gravitational lens. 
speeding faster and faster as 
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they approached, and, during their final nanoseconds of 
existence outside the event horizon, spewing X-rays like 
tiny distress calls. 

The event horizon bloomed to a diameter of several 
hundred kilometers before it stabilized. While the solar 
wind funneled into the region, an enormous black star
ship emerged from inside the event horizon. The starship, 
almost as black as the region of space it slid out of, ab
sorbed radiation across the entire spectrum as it spun 
sedately. As the nearby singularity was switched off, the 
event horizon shrank until it vanished, and the only ob
struction to the solar wind was the ship itself. 

The huge squat disk-shaped ship sported octagonal 
rather than circular endplates. The disk was over 100 
kilometers in diameter, as big as a small moon flattened 
into shape. The ship's spin slowed until it hung motion
less in the dim starlight. The black ship then began to 
pivot into the solar wind. I t  kept adjusting its orientation 
until one octagonal surface pointed generally at the dis
tant yellow G-type star. The precise alignment was at the 
small blue planet, third from the sun. Moments later, the 
enormous ship began to accelerate smoothly toward Earth. 

The wbup-wbup-whu.p from the chopper's blades rose in 
pitch and volume as the pilot pulled back on the collec
tive, and the chopper rose a meter off the concrete at the 
edge of Manhattan. The six passengers were al l  secured, 
and the sounds in the pilot's headphones were positive, 
reassuring. He let the craft hover a moment on the ground
effect cushion as he readjusted his shoulder strap. As soon 
as he felt in control, he let the chopper continue its rise. 
Below him the circular markings of Manhattan's East 60th 
Street heliport began to shrink. As he rose, he let the chop
per turn slowly, and he scanned the space over nearby 
building tops. When the chopper faced the East River 
and JFK International beyond, the pilot pushed on the 
cyclic stick and the chopper tilted slightly forward, still 
rising as the craft began to move toward the airport. 

The pilot enjoyed the runs between Manhattan and JFK, 
particularly at times like now-the morning rush hour. 
This was one of the few jobs in flying where you could 
"drive" over the roads below in Queens. He took a lot 
of pleasure in passing slow-moving traffic on the Long 
Island Expressway, BQE, and Van Wyck, cruising right 
over the stalls and backed-up sections, ignoring pileups 
and emergacharge trucks. 

He reached cruising height just before the East River. 
Below was the Queensboro Bridge, doing its best to jam 
more people into Manhattan. 

A sudden shadow was the first indication of trouble. 
Reflexes took over and he lost a little altitude just in case. 
If the passengers complained, he couldn't tell, because 
the headphones and the rotor roar would block anything 
up to a scream. 

The helicopter pilot had just convinced himself there 
was no problem when a faint pencil of reel light cut the 
grimy sky vertically in front of the windshell bubble. He 
jammed d1e stick and tried to veer away, but he had no 
time. The whine of the rotors suddenly changed pitch as 
the rotor blades hit the shaft of laser light. The chopper 
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became a machine gun, firing severed pieces of rotor off 
to his left. I n  mill iseconds, the slicing light had whittled 
every rotor clown to half its original length, and then the 
chopper itself hit the beam. t\ band saw moving at the 
speed of light, the laser sliced the chopper right clown 
the middle. The engine overhead exploded as the casing 
surrounding the whirling components split into pieces. 

Shrapnel from the exploding engine perforated the 
bodies of the pilot and passengers as the two halves of 
the chopper began their plunge to the East River. The 
pilot hadn't even had time to utter the one word tradi
tionally heard as black-box recordings terminate. 

Matt Sheehan had heard little more than the roar of the 
A-train subway since it sped away from the Jay Street sta
tion in Brooklyn and lurched under the East River. He'd 
taken a small detour through Brooklyn after landing at 
JFK and taking the subway through Queens. 

As he stared out the window into the clark, he saw noth
ing except an occasional utility lamp as the car rocked 
on its rails. He was aware of snippets of conversation, but 
paid no attention. The morning rush hour crowd was so 
dense, Matt held his small flight bag in the same hand 
that gripped the overhead bar. The woman in front of 
him faced the door, pretending as he did that it was com
fortable to be as close as lovers. The mass of bodies 
rocked with the motion of the car. Through the front of 
the car, Matt could see the lead car making small zigzag 
motions. 

The woman suddenly turned and looked around an
grily. She scanned nearby 1-�rces, returning to Matt's. Her 
eyes were green. Her skin looked tanned, but the smooth 
texture said her complexion came from parents rather 
than the sun. She said, "I really don't appreciate that." 
Matt got a glimpse of even white teeth. 

I t  took Matt a moment to realize someone in the crowd 
must have pinched or touched her in a way even more 
intimate than the close contact necessitated. He almost 
said, "You sound like my wife," but instead he hunched 
up one shoulder and extricated his free arm from the 
mass of bodies. He held his hand palm out. "I didn't 
touch you," he said calmly. "At least not anywhere ex
cept here." His gaze flicked clown to �vhere her shoulder 
touched his chest. 

The woman, whose hair was shiny black, held his gaze 
a moment before she said, " I 'm sorry," and started scan
ning other faces again. 

Me too, he thought as the subway continued to jostle 
the riders, a giant hand rocking the crib too energetical
ly. Matt felt tired. He hadn't slept well on the flight from 
Mexico City to JFK, and wished he had more energy for 
his stop in Manhattan. 

He let his eyelids droop closed, then popped them 
open a second later, when the car lurched violently. The 
overhead light went out. In the same instant, a shower 
of sparks splattered from somewhere behind him, and 
the screaming and shouting started. 

A rumbling series of loud explosions sounded, so many 
of them separated by so little time that the noise was more 
a high-speed rat-a-tal-/a/ than distinct booms. Matt felt 
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his body pushed forward into t he woman ahead of him 
as emergency brakes decelerated the car. and he felt a 
sudden breeze behind him. The floor of the car lurched 
again, and by the time the car jerked to a stop, the floor 
seemed to t i l t  toward the rear. 

As the screams and shouts finally ga,·e way to angry 
and panicked loud questions l ike ··wh:ll the hell's going 
on�" directed to no one in particular, the car jerked sev
eral t imes and came to a halt in black ness. A woman's 
voice split the clark . yel l ing, "Get your goddamn hand 
off me!" 

The echoes from behind him had changed texLUre and 
lengthened, as if they no longer came from an enclosed 
car. People began spreading out, and suddenly a man 
cried, "I ley! . . .

.. 
His voice trailed off until an impact 

forced more air our of his lungs. A few matches and cig
arette lighters pierced the darkness. At first al l  they re
vealed were the forward half of the car and a confused 
throng of people. And Matt drew in a breath as he realized 
what did11 ·1 show-the rear half or the car. l ie pushed 
his way toward the back as more cries came from that 
direction: "Oh, my God." "I larry, I larry! What happened?'' 

As he got closer. Matt realized that the back half of the 
car was gone. l ie s>vallowed hard. People cowered at the 
sides of the vehicle. hanging on tightly and looking into 
the blackness behind the car. A man who apparently was 
the one who had just fallen got to his feet on the floor or 
the tunnel and looked up in surprise. i'VIatt reached the 
severed edge of the car, and the temperature from packed 
bodies dropped noticeably. He took a deep breath and 
tried to conrrol his fear. 

The subway car had been sheared in half. The metal 
edges of the floor, walls, and ceiling still  glowed a dull 
red from the heat of whatever had done this. Matt had 
once seen the edges of a hole created by a n  armor
piercing missile smashing through a tank wall.  That hole 
reminded him of these edges, hut here were no curling 
can-opener edges. just the shaved nubs. looking like 
plastic cut with a ,·ery hot knife.  a hardware-store 3-D 
model of how walls \vere made. On th<.: floor of the car 
and on the clothing of a couple of people apparently in 
shock were splatters of what could only be blood. In the 
air were musty smells of machine oil . ozone-and fear. 

In the tunnel behind the car, Matr could at first see only 
faint reflections from the rails. l ie took a tiny penlight 
from his bag. With help from the light, he jumped to the 
t rack bed, careful to stay dear of the extra rail on the out
side. even though the power was almost certainly ofT. A 
couple of meters from the severed edge of the car he 
found a man lying on the tracks. moaning. Careful not to 
make body contact. Matt grabbed a hunk of fabric and 
pulled until the man·s leg no longer touched the rail. His 
heart pounded, but finally it began to slow as the initial 
adrenaline rush faded. 

The man's right hand was gone, cut cleanly at the 
wrist. He heard gasps from behind him. The wound 
seemed to be partially cauterized already, but blood 
oozed and pulsed into the cinders. Mall took the man·s 
belt, looped it a few rimes around the bare wrist. and 
fastened it tightly enough to bar further blood loss. Qui-
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etly. in what he hoped was a reassuring tone, he said to 
the injured man. who probably couldn't hear him any
way, "Okay, fellow. I 'm h<.:re. We're going to get medi
cal help for you. You'll be fine .

.. 

t\latt  played his penlight over the nearby ground, but 
lw sa\\' no sign of the man's missing hand. Behind him 
a couple of people jump<.:d to the cinder track bed. l ie 
called toward them. "A man here needs medical attention, 
if  there's a doctor around.'' 

He moved farther down the tracks. The next couple 
of meters could have been the aftermath of combat. There 
would be no helping the people here. What was left of 
a man had been cleaved vert ically just to the right of his 
head. The rest could only be described as large and most
ly recognizable pi<.:ces of human bodies. 

1\tl:ttt had seen c:tsualties this horrible before, but he 
had always known ll'l�JI. l lere he was totally confused. 
\'\las this the result of some terrible accident? Earthquake? 
The work of terrorists? Nothing made any sense. Some
where behind him a nervous laugh got our of cont rol 
and turned to a repet itive wail before i t  ended with the 
sound of a slap. 

l ie walked past the remains and stopped. I nstead of 
the re;tr half of the sever<.:d car, or even empty rails ex
tending under the river. here was nothing. The rails them
selves were severed. butting up flat against a dark wall 
that completely blocked t h<.: tunnel mouth. As 1\ latl came 
closer, he could feel the heat radiating from the dull black 
surfac<.: barring rhe way. Water pooled on the tunnel floor. 
\\'I be re I be bell is I be rear ba (/(!(I be Ira i 11? 

As he played his light on the mouled surface. voices be
hind him said, '·What the hell is that?" and '·Mother of God .

.. 

Matt glanced behind him and Sa\.V ;tn array of tiny 
flames piercing th<.: black. A man in a business suit 
stumbled forward. "Agatha. Agatha! Can you hear me?'' 

Matt walked back to the man, passing a couple of on
lookers with lighter flames flickering. " I 'm sorry. hut un
less Agatha is in the car you just came from. she proba
bly can't hear you. Come on. We've got to get out of here 
fast. We're probably still  under the river. and something's 
cut the tunnel. We could lx: flooded at any time." 

The suited man shook, his gaze directed toward the 
blocked end of the tunnel. The man who had lost his 
hand still lay on the ground, surrounded by three peo
ple who looked at him with horrified expressions, but 
weren't helping. M:tll movl!d closer . 

.. Help me carry him out," he said to the onlookers. He 
forced his voice to be calm despite his urge to run. "I t 's 
risky to move him because he might have a concussion 
or broken bones from the fa l l .  but he's got to get medi
cal attention. and it's going to be a while before any help 
gets down here . .. 

"What happened?" asked one of the three, a woman 
with dazed eyes. 

"I don't have any idea at al l .  Maybe a bridge above 
us collapsed. I hope we'll find our when we get above 
ground .

.. l ie hop<.:d the prospect of finding out more 
when they got moving would appeal to them, but he 
didn'r give the bridge theory any real credence. This 
was something worse. Ho\\· much worse. he had no idea. 
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"Take off your coat so we can use it as a lillt:r," Mall 
said quickly LO the taller man, who wore a raincoal. 

The man didn't respond. 
"Come 011." Mau grabbed the man's arm. 
The man took the coal off as though in a trance. Mall 

laid out the coat next to the injured man. 
"Come on," ht: said as he knelt beside the man. "l lelp 

me move him." 
Like obediem automatons, the three each gripped a 

shoulder or a leg and helped shift the injured man onto 
the coat. Mall took the edge of the coat next lO the man's 
damaged arm so he could make sure nothing bumped 
against ir. Together the four of them lifted the man to 
waist height and started up the tunnel. " I f  anyone gets 
tired, say so before you lose your grip. We're taking a 
big enough risk already." 

As they reached the severed car, Matt stopped to re
trieve his bag, and he found some passengers were still 
inside the car. "Something is blocking the tunnel back 
there. Eve1yone who can walk had better get stanecl. o 
help is going to be here anytime soon from the way things 
look. Walk forward to the next stop. Anyone who's in 
good enough shape to run should do it and call nine
one-one. And stay away from the extra rail. Move fast, 
but stay calm." 

Someone in the dark said, "My buddy says you can 
call for help from phones on the tunnel walls." 

" I f  you see one, try it. Othe1wise just keep going. But 
help anyone who needs it. Who can pass the word to the 
people in the lead car?" As soon as he heard a voice say, 
"I can," he and the others moved forward with the victim. 
Seconds later Matt realized that a blinking minivid "active" 
light was tracking them as they walked. Whoever il was 
even had a pinhead lamp shedding dim light on the tun
nel walls. Irritated that someone was photographing them, 
he said, "Take your home movies somewhere else, why 
don·r you? We need to get out of here . .  , 

A feminine voice sounded from behind the lighL ·'This 
is for WI BC. What's your name, please?" 

The voice seemed familiar. As a man with a lighter 
moved closer Lo the person with the minivid, Mall saw 
that i t  was the black-haired woman whose shoulder had 
bumped against his chest since the last stop. Mall made 
no reply. 

They maneuvered past the walkway beside the sev
ered car and past the lead car. Matt made sure no one 
was left aboard as they passed. Flickering light illuminat
ed a scattering of possessions left behind. A headphone 
lay near a clark spill of blood on a bench. Someone must 
be in one shoe, because a lone sneaker with its laces still 
tied rested in a corner. An expensive video player had 
been left behind, along with a few coin-sized disks that 
by now would have footprints on them. A half-eaten sand
wich wrapped in a deli bag lay flattened on the dirty 
floor. As they passed the lead car, Matt understood why 
the motorman had been no help. He was dead, smashed 
against the glass by the sudden stop. 

Matt and the others were able to walk without jarring 
the injured man too badly, and they began to head up 
the moderate slope as quickly as they could without risk-
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ing further inju•y to the victim. Steam rose slowly from a 
grate somewhere ahead. A couple of other people stayed 
close to them, holding cigarette lighters and matches in 
turns so the group could see a little of their surroundings. 
The woman carrying one corner of the raincoat got a 
couple of offers to have someone else take her place, 
but she turned them clown. Ahead of them, the other pas
sengers seemed to be taking il all in stride. Mall supposed 
living in ew York required people to be adaptable. 

Matt kept walking, trying to jostle his passenger as lit
tle as possible, as he wondered what they would find 
when they got out of the tunnel. 

Rudy Sanchez got a second cup of coffee from the ma
chine in the hall and took it back to his office. The hall 
was dark. No one else was in yet, and Hudy liked to sa
vor the feeling of being in before the rest of the offices 
began to fill. He got t\vice as much done when the build
ing was calm and quiet as he did when office hours be
gan. Beating the morning rush enhanced the feeling. 

He glanced out the window at the cars coming across 
the Brooklyn Bridge and sat clown, ready to get back to 
planning the replacement for the old generator on the up
per east side. He'd been thinking about how to start the 
next phase when he realized something about the sound 
of the city had changed. He went back to the window. 

At first everything seemed normal. Traffic was a little 
slow, but that was hardly surprising. As Rudy watched, 
his eyes widened as a black shape of some kind came 
out from behind the Chase Manhattan Hank tower. What 
the hell? It seemed to be some kind of craft, paralleling 
the coastline, and as it moved, it directed a dim red pen
cil of light through the dilty air, toward the ground. Where 
the pencil touched land or water, destruction followed. 

In awe Hudy put clown his coffee cup and stared. What 
the hell was going on? He put his face nearer the glass 
and looked to both sides. Another identical black ship 
was moving along the coast farther to the north. 

Both black, windowless craft flew an even course as 
they slanted what had to be high-power lasers toward 
the Manhattan shoreline. Rudy looked at the nearer craft. 
From just aft of the laser's origin, a gun muzzle threw a 
stream of pellets so fast and so frequently, there seemed 
to be a brown shaft of light right behind the laser. 

A deep rumbling sound reached Hudy, quaking the 
floor under his feet and vibraling the windows. He had 
the impression of thousands of small explosions occur
ring in the slit opened up by the lasers. 

As Rudy moved to turn on the radio on his desk, the 
lights went out. 

Abby Tersa had left Grand Central Terminal and was on 
her way to the United ations General Assembly Build
ing when the traffic lights went off. ormally she enjoyed 
the six-block walk, but today she stood on the sidewalk 
in front of the Ch1ysler Building and backed against the 
wall as the crowd roared and the car honking intensified, 
as if to fill the gap caused by the sudden absence of sub
way sounds and the hubbub from freight elevators and 
exhaust fans. 
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Abby hadn't seen a power failure since she'd moved 
to the Bronx three years earlier. It madc her nervous. 

She edged along the base of the building, feeling the 
urge to get to work quickly. but knowing rhat without 
power for microphones, amplifiers, recorders, and lights, 
she wouldn't be needed for much translating. She was 
wondering if the power would return anytime soon when 
she saw the black craft move from behind the tall slab of 
the U. '· Secretariat Building. The craft aimed its laser 
down toward where the East River mct the Manhattan 
shore. 

Fighting down the panic, Abby began sprinting toward 
the U.N. Fifteen years ago she had bcen in training for 
the Olympics. In  a timed run during physical education 
in junior high, she'd been surprised to learn that she was 
the fastest runner in her class. Encouraged by her parents, 
who saw running as a good thing to balance out all the 
hours that she spent in her room studying, she had gone 
out for the track team. At first she had rationalized the 
activity partly hecausc it was one more way she could 
exercise her foreign language skills, but she grew to en
joy the running itself, finding that when shc hit her sn·ide 
she could block al l  her worries. This time she found her
self unable to block the image of that strange ship. 

Arsenio Hecher pulled into the right lane fast, finding a 
spot that wasn't directly behind a delivery truck. His fare, 
a white couple with a kid, didn't complain. Out-of-town
ers were quieter than the natives. 

Arsenio kept watch in the cab's rear-view mirror as the 
vehicle moved onto the Brooklyn Bridge, heading north
west into lower Manhattan. The traffic was moving fast 
for rush hour, but it was never fast enough. Sometimes 
Arsenio thought about finding someplace less congested 
so he could really moue, but when it came right down to 
it, he liked the way New York itself moued. Anyplace 
else would seem like a sleepy country afternoon, and he 
could never go back to that. 

Faint sunlight hit gray waves crest ing in the East River. 
Arsenio honked a reply to a fellow yellow as the other cab 
edged past him. Why was the otber lane always faster? 

The cab had just emerged from the shade of the large 
bridge support near the Manhattan shorc when a moving 
shadow flashed over the roofs of cars and trucks ahead. 
Someone must have bcen on a hell of a low path to La 
Guardia. Arsenio craned his neck to sec what kind of 
plane it  was. 

The woman in the back seat asked, " Does this sort of 
thing happen a lot here?" 

He didn't know what she was talking about until he 
looked forward again. ;\ field of red taill ights glared at 
him and horns began to honk even faster. As he watched, 
a sparkling red light flashed across a truck ahead of the 
car in front of him. 

Arsenio slammed on the brakes as the truck exploded. 
The car behind him smashed into his rcar bumper. and 
the man in the back seat yelled. "What the hell!" as in 
the rear-view mirror Arsenio saw a truck plow into the 
guy behind him. The kid began to Ciy. 

From the corner of his eye, Arsenio saw steam explode 
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from the water at the edge of the river, as though a long 
thin heater lay just below the surface. As the cab finally 
showed signs of stopping successfully, the road su rface 
began to tilt forward. The bridge was coming apart! "Crap!" 

The goddamn bridge was turning into a drawbridge, 
but backwards. The section Arsenio's cab was on t i l ted 
down. As his panic rose, and he jammed his foot on the 
brakes hard enough to force the antilock on, he could 
see cars on the other side of the break burning rubber 
as they tried to gun it up the slope. Electric motors 
whined, climbing to the top end of the scale as the 
wheels spun, and cars slid backward, smoke rising from 
their t ires. His heart raced even faster than the time he'd 
been mugged. 

For an instant, Arsenio thought the cab was stopped 
precariously on the slope, but the bridge lurched again, 
and the car behind him hit his bumper one last time. 

The cab sl id off the end of the broken bridge. The 
screams from the back seat blended into one loud roar. 

Arsenio cursed uncontrollably, his hands locked on 
the steering whccl and his foot still pistoned into the 
brake pedal for the entire time it took before the cab 
smashed into the water. 

From his darkened office. l{udy Sanchez looked out at 
the destruction along the Manhattan shore. The Brooklyn 
Bridge had been severed, two trucks sliced in the pro
cess, and cars had spilled like toys into the river. Boats 
docked along the piers had been cut in two as steam 
roiled into the morning air. Hudy stood in shock, the 
dead telephone still gripped in one hand. 

He had been tempted to run to help someone, any
one. but now he just stood, temporarily locked by inde
cision and fear. It seemed to him that anything he did 
now would be bailing a tidal wave with a teaspoon. A 
couple of fires had started where natural gas lines ran 
under the East Hiver to Brooklyn, but cutoff mechanisms 
that didn't depend on power would limit the amount of 
gas available to burn. 

The black cra ft closest to him switched off the red 
light, undoubtedly some unbelievably high-power laser. 
The craft rose swiftly with no vapor trail until Hudy lost 
sight of it. 

The city sounded sick. The occasional rumble of a 
passing subway hadn't been audible for several minutes. 
The increased frantic honking from cabs and trucks grid
locked without working traffic lights more than made up 
for the lack in volume, but provided no comfort. 

A flicker of black caught l{udy's eye. The craft were 
returning. He leaned forward and could see two more 
of them flying in formation but spreading the pattern as 
they fell .  And what they were doing was even stranger 
than before. There seemed to be some filmy transparent 
material stretched between the craft. They looked as if 
they held some enormous soap bubble. l'(lbat in Cod 's 
name is bappening? 

The nearest black craft settled slowly toward the shore
line. stretching its corner of the bubble as it fell. t'vloments 
larer the craft hovered over a severed dock. The corner 
of the soap bubble widened. and the edge of the bubble 
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began to pul l  itself down toward the shoreline, apparent
ly sealing itself to the ground or to some material the 
ship had deposited in the groove it had cut earlier. With
in minutes, the filmy bubble had settled into a smooth 
seal for as far as Rudy could see. It seemed big enough 
to be covering the entire isbnd of Manhattan. 

The black craft rose, moving away from i\ lanhartan as 
it did. Another one entered Rudy"s field of view. Seconds 
later they both stopped, and stayed where they were, 
hovering. 

Rudy had no warning. In one moment the ships just 
hovered. In  the next moment a giant flashbulb went off. 
Rudy could see nothing but sparkles surrounding a large 
reel spot for the next minute, but slowly his vision re
turned. When it did, he could see the bubble was still in 
place, but now it seemed more tangible. I t  was still trans
parent, but the rel"lections seemed brighrer and they no 
longer wavered. 

The hovering craft were gone. As l�udy tried to see 
where they might be, an enormous sh:tdow crept over 
lower Manhattan. 

julie Kravine took a last few shots with her minivid, then 
shut off the sand-grain light. The image of the stalled 
subway cars faded from her retinae, and sh<.: turned to 
follow the stragglers up the tunnel.  

Ahead of her were the four people carrying the man 
who had lost his hand. julie cringed just thinking about 
it again. And she remembered the sev<.:red bodies they 
were leaving behind. She had taken shots of them, too. 
more so that people would believe her report than be
cause they·d be used on the news. She hadn't felt this am
bivalent since she left Tom. 

julie felt uneasy. The ground rumbled with some un
identifiable tremble, and things just felt wrong. I f  the tun
nel collapse was some localized catastrophe, she'd be 
hearing the rumble from other subways as they traveled 
nearby. Instead, the only vibration was that constant far
away tremor. 

The rumble stopped. Suddenly the underground felt  
completely quiet,  unnatural. Something was definitely 
very wrong. Julie hurried ahead, fol lowing the nickering 
lights. She stumbled, then got back to her feet and started 
picking cinders out of her palms. The tunnel smelled oily. 

She caught up with rhe foursome. A couple of men 
walked with them, holding cigarette l ighters, obviously 
ready to take over for anyone who got tired. She turned 
on her tiny light and minivid, capturing ten seconds be
fore turning them ofT. She felt  pride in how well New 
Yorkers were responding to the trouble. l ler sister in 
Columbus complained about the crime rate and the ap
parent unfriendliness, but when things got tough, New 
Yorkers found ways to cope. 

.Julie moved to catch up again. She was tired from 
covering a late-night hostage crisis in South Brooklyn, 
but the good part was that it had left her with all her 
recording gear and a moderate battery charge at just the 
right rime. 

She ca ugh t  u p  with the others and turned on her 
minivid, set to voice-only to save the charge. The tall 
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man who had been next to her in the subway when i t  
a l l  started gripped one corner of the raincoat holding the 
injured man. He was the same one who had calmed the 
crowd with sensible direct ions and a take-charge attitude 
that didn't smack of dictatorship. And he was the same 
one who had declined comment earlier. Was he a cop7 

The man was going to be the focus of this piece, 
whether he liked it or not, .Jul ie decided. She moved de
liberately to one of the other three people canying the 
injured man. 

"I 'm julie Kravine with Wr Be,'· she said to the wom
an who carried one corner of the raincoat. "What's your 
name?" 

"Bette Waylon." The woman wore a dark jacket with 
the bracelet cuffs made popular in Way Down and Way 
Over. 

"Can you tell me what you thought when the lights 
went out?" 

"Nothin', I guess. That I'd be late for busin�ss." 
"Any ideas about what might have caused this?" 
"Naw. But we can find out on TV when we get back 

up." 
'·Anyone else here with a theory7·· julie watched the 

tall man. He opened his mouth but didn't say anything. 
Julie moved around until she was next to the rail man. 

He glanced at her, then looked ahead. 
·'And your name is, sir?" 
The man replied without looking at her. '·rVIau Sheehan.·· 
As she formulated her next question, Matt added, 

'"And I apologize for being rude back there. I thought 
you were just another idiot with a camera. I guess I was 
a little edgy.·· 

·· 1 think we're al l  a little edgy,·· julie said, thinking 
that he seemed the least edgy of anyone down here. 
'·You a cop?'

. 

"A cop? to." 
"You seemed to adapt pr�tty quickly to the situation. 

What's your background? 
" I 've spent some time in the service.'· 
"Ah. So, do you have any theories about what happened 

back there?" 
The man was silent for a moment and several pairs of 

feet crunched gravel on the clark tunnel lloor. "Not really." 
"Nothing at all?'' 
"No. just that I 'm betting the problem isn't just down 

here." 
··what makes you say that?"' 
·:Just because this section of tunnel go�s under the riv

er. It's got to be going through bedrock. Anything gener
ating enough force to do damage like what's back there 
isn·t going to be confined to one runnel.· · 

julie had been so intent on getting pictures and reac
tions that she hadn't thought much about anything else, 
but a sudden lurch in her stomach told her the man was 
probably right. An instant later she wasn't so sure the re
action had been nerves. 

The ground shook. People carrying the injured man 
stumbled as they passed through a plume of rising steam. 

julie crouched in the dark tunnel. feel ing the same 
sensation she felt in an elcvmor as it accelerated upward. 
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In the Columbi:1 Lniversiry computer science department 
building, Dr. Bobby .Joe Brewster awoke with a start. 

For an ins!<l nt, he felt he was at sea. The desk his head 
rested on didn't seem solid, and neither did the chair he 
sat in. He jerked h is head upright .  

'"Piss!'" Bobby .Joe looked a t  the clark computer screen 
in front of him. The atmospheric simulation run had been 
almost complete when he must have finally fallen asleep. 
And now he'd have ro stan over. The power had gone 
off, and it had stayed off long enough for his uninrerrupt
ible power supply to use up its charge. 

The floor lurched, and a stylus on Bobby .Joe's desk 
rolled a few centimeters and stopped. ··what-·· 

Either the stucknts in his computer modeling class 
were playing one hell of a trick on h im, or something 
vvas real ly screwy. He rose and moved to the window. 

Yup, something was really screwy, Bobby .Joe decided. 
He rubbed the sleep out of his eyes. took another look 

over nearby building tops and watched New .Jersey sink. 
··All right, you guys," he said loudly. '" l t"s a convincing 

display.·· 
He listened for laughter or some other response. •orb

ing. l ie looked out the window again, first as fa r to the 
left as he could see, and then as far to the right. He'd 
spent enough time in VirtReal simulations to knmv what 
was real and what wasn't. This was rea l. But i t  was unreal. 

Traffic had come to a complete standstill on every 
road he could sec. I n  the distance a huge mall vaguely 
resembled an aircraft carrier from this high up. Boats left 
their trails in scummy water. Slowly moving out into the 
Hudson was a line of turbulence. 

He looked up as best he could with his cheek flattened 
against the glass. Overhead was a solid black cloud. Or 
was it? The edge looked awfully straight. 

Bobby joe looked back at  ew .Jersey. He could see 
roads he'd never seen before, and the shoreline was be
ginning to disappear from view as it fdl below nearby 
rooftops. 

Fear forced him into nervous humor. This was not go
ing to be a good day. 

Annie tvluntz was eating breakfast and watching the morn
ing news i n  Queens when the lights flickered and the 
TV picture froze on the last frame. 1\llotion out the win
dow caught her eye. 

On the table next to the couch was a thick tumbler 
with an inch of Scotch in it. She rose and moved closer 
to the window for a better look, taking her drink. 

At first, Annie thought somehow her apartment build
ing was sinking into the ground. because the Manhattan 
skyline was slowly but undeniably rising into the air. And 
the skyline was under a huge transparent arc, as if all the 
buildings had been put under a giant cake cover. 

As she watched. her knees felt weak. The entire bubble
covered island of 1\llanhartan was slowly rising into the 
air. As it continued to rise, she saw what was underneath 
the island. 13clow street level was a huge cone that ex
tended deeper than the Empire State Building was tall .  

A dozen dark lines led from points all around the is-
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land up into the air. Annie·s gaze followed the cables 
and saw an enormous black ship even bigger than the 
captured borough. hovering above it. A puzzled expres
sion wrinkled her forehead. The alcohol level in her 
blood was high enough that for a long moment she con
sidered the possibility that she was witnessing the adver
tising stunt to end them all .  

Finally Annie yelled to her husband in the nexr room, 
··1 1ey, l lerb! Come here. You really should see this." 

The rear half of the A-train subway had sustained far more 
damage than the front half. The rear half had crashed 
into something very hard. 

Groans filled her ears as Shirley l lamilburg regained 
consciousness. Her first thought \vas that she·d had a su
per-realistic dream about going to work, and then she 
worried that she'd overslept. Fina lly she opened her eyes 
and managed to convince herself she really was awake 
despite the fact that she coulcln 't sec. Where was Frankie. 
and what was wrong with her eyes? 

Light l"lickered somewhere to her left. She turned her 
head to see where it ,,·as coming from, and she finally 
realized thar she really had been on a subway car. So 
where was she now? The light flickered again. I t  was 
someone with a ciga rette lighter or a match. Suddenly 
she realized how hot she was. The air was stifling. She 
was still in the car. 

Shirley lifted her head, feeling the pull of pain from 
her shoulder as she shifted position. Lights flickered 
from somewhere outside of the car. She was in a mass 
of bodies like some nightmarish orgy. 

Shirley tried to extricate herself from them. When a 
nearer flame lit  the darkness, she saw that the man ahead 
of her must have h i t  the handrail support pole very hard. 
From near the front of the car came the sound of some
one throwing up, and Shirley winced. She·d almost rath
er be dead than be throwing up. 

Shirley finally managed to free herself. She moved 
over a few still bodies by supporting most of her weight 
from the overhead bar. The door had already been 
forced open. Outside. to the right, near the front of the 
train. lights Bickered. She edged between the car and 
the side of the tunnel. The car itself was obviously not 
sitting evenly on the rails. and it leaned toward the op
posite side of the tunnel. She passed the end of the car 
and walked beside the car ahead, which had jackknifed. 

Shirley caught up with a small group of people hold
ing flickering matches and lighters. 

By the wavering light she could see that the first car 
in line had somehow been cut off as though God pos
sessed a giant meat cleaver. The crumpled half-car rest
ed against a solid obstruction blocking the entire tunnel. 
Two l ifeless faces gaped and stared unseeing through the 
blood-smea reel window. 

Shirley stared at the blocked end of the subway tun
nel. A man beside her said, '·I don't understand. What"s 
going on1·' 

Shirley shrugged. She had no answers. 
A sudden rumbling and creaking began. Someone in 

the small crowd said. '· i t "s moving!" 
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Sure l:nough, thl: black barrier at the end of the tun
nel was sliding upward. And outward. Light filtered into 
the LUnnel, and Shirley squinted as her eyes adjusted. 

The gap between the tunnel mouth and the upward
moving plate widened. The gap kept on widening. In
stead of revealing the other side of the tunnel, though, a 
chasm opened just past the mouth of the tunnel. Some
one in the group murmured, "Holy crap." 

The others in the crowd seemed as speechless as Shir
ley was until the bottom of the moving shape reached 
eye level. More and more light filtered down until day
light finally reached the bottom of what was an immense 
cavity like a strip mine. And above the void, an incredi
bly large dark shape floated higher and higher. 

Water began to spill past the tunnel mouth, but not be
fore Shirley had gotten a view of gaping tunnel mouths 
on the sides of the elongated chasm. The pair of holes 
more or less in line with the direction the severed sub
\vay tunnel pointed had to be the Holland Tunnel, and 
just to the right was a PATH rail line tube. To the north 
were another pair of severed tunnels that would be the 
Amtrak rail lines. God almighty. 

Even farther north was a trio of tubes, the Lincoln Tun
nel. Grimy black smoke poured from the rightmost circle. 
Water began to slosh past the other tunnel mouths as 
Shirley's mind finally began to come to terms with what 
was fa irly obvious but very difficult to accept: all of 
Manhatran was rising into the air, leaving a huge long 
hole in the ground in the same shape as the island. 

The waterfal l  grew louder and louder, but for the mo
ment, the water was moving past the tunnel mouth fast 
enough that little water entered. By that time, the entire 
perimeter of the lip looked like iagara Falls. 

A man in a sweater and a vest said slowly, ··oh, God. 
Do you realize what will happen when the water fills the 
hole and reaches this height?'' 

Suddenly Shirley knew exactly what would happen. 
At about the same time someone else said, "We'd better 
schlepp our bulls out of here!" 

A kid in a black jacket said, "We'll never get al l  the 
way back before the water runs down the tunnel and 
reaches us. We'd be better off jumping in." By now the 
falling water made a thunderous noise. 

'·Yeah, sure,'' said the man in the sweater. "Be my 
guest. Go ahead and jump. It's like a goddamn blender 
out there. And if we wait for the \Vater to reach here, 
we'll just get caught and sucked back down here as the 
water drains into the tunnel.'' 

"Well, we gona to do some/bing,·· the kid said. 
"Right. I'm running." The man ran back into the dim 

tunnel. Most of the others followed, and Shirley went, too. 
They ran through the nightmare blackness until Shir

ley's lungs threatened to explode. They hadn't even man
aged to reach the lowest section of the tunnel before the 
water began flooding in. The wboosb ing made her heart 
race even faster. Wind started rushing out of the tunnel, 
and two cigarette lighters went out. Cold water swept 
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past Shirley's ankles, and seconds later she was sloshing 
though calf-deep water. 

The water suddenly seemed to move faster, and it 
swept Shirley off her feet. The current carried her in to
tal darkness. Her feet dragged against one wall. Her 
body tumbled in the turbulent current. She couldn't tell 
which way was up, but she had to breathe. 

Shirley had held her breath as long as she possibly 
could by the time the current smashed her head against 
a maintenance panel. 

Rudy Sanchez stood transfixed at the window as the 
Municipal Building creaked around him as though in a 
high wind. Some enormous ship above the city was ob
viously lifting the entire bubbled island into the air. A 
disturbance spread into the water in the Upper Bay as 
though a drain had opened in a giant bathtub. The Stat
en Island feny had been moving toward Manhattan, but 
by now it had turned 180 degrees and was ttying desper
ately and in vain to move south before it was dragged 
backward into the depression. Rudy could see a mass of 
people at the back rail of the feny as the crest of turbu
lent water began to shake the ferry apat1. Rudy had to 
shut his eyes. 

When he opened his eyes again, Rudy could no long
er see the ferry, but as he craned his head and looked 
southwest he was just in time to see the Statue of Libeny 
disappear below the horizon, looking for all the world 
as if she were waving good-bye. 

I n  less than a minute Brooklyn dropped from sight, 
and within minutes l�udy could no longer see the At
lantic Ocean. The atmosphere slowly shifted from blue 
toward black. The image of the Statue of Liberty still 
burned in his memoty. 

Rudy glanced at people on the ground. Hardly any
one was moving, and almost evetyone seemed to be 
staring at the dome. 

The sky outside the dome now looked almost black. 
Rudy could see stars around the edges of the huge 
black shape overhead, and on the ground shadows 
seemed sharper than normal. The sun was brighter than 
he'd ever seen it. 

As Rudy watched, the dark shape overhead suddenly 
grew wider, blotting out more and more stars until the 
only stars l�udy could see were almost level with him, 
visible through the side of the dome. His stomach twist
ed as he decided the ship towing the city hadn't come 
closer, but instead they were now underneath a ship 
that dwarfed the one that had picked up Manhattan. 
Rudy swallowed hard. 

The black shape started to blot out more and more 
stars, as though a huge black cylinder was being low
ered around the island. Rudy watched helplessly as they 
were pulled upward into the giant ship. 

The light from the sun was cut off, and Manhattan 
moved into darkness. + 
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Danith McPherson 

This guy's chatting at me like 
an ancient Western. Red and 
black in the bar·s moody light
ing instead of colorized. Sophis
tication painted over frontier 
arritude. My fingerprints push 
shadows across the table so I 
won't look for the robot server. 
Won't glance toward the bar
tender. Won't betray myself to 
the suit. Somewhere. Who 
watches. 

Ridges of swirls and whorls 
scrape against the table's mir
rored plastic. I ride the last 
taste of a silk wave. Tear the 
end of an unregistered se
quence of artificial days and 
nights in a world that has nei
ther naturally. Fear that I will 
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revert to the pattern and not take the risk. Fear that I will 
risk and again fail .  

" I t  has no corners!" The cowboy laughs, fashionably 
amused at his own punch line. 

Silk pulls sound through me. Mingles it with the inter
nal rhythm of the band·s pounding music over the ear
vibe. Slow-motion moans from the orgasmic contortion 
on r he wallscreen, bootlegged satellite sex from Earth. 
Intertwined conversations and real-time movement from 
the room. street, spinning station. 

Blonde hair curves around my face like a hood, end
ing even with my chin. Cowboy tells me I'm bea utiful. 
Does he woo me with truth or a lie? At least I was horn 
with a normal appearance. Spared the surgically perfect 
face and body the court would have ordered as part of 
my rights. Can·t have our idiot genius looking mentally 
retarded, you know; someone might decide it was wrong 
to usc her for high-level work. 

'·Amanda,·· he says, a name I use more than others. 
He finds my inattent iveness chic. He thinks I look away 
and smile because he attracts me. The tips of my fingers, 
nails chewed to bleeding. travel through faint residue on 
the polished table. The absence of numbers puts the 
curve to my lips. 

Numbers: curse of being a genius. 1umbers and sym
bols for numbers. They grow in my head like vines, men
tal kudzu. Choking al l  other thoughts. Only silk flutters 
them away. 

t akecl pornography blinks to an overdressed news
Ulster prepared to display a different set of distortions. 
Without slowing, the rhythm of the bar turns to the 
screen .  All things from Earth are viewed with the same 
reverence. And skepticism. 

'·An unnamed source at the recently created Depart
ment of 'pace Exploration and Management reports that 
problems with the agency's new fluid computer have de
layed the planned launch of the Pilgrim. A speaker for 
the department denies the report, saying that although 
problems do exist with rhe Ultra4, a back-up system is 
functioning as planned and the project is on schedule." 

The natives listen while pretending not to. Most of 
Luna 1-1 is part of a chain reaction involving the space
ship. The only truly inattent ive are the tourists. Cowboy. 

'"A poll conducted by our own network personnel 
shows that if the launch is delayed, public opinion will 
most likely turn against the staffed flight beyond our so
lar system. A successful launch is necessary to justify the 
department's formation and substantial budget." 

A hum vibrates across my nerves, expected yet star
tling as a fulfilled wish. The robot server slides into my 
peripheral vision. I've practiced the art of seeing without 
looking, find it  useful. The server delivers tall glasses. 
Red and black dance across the silvered cutves. The 
names of the drinks we ordered print themselves on the 
machine's display along with the meaningless numbers 
of the tab. I battle the urge to look into my glass. Mo
mentarily win. I offer to pay and cowboy is pleased. 

I crush carefu lly folded bills into my palm. Feel the 
small lump wrapped in paper. Sound retreats until I grow 
deaf. Silk is the only courage I have. The only constant I 
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value. A piece of blue tablet resides in the bills. Exorcist 
of demon numbers. My fingerprints seal the packet, thick 
so I'm sure the bartender is being sufficiently overpaid. I 
slip it into the slot on the server's belly. 

The server glides to the next table. A chunk of blue 
freedom gone. Exchanged for a future. umbers rattle 
outside my head like ghosts. I will not turn . I will  not 
look at the bartender behind his acrylic barrier. If I do, 
my htce will twist with pleading. And the suit will know. 
And the suit will stop me. 

But if I hold still . Just hold still and believe that the 
barrender can be trusted to take the fragmen t  o f  blue 
silk and store it in whatever secret place he has. Can be 
trusted to feed it back to me, coated enough so it won't 
dissolve until  after my tolerance level for the lovely blue 
has dropped. As he has before, unsuccessfully. As I hope 
he has now, successfully. Just hold still and let the mo
ment pass from silence-

Cowboy nudges my drink, trying to gently force a slug 
of alcohol through me, thinking inebriation will ignite 
into lust for his designer body. 

ow I look. ow when it will not seem strange. Black 
liquid erupts with swirling red beads. And one bead. 
Larger than the rest. Surfaces and dives with the constant 
motion. The bartender is a saint. A god of salvation. I 
clink my glass to cowboy"s. Savor the metallic ring as 
the large bead slides down my throat. 

Music and voices rush through me. Relief spills from 
my mouth in laughter. "I 'm a genius," I tell cowboy. Like 
Amanda, it's my own designation for myself. Not theirs. 
to. They believe me incapable of creative thought. 

I lean close. "Which one is wearing the suit?" I sip my 
drink to expand his hope. Cowboy looks at me stupidly. 
I can·t deal with stupid when I'm on silk . 

··1t"s a g;tme,·· I explain. ··Ignore the clothes evetyone 
is wearing."  He likes that idea. ··see them act, move, sit. 
Which one is really wearing a suit?'' I keep my eyes on 
him while he \oVatches the black and red dance hustlers, 
the black and red bar hustlers, the black and red drink 
hustlers. "That one." He nods toward a feather-capped 
dancer flying with the song, crest bobbing at the band 
suspended in its plastic cage. 

Cowboy doesn't understand. lsn ·t interested in the 
game. Only in exploring my body. He·s pretty the way 
an agate becomes smooth from much grooming. I want 
that prettiness while the silk still rolls in my blood, em
bracing me in blue folds. 

He knows l "m won but he ignores it to prolong antic
ipation. To keep the night hot with crackling auras of 
close llcsh. 

He says rehearsed lines, adding inflected nuance, fab
rication of depth. I respond, automatical ly spontaneous. 
He reaches the end of his flat wit and is in danger of 
falling ofT the edge. So we leave, stumbl ing along the 
tunnel through false graviry in the direction of his rented 
bed. 

Away from the bar's bolo-lighting our clothing rejects 
color ancl returns to white. Pale in the uneven pattern of 
glowing and rerpetually broken lights. 

A reel and black hustler, the one who is really wear-
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ing a suit, steps through the portal after us. Turns color
less. Follows. 

Unnatural lab light forces a squint. Sharp edged. Disturb
ing in its reluctance ro form shadows. The fresh taste of 
silk is sweet on my rongue. At least Wickman didn't 
wake me in that terrible place he refers to as my room. 
He does that when he wants to annoy me. Everything 
contained in that rectangle is offensive. Overly padded 
furniture with flouncy coverings

. 
grating primary colors. 

photographs of people I've never touched dangling from 
paclclecl walls, fri l ly drapes framing a bolo of a window 
that does not open. The il lusion of a r>lace for living, 
spotlighted by industrial fluorescence like the lab. 'o 
shadows. Flat. Without perspeC[ive. 

I have no connection to that room. ot while silk rolls 
in smooth waves, billowing gossamer. And not while it 
doesn't. 

The dull  ache at my temples tells me the silk has 
been gone a long time. IL moves sluggishly in my veins. 

'·How long?" 
Dr. Wickman's angular face flickers with a rrofession

al smile that is supposed to be warm, friendly. There 
must be someone else in the room. "Not long," he lies. 

I force a meaningless random number into my head 
while I sti l l can. ''Eight clays .. , I prod him so he'll choose 
a response close to the truth . Something went wrong. 
My mind aches and ca n't tell me. 

"Little more than five. " Another lie. "You know what 
five means, don't you?" he taunts. He propels an electron
ic pen across the sensitive surface of a personal note
book and does not look at me. I am too normal now to 
be of interest. He forgets to pretend for the other person. 

"That's illegal.'' It was probably-a number forms. a 
silk wave rolls through my blood, the symbol vanishes un
recognized. Probably-more. More than what \'<lick says. 

"You signed a consent form . .. 
''That's a lie .

.
. I say because I wanL it to be a lie. 

He grabs a sheet of smoke-thin permapaper. waves it 
in my face, lets it fall to my lap, a wounded butterlly. 

The undersigned does hereby COl/sent-
A t  the bottom is a thumbprint. Beside it. written in a 

precise scra\Yl. is the name my highly educated parents 
gave me before they turned me over to an institution 
that later sold me to the feels for a research grant . 

" I ' l l  contest it in court.'' I wasn't supposed to have 
signed this time. But I can't remember how I was going 
ro srop myself. my other self, from doing whatever \'<lick 
instructed. 

Wick smiles. Predator smile. He picks my bones to 
feed his insatiable craving. Eyes so calm there is no life 
behind them. Only dul l  hunger for the work. 

Laws direct my existence. Enslave me and protect me 
with the same words. As incomprehensible as symbols. 
I'm incapable of using them to help myself. I can call up 
a lawyer's i.e\. on the registry. I think I have. Sometime 
before. But while I 'm on si lk,  symbols slide away with
out entering my mind, leaving my fingers without c.lirec
tion before the meaningless panel of the commnet . 

I rub my temples and blink away the ache. A squat . 
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bearded man steps close, watches as if I were a rat that 
just ran a maze at the speed of light. Another doctor. '· I  
hope you're a lawyer,'' I say, not allowing h i m  to remain 
a detached observer. 

"This is Dr. Delancy 
.
.
. Wickman says. 

Delancy does nothing to acknowledge the introduc
tion. This is not our first meeting, then. I chill ,  knowing 
what he saw. Before. 

"Extraordinary." Delancy says. "I haven't worked with 
an autistic savant before. I wouldn't have believed it if-.. 

" If  you hadn't seen the freak yourself,'' I finish for him. 
''This isn't an exhibition, \Xfickman. I 'm nor on display 
for your friends." 

"Dr. Delancy has been directing you.·· Wick retrieves 
the untouched consent form from my lap. '·He's coordi
nating the current phase of the project.'' 

My stomach churns. How can this plump, soft man 
toler:lle the near comatose thing that recites numbers? I 
cover my face against the stinging light. My hair falls for
ward, forming a globe. 

\Xfickman taps my head unt il I look up. I Ie hands me 
a familiar shiny box. I open the lid to be sure. l31ue, 
cu rved waves that keep the silk rolling crowd together 
in the silver lining. 

I snap it shut and press it into my palm. 
"You didn't count the pills, of course:· Wick says, "but 

you recognized that I've given you the usual amount. r 
must inform you that apparently you've develored an 
incre:tsed tolerance for the neural suppressant . It's rare, 
hut there arc a few clocumentccl cases." 

Hare-that's me. 
"You returned hours earlier than usual," Wick says, 

"and you were in a significanrly  advanced condition . .
. 

" I 'm not coming back ... I smear my fingerprints across 
the silver box. 

Wick ignores my declaration. ·'You were asleep on 
the tunnel floor at the lab entrance. Your fingernail 
scratches a rc in the lettering on the door.

.
, 

Is he being cruel by lying or by telling the truth? I don't 
look at my ragged nails. Pink skin Lorn, stained with 
dried blood. ·The suit screwed up, then; can't even keep 
track of a retard in an orbiting station. You'd better hire 
a new one.'' 

Wickman sighs. I have skewered a render spot. '·You 
have a right to know,'' he says. 

"You're so careful with my rights. You and the suit." 
Invasion of privacy. ot a l lowed. Wick torments me \Vith 
the rules he chooses to follow and the ones he ignores. 
In accordance with my rights, he shows me vids of my 
other self during '·project sessions"-staring at nothing, 
responding with mechanical precision, gnawing at my 
fingerna ils, signing consent forms I do not comprehend. 
And in that horrid room with the padded walls, watch
ing vids of old movies-the only memories I carry with 
me from my other self to this self. 

l ie expects me to be grateful for rhe visions. Grateful 
for my periodic right to silk. My reward when he can no 
longer withhold it, when rhe ·' legal'' consent forms that 
prolong the work sessions expire and he must grant it to 
Ill<.:. 
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Wick is conscientious in his reminding me of al l  the 
disgusling details. So I' l l  understand, he says, about the 
blue pills, about having them and not having them, 
about the brain's tolerance level, about the cycle of so 
many days on and so many days off. About why I can't 
bc on silk al l  the time. 

Scratches in the door. Slashes through the stenciled 
leners. Truth or lie. I low can I tell? 

Delancy folds his arms across a wide chest that 
bulges his lab coat. '"A circle has a radius of two cen
timetcrs. What is the area of the circle?"' 

"Wickman, get him away from me. ·· 
\XIick doesn't budge, but a t  least Delancy is quiet. 
"Your favorite band is playing at  that bar you like to 

go to." Wickman is showing off for the new doctor. Tap
ping at my joints to demonstrate my reflexes. 

The bar. Something went wrong. The bartender mis
judged the amount of coating needed on the silk. I've 
no numbers to give him guidance. I t  auached itself to 
the wall of my stomach, then dissolved too soon. Again. 
And my body rejected it. "That part of my life is off lim
its to you," I say. "You have no right to inLrude." 

"Of course." 
Silk doesn't a ffect normal brains. There's no black mar

ket , so the bartender has no reason to substitute some
thing else and sell the silk. 

And I believe I pay him very well to follow the in
structions I slip into the robot server's slot along with 
the bills and chunks of blue. 

Apparently I'm rich, but how can I tell? I on ly know 
that my account is never empty. The law prescribes that 
I he compensated according to my ability. What's a ge
nius worth in the job market? I've read my own press. 

o one else-no other idiOl savant-can do lightning 
calculations of complex equations as I can. A computer 
is only as good as its software. I 'm hardwired from birth 
against error. 

And a computer can't affect its own existence. I can. 
When the bartender fina l ly gets the amount of coat

ing perfected, how long before \XIick realizes I've cut a 
trap door through the side of the maze? 

I lis confidence in the watchful suit wil l  slow him 
down. His belief in his right to exploit me will keep him 
blind-

No. I don't lie to myself. At the first rebellion he'll 
know I'm no longer a passive rat. Then I must be more 
careful .  

I ' l l  still be imprisoned by silk and my body's tolerance 
level, by the cycle of on and otT. Sti l l  enslaved. But with
in the parameters of slavery, I will wrest what control I 
can. I will take what there is to have. 

I can't simply save a blue and hide it on my person. 
Once the effects begin to slip, once the waves begin to 
calm, I revert to that other self. Time compresses and the 
future is lost. I swallow my last grams without thought. 
I've never gotten as l�tr as worrying about how to smug
gle silk into the complex, about finding a place to hide it 
in that monstrosity of a room until the immunity expires. 

I can't hide it from my other self. I can't stop that per
son from sabotaging my own escape. 
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So I watched the movement of i llegal commodities 
through the bar along with the other hust l ing. Watched 
without seeming to watch. And the bartender was the 
hub. I worked out a plan and made contact through the 
robot server. Right under the scrutiny of the suit.  

Silk flows smoother now, and the initial disorientation 
eases. I ache to escape, but my legs feel wobbly, unable 
to support me. 

Delancy is not the only new item in the room. There 
is also a board, the kind that can be written on and then 
erased. 

The soft-white surface holds rigid lines of numbers and 
the symbols for numbers. umbers and symbols . Num
bers are symbols, and combinations of numbers and 
symbols mean other numbers, other symbols. 

When I'm not on silk, the number-symbols push ev
erything else from my mind until I 'm no more rea l than 
they are, no more than a black scrawl in a formu la . 

Only silk rescues me, gives me breath. Makes me real 
again-as long as silk rolls. 

"A markerboard. Is your new toy broken, \XIick?" I 
know it's true, but I 'm uncertain  where the revelation 
came from. " Is  that why you needed me for"'-the num
ber forms but escapes without my recognizing it ,  with
out my knowing what it symbol izes-"for so many 
days?" 

Wick's frovvn digs a deep channel between his heavy 
eyebrows. Delancy's round eyes are wide with su rprise, 
as if the rat had recited Shakespeare. "She understands-" 

Wickman cuts him off with a waving hand. " I t  is only 
the tempora1y effect of the drug." But the movement is 
too f"rantic for Wick. He suddenly sees me as dangerous 
to his precious top-secret project. Si lk gi\·es me power. 
Would the media be interested in knowing that the lead
ing computer scientist in the world-and beyond-has to 
have calculations clone by hand because his computer is 
broken? 

Delancy gazes at me with the soft puppy eyes of pity. 
"Then we should get her consent for the next phase 
now, while she can comprehend its importance." 

"Already planning another extended session that 
breaks the law, Wick?" The thought shivers though the 
silk. I would not be aware while i t  was happening, 
would not remember afterward. But  i t  would keep me 
in the ir maze longer and away from the blue folds. 

\XIick speaks calmly, an expert in the lega lit ies of my 
cond it ion. "She's under the influence of a drug. Anything 
she signs now would be ruled illega l . " 

Delancy protests, "But without the drug she doesn't 
realize-" 

Wickman swivels a dead stare to Delancy. "Doctor, 
this patient has been under my care and gu idance for 
nine years, since she became eighteen and a court of 
law ruled it legal for the government to employ her for 
her specia lty. She is an adult. According to the federal 
Balboa Act, no matter what her intel l igence quotient or 
mental disability, she can enter into any contractual 
agreement she chooses. And according to federal law, a 
contractual agreement is i l legal if one of the parties is 
under the influence of a nonmedicinal substance. The 
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neural suppressant is still experimental and therefore 
nor recognized as of medical benefit ."  

The first part floats too far from my grasp, bur I un
derstand the rest. Wick is ca l l ing me stupid. 

"A court would rule d ifferently if  it saw . . .  ·· I let it 
fade, unable to speak of my other self in front of Wick. 

"Perhaps. But there has been no test case involving 
the use of the neural suppressant on an autistic patient to 
set a legal precedent. " Wick puts a hand on my shoulder. 

I cringe, but he clamps his fingers tight. "You could be 
the first. Of course, you would have to pass a drug test 
before filing your case. It's unlikely you'd be able to do 
both at the same time." 

"Government logic," I say. 
"Isn't the right to experimental products and proce

dures that might improve your condition worth a little 
incongruity? The government even supplies the neural 
suppressant." 

"I earn my way.'· 
'·Yes, you're one of the few''-he pauses a bear. De

lancy doesn't norice. I do-.. capable of contributing to 
the society that provides for your needs.'· 

He means I'm one of the few of my kiud. Prodigious 
savant. Rare of the rare. I low disappointed the scientific 
community must have been when it discovered me. 
Ladies and gentlemen, we have good news and bad 
news. The good news-we have found a human brain 
capable of performing mmhematical calculations better 
than our best computer. The bad news-that's the only 
thing this brain can do. 

"I'm not coming back,'' I say. 
"That's your right, of course ... 
Wick doesn't believe me. Do I say this eve•y rime? 
I walk out of the lab on uncenain legs. Sound comes 

to me. Makes me transparent. The buzz of the harsh 
lights crackles through me. In the long gray tunnel that 
connects the government research section to the rest of 
the orbiting complex I don't look at the door. I don't 
want to know if there are fingernail scratches through 
the stenciled letters. 

The ache in my head is enormous. I hold ve1y still to 
avoid vomiting. Perspiration slides rrom my upper lip in
to my mouth in salty drops. I keep my eyelids clenched 
tight against the blast of fluorescent light. Only a nega
tive image, like the holo effect in a bar I know, registers. 
A round face, pupry eyes, bow mouth pushed into a 
frown by pouchy checks. 

The nausea eases as silk drapes over me. Lightly I 
touch a wrist. Clammy, but real skin. 1ot the rubbery 
falseness of surgical adhesive holding flaps of tissue to
gether like the last time I came to the silk feeling this 
bad. Wickman was ve1y ang•y with me for trying to kill  
myself. I was angrier with myself for failing. He kept me 
from silk for a long time after that. My body horribly re
jected it when the blue wave finally rolled through my 
blood. Coaxing. Coaxing until I relaxed into its folds. 

Benearh the ridges on my fingertip I trace the thin line 
of the old scar. The memo1y of failure keeps me from 
t•ying again. o far. 

Folds of Blue Sill< 

"Are you all right? .. says the negative image on my 
eyelids. 

"How long?'' My body tells me it has been very long. 
"Fifteen days.'' 
The truth, although I don't comprehend it. Delancy, 

then. A si p of clear water touches my lips and I drink, 
relishing the aftertaste of sweet silk that l ingers from a 
previous swallow. 

·'Don't baby her, Dr. Delancy. She's not a child." 
Wick's voice. 

I sigh down to my soul. Another chunk of blue, en
cased in red and swallowed with a Lunar Blast, wasted. 
Another piece of freedom lost. The casing, thicker than 
before, still dissolved too quickly, releasing silk before 
my tolerance level fell .  

·'J'm not coming back, .. I whisper through silk.  "I'm 
nor coming back.'' 

I lunge from the room as soon as my legs can support 
me and stagger through the internal design of boxes and 
hallways to the stenciled door. The gray tunnel provides 
only one way ro go, but I 'm grateful for that. Behind me 
I hear Delancy's squeaky shoes and labored breathing 
as he tries to catch up. 

I wait for him before the juncture to the main lllnnel. 
Somewhere in the confusion of shops and bars and roo 
many people in roo small a space the suit watches for 
me to turn that corner. I prefer the suit nor see the lab
coated doctor flapping a fter me . 

Delancy puffs and grabs his chest. He is slightly taller 
than I am. His puppy-pity eyes look clown at me. "I'm 
nor sure you'll understand any of this. bur you should 
know-·· The pity is really for himself. For being in this 
position. For having to behave in a way that is ethically 
correct so he can salvage his view of himself as human. 

"I 'm not an idiot. Not at the moment." I would never 
say that in front of Wickman. 

Delancy gasps in a breath. l ie doesn't appreciate my 
humor. "The new computer-" 

'The Ultra," I say impatiently. l ie does think of me as 
an idiot, but at least a human idiot. 

"Uirra4. Yes. It works fine for a while, and then it 
comes up with answers that most ly make sense but that 
are a little off. It's hard to determine which parts are 
wrong. •· 

"And Wickman is having me do the same calculations 
so he can find out when the computer's answers are 
correct and \vhen they're not." Did he think I was com
pletely unaware of what I'd been doing most of my life? 
"That's my job. Wick always uses me to verify new 
equipment and new software.·· 

Delancy looks at the floor and shakes his head. "He's 
abandoned the computer entirely. l- Ie's using us-you
to work through al l  the equations for the Pilgri111's flight. 
Our-your-calculations are being programmed into the 
computer on the ship . .. 

.. 1 don·r care if he recites them to monkeys,·· I say. 
" ow, there's a bar waiting for me." 

He grabs my arm, slops me from turning away. 'That 
ship must not be sent into space. The safety of the peo
ple on board depends on the Ultra4 and a reliable link 
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between it and the Pilgrim's computer. Sometimes the 
fluid computer completely refuses to acknowledge the 
Pilgrim. What if that happens during the flight? I've tried 
to explain it to the agency, but Wickman tells them I'm 
exaggerating. They listen to him, not to me." 

'·So you want the genius retard to tell them?'' I laugh. 
Hysteria, honed by the loss of the red-coated silk, scrapes 
along the molded walls. I shudder as a blue wave pulls 
the sound back through me. 

.. o. No.'' He releases me. "You have a gil'! . "  
"Would you want it?" 
"There's no person who can take your place, and the 

Ultra4 is just as specia lized a computer. Even dividing 
the tasks among a dozen of the mil itary's high-powered 
machines can't duplicate the Ultra, when it runctions 
correctly. The company is building another, but it won't 
be ready until after al l  launch windows are dosed." 

"So you'l l  help me run away." 
Delancy noels. ' ' I ' l l  get you enough NS so you don't 

have to come back." 
"Not ever?" His naive ethics are maddening. l-Ie's go

ing to rescue me and save the world. I relish the mar
velous impossibility of it. "What about in between? Will 
you take care of me while my tolerance level is too high 
for the . . .  the 'S to be effective?" 

Delancy bites the lower l ip of his little bow mouth. 
He hasn't thought this through. But I have. 

He sags against the curved plastic, deflated, too tired 
to lie to either of us. During the past days of my captivity 
in the lab he wrote the maze of complicated equations 
on the markerboard, placed my other self at the en
trance, encouraged me along the route to reach the 
cheese. For evety unregistered day I worked during the 
last long session, so did he. He's earned the exhaustion. 
··we must prevent the work from being completed, leave 
the equations unsolved. Wickman cannot be allowed to 
play with people's lives." 

Is Delancy's concern exclusively l'or the crew of the 
Pilgrim, or does it  include me? 

" I ' l l  figure out a way," Delancy says. "Dr. Wickman 
told me about that bar you go to. I ' l l  meet you there. 
Tonight." 

"Don't come too late." Poor Delancy. Enlisting me as 
his only ally. "I expect to line up some other entertain
ment for later on." I laugh at the sober way he accepts 
that. He doesn't have a due what I mean. 

"You will  call me Amanda," I tell Delancy as he sits be
side me. I push a throat-scorching drink at him and sip 
my Blast. 

The round doctor squirms against cushioned plastic. 
The red and black lighting reacts violently to his pat
terned jacket, which delights the other patrons, ghostly 
white beneath the projected colors. A few of the males 
scowl. I had great fun reserving the chair for Delancy. 
The rejected males are disappointed by the doctor's pud
giness, having convinced themselves that only Adonis 
could succeed where they had failed. They will recover 
quickly. 

''Thank you for meeting me . .. Delancy darts a netvous 
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glance at the mixed crowd of laborers and tourists. At 
the crash-and-burn band thrashing in its acrylic cage. 
and almost chokes. At the naked bodies on the wall
screen, and almost faints. This is not his element. 

" I 've worked something out," he says. "The first op
portunity to launch the ship has already passed." I l is ex
hausted condition has increased since our conversation 
in the tunnel. He moves in quick twitches, jacked up on 
adrenaline and intrigue. 

'The primaty window.'' Anyone, even an idiot, who 
lives on an orbiting launch pad knows the jargon. Be
fore hitting the bar I viewed all the news reports since 
my last time out, working from a marker I set because I 
can't go by date. Plus an account of the asteroid dispute 
that went on longer than the dispute itself, a novel about 
a young woman who is self-destructive because her t'<t
ther died when she was a child ,  and a collection of tol
erable contemporary sonnets. 

Delancy recognizes my knowledge with a nod. " If the 
secondary window is missed, the launch will be post
poned indefinitely. The agency will conduct an inquity. 
The severity of the problem will be discovered, and Dr. 
Wickman will be reprimanded for actions that would 
have endangered the crew of the Pi(qrim.'' 

He grips the glass like salvation and leans dose 
against the noise. '·You can make Wickman miss the 
time line. You can slow his progress by not consenting 
to any more extended work sessions . .. 

Simple. He thinks saying it makes it possible. I wish 
he would use my name. I wish he would look at me 
and see Amanda. " 1ow, Delancy, you must learn to pay 
more attention to what goes on around you. Without 
the''-1 a lmost call it silk, but that's my private title for 
it-'·neural suppressant, I ' l l  sign anything. And with it I 
can't legally protesr. "  

"At the end of your tolerance cycle I ' l l  slip you a dose 
of NS. Then, when Dr. Wickman puts the consent form 
in front of you, you rel'use to sign. All you have to do is 
pretend that you're still . . .  well . . .  " He blushes red 
and black. "You know what I mean.'' 

Silk, as soon as my body can accept it. Guaranteed. 
o guessing how thick to make the red coating. o ache 

because time on the blue waves was stolen from me. 
The work slows down and I get silk on schedule. 

I sip my Blast, swallowing the gritty red rocks. There's 
noting extra hidden in them. It would be too soon. I 
simply drink Blasts al l  the time so the suit won't get sus
picious. ·'And when we're successfu l ,  when the launch 
is cancelled, you'll continue to provide me wirh rhe s ... 

Delancy's eyes get very round. His mouth oscillates 
between open and dosed. Fish suddenly on sand, statv
ing for oxygen despite the air around it. He wants to tell 
the truth. But the rat must believe in the reward at the 
end of the maze, or it won't bother. · 'Yes," he says. "Of 
course." He smiles with his lips, but the lie never reach
es his puppy eyes. ''I'll be ready at the end of your next 
tolerance cycle. I'm sure I can get a dose by then.'' 

Behind the plastic barrier, streaked red and black, a 
thin young man in transparent briefs and a starburst 
slashed tank top throws his voice and body into a song. 
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Around him musicians pound out the accompaniment. 
"I'm not going back," I sing to the band's clash in my 
earvibe. 

"Next time," Delancy says. "I promise.'' 
I rake out the vibe and watch the singer's silent scream

ing. He throws himself to the stage floor and writhes in 
torment. 

Delancy stands to leave. I ' m  disappointed that he 
hasn't tasted his drink .  I chose the noxious stuff so care
fully. an effort to get him aligned \Vith the environment. 
'·You'd better have a good story ready for the suit, 

.. 
I tell 

him. He doesn't understand. Used to privilege, he thinks 
being an ignorant genius will protect him. It hasn't done 
much for me. 

The robot server hums over with another drink. I 
switch empty f or  full .  The server's monitor displays the 
mean ingless symbols of the tab. I take the prepared bills 
from my pocket. Press them into my palm until I feel 
the lump wrapped inside. Slide the packet into the slot. 
Whatever else happens, the actions, and rhe hope, are 
part of my routine now. 

I place the vibe back in my ear for mercy. Isolation 
broken, the band is less terrifying to watch. Disjointed 
chords dance together. The hidden rhythm consumes. 

A man steps up to my table. Glass held crotch level. 
as is the style. Suave. romantic comedy type. Practiced 
vulnerability in his slight smile. "Is your friend coming 
back?" 

I shrug. "l-Ie abandoned me.'' 
He sits down smoot hly, weightlessly. ·'Maybe you 

need a new friend .
.. 

The bar vibrates with neon butterflies. I collect them 
and hold them inside m<.:, savoring the warm flutter of 
wings. 

l3unerflies stir from sleep in a blue wave, a silky blue 
wave, scattering numbers. And I feel good. I feel so very 
good. 

Fluorescenr glare bounces from the smeared marker
board. Delancy. marker in hand. grins, barely able to 
hide the triumph. bites his lip in warning. 

Remember. Hold still and remember. Delancy came 
through on time. Silk flows effortlessly through my blood. 
I lock my eyes on rhe tloor, clench fists against my chest. 
I know what I must do. I've seen the vids, those terrible 
vids that show how numbers torment me. umbers and 
the symbols for numbers. 

I shove fingers in my mouth and gnaw on my nails. 
Gently rock, gently rock. 

The sound of a door and footsteps flood into me. 
Wickman's footsteps. 

"Is there a problem, Dr. Delancy?'' 
"She has becom<.: inattentive." 
"Then you must get her attention back," Wickman 

says. I thought he only used that calm. mocking tone 
with me. 

Delancy clunks the marker into a tray at the bottom 
edge of the board. "! o need. The session is nearly over 
any,vay. 

Wickman hisses in a slow breath. l ie's usee! to being 

Folds of Blue Silk 

obeyed. Used to others believing, as he does, that the 
project-whatever it happens to be at  the moment-is 
the only priority. "Of course you realize that the equa
tion you're work ing on is at a critical stage and cannot 
easily be dropped then picked up three clays from now." 
l ie reaches into a file drawer. pulls out a filmy piece of 
permapaper and atraches it to his clipboard. He scratches 
at it with a pen then holds it out to Delancy. ' 'I'm sure 
you agree. doctor. that the session must be extended .

.. 

The room suddenly has no sound except Wickman's 
voic<.:. 

" I 've filled in rhc elate and the time. 1 ow that you are 
officia l ly her doctor of record. the form requires your 
signature .

. , 
Delancy controls the forms; he controls the silk! De

ception is unnecessary. So why-? 
Delancy stares at the paper, on the edge of comatose. 
I scream at him to laugh in Wick's face. But all is si

lence. 
Wickman's arm grows tired. "Corne now, Dr. Delancy. 

This is my project. You still work for me." 
Delancy signs, presses his thumb against the filmy 

paper. I rock, rock. The room implodes with sound. We 
each take what power we can, in "·hatever subversive 
forms we can. I hare Delancy for signing: I love him for 
the silk. 

Delancy shoves the clipboard back at Wickman. Wick 
smiles, satisfied wirh his pm-ver. '·See the clock?'' Wick 
says to me. "It 's time to \vrite your name on the paper." 

l ie forces the pen inro my fist and slides the cl ipboard 
into my line of sight. Delancy's cowardice is written in 
plump leuers above the line marked with an X that waits 
for my other name. 

" o, .
. 

I say. 
Wickman staggers back as if doused with cold water. 

l ie shakes his head, angry with himself for reacting. He 
steps close to me, clipboard ready. "See the numbers on 
the dock?" he says soot hingly. "You always sign the pa
per at fifty-five minutes after the hour. '' 

I follow his pointing finger to the digital readout on 
the wall. Remnants of numbers flicker in my head. I've 
,,·atched a similar scene on vid. This one will have a dif
ferent end ing. 

l ie swivels his pointing finger to me and taps my fist 
clenching the pen, a tap for each word. "t ow it's time 
to sign.'' 

·' o.'' 
"She refused, docror. Twice,., Delancy says, rejoining 

the living. "According tO the articles of the Balboa Act-'' 
"I don't need you to quote me the law," Wickman 

shouts. l ie frowns and looks back and forth between us. 
I rock and rock. Delancy stands so rigid I fear he'll shat
ter. 

Wickman clauers the clipboard onto his desk and slow
ly forms his predator smile. "Take good care of your pa
tient, Dr. Delancy," Wick says and stalks from rhe lab. 

Delancy blanches. His eyelids twitch as if his spirit is 
going to leave again. but he hangs on. 

Wickman knows. And is more dangerous because of 
it. 
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Delancy and l give one another furtive warning looks. 
A lighted square glows on a panel of squares. Cameras 
record our movements, so the celebration will have to 
wait. We go through the routine. He pretends to give 
me another close of si lk and I pretend to accept its influ
ence. 

Following my usual pattern, I leave the lab and go LO 
the public commnet area to review the news that passed 
while I existed as my other self. There is less volume than 
usual, which reaffirms the euphoria I've felt since the 
beginning of the silk. Delancy slipped the blue wave to 
me right a t  the end of my tolerance cycle. No rejection. 
No ache. A smooth transition into gossamer folds. 

I have what I want. Delancy has what he wants. Ac
cording to the recorded newscaster, the Pilgrim missed 
its primary window due to "unforeseen difficulties" with 
the Ultra-whatsit. The next launch date is given, incom
prehensible to me. The newscaster describes it as "early 
within the seconcla1y window." 

I let the vicl run. The reporter is handsome in a granite
faced way. Sculpted by an artist. Surgically perfect. 

And if Delancy and I manage to continue the charade 
until that window closes too-then what? 

" . . .  experts have been added to the ship's crew in 
case problems arise after the launch," says the screen 
image through the earvibe. 

More people on Delancy's conscience. 
Once the crew of the Pilgrim is safe, will he continue 

to stretch his humanitarian streak so that it touches me? 
In the subdued public commnet area I devour Jung, 

Chekhov, Hesse. and a play in the new clellan style des
tined to remain obscure. Tiny sounds float through me, 
whispered politeness, considerate isolation, shared re
spect. What does the suit do while I read? 

Stronger in spirit, I wander to the bar, uncertain if I 
wil l  slip a packet to the bartender. 

Numbers tag symbols, then run away. Symbols melt to a 
blur. Silk rolls strong. Strong. I squint at the harsh light. 

Wickman watches me, arms folded across his chest. 
Delancy stutters over an equation. Tries again. Gets 
mired in the gibberish and gives up. 

"Something wrong, Dr. Delancy?" Wickman asks, his 
eyes on me. 

Delancy pinches the skin between his eyebrows. "I 'm 
tired. I need a break . "  

I must remember something. I hold still . Numbers 
dance at the edge of my mind. I feel good. I feel good 
and the numbers scatter. 

Delancy is flushed, perspiring. I stare at the floor, 
clench fists to my chest, rock back and rorth .  13ack and 
forth. Wickman knows. 

A paper is already on the clipboard. Wickman picks it 
up from his desk. '·I have a consent form for you to sign,"' 
he says to me. ·The same kind you always sign."' 

A lie. I didn't sign it last time. 
··only there is one small difference.·· 
Delancy blots his sleeve against his forehead. Is the 

man sick? 
·This one a llows you to go on a trip. Remember, you 
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signed a paper so you could travel from Earth to here. 
This paper says you can go on another trip, to another 
place where you will live for a while." 

I ruck my chin into my chest. Leave? Just when I 'm 
making progress here. Delancy. The bartender. I rock 
faster, unable to slow myself. Is this a trick' 

"And Dr. Delancy is going along to help you with 
your \VOrk."  

Delancy doesn't look well enough to g o  anywhere. 
"Come now,"' Wickman coos, taping me on the head 

with a finger. '"You'll have your ex�tct same room-" 
A vision of a phony window and phony photographs 

makes me nauseous. He's pushing so 1 " 1 1  break. I stare 
and rock back and forth. 13ack and forth .  I've seen the 
vicls. I know my other self. The square is lit.  I'm being 
recorded. A legal record. 

"We'll just move your entire room to the ship-" 
Ship. So Delancy and I are the experts mentioned in 

the newscast. To act as backup in case the Ultra refuses 
to talk to the Pilgrim during flight. Astrophysicist and his 
idiot savant lightning calculator. 

"You'll like the Pilgrim. Lots of nice people will live 
there with you, and you'll have Dr. Delancy to take care 
of you. You count on the doctor to take care of you, 
don't you? And he counts on you to help him when he 
has a problem roo difficult to solve by himself." 

Bastard. I hear you Wickman. Delancy is using me to 
save rhe Pilgrim because it means saving himself. 

Bastards. 
"Watch; I ' l l  have Dr. Delancy sign first."' He presents 

the clipboard and pen to Delancy with a slight bow as if 
bestowing an award. 

Delancy grasps his potentia l furure in quivering hands. 
Blood rushes from his face, leaving him ghostly and wa
vering. 

Wickman focuses on me. He's testing. Testing. 
Don't do it, Delancy, I scream through silence. Feel 

your power. Take control. Don't run the maze. 
Delancy's plump fingers jiggle the pen across the pa

per. He presses his thumb into the sensitive rectangle. 
His puppy eyes full of self-pity. Self-loathing. Defeat. 
Look to me with hope. I 'm to save him when he didn't 
save himself. I can't tolerate stupid while I'm on si lk .  I 
can't stand self-pity and helplessness. 

Wickman retrieves the clipboard and pen before they 
slip from Delancy's hands. "You see, your friend Dr. De
lancy knows that this project i · important and should not 
be halted because of one person's unfounded fears."' 

He believes it. His work is the only philosophy he 
knows, his only god, his only ethic. 

He puts the clipboard in front of my stare, holds the 
pen our to me. But I've seen the vids. He made sure I 
saw the vicls. 

'"No;· I say. 
Wickman smiles without surprise. Delancy takes a pro

longed breath, wipes his face with a corner of his lab coat. 
"Perhaps I didn't explain it dearly enough;· Wickman 

says. 
··fr isn't time," I say. '·The paper doesn·t come until 

.. 
-

1 have no numbers. I cross my arms t ighter over my chest. 
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13ack and fort h.  Back and forth. I have no numbers. I ' l l  
betray myself, and my actions will be ruled invalid-"un
til the clock says it's time." 

'·And what time is that?'' Wickman asks, waving the 
clipboard before my staring eyes. 

"Doctor.'' Delancy puts a hand on Wickman's shoulder. 
Wickman turns sharply and knocks it aside. He doesn't 
like to be touched because it impl ies power. Because 
it's how he shows me he's in control . 

Delancy's fear is white on his cheeks. but he can 
taste victory and it makes him bold . "Dr. Wickman, you 
know that forcing an autistic patient to act outside of :1  
set routine can trigger a violent episode .

.. Delancy de
flects Wick with doctor talk. Reminding him I 'm not a 
person with a name. I'm a patient with a named condi
tion, incapable of acting without a given direction. Inca
pable of engineering my own maze. " I t  is now less than 
forty-five seconds until five minutes to the hour, when 
the consent form is usually presented to the patient . 
Surely you can wait that long.'' 

The numbers on the wall progress without me. De
lancy smiles at the clock. "There. NO\\' everything is in 
order." 

I blink and focus on the paper. Wickman sl ides the 
pen into my fist. 

Carefully, routinely, I write the terrible words my par
ents gave my other self before they turned me over to 
the feels. Precisely on the line with the X at  the begin
ning, forming each letter as I do every time I write those 
vvords. Then I press my right thumb against the heat
sensitive rectangle beside the name. as I always do after 
I write those words. 

Delancy stands bleached and trembling, eyes staring, 
mouth opening and closing without a sound. 

Wickman takes the document and pen. I expect a 
gloat bur his face is sober. He touches a l ighted square. 
It turns dark. The cameras have stopped. 

'' I t  isn't legal," Delancy whispers. "She's on NS. I gave 
it to her myself." 

"Come now, Dr. Delancy. You must focus on the 
greater good. The Pif.�rim's flight benefits all human
kind." Wickm<.tn doesn't look at his colleague. He files 
the permapaper consent form and begins making nota
tions as he always docs at the end of a session. 

" I 'm not coming back, 
.. 

I say. 
"Of course," Wick says. + 

, . .  1'HI5 LEifER K>A15E5 AN 
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My Amazing Stories 

J u l ius Schwartz with E l l iot S .  Maggin 

The editor o f  A mazing Stories leaned 
back in his chair and, for reasons 
only he knew then and only God 
knows now, shared what must have 
been terribly private thoughts with a 
teenaged boy who could not possi
bly have understood the subtleties 
of so ancienr a mind. 

··space travel can't work, you 
know," he told m<.:. 

Old men like T. O'Conor Sloane 
talked like that all the time back then. 
It was about 1934. Alben Einstein 
was an eccemric dreamer who had 
just moved to ew jersey; john 
Glenn was a teenager in Ohio dream
ing of barnstorming: George Lucas·s 
parents hadn't even heard of each 
other. When the atom had yet to be 
split and the megabyte was a mean
ingless concept, there just wasn't 
enough thrust in the world to get a 
payload to escape velocity, and here 
I was selling Dr. Sloane stories 
about light speed and space warps. 

And he was buying them, despite 
his old man's cynicism. l ie was the 
editor of a magazine called A111azing 
Stories, and he was intimating that 
he just didn't buy off on the magic. 

I was a l i terary agent for science 
fiction writers. It was my job, along 
with that of my friend Mort Weis
inger, to figure out who among the 
dozens of established writers whose 
work we read we would try to sell. I 
made these decisions on rhe basis of 
my personal taste-a fanboy with 
the keys to the kingdom. I was the 
first l irera1y agent for science fiction 
writers, and had I known then the 
kind of influences my capricious de-
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cisions would have on the condition 
of the collective sense of wonder of 
the genermions to succeed me, I 
would have studied harder; would 
have spent more time reading; would 
have made more effort reasoning; 
would at the very least have gonen 
a lot less work done. 

13ut there was not much chance 
of my understanding the implica
tions of what my friends, my clients, 
my fellow fa ns and I were building 
in those clays: I had T. O'Conor 
Sloane to bust any bubbles that 
might have the temerity to peek out 
from under the brim of my ego. 

It is remarkable and delightful to 
me to offer my memoirs to A mazing 
Stories, because it was this very mag
azine that woke me up ro my l ife's 
work. The very clay it happened sits 
in my memo1y like the lump that sits 
in my throat when I think of it. It was 
when I was thirteen-in the summer 
of 1 928, the last year of America's 
innocence-that my friend Charlie 
Whelan bailed me out of a bored, 
rainy, penniless afternoon. 

My problem this afternoon was 
that I had nothing left to read. You 
bought magazines in liule Mom-and
Pop shops in those clays. Mine was 
at 187th Street and Webster Avenue 
a block and a half from The Bronx 
apanment where we lived. It had all  

the standard candy store stuff: bub
ble gum in paper wrappers, big 
glass apothecary jars containing long 
strings of licorice you could buy by 
the fooL. a soda fountain where you 
could get an egg cream where they 
spritzed the syrup around with selt
zer instead of stirring it so it came 
out just right, and a wall full of mag
azines that reached up to the sky. 

I loved the paperback clime nov
els, mostly detective fiction like Nick 
Carter and sports stories about Frank 
and Dick Merriwell .  Dime novels 
were fifteen cents then, and I was 
penniless. I had a lot of books and 
magazines Charlie hadn't read; he 
had a lot that I hadn't read. We went 
through each other's stashes and 
what caught my eye was the cover 
of a two-year-old issue-june of 
1926-of a magazine..: of which I had 
never heard before called Amaziug 
Stories. 

The cover i l lustrat ion was signed 
simply "Paul, ·· and it featured a giant 
sea serpent rising out of the sea to 
loom over three men on a raft. It ac
companied the second installment of 
A joumey to the Ceuter of the l�·arth 
by jules Verne. Some issues later 
there was a letter to the editor inside 
the magazine from someone bub
bling over a previously published 
Verne sto1y referring to the nine-



The Pioneers 

Hugo Gernsback, the first editor of Amazing Stories ( 1 926-1 929) 

All photographs from the personal collection of Julius Schwartz 

teenth century French science fiction 
pioneer as a "promising new writer." 
The installment cried out for an il
lustration like Paul's. In the course 
of describing the scene with the ser
pent, Verne actually apologized to 
the reader for not being able suffi
ciently to convey the desperation of 
the moment. 

I read that issue of Amazing Stories 
cover to cover. I t  had an old story 
inside by Verne's old rival H. G .  
Wells called "The Star," as well as 
pieces by G .  Peyton Wcnenbaker, 
Otis AdelberL Kline and Charles W. 
Wolfe. The story that hooked me, 
though, was 'The Runaway Sky
scraper" by Murray Leinster, whose 
opening line sucked me right in :  

The whole thing staned when 
the clock on the Metropolitan 
Tower began to run backwards. 

I met "Murray Leinster" many years 
later and found that he was really 
Will jenkins. a ''·Titer for slick maga
zines like Collier's and the Saturday 
Evening Post. He had a talent and a 
passion for science fiction but felt he 
couldn't afford for his more reput
able clients-the editors of those 
slick magazines-to know about it. 
The first line of "The Runaway Sky
scraper" taught me how to hook a 
reader into a story. Years later, as an 
editor for DC Comics responsible for 
plotting and assigning a score of sto
ries a month, my best trick was a 

My Amazing Stories 

narrative hook that goosed a writer 
into telling an intriguing story which 
sucked a reader into involving him
self in it .  

Here's a narrative hook for you : 
" I t  was the best of times: it ,,·as the 
worst of times .

.. I came up �\·ith a 
few good ones, too. I n  comics I used 
my covers to do it. There ,,·as a com
ic book sho"·ing a stark closeup of 
the Flash holding up a hand and 
shouting, ''STOP! DON'T PASS UP THIS 
MAGAZINE! MY LIFE DEPENDS ON IT!'' 
Another cover portrayed a giant go
rilla gnashing his teeth and holding 
up an empty Flash costume. There 
was a cover of Superma11 that 
showed the hero running headlong 
at the reader \Vith the right side of 
his body normal and his left side 
bubbling and melting along with the 
title: ' ·Man of Molten Steel." That's 
the way they worked. As often as 
not I would have the hook or a cov
er before a writer had a story. I f  an 
idea confounded a writer enough to 
make him sweat. then the story that 
came out had to be good. 

Most of the material in that issue 
of Amazi11g Stories was reprinted 
from clas ic stories or from other 
less specialized magazines. Hardly 
anyone was writing science fiction at  
the time: the field was not lucrative 
enough. So all of a sudden I had 
found an esoteric field about which 
I could know virtually everything and 
hardly anyone else knew anything. 

Hugo Gernsback was the original 

T. O'Conor Sloane. Gernsback's 
successor, who believed space 

flight was impossible 

Frank R. Paul, the dean of science

fiction illustrators 

editor of A 11/aZillg Stories when it  
made its debut with t he April 1926 
issue. Three years later he left to 
start a magazine called Scie11ce \\lan
der Stories. !3oth magazines had 
columns announcing the formation 
of science fiction clubs in various 
cities around the country. In 1931 r 
was just past my sixteenth birthday 
when I found a club called The Sci
enceers, which met on Mosholu 
Parkway in The Bronx at what 
turned out to be the home of one 
Mortimer Weisinger. 

\lion was a lovable kind of kid 
who had an easy way of making 
friends. I walked a couple of miles 
across The Bronx because I didn't 
have trolley fare and showed up for 
the meeting in the basement of the 
house where Mort and his parents 
lived. As I started clown the steps to 
the door I was stampeded by a dozen 
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The Scienceers 

Members of the group in 1 93 1  included (front row, from leftl Arthur J. Berkowitz, Lester Blum, Leo 
Schubert, David Stark; (middle rowl Herbert Smith, Philip Rosenblatt, Allen Glasser, Mort Weisinger; 

(back rowl Arthur Erreger, William B. Sykora, Julius Schwartz, (unidentifiedl, and Isidore Manson. 

or so other kids tripping over them
selves to get out. It  almost marked 
the dissolution of The Scienceers be
cause of Mon's creative bookkeeping. 

··well," Mort explained to me, "we 
pay ten cents dues each meeting, 
y'know, for expenses and to put out 
a club bulletin called '17Je Plc111et, and 
when I gave the treasurer's report I 
announced that there was zero dol
lars and zero cents in the treasllly. I 
explained that I saw some science 
fiction magazines and I bought 
them"-Mort hesitated, looked at the 
ceil ing-"and I went to the movies 
and I spent the money on a date. I 
told them I was going to replace it  
but they got so mad they all stormed 
out." 

I was the friend who stayed. We 
met that day when we were sixteen 

so 

and stayed friends until  Mort died al
most fifty years later. 

In due time we reorganized, but 
meanwhile Mort and I became close 
friends. We pored over every issue 
of A111azing Stories, Wonder Stories, 
Astounding Stories, practica l ly mem
orized them, tried to stump each 
other about their contents. The way 
it worked was that Mort and I would 
send each other penny postcards 
with questions, and we had to be 
honest and answer them if we cou ld 
without looking up the answers. He 
would say, "What is the caption un
der the il lustration for 'The Moon 
Pool' by A. Merritt?" I would send 
him back a card with the answer 
and ask, "What's the last line of The 
Skylark of Space'?" and so forth. 

We had heard about people who 

memorized the telephone book. We 
knew there were scribes who made 
their livings by memorizing and 
transcribing the Pentateuch on 
parchment scrolls. We knew i t  was 
possible. Why it was desirable we 
had no idea, but l can't recall any
one ever asking us why we memo
rized entire issues of A mazing Sto
ries. The reason was probably 
because we were sixteen and no 
one else had done it. 

I always looked at the "Coming 
Next Issue" section in any magazine 
first-still  do, with 7V Guide, trawl
ing for thirties movies on television. 
It's a way of foretelling the future. 
When The Scienceers re-formed, 
Mort and I made a case to the group 
that we should be interested in do
ing more than discussing the stories 
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The Wordsmiths 

David H .  Keller, a success
ful physician who also be

came one of the most 
popu lar writers in the ear

ly days of science fiction Edward E. ("Doc") Smith, author of The Skylark 
of Space and other classics 

Forrest J Ackerman at age 
1 5 in 1 932, the "scienti

film" editor of the first SF 
fan magazine 

in the magazines we devoured. We 
wanted to know how they came 
about; we wanted to know more 
about the writers, the editors and il
lustrators. We resolved to find out 
what was coming up next; what 
these idols of ours were working on. 
We decided to compile a \\'lho 's \\'lbo 
of contemporary science fiction for 
our club bulletin. We wanted to see 
into the future, so we sent out lerters. 

We got lots of enthusiastic answers. 
The first came from E. E. "Doc" 
Smith; from Dr. David H. Keller, our 
favorite writer; from several promi
nent professionals who didn't have 
the sophistication at the time to hire 
agents to tell them not to write any
thing for free. 

Late in  1931 I typed u p  a one-page 
biography of Edward Elmer ("Doc") 
Smith and it got Mort all excited. We 
looked at each other like Mickey 
Rooney and Judy Garland and in
stead of .. a show, .. we said . .. Let's 
put on a fan magazine!" I wish I had 
that "Doc .. Smith piece no \v. Morr 
and I together started the first fan 
magazine about science fiction, 

My Amazing Stories 

which I was inspired to call Tbe 
'Ji'111e Traveller. I had just read H .  G .  
Wells's Tbe 7i'me Macbine and I was 
steeped in Briticisms, so I insisted 
on spelling the title with two L's. 

The first "fanzinc"-it was dated 

.January, 1932-consisted of six 
m imeographed pagcs, and we sold 
it for a dime, twelve issues for a dol
lar. That was where we roosted our 
gossip. At sixteen, neither of us had 
the confidence to call himself the 
editor, so we shangha ied a fellow 
Scienceer whose claim to fame was 
an extensive array of letters pub
lished in pulp magazines. Allen 
Glasser \\·as not only the editor of 
our club bulletin-he was also a 
pro. He had sold a sto•y to A mazi11g 
called "Across the Ages.'' \Ve round
ed up several other or the better 
known fans of the clay to supply us 
with ne\vs and gossip. Among them 
was fifteen-years-young Forrest J 
Ackerman. our ··scientifilnf' editor 
from Hollywood who years later 
coined the term "sci-fi .  ·· 

We allocated editorial responsibil
ities easily enough. Everyone con-

tributed whatever information he 
had that month. Then G lasser sten
cilled the first two pages, I did the 
next two, and Mort took care of the 
last two. The first issue contained 
the first installment of "The History 
of Science Fiction." What we did not 
realize at the time was that its h isto
•Y was actually about to begin. 

The reason 77Je 'fi'me Traveller 

worked as well as it did as a means 
of getting fans in touch with other 
fans was because we published the 
full addresses of our letter writers. I 
did the same thing thirty years later 
as a comic book editor when I print
ed correspondents' addresses in my 
letters columns. All over the country, 
in small ways, an organism began to 
come together. People interested in 
each other's points of view would 
write to one another. They compared 
notes. They introduced friends. They 
shared gossip. They bounced around 
ideas. Science fiction and science 
fiction fandom began to take on the 
dimensions of a community much as 
scientists themselves have clone over 
the centuries. When people of simi-
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lar interests share ideas, movements 
grow. In our case, the Earth moved 
slowly, imperceptibly, over a l ifetime. 

So did it come to pass that science 
fiction fandom. and later on that of 
comic books, attracted the people 
with the biggest mouths on Ear-rh. 
That applies to me as much as it 
does ro anyone. Unarguably, we put 
together a new body of ideas. What
ever becomes in the unborn cen
turies of the specu lations to which I 
contributed, the founding of that 
community, the conceiving of that 
organism, will be the achievement 
of which I am most proud. 

We started with about thirty sub
scriptions. After two mimeographed 
issues �lort and I happened upon a 
subscriber named Conrad H .  Hup
pert who had the equipment to set 
type by hand and print i t  in a pro
fessional manner. With his help 1Z1e 
Time '!i-cweller evolved into a better
looking product we called Science 
Fictio11 Digest and eventually Fal/ta
.sy Mawtzille. The most exciting 
thing we put into the magazine \Vas 
a series of stories called Cosmos, the 
longest '·round robin" story ever 
published, with contributions from 
the most prominent science fiction

. 

writers of the time. A. Merritt, Otto 
Binder, " Doc" Smith, Ralph Milne 
rarley, Dr. David H .  Keller and .John 
\V. Campbel l were among the writers 
who wrote chapters before I clumped 
the mess into Edmond Hamilton's 
lap to wrap it up i n  the seventeenth 
installment. Cosmos spanned the 
transition from Science Ficlio11 Digest 
to Felli Ia.�)! Magazine, stretching 
from the .July 1933 issue of the for
mer to the October/November 1 934 
issue of the latter. 

I had a habit of seeking out sci
ence fiction stories in magazines 
other than the regular science fiction 
publications l ike Amazing. They 
showed up here and there in the 
weekly pulp magazine AJ;tW�J', under 
the label of "A Different Story. 

.. I let 
my correspondents and friends know 
that I was interested in buying cop
ies of such stories . 

One day a fellow Scienceer 
showed me a story i n the April 1 929 
issue or a magazine called MIII/Sey's 
called "The Heat Wave" by M. l{yan 
and 1{. Ord. 
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The author in I 939 
at the first SF Worldcon 

"Are you sure it's science fiction?" 
I asked him, and he said , "Check it 
out," which I did . . .  

. . .  and my face slowly, painfully, 
lost its color. 

The story read, word for word for 
the most part, the same as "Across 
the Ages,·· Allen Glasser's story in the 
August 1933 AllletZillg Stories. My 
friend Allen was a pl :ogiarist, but he 
couldn't help trying to improve on 
the origina l . I remember the last l ine 
of the original MuJ/sey:,· story: "He 
stared at her with horror in his eyes."  
Allen changed it to " l ie stared at her 
with dawn ing horror in his eyes . .. 

I t  was a l itera ry crime, and we 
had to report it. 

Mon and I had this habit of run
ning up to the Manhattan offices of 
Amazi11g Stories at 222 West 39th 
Street and talking to the editor about 
what would show up in future is
sues. The editor was Or. T. O'Conor 
Sloane, a prominent inventor and 
resident great gray eminence. 

Thomas O'Conor Sloane was born 
on 1 ovember 24, 1 85 1 ,  which wasn't 
such a big deal at the time, but when 
I consider now whom he talked to. 
how he lived, and the fact, for exam
ple. that today I write these words 
on a word processor and submit 
them instantly to someone across a 
continent by fax, my lill ie kid's 
sense of wonder gets all exercised 
again. Sloane went to St . Francis 
Xavier Col lege and Columbia Uni
vers ity and was a Professor of Naru-

ral Sciences at Seton Hall College for 
a time in the late nineteenth cenrury. 
He invented a piece of equ ipment 
called a self-record ing photometer, 
which was the first device to record 
mechan ica l ly the il luminative power 
of gas; and in 1 877 he des igned a 
new method of determining the sul
phur content of i lluminating gas. He 
had been on the staff of a number 
of magazines, including ScmilaJy 
Plumber cu1d /:.'ngincet; Everyday 
EngineeriJtg, Practical Electrics, 
Youth 's Co111panion and Scient[flc 

American. ow, abou t to turn 83, he 
was editor of Amazing Stories with a 
placard on his desk with a l ine from 
Old Man River that said, " I 'm t ired 
of l iv ing and 'feared of dyi ng .

.. 

Dr. Sloane was the man to whom 
we went when we exposed Allen 
Glasser. Allen published no more 
science fiction stories, and Mort and 
I published no more Time Trcweller 
from that point. Glasser published 
one more issue on his own, but 
Ivlorr and I moved on to Science Fie
lion Digest. 

We felt bad ly, but Dr. Sloane 
seemed to like me quite a bit after 
that-at least he suffered me more 
readily . He gave me advance copies 
of the magazine whenever I came to 
see him. I would sit in the subway 
on the way back to The Bronx os
tentatiously hold ing up next month's 
Amazing Stories in front of my face 
for all the world not to notice. Little 
did my fellow straphangers know 
that a mong them was someone 
who, without any effon or fuss, was 
a time traveller reading the future. 

Here were Mort and I ,  in touch 
with most of the writers and editors 
of all the science fiction mags in the 
explored Un iverse. I knew the peo
ple who publ ished not only A maz
illg Stories, but Wonder Stories and 
Aslou/ldiJig Stories as well. It made 
sense for us to make some connec
tions among them . 

Once in a while Dr. Sloane or r. 
Orlin Tremaine, the editor of As-
lou JldiJig, or one of their  col leagues, 
would say something l ike, " I  wish I 
had a 4,000-word time travel story 
for the hole in next month's issue," 
and with a heavy sigh he would 
tackle the pile of unsolicited manu
scripts that hung out on his desk. 
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Mort said, 'Julie, the \\"riters don·t 
know what these editors need . .. 

"What do you mean?" I asked 
him. 

" I  mean, these guys sit at their 
typewriters churning out stuff blind 
as bats. hoping somebody will pick 
up on them." 

"So-?'' 
"They need an agent," Mort said, 

and the subject took on a l ife of its 
own. 

We were kids, not yet out of our 
teens, when Mort and I put together 
an agency we called Solar Sales Ser
vice and decided to set the world on 
fire. \Y/e sent letters to every science 
fiction writer whose address we 
could dig up and said that we had: 

. . . made an extensive survey of 
the entire science fiction field, 
through a series of talks with 
the various editors. and as a re
sult we are firmly convinced that 
fantasy fiction is clue for a re
naissance. 

\Y/e went through the general needs. 
as far as we could determine, of 
each of the publications whose edi
tors we had talked tO, and: 

As for our terms, they a re ex
tremely reasonable. \Y/e ask only 
that all stories sent us be accom
panied with a dollar sales ser
vice fee. This fcc is waived just 
as soon as we sell three stories 
for a client. or course, we ask 
the usual ten percent commis
sion on all American sales. 1 5o/o 
on English sales . . .  

. . .  and we followed that with glow
ing recommendations we had solicit
ed from Sloane, Charlie l lornig of 
Wonder Stories and several of the 
other professionals with whom \ve 
had had contact. 

Dr. Sloane, l lornig, Tremaine. 
Gcrnsback and the other editors real
ized that i t  was to their advantage to 
read anything we submitted to them 
without dropping it in the slush pile 
because they knew that ( 1 )  we knew 
what they wanted and ( 2 )  anything 
they got from us was written by a 
professiona I. 

Practically right out of the box we 

My Amazing Stories 

got a package from Edmond Hamil
ton, a well-known writer from New 
Castle. Pennsylvania, dozens of 
whose stories we had read and en
joyed. Talk about seeing into the fu
ture! \Y/e would be the first people 
to read the works of our favorite 
writers! The 7,000-word story was 
called "Master of the Genes, .. and it 
came with a dollar bill folded up in
side it: our first reading fee. 

Mort and I opened the envelope 
together, all excited about the un
read story inside, and looked at the 
dollar bill. Then I looked at Mort 
and he looked at me and we burst 
out laughing. For years \\"e had paid 
to read Hamilton's stories and now 
he was paying us a dollar to have us 
read a new one? \Y/e sent the dollar 
back, along with the news that Wol/
der Stories had accepted the sto1y 
for thi rty-fh·e dollars. 112 cent a word. 
With our ten percent commission. 
that meanr .\lort and I each took 
home $ 1 .75. 

In  not a ve1y long time Solar Sales 
Service·s client list included l lamil
ton, Dr. Keller, J-1. P. Lovecraft. Man
ly Wade Wellman, john Russell 
Fearn, Otto Binder, Henry Kuttner. 
Stanley G. Weinbaum. Hobert Bloch. 
Alfred Bester, Eric Frank Russell.  and 
Leigh Brackett. I t  also included my 
first '·discovery,'' a young paperboy 
from Los Angeles named l�ay Brad
bury who in 1939 bused across the 
country to attend the First \XIorlc.l Sci
ence Fiction Convention and meet 
me. confident that '·One look at my 
sunbu rst face would blind Julie . .

. 

that his talent would overwhelm me 
and that we would ··all be famous 
together.·· 

We were on our way. Where? \XIe 
had no idea. All  \Ve knew was that 
the more we rubbed elbows with 
the guys who made the story deci
sions. the better our agency would 
do. That was \Vhat brought me to 
that big chair in the office on \Vest 
39th Street opposite that big little 
old man. 

"It just seems so . . . silly. doesn't 
it?'' Dr. Sloane asked me when he 
leaned back in his chair ro wax 
philosophic that day. 

I didn ·r get what he meant. 
!Jere he \vas, he explained. an in

ventor of serious scientific devices 

and contributor to serious scientific 
journals, editing and publishing sto
ries about ships flying ro other plan
ets and such nonsense. 

"Mankind will never be able to 
travel into space," the estimable edi
tor of Amazing Stories told me. 

··why notr I was incredulous. 
'·Jt's scientifically impossible," he 

said and gently, indulgently, like a 

master explaining to a puppy where 
to leave his by-products, he ex
plained why. 

I was nineteen at the t ime, ambi
tious and headstrong, and I had 
gone through years or positive rein
forcement in my schooling that con
vinced me beyond the ghost of a 
doubt that I wasn't an idiot. Bur this 
man was, after all ,  an entry in Who's 
\\'lbo. I kept feeling I ought to have 
been more impressed with this. 

"Wasn ·t there some scientist.·· I 
asked him. '·somet ime in the mid
nineteenth century who proved 
mathematically that a heavier-than
air machine could not possibly fly?" 

"Oh, don·t be such a boy, .. the 
old man admonished me, clearly in
timating that a boy was precisely all 
he wanted me to be. 

�ly mind churned over one ratio
nale after another, and in defense 
the old man just tossed me one pity
ing look after another as easily as 
blowing a kiss. "Someday," he as
sured me, '·you'll understa nd." 

Soon I'll be as old as Sloane was 
at the time. I still don't understand 
what he was getting at .  

l ie was educated, prominent, and 
extraordinarily qualified for virtually 
any literary vocation. I respected 
him; I still do, mostly. Science fiction 
in those clays consisted of specula
tions on space travel, artificial life, 
weather control and the like. These 
were concepts that were closer ro 
reality in the 1 930s than are time 
travel. dimensional leaps, machine 
with minds and such other contem
pcmuy subjects today. 

Despite the prejudices with which 
his provincial nineteenth-centllly ed
ucation hobbled him, that old man 
should have known better. I try to. 

Next: ··'f7Je Bester >'ears ojJI�)I Life . . , 

i11 tbe.fu�)' issue q/AMAZING' Stories 
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SF the British Way 
Jam es G u n n  

1 

The road to roday's science fiction 
has been long, strange, and wonder
ful. It started in ancient times as a 
way to reach mher lands or other 
worlds, where the life or the way it 
was lived was different. Ancient stoiy
tellers built it as a means of traveling 
to imagina1y places beyond the lim
its of experience: Hyperborea, the 
Fortunate Isles, Panchaia, lsmaus . . . 
and the moon. Another destination, 
pioneered by Plato's "The Republic," 
was the ideal society, the utopia. 
The Industrial Revolution broadened 
the road and made its destinations 
seem achievable in the real world. 
Change became reality, and the re
sponse of writers to that reality cre
ated the literaLUre of change, science 
fiction. 

john WI. Campbell, the editor of 
Astounding Science Fictio11 who pre
sided over what Americans called the 
Golden Age of science fiction, once 
said, "Fiction is only dreams written 
out; science fiction consists of the 
hopes and dreams and fears ( for 
some dreams arc nightmares) of a 
technically based society." The 
dreams of science fiction became a 
genre primarily through the Ameri
can SF magazines, which brought to
gether the enthusiasm and the ideas 
of the people who read and wrote 
and edited and published science fic
tion and let them work out a vocab
ulaiy, a set of litera1y conventions, a 
shared world of expectations, and 
their hopes and fears for the future. 

But not all  societies develop their 
technical bases at the same rate, and 
the experience of change differs from 
nation to nation. Those people's 
dreams, too, will not be quite the 
same. Great Britain, for instance, was 
there at the beginning and contribut
ed mightily to the shaping of the 
genre, but to American readers, Brit-
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ish science fiction always seemed 
perceptibly different. 

To the British, too. Brian W. Aldiss, 
one of Britain's greatest SF authors as 
well as its most distinguished theorist 
in Billio11 Year Spree and its recent 
revision with David Wingrove, said 
in 'Ji'illio11 Year Spree about Gregory 
Benford's 'f'i111escape, "It is a dark, 
pessimistic work, almost, one might 
say, British in its preoccupations." 

That difference is what this essay 
intends to explore. 

2 

Science fiction got started in Britain 
and France, the birthplaces of the 
Industrial Revolution. Brian W. Aid
iss dates the beginning from M�uy 
Shelley's 1 8 1 8  Frankenstein and be
lieves that SF continues in the Goth
ic (or post-Gothic) mode. or all  
American readers share Aldiss's view 
of SF's origins, finding the Gothic el
ements of Fra11ke11stein-the sense 
of sacrilege, the brooding shadow of 
the supernatural, the feeling of tradi
tional patterns being worked Oll[-at 
war with its exploration of new sci
entific possibilities. Aldiss points out 
that Frc111ke11stei11 marks the birth of 
a modern altitude when the Doctor 
turns from the old masters of alche
my to science, but he also becomes 
the prototype for the mad scientist 
not so much for his blasphemy in 
daring to create life but because, un
like a man of science, he shrinks 
from what he has created because 
he thinks it is ugly. 

After contributions to the l iterature 
of change from American authors 
Edgar Allan Poe and Nathaniel Haw
thorne and the Irish-born American 
immigram Fitz-james O'Brien, jules 
Verne indisputably got SF going with 
his voyages e:>.:traordinaire, in spite 
of the fact that they were placed in 
the present and mostly speculated 

about i mprovements in technologies 
already in existence. No such qualifi
cations are necessa1y about the work 
of H . G .  Wells. More than any other 
writer, Wells created modern science 
fiction and established most of its 
significant themes. Where Verne ex
plored places with his submarines 
and cannon shells, \Veils explored 
ideas; adventure provided a strucLUre 
on which to hang occasional specu
lations, but ideas created the genre. 

The British experience gets its 
characteristic flavor and direction 
from the Wells of 1894, when he 
first began publishing his "single sit
ling stories of science," to 1904, when 
he published "The Land I ronclads" 
and the first of his propaganda nov
els, '!be Food of tbe Gods. The Wells 
of "17Je Time Macbine, 7he Island of 
Dr. Moreau, 17Je lflar of tbe Worlds, 
\Vben tbe Sleeper Wakes, and 77Je 
First Men in tbe Moon gave science 
fiction, and British SF , what Damon 
Knight has called "the mood of pes
simistic irony'' that much of Ameri
can SF has lacked. 

3 

Popular magazines were an essential 
ingredient in the evolution of science 
fiction, and the first of these was 'f7Je 
Stmnd, created in London in 1891 by 
George ewnes, ten years after he 
had founded 1i't-Bits, a popular com
pendium of short items and clippings 
from a variety of sources. Competi
tors soon appeared: 77Je Ludgate 
Mo11tbly, Tbe Pall Mall Magazine, 
'J7Je Idler . . . .  Comparable publica
tions on the American side of the 
ocean were JI!JcCiure 's and Munsey's. 
When they demonstrated the viability 
of cheaper publications in the mass 
market, such older quality maga
zines as Peterson 's Magazine and 
Cosmopolitan reduced their prices 
and adjusted their contents. 



In the U. S.,  however, the most 
important development for science 
fiction was the creation of the pulp 
adventure magazine in  1896, when 
Frank Munsey, who had come to 
New York from Maine to make his 
fortune, converted his boys' maga
zine A1:gosy (born as Colden A1:gosy) 
into "192 pages of fiction for a dime." 
It, too, would inspire such competi
tors as Tbe Popular Magazine, Ybe 
People 's Magazi11e, �nd Bluebook, 
and Munsey would respond with All
Stoly and Cavalier. In this medium 
American science fiction would devel
op, first in scattered examples of ad
venture stories against a background 
of change rather than that of the 
Wild West, the Civil War, the Orient, 
or one of the other exotic milieus for 
exciting conflict, and finally, with the 
invention of the catego1y pulp, which 
gathered together stories of the same 
type into a single magazine, in  the 
1 926 Amazi11g Stories followed by 
\':(/onder Stories in 1 929 and Astound
ing Stories of Super Science in 1930. 

Britain had no such pulp maga
zines and, of course, no adult science
fiction magazines either ( Scoops, a 
weekly boy's S F  magazine published 
20 issues in 1934 ) until Walter Gil l
ings, editor of '/be Britisb Scient[fic
tion Fantasy J<euiew, edited Tales qf 
Wonde1; which published 16 issues 
between 1937 and 1942. Fantasy, an
other Walter Gil lings magazine, was 
published in 1 946-47 (an earlier mag
azine with the same name was pub
lished by Newnes in  1 938-39). E. ). 
'Ted" Carnell edited New \'(lor/ds 
from 1946-47 and from 1949-64 ( i t  
was the news organ o f  the Science 
Fiction Association from 1 937-40) be
fore it was sold and Michael Moor
cock turned it into what Aldiss called 
the "pirate ship" of the New Wave. 
Science Fantasy was edited by Walter 
Gillings for rwo issues and then by 
Carnell from 1 950-64. Between 1949 
and 1954 the Uritish magazines had 
to compete with reprint editions of 
half a dozen U. S. pulps, including 
the British edition of As lou nding. 

I n  the U. S. , on the other hand, as 
Brian Stableford describes in Scien
tific Romance ill Britain 1890-1950, 
"the marketing of popular fiction in 
the U.S. clearly reflected the more 
aggressive entrepreneurialism of 
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American marketing in general . ., 
Hugo Gernsback, the Luxembourg 
immigrant who founded Amazi11g 
Stories as the successor to a series of 
popular-science magazines, in recent 
years has been blamed by European 
SF writers for most of what they 
think is wrong with American SF. 
Aid iss, in 'Ji'illion >'ear Spree, called 
him "one of the worst disasters ever 
to hit the science fiction field." 

"The establishment of magazines 
which specialized in SF alone-ex
cluding all else-institutionalized the 
division between highbrow and low
brow," Aldiss commented. "Such 
classification, never openly acknowl
edged, led eventually to some prodi
gies; but for a short period it  de
based the product by appealing to 
an ardent and uncritical readership; 
while in the long run it induced an 
'SF ghetto' mentality from which 
borh readers and writers still scheme 
to escape (or imagine they have es
caped)." Nevertheless, it is difficult 
to imagine how science fiction would 
have grown t.o its present state of 
popularity, opportunity, multiplicity, 
and fecundity without a period of 
intense cultivation in "the science
fiction ghetto." This is not to say that 
all this happened without cost, nor 
that the present condition of SF is 
ideal. 

Gernsback's critics may envisage 
a gradual proliferation of the kind of 
fiction relatively unsegregated from 
the mainstream such as Wells was 
writing in his f'irst ten years, but 
Wells himself abandoned that kind 
of fiction in 1904 and few others 
picked it up because, Stableford be
lieves, the conditions in Britain were 
unfavorable. He pointed out: "The 
decline in fashion which affected 
scientific romance after '1 905 contin
ued until the outbreak of the Great 
\'\far, and then was further empha
sised by cha nges in the li ter<uy mar
ketplace that were encouraged by 
the disruptive economic effects of 
the war . .. 

Moreover, the scientific romance 
was not considered mainstream fic
tion, even in Urilain. "Such tales al
ways have to overcome a certain ge
neric disreputability before they can 
be applauded,'' Stableforcl has ob
served, "and it is almost always as ex-

ceptions that they win respectability." 
Even the authors themselves, includ
ing Wells, looked back upon their 
early ventures into fantastic fiction 
("scientific romance is, in the main, 
a young man's genre," Stableford 
comments) as youthful indiscretions. 

The flaws in Gernsback's own fic
tion are easy enough to deride, but 
then Gernsback was an inventor and 
a businessman, nor a writer. His vi
sion and entrepreneurial panache 
(Aidiss praises Gernsback's initiative, 
energy, and courage) are what lie 
behind Sam Moskowitz's description 
of him in Explorers oftbe Infinite as 
"the father of science fiction." More
over, A mazing did not restrict itself 
to Gernsbackian catalogs of future 
inventions or futuristic adventures. It  
reprinted almost all of Wells's scien
tific romances as well as most of Poe 
and Verne. Gernsback also opened 
up for a generation of writers, such 
as jack Will iamson, the concept of 
authorship and a life in science fic
tion. And Gernsback provided the 
model for the Clayton Astounding 
Stories qj'Super Science, which, when 
it was sold in 1 933 to Street & Smith, 
came under the shaping editorship 
of john W. Campbell in 1937. 

All these things might have hap
pened without Gernsback, possibly 
even without what Ald iss calls the 
'·deadening l iteralism" created by 
Gernsback's emphasis on the need 
for scientific accuracy, but that even
tuality is not at all certain. Amazing 
Stories came along late in the age of 
catego1y pulps. and only a fe\v years 
before the beginning of the hero 
pulps. And it is arguable that Amaz
ing emerged not from the pulp tra
dition but the popular-science tradi
tion, and that this not only set the SF 
magazines apart in spi rit but in fact 
was the reason they survived the 
general clemi ·e of the pulps in the 
1950s and 1960s. 

A reasonable assumption is that 
the genre of science fiction would 
not have evolved in Britain, which 
apparently needed the example of 
the American magazines to inspire 
its own, and without the magazines 
a great many writers would never 
have been heard. Beginning writers 
need a place to get published and to 
develop. To start as a novelist may 
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nor only be considerably more diffi
cult; for some it may be impossible. 
And SF, which may be at its best i n  
the shorter lengths, would be con
siclerably poorer. 

In spite of the criticisms of the 
wrong turning taken by the scientific 
romance when Gernsback founded 
A mazing, many prominent British 
writers ( including Aldiss) trace their 
earliest conversion to SF to the 
American magazines imported to 
Britain in the 1 930s as (according to 
legend) ballast and sold at the local 
Woolworth's under the heading of 
"Yank Mags.'' In fact, Arthur C. 
Clarke wrote a 1 989 memoir titled 
Astounding Days focused on his 
reading of one of those magazines. 

4 

Other conditions than the scarcity of 
magazines contributed to the differ
ences i n  British SF. The success of 
the Prussian forces in the Franco
Prussian War of 1 870, for instance, 
resulted in a rash of cautionary sto
ries about the lack of British pre
paredness: Lieutenant-Colonel Sir 
George Tomkyns Chesney's "The 
Battle of Dorking" in 1871 was the 
first and Wells's 1 898 ibe War oftbe 
l'(lor/ds, which shifted its focus to the 
lack of btiii/C/11 preparedness, was 
the most prominent SF example. 

The 20th century, as well, treated 
Britain and the United States far dif
ferently. \XIorld War I, for instance, 
was a shattering experience for Brit
ain not only in loss of l ife but in its 
loss of faith in progress and British 
destiny. '·The United States was the 
only real winner of the war," Stable
ford writes, "enjoying an economic 
boom throughout the 1920s while 
Europe was in economic decline . . . .  

Modern technology really did seem 
to be bringing about a social meta
morphosis in the USA, while Britain 
remained mired in economic chaos, 
seemingly abandoned by progress. I t  
is hardly surprising that speculative 
fiction began to boom in America, 
producing a kind of science fiction 
which rejoiced in the limit less oppor
tunities of futuristic adventure and 
looked forward to a plethora of new 
inventions, while the British public 
remained unmoved and unreceptive." 

As an example, Stableford points 
out, the interplanetary fiction that 
was a subspecies of the scientific ro
mance became irrelevant in Britain 
between the wars, while in America 
it became increasingly important. 
America has always been perceived 
as a place for new beginnings, first 
for religious freedom, later for eco
nomic opportunity, and between the 
two the frontier beckoned as the ul
timate alternative to stagnation and 
despair. As fa r back as De Tocque
ville, a series of foreign observers 
have commented on American belief 
in the progress of the human spirit. 
One 19th century American said, "We 
are always expecting an improve
ment to be found in everything." 

Wells called rhe years between 
the wars an "Age of Frustration" for 
Britain, and they produced, accord
ing to Stableford, "an anxious and 
often embittered kind of fiction, in 
which the world of the future loomed 
as a nightmarish threat far more fre
quently than it beckoned as a won
derland of opportunity.·· This kind of 
speculative fiction, he points out, was 
not at all like the American SF of the 
late 1920s, and "it is safe to say that 
for the entire period between the 
two world wars British scientific ro
mance and American science fiction 

. . .  were poles apart, with only a tiny 
measure of overlap between their 
theme and methods. " This period, it 
might be noted, included the first 
years of the American Golden Age. 

" I n  the wake of the G reat War," 
Stableford believes, "the British intel
ligentsia had become very suspi
cious of the idea of progress." He 
summed up: "One may complain of 
early American science fiction that 
its authors wrote very crudely, and 
took no account of contemporary 
speculative thought regarding the 
advancement of science and the de
veloping pattern of social change; 
but one might argue also that British 
scientific romance rema ined a little 
too dependent on such contempo
raty discussion, and was overly con
strained by its anxieties." 

The Depression that began in the 
U. S.  with the stock-ma rket crash of 
1929 and raised serious doubts about 
the American pol itica l and social fab
ric as well as American faith in prog
ress spread rapidly to Europe and 
may have hit harder there. Even ear
lier, Stableforcl notes, the U. S. had 
"nothing to compare with the Brit ish 
Labour Party's ascent to power in 
1924 or the General Strike of 1 926." 

World War II started ror Britain 
more than two years before Ameri
can entry, and England bore the 
brunt not only of the early defeats 
that culminated with the evacuation 
of Dunkirk but the threat of invasion 
and the bombings. In spite of the at
tack on Pearl Harbor and early Jap
anese militaty successes, America 
never seriously entertained the pos
sibility and the consequences of los
ing the war, and though its casual
ties were high, never suffered the 
same kind of losses, psychological 
as well as physical .  

PUBLICATION OF FUTURE FICTION IN GREAT BRITAIN Source: I . F. Clarke, Tale of the Future 
(Vertical scale: Number of books published; 
Horizontal scale: Years from 1895 through 1970) 
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Even the atom bomb looked dif
ferent from the other side of the At
lantic. From the British viewpoint, 
Stableford writes, "1\lthough the 
atom bomb was in the hands of an 
ally, it was still  in other hands, and 
there was a long-standing anxiety in 
the land whose names only needed 
a linle fanning to make them flare 
up to apocalyptic magnitude.·· 

5 

Stableford cites other factors that in
fluenced a separate direction for the 
development of British and American 
SF. Middlebrow literature-to which 
science fiction traditionally bc.:longs 
-developed late in Britain. Before 
1890 highbrow l iterature was con

trolled by lending libraries, which had 
grown up because of the high price 
of '·respectable" novels and their cus
tomary publication in three volumes. 
The lending l ibraries took such a 
large proportion of publisher print 
runs that they could conspire with 
the publishers to keep prices high. 

Between those and the penny 
dreadfuls and the two-penny novel
ettes was '·a wide gap of price and 
prestige."· Even Di<:kens could not 
bridge it successfully. Arter IH90 '"a 
host of new periodicals, ranging 
from tabloid \veeklies to plush illus
trated monthlies . . .  using short sto
ries and short serial novc.:ls in abun
dance.·· filled the middlebrow gap. 
But the opportunit ies for new writ
ers in 77Je Strand and its competitors 
that Wells found so congenial faded 
after little more than a decade. "For 
a few brief years . . .  scientific ro
mance was fash ionable as the new 
periodicals went through th<.!ir ex
perimental phase. That period began 
in 1 893, reached its height around 
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1 89H, and had petered out by 1905." 
Wells's abandonmenr of the scientific 
romance for the propaganda novel 
may have been encouraged by the 
dwindling market. 

Later, while . S. paperback pub
lishers b<.!gan to compete with and 
eventually supplant the pulp maga
zines, Britain's paperback scene was 
dominated by a single publisher. 
Penguin, that had no need to get in
volved with such unconventional 
material as science fiction, Stableford 
recounts. Aldiss recalls, however, 
that after 1960 Penguin was publish
ing .John Christopher, .John Wyndham, 
and .John 13lackburn with such suc
cess that Aldiss was hired as Penguin 
SF editor. After the war "the more 
downmarket British paperback pub
lishers enjoyed a spectacular boom," 
Stablcford wrote, and when they ven
tured into science fiction ("it was
ironically-in 13ritain rather than in 
America that paperback publishers 
first began to issue substantial sci
ence fiction lines"") they imitated the 
U .S. ··working writer who special
ised in the production of gaudy cos
tume dramas populated by gruesome 
monsters and fabulous machines . . .  
and plumbed depths of crudity and 
stupidity never anained before."" 

.Judging from the list of publica
tions in I. F. Clarke's bibliography 
Tale oftbe Future, the pattern of Brit
ish scientific romance/SF publication 

from 1H95 (the publication of Wells's 
7be 'fi"me Machine) to 1970 (the last 
date in Clarke's study) is one of mod
est ups and downs until 1 95 1 ,  when 
the same postwar boom that hit 
American publishing also affected 
Britain. Mike Ashley in "!7Je Best of 
Hritisb SF ( 1977) called the 1 950s 
Britain's Golden Age: "the decade of 
Aldiss, Tubb, \Xfhite, Shaw, Kapp, 
Ballard, Bayley, Lan \Xfright, and 
loads more." Although Clarke's "tale 
of the future" may not include all SF 
and the list may not be complete 
(Stableford raises questions about 
one year's titles, 1952), the accom
panying graph provides a visualiza
tion of British publishing experience. 

The declines between 19"13 and 
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1918 and from 1940 to 1945 coincide 
roughly with the war years and may 
be attributed to paper shortages as 
wel l  a s  a refocusing of minds o n  the 
present, but the sharp rise during the 
Depression years may require more 
complex rationalizations. A similar 
summary by year of American publi
cations, i f  it existed, might show an 
identical low level of book publica
tion in the years up to World War I I ,  
but the peaks and valleys might be 
shifted. One of the valleys would 
cover the years 1926-45, when much 
of the energy of SF writers was divert
ed into the magazines and virtually no 
magazine fiction was reprinted unti l  
immediately after the war, although a 
small flurry lasted from 1937 through 
1943. Such a comparison. however, 
would not reflect the substantial con
tributions of the magazines to the 
American reading experience. The 
existence of the magazines may even 
have exerted an inverse influence on 
book publication, as if the general 
publishers had decided that fiction 
published in pulp magazines was 
unworthy of being placed between 
boards. Most of the books published 
during the 1926-45 period came 
from other sources-from the Ameri
can mainstream or from Uritain. 

Britain also lagged behind the 
American experience in the postwar 
boom. America had the fan publish
ers to demonstrate the viability of the 
SF market and to contribute a sub
stantial number of publications be
fore Simon and Schuster, and Dou
bleday, and then Ace and Ballantine, 
got inro the business. 

6 

The British difference came into full 
perspective when Michael Moorcock 
took over as editor of New l'(lorlds in  
1964. john Campbell was 27 when he 
became an editor; Moorcock was 24. 

While Campbell evolved his ideas and 
methods as he wenL along ("I want
ed to learn how to be an editor," he 
recalled), Moorcock came in with an 
agenda. In  his first editorial, Moorcock 
set up a new model-not, as Aldiss 
points out. Edgar Rice Burroughs but 
William Burroughs: " . . .  in a sense his 
work is the SF we've all been wait
ing for-it is highly readable, com-
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bines satire with splendid imagery. 
discusses the philosophy of science, 
has insight into human experience, 
uses advanced and effective l iterary 
techniques, and so on." 

That issue also had an article on 
William Burroughs by J. G. Ballard, 
who was to be nailed, Aldiss says, to 
the masthead of Moorcock's pirate 
ship. "Moorcock's New l'(lor/ds, "  Al
diss wrote in 'Ji'illio11 >'em· Spree, "had 
few taboos . . . .  It encouraged rather 
than rejected li terary experimenta
tion and steadily became the focus 
for a re-evaluarion of genre stan
dards and a crucible for new atti
tudes . . . .  Moorcock's energy and 
the imagery of Ballard and Aldiss at
tracted a new audience to science 
fiction. I t  was, in fact, an audience al
ready around, grokking the more 
way-out strata of the life of their 
time, but nor at all tuned to the old 
pulp idiom, of which the Carnell mag
azines had been the tired inheritors." 

Colin Greenland, in his book 
about the ew Wave titled 'f7Je lin
/ropy Exhibition . . .  describes Moor
cock's New l'(lor/ds "into whose pages 
crowded a large number of writers 
concerned with those 'proper sub
jects,' the encl of man-indeed, the 
end of everything-and the place of 
the future in rhe present. While poets 
and orators were making free with 
old images of utopia and Metropolis, 
starmen and robots, these writers 
were occupied with a newer image: 
entropy. They saw the degeneration 
of energy as a fit image for the dis
integration of society and the incli
vidual consciousness .. , 

All that might have gone relative
ly unnoriced by the producers and 
consumers of traditional SF. In the 
term "New Wave," however, and the 
revolutionary manifestoes of its the
oreticians was implicit, and in .Judith 
Men·il's ant hologies explicit, the be
lief that this speculative fiction as
pired not just to a new audience but 
to the old one as well. 

In assessing the demise of New 
l'(lorlds Greenland says, "More dam
aging was its aim not just to improve 
or enlarge traditional SF, but to re
place i t  altogether." In another chap
ter, he wrote: '·Moorcock's NWI edi
torials call repeatedly not for the eager 
innocents who had supported the 

magazine umil then, but for those 
prepared to extend their book
shelves to unprecedented lengths. In  
'Onward. Ever Onward' he specifi
cally puL<; away ' Heinlein ,  Blish, Asi
mov, van Vogt,' and dashes out for 
the latest Penguin Europeans: 'Kafka. 
Camus, Sartre, Borges, Wyndham, 
Lewis, Cocteau'-a sure syllabus to 
ravage the innocent and overload his 
social, moral, and intellectual sensi
bilities." And Moorcock recalls, "We 
were surprised by t he lack of re
sponse from old guard SF fans, who 
we had assumed were as hungry for 
real imagination as we had been." 

Much of this can be auributed to 
the enthusiasm of revolutionaries. 
The writers assembled around New 
l'(lorlds were not so different in atti
tude from those anracted to Camp
bell's Astounding in 1937 or to An
thony Boucher's Fantasy and Science 
Fiction in  1949 or Horace Gold's Gal
axy in  1950. Each of those magazines 
incorporated a different vision, and 
in science fiction, perhaps even more 
than in other artistic fields, the new 
is not only invigorating, it is basic. 

Another factor \vas the temper of 
the times, stemming in part from the 
American Vietnam experience, in 
part from the U. S. civil rights move
ment and the subsequent campus un
rest. G reenland points to the youth 
culture with its hippie attitudes and 
use of mind-altering drugs, and Al-
diss, to "Beatlemania . . .  hair length-
ening, consumerism . . .  mini-skirts 
. . .  a new mood of hedonism was 
in the air . .

. 
Judith Merril t i t led the 

volume in which she proclaimed the 
new wave to the rest of the world 
England Swings SF ( 1968). But sharp 
breaks with the past were common 
around the world, and the American 
bumper-sticker '·Question authority" 
bespoke the attitudes of a generation. 

The battle for the heart and soul 
of science fiction that ensued might 
be said to have been won by tradi
tional SF. The new audience that Al
diss describes and Moorcock hoped 
for was not sufficient to sustain the 
Moorcock New l'(lorlds for more than 
a few years, and the latter part of 
that was sustained hy a government
supported Arts Council  grant as well 
as by subsidies from Moorcock him
self. Tradit ional readers did not ac-
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cept the new literary experimenta
tion nor the Burroughsian images of 
corruption and defeat. 

In the longer view the ew Wave 
may have been victorious, its su·ug
gles for greater freedom of theme 
and style incorporated into the rep
enoire available to all writers in the 
field. Writers as experienced as jack 
Williamson and Frederik Pohl were 
liberated by its example, and such 
recent artists as Benford and Greg 
Bear would have been hard pressed 
to produce their best work without 
the New Wave breakthrough. 

Meanwhile the idiosyncratic lead
ing lights of the New Wave have gone 
on to find their own audiences. The 
goal of the literary mainstream has al
ways been individual expression, not 
genre development, and the audience 
simply was neither broad enough nor 
numerous enough to span the New 
Worlds spectrum. Ballard ascended to 
the empyrean of bestselling authors 
with his autobiographical l:.'mpire of 
the Sun, and Aldiss, after his own au
tobiographical bestsellers and some 
experimental novels, may have cre
ated his SF masterwork in the Helli
conia series, itself a return to the 
older concern with the influence of 
environment on human potential and 
efforts to understand and finally to 
cope with it. Other New l'(lorlds writ
ers have had more imermittent suc
cess, like one heir to the tradition, 
Christopher Priest, whose novels such 
as The Clamour sometimes have 
reached a more general audience and 
who no longer, Aldiss writes, con
siders himself an SF writer, to which 
Priest responds that he never did. 

The British publishing situation, 
particularly for science fiction, was 
depressed in the 1 980s and the Brit
ish '·difference" may have made 
British novels less publishable in the 
U. S. As Aldiss points out, '·British SF 
writers generally have few of the ad
vantages of their American colleagues, 
apart from the mother tongue. The 
absence of a large home market 
means that British writers need to 
sell their work abroad-in particular 
in the USA-to earn more than a 
subsistence wage . . . . Many find it 
hard to sell their more lyrical, less 
technological SF in the American 
marketplace. By the end of the sev-

SF the British Way 

enties British SF had become a cui 
de sac. Even the best writers could 
not guarantee that their novels would 
be taken up in the States. Few new 
writers came through." 
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Philosophically, then, British SF al
ways has been more closely allied to 
the literary culture than the scientific 
culture, to usc C. P. Snow's ·'Two Cul
tures" terms. Alcliss points out that 
'·against all odds, English F has nev
er divorced itself entirely from the 
mainstream.'' In a 1 959 lecture Snow 
bemoaned the fa ilure of the two cul
tures to understand each other. They 
didn't read the same books, didn't 
look at the world the same way, and 
therefore they couldn't talk to each 
other. ·There seems w be no place 
where the cultures meet. I am not 
going to waste time saying that this 
is a pity. It is much \vorse than that." 

Although he auempted to be even
handed in his criticisms, Snow's 
sympathies seemed clearly with the 
sciemific culture as he went on to 
describe the belief by scientists that 
the state of knowledge, and therefore 
the hope for a better life tor many, 
was continually improving, and con
trasted that with the reaction of liter
ary figures to the promise of indus
trialization. "If the scientists have the 
future in their bones, then the tradi
tional culture responds by wishing 
the future did not exist." Intellectuals, 
he said, "in particular literary intel
lectuals, are natural Luddites." 

The motivation for his lecture is 
revealed in the sentence: " I t  is the 
traditional culture, to an extent little 
diminished by the scientific one, 
which manages the western world." 

Science-fiction writers of any kind 
are far from the seats of power, and 
it 'vould be a mistake to place any 
group of them too firmly in any 
camp. No matter what generaliza
tions seem reasonable, enough ex
ceptions exist to question the case 
for any particular author; many Brit
ish writers contributed regularly and 
successfully to American magazines 
and have had their novels published 
in the U. S. to great acclaim and pop
ularity. and a number of American 
writers have received good notices 

in 'f7Je Times Litermy Supple111e11t or 
were welcomed into the Moorcock 
New l'(lor/ds. After readers of concur
rent 1939 issues of Amazing and 
Fantastic Adventures voted top-sto1y 
awards to William F. Temple's "The 
Four-Sided Triangle" and to john 
l{ussell Fearn's "The Man from Hell," 
Fearn wrote to Temple, " I t  takes we 
British guys to put it over, huh?" And 
Mike Ashley adds, "There was no 
doubt that any and eve1y British writ
er could take America by storm . . . .  " 

1 evertheless, one cannot over
look the British difference, and it is 
not enough tO attribute al l  the liter
ary excellence to the British and all 
naive faith in the future to the Amer
iccms. After the controversy that 
greeted the awarding of the first 
john \Y/. Campbell Award for the best 
SF novel of the year to Bany Malz
berg's Beyond Apollo, Aldiss wrote 
that any good fiction recognizes "the 
fallen state of man:· While it cannot 
be denied that much good fiction 
stems from that attitude, much does 
not, including the epic. jack William
son makes a case for science fiction 
as a modern form of the epic. 

Moreover, one might note the hu
man tendency to attribute more liter
ary merit to the tragedy: Shake
speare's comedies, excellent as they 
may be, are considered lesser works 
than his tragedies. A consensus list 
of the worlcl"s great works would 
begin with those that end in death 
and destruction, and those that end 
happily or successfully for the inch
vidual or his social group would be 
ranked far lower. This may be clue 
to the Judeo-Christian culture-"the 
fallen state of man"-or it may be 
simply that tragedy, with its inherent 
conflicts and appeals to the darker 
sides of human experience, is more 
moving (and easier to write well) 
than comedy. What may be harder 
to prove is that we rank tragedy 
above comedy because it reveals 
some basic truth about humanity. 

Aldiss's short definition of science 
riction is "Hubris clobbered by neme
sis." Granted a bit of poetic license 
ror brevity and a bit more for levity, 
the phrase nevertheless suggests that 
humanity's attempt to understand the 
universe is doomed to failure and 
will be punished. Scientists them-
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selves may have doubts along the 
lines of J. B. S. Haldane's suspicion 
"that the universe is not only queerer 
than we imagine, but queerer than 
we can imagine," but none of them 
suggest that the search is motivated 
by ovetweening pride or anticipate 
divine punishmem, and some of 
Aldiss·s own stories (the 1/elliconia 
trilogy in particular) exalt an orga
nized search for u nderstanding. 

Trillion >'ear Spree notes that 
"Wells, escaping from the horrors of 
a lower-class Victorian environmem, 
saw the hope that science offered of 
a better world. Those who argued 
against him, like Lewis and Huxley, 
saw only the eternal human concli
tion, which science could not im
prove when regarded from the spiri
tual viewpoint.  Wells also saw the 
human condition, and loathed it
hence his strong vein of pessimism 
-but he believed it was malleable, 
not eternally the same.·· 

And later, '·However much Ameri
can science fiction may think of itself 
as-in the rather ridiculous phrase
'maintaining faith in the fut ure,' the 
prevailing tint of fin de siecle is un
mistakable." Essentially, the argument 
about the attitude one Ol(qht to adopt 
toward the future is conditioned by 
whether one thinks that human na
ture is fixed or capable of improve
ment. I f  it is fixed, then change can 
do nothing for it; indeed, change is 
likely to worsen the situation: utopia 
lies not in the future but the past (in 
the Garden of Eden or the G reek 
Golden Age), where humanity lived 
in harmony with its surroundings. 

On the other hand, if one believes 
in evolution, as Wells did, one may 
well conclude that the human animal 
evolves like all the others, as environ
ment selects certain characteristics as 
more successful .  This sense of adapt
ability, of change in humanity as well 
as in its environment-indeed, as a 
consequence of the changes in its en
vironment-has been the philosoph
ical background for American SF. 

Two stories illustrate this difference 
in philosophies: E. M .  Forster's "The 
Machine Stops," published in 1909 
as "a reaction to one of the earlier 
heavens of H. G. Wells," and john 
\VI. Campbell's 'Twilight," published 
in Astounding in 1934 as the first of 
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his Don A. Stuart stories. Both deal 
with eschatological visions of human
ity approaching extinction. The grub
like humans of "The Machine Stops" 
have come to depend upon the Ma
chine for their every need, including 
information, and when it begins to 
fail they not only cannot rerair it, 
they deny its growing errors. Finally 
it fails completely ancl evetyone dies. 

''Twilight, ., with a similar end-of
the-species situation and a similar de
pendence on machines, ofTers cities 
that are self-repairing; although most 
have been deserted for more than 
one hundred thousand years, they 
still work perfectly, waiting for a hu
man to enter. Meanwhile humanity, 
though tremendously advanced, has 
wiped out all competitive l ife forms 
in a quest for efficiency and has lost 
its curiosity, the trait that makes the 
species human. The remnants of hu
manity are doomed, not to Forster's 
catastrophic extinction but to a slow 
and melancholy dwindling toward 
nothing. Then the time traveler to 
the future, before he depans, sets a 
machine the task of producing a cu
rious machine. What seems at first a 
tragedy of the species becomes a 
story of human triumph, because it 
will have mauerecl that humanity ex
isted and the machines, now human 
by definition, will fulfill the pu rpose 
of human existence by riddling out 
the secrets of the universe. 

The essential distinction between 
the two stories is not that one has it 
right and the other has it wrong
that, certainly, will be determined 
only by events themselves-but that 
the authors have evaluated the basic 
elements of their stories differently. 
The defining characteristic of human
ity, Forster says, is its corruptibility: 
given the opportunity to have its work 
clone for it, humanity will lose its 
judgment, its heart, its "soul." The 
defining characteristic of humanity, 
Campbell says, is its curiosity, its pro
pensity for asking questions such as 
what and how and why, and, though 
this may be lost, the important issue 
is the curiosity (rhe entire enterprise 
of science)-more imponam than 
the species in which it clevelopecl. 

Further, Forster defines the ma
chine as something that will make 
you dependent upon it and once 

you lose your ability to exist without 
it will break clown. Campbell defines 
a machine as something that does 
not need, theoretically, ever to break 
down; unlike fallible and aging 
f-lesh, machines cctn be made self-re
pairing. They can continue function
ing forever. 

Who is right. Forster or Campbell? 
The answer rests in whether one is 
born a pessimist or an optimist, or 
even in one's mood when one reads 
the stoty. Certainly the human 
species looks corruptible much of 
the time, but occasionally it displays 
an incorruptible honesty, even a no
bility, and in a nu mber of instances 
behaves as if curiosity is its most im
portant characteristic. Humanity's 
experience with the malevolence of 
machines-as Forster says, they al
ways break clown-argues that For
ster is right; but Campbell ultimately 
may prevail . In the dreams of our 
technically based society, machines 
shine like Campbetrs eternal cities. 

The answer, of course, is that nei
ther and both are right. Aldiss refers 
to "the two poles of modern fantasy. 
. . .  At one pole wait Wells and his 
honourable predecessors such as 
Swift; at the other, Burroughs and 
the commercial producers, such as 
Otis Adelbert Kline, and the weirclies, 
and horror merchants such as 1-1 .  P. 
Lovecraft, and so all the way past 
Tolkien to today's non-stop f�tntasy 
worlders . . . .  " The thinking pole 
and the dreaming pole. Aldiss clear
ly favors the thinking pole where 
"stand great figures, although it is 
easy to write badly . . . .  At the 
dreaming pole stand no great figures 
. . .  and it is difficult to write well."" 
The implication is that both roles 
are necessary. So, it seems reason
able to suggest, are both streams of 
science fiction, the pessimistic l iter
ary strain and the optimistic techno
logical strain. SF is the richer for 
having both; each functions as a cri
tique of the other. The literary cul
ture reminds us that people are not 
machines but stubborn, feeling, frag
ile human beings. The scientific cul
ture reminds us that the story is not 
over, the future is still before us, and 
humanity may yet find a solution to. 
or a t  least an amelioration of, the 
human condition. + 
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Thallas ogens I l l :  
The S ulfuric Acid Sea 

Stephen L. G i l l ett 

In a previous column I described 
how sulfur dioxide seas might occur. 
In our own System, Jupiter's moon 
Io shows that sulfur can end up con
centrated at the surface of a world, 
and if lo were just a bit bigger (and 
a bit warmer), liquid sulfur dioxide 
could exist right at the surface. S02 
occurs on lo now, but only in the 
subsurface, where it helps drive vol
canic eruptions in much rhe same 
way as does water on Earth. 

But S07 isn't the only possible 
sulfur-containing thallasogen. Anoth
er is sulfuric acid, H2S04. 

Seas of sulfuric acid? That sounds 
completely preposterous. Sulfuric 
acid not only dissolves most eve•y
thing in sight, it reacts with most ev
eJything in sight. 

But on second glance the idea 
isn't quite so silly. Sulfuric acid is a 
lot like water: it's highly polar and 
hydrogen bonded, it has a high boil
ing point (about 337°C), and it has 
long range of temperatures over 
which it's liquid-over three times 
water's. 

How might such a world form? 
Well, just as with the S02 planet, we 
start with a world whose surface is 
sulfur-rich. All its other volatiles
the other compounds and elements 
with low boiling points, such as meth
ane, hydrogen, water, nitrogen, and 
so on-got boiled out by volcanism 
and lost from the atmosphere over 
geologic time. Only sulfur, the heav
iest of rhe lot. was left behind. 

This world. though, started out 
with a lot more oxygen than the so2 

world. What difference might that 
make? Well, consider a planet that 
started out relatively Earthlike, wirh 
a lot of water, but intense photodis
sociation by ultraviolet ( UV )  light in 
the outer atmosphere split up the 
water vapor. so that the hydrogen 
escaped to space but the oxygen 
was left behind. How might this hap
pen? Perhaps this planet orbits a hot, 
type F srar, which puts out much 
more UV than the Sun. So instead of 
losing water as water, as happened 
to lo, the planet lost just its hydrogen 
while its oxygen was left behind. 

Then what would happen? The 
oxygen would sooner or later oxidize 
all the sulfur, not just to sulfur diox
ide. but all the way to S03, sulfur 
trioxide. That would then react with 
any remaining water to form H2S01, 
sulfuric acid. 

In fact. we do have a partial Solar 
ystem analog of this scenario: the 

clouds of Venus. They're made of 
droplets of sulfuric acid. As Venus 
lost its water through photodissocia
tion, lots of oxygen was left behind, 
and it oxidized sulfur to the point 
that sulfuric acid finally formed, just 
as I described above. Being bound up 
into H2S04 droplets also preserves 
Venus's last smidgen of water from 
photodissociation. As this would 
also be true on a planet with H2SO., 
oceans, we woulcln ·t lose quite all 
the hydrogen. 

Of course, H2S04 droplets in Ve
nus·s clouds are a far oy from hav
ing an H2SO., ocean. But perhaps if 
Venus had started out cooler. had 

been less rich in C02, and had been 
mucb richer in sulfur, it might have 
sui fu ric seas to cia y, too. 

Obviously, the surface minerals 
on a planet where liquid sulfuric 
acid runs like water will be ve1y dif
ferent from Earth. Chemical weather
ing will be intense! Sulfuric acid re
acts with most common minerals, 
breaking down their structures and 
extracting metal ions from them. 

Surprisingly, we actually have an 
Earthly analog for such weathering: 
from hot springs deposits. Most ter
restrial hot springs contain dissolved 
sulfur compounds, which oxidize 
into H2S0-1 as they encounter oxy
gen near the surface. And the acidic 
waters then attack the rocks around 
them. 

So we can get an idea of what the 
surface of an H2S04 planet might be 
like by looking at hot-spring miner
als. As you might guess, only a few 
of the common minerals can resist 
such an acidic environment. Quanz 
(the common, stable form of oystal
line silica, Si07) is one. Other com
mon minerals,-though, such as feld
spars, crumble away. In fact they get 
changed into clay minerals-cerrain 
of which are stable, and which make 
up the cruddy, clayey or muddy 
material that's so ubiquitous in hot
springs alteration. The individual 
oystals are so small that the material 
has a clay texture. (Many Earthly ore 
deposits, by the way, are found in 
and around such altered rocks.) 

Other oxides besides quanz, which 
are rare minerals on Earth, might also 
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be stable, including corundum (alumi
num oxide, Al203). (The gem forms 
of corundum are more famous: sap
phire and ruby.) Cenain sulfates
salts of sulfuric acid-will also be 
stable, and maybe a few other salts. 
(Not sodium chloride itself, though: 
the chloride in it reacts with H2S04 
to give HCl, hydrochloric acid.) Bur 
overall,  the very rocks themselves 
will hardly be Earthlike. 

There will be no calcium carbon
ate ( limesrone) either. Carbonates re
act with acid to give carbon dioxide. 
In fact, the standard field test for 
limestone is to drip acid on a rock 
and see if it fizzes. So, all the C02 
will go back into the atmosphere, 
which could make for an awkward 
greenhouse effect-as we already 
saw with Venus. 

This vitriolic sea will also be high
ly "salty": it will have dissolved lots 
of metal ions out, to the point that 
nothing else can dissolve. In fact, sul
fates wi l l  probably precipitate out, 
the way salts precipitate from ex
tremely concentrated H20 brines on 
Earth such as the Great Salt Lake or 
the Dead Sea. 

But even if some minerals could 
survive, could anything organic sur
vive? Sulfuric acid reacts as enthusias
tically with many organic compounds 
as it does with most minerals. For 
one thing, it dehydrates sugars to 
carbon and water: a standard lab 
demonstration is  dripping H2S04 on
to a sugar cube. The cube crumbles 
into black carbon while steam wafts 
off from the heat of the reaction. I t  al
so breaks clown many organic acids: 
another Organic 1 0 1  demo is break
ing down formic acid ( HCOOH) into 
water and carbon monoxide by drip
ping sulfuric acid into a formic acid 
solution. 

Stil l ,  H2S04 doesn't react with al l  
organic compounds. For example, 
alkanes (straight-chain hydrocarbons), 
like those in gasoline and natural 
gas, just bubble right through. (The 
oil biz uses this to purify them, by 
the way.) It ionizes other organic 
compounds by adding a proton (hy
drogen nucleus), but doesn't break 
them up. So this just says an alien bio
chemistry will need different build-
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ing-block compounds. It doesn't say 
it's impossible. 

And even if some system of or
ganic compounds won't work, there 
is another interesting possibility: sili
cones. Of course, this class of com
pounds is much more famous for 
high-performance lubricants-not to 
mention starlets' bosoms. But in fact 
they may be just the thing for a sul
furic acid environment: they're fairly 
stable chemically, and yet have the 
variety and complexity needed to be 
the basis of a biochemisuy. 

Sil icones have a backbone made 
of alternating silicon and oxygen 
atoms: 

- Si - 0 - Si - 0 - Si -

which looks just like the backbone 
in many silicate minerals-in pyrox
enes, to be exact. (Sil icates are the 
compounds of silicon, oxygen, and 
metals that make up nearly all rocks.) 
Unlike silicates, though, sil icones a re 
not known to occur naturally (so far, 
anyway). 

Now, instead of the metal atoms 
stuck between the sil icon-oxygen 
chains that sil icates have, sil icones 
have organic (carbon-hydrogen-O>.')'
gen) groups chains stuck onto the 
silicons, like this for example: 

R 
I 

R '  
I 

R "  
I 

- Si - 0 - Si - 0 - Si -
I I I 

where the R 's and R*s are various 
organic side chains, such as methyl 
(-CHy , phenyl (C6H5), and so on. 
These groups need not be all the 
same; and for biochemicals, they cer
tainly won't be, either. That's what 
gives them the variety and complex
ity-the information-storage capabil
ity-d1at may make sil icones capa
ble of serving as the basis of life. 

H .  Beam Piper's Ul/er Uprising 
proposed a sil icone-based biochem
istry, but the chemisuy was wrong. 
The story suggested that silicones 
were favored evolutionarily because 
the planet was unusually silica-rich, 
but it would be hard to find a planet 

richer in silicon than the Earth itself! 
It's the second most abundant ele
ment in Earth's crust, after oxygen. 

In  fact, sil icates a re very stable 
under the usual Earth-type condi
tions. To break them up-and keep 
them broken up-requires pretty 
rigorous chemical conditions. But as 
we saw in our survey of hot-spring 
deposits, "rigorous chemical concli
tions" is a good description of a sul
furic-acid environment. H2S04 is 
capable of breaking up silicate min
erals, and under such conditions sili
cones may have a chance of forming 
out of the debris. 

As we saw, too, the sulfuric-acid 
planet will also be a highly oxidized 
planet. So, if some organism evolved 
oxygen-releasing photosymhesis, the 
atmosphere could accumulate free 
oxygen. Sulfuric acid is hardly going 
to burn! This is completely different 
from the S02 case, in which free 
O>.')'gen can't accumulate. Maybe, 
therefore. something like the highly 
oxygen-rich atmosphere of Earth 
could evolve, to support complex, 
multicellular organisms like Earthly 
metazoans. 

But even if intell igent life arises, 
it'll have big problems with technol
ogy. What's it going to do for metal? 
Most metals react spectacularly with 
sulfuric acid. And even though a few 
noble metals-gold, platinum, a hand
ful of others-don't react, they're 
rare and not very strong anyway. 
·rry making a plow or a spear out of 
gold! (The noble metals are good 
electrical conductors. Maybe the in
telligent beings could develop an 
electrochemical technology, using 
ceramics for ve sels. Without iron 
and copper, though, building mas
sive generators will be difficult, so 
generating the electricity is likely to 
be a problem.) 

So, any intelligent beings on the 
sulfuric-acid planet are likely to be 
stuck there forever. As we've seen 
before, such environmental quirks 
may contribute to the Fermi Paradox. 
Maybe life is common, and even in
telligent life is not rare-but most 
intelligent life isn't able to develop 
spacefaring technology. +-

Thallasogens Ill: The Sulfuric Acid Sea 
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June 1 993 Releases 

Compiled by Susan C. Stone 
and Bill Fawcett 

Isaac Asimov (writing as Paul 
French): Lucky Starr Book 3 Spectra 
SF, pb reiss, 288 pp, $4.99. Omnibus 
edition containing Lucky Starr a11d the 
Moo11s ojjupiter and l.ucky Starr and tbe 
Ni11gs of Saturn. 

Robin W. Bailey: Brotbers of tbe 
Drago" Roc Fantasy. pb orig, 320 pp, 

4.99. The first novel in a new epic trilo
gy of magic. murder, and martial arts. 
Two brothers discover a passage behind 
a waterfall  that leads into the alternate 
world of Palenoc, whcre dragons patrol 
the skies and unicorns arc deadly. 

Margaret Ball: Cl:uwgewenver 
13aen Fantasy, pb orig. j04 pp, 54.99. 
Tamai, one of the most powerful magi
cians of Gandhara. sought help for her 
people in the outer world and found it. 
But the British demand a high price for 
their protection. Tamai will guide them 
into the demon-infeswd empire of Chin, 
but first she must divest them of their 
dangerous disbelief in demons. 

Margaret Ball: Flameweaver Baen 
Fantasy, pb reiss, 384 pp, 54.99. Tamai, 
a young magician, seeks beyond the 
l l indu Kush for help for her people. 
There she meets an English gentlewom
an, and their alliance r<.:leases the most 
powerful magic the world has ever seen. 

Margaret Ball: Tbe Sbadow Gate 
Baen rantasy, pb reiss, 3'52 pp, 54.95. 

Key to Abbreviations 

he: hardcover, almost always an orig
inal publication. 

pb orig: paperback original, not pub
lished previously in any other format. 

Copyrogt11 01 993 Boll Fawcell ,1'. A\�CXldiCS 

l l istorical fantasy with the action moving 
between Texas and Ehren Brittany. 

Maya Kaathryn Bohnhoff: Tamiuy 
!ben Fantasy, pb orig, 4 16 pp. 54.99. Se
quel to 17Je Meri. A hundred years ago 
Taminy was Called to the sea to become 
one with the t\leri and become her god's 
aspect on earth. Now. :mother girl has 
come to take her place, leaving Taminy 
free for her next mission-to restore 
women to their proper pl:tce in the 
world of the Meri. 

Maya Kaathryn Bohnhoff: Tbe 
Meri Baen Fantasy, pb reiss. 288 pp. 

'"1.99. A woman is C:tllcd 10 assume 
magical power in a world where men 
rule, and resent her Meri-given gifts. 

Marion Zimmer Bradley, editor: 
Sword a11d Sorceress X Daw Fantasy, 
pb orig, An anthology of stories about 
women of power-whether trained in 
the ways of the warrior. or in sorcery. 
Stories by t\lercedes Lackey, Diana Pax
son. Deborah Wheeler. and others. 

David Brin: GI01JI Seaso11 Spectra 
SF, he, 576 pp. 521 .9'>. Long ago the 
Founding Mothers set out to reforge hu
man destiny through cloning, to create a 
pastoral world. row the vari:tl1l (non
clone) girl Maia is ready to make a place 
for herself. and her voyage of self-dis
covety will transform both her self. and 
her world. 

Michael Cadnum: Saint Peter's 
Wolf Zebra Horror, 1st time in pb. 432 

pp, $4.99. Art collcc10r lknjamin 13yrd is 
mesmerized by t.he startling artifact he 
recemly added to his collection: a set of 

pb reiss: paperback reissue, desig
nating a title that was previously pub
lished in paperback but has been out of 
print. 

pb rep: paperback reprint, designat
ing a title that was previously published 

fangs embedded in silver. Soon his 
transformation accelerates and he runs 
free, stalking human prey. 

Ramsey Campbell: Tbe Count of 
Ele/Je11 Tor Horror. 1st time in pb, 416 
pp. -1.99. The story of a man who has 
terrible luck after breaking a chain lener, 
and sets out 10 kill the other people on 
the chain to change his luck. 

Ramsey Campbell: Strange Tbings 
and Strtmge,· Places Tor Horror, he, 
256 pp, 5 1 8.95. Two novellas and eight 
shorter works, ranging from hallucinatory 
horrors of an evil side-show mirror maze, 
through forbidden castle ruins where 
dark games become deadly reality. 

jeffrey A. Carver: Drago11 Rigger 
Tor sr, he, 416 pp, 522.95. Deep space 
adventure in the Star Rigger universe. A 
star-rigger enters the hyperspace of the 
Flux, and is caught up in an age-old 
dragon war. 

C. J. Cherryh: Hellbtwner Questar 
Sf, first time in pb, 400 pp, 5.50. Sequel 
to ! Ieavy Time. When Dekker is injured 
in a suspicious accident, his former part
ner Pollard is forced to investigate, and 
they arc both trapped in a shadowy 
maze of deep space politics, where the 
rules change without warning . . .  and 
their only defense is Earth's most secret 
weapon. 

Greg Costikyan: By I be Sword: 
Magic oftbe Plai11s Tor Fantasy, he, 
256 pp, 518.95. A fantasy novel about a 
young barbarian who is the son of the 
god Mongoose, and whose daring deeds 
:tre legion. 

in hardcover or trade paperback (some
times expressed as 1st time in pb). 

tr pb: trade paperback, a format us
ing pages larger than a paperback but 
generally smaller than a hardcover, with 
a nexible cover. 
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Roberta Cray: Tbe Sword and tbe 
Liou DJ\ W Fantasy, pb orig, 492 pp, 
$4.99. J\ classical epic fantasy set in a 
land reminiscent of Bronze Age Greece, 
chronicl ing the conquest of a legendary 
city. 

john DeChancie & David Bischoff: 
Dr. Dimeusioll Roc SF, pb orig, 288 
pp, $4.99. Dr. D. was certain he was on 
the brink of bu i lding a working space
time machine, and his arch-rival was de
termined to see that he failed-or else 
steal his invention. 13ut neither of them 
planned on a crate of future technology 
that would set them adrift in spacetime, 
in the middle of an intergalactic war. 

Charles de Lint: Spiritwalk Tor 
Fantasy, first time in pb, 384 pp, $4.99. 
The long-awaited sequel to Moo11beart. 
J\ return to Tamson House in modern 
Ouawa, with its garden gateway into a 
mystica l other;vorld which blends Celtic 
and Native American myths and legends. 

Troy Denning: Tbe Obsidia11 Ora.
cle TSR Fantasy, pb orig, 352 pp, $4.50. 
Volume Four of the DAI{K su rM Prism 
Pentad. The nobleman J\gis of J\sticles 
1r:1cks King Tithian of Tyr across the Sea 
of Si lt, hoping to beat him to the artifact 
that could give Tithian the power of a 
sorcerer-king. The future of Athas lies i n  
the balance. 

Gordon R. Dickson: Tbe Dragon 
011 tbe Border J\cc Famas)', lsi time in 
pb. 400 pp, $5.50. Sequel 10 "17Je Dragon 
c111d "111e George and '17Je Drago11 Knigbt. 
Sir James, the Dragon Knight, must find 
a way 10 fight the Hollow l\llcn-spirits 
of the dead, in empty suits of armor, 
with weapons that arc all too real. 

Gordon R. Dickson: Lost Dorsai.· 
Tbe New Dorsai Companion Tor SF, 
pb orig, 288 pp, $4.99. J\ concordance 
listing where characters were first men
tioned in the Childe Cycle, with entries 
describing evems, relationships between 
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characters, and the history of the Cycle. 
Also includes the novella "Lost Dorsai!" 
and the short story "Warrior." 

Debra Doyle & James D. Macdon
ald: Stmpilot's Grave Tor SF, pb orig, 
448 pp, $4.50. Sequel to 'fbe Price of tbe 
Stars. When Beka discovers that the 
Magclords are poised to auack, her pi
loting skills are all that stand between 
the lkpublic and annihilation. Then her 
hyperspace engine fails, leaving her 
drifting and desperate to avoid what free 
spacers call a Starpilot 's G rave. 

Debra Doyle & james D. Macdon
ald: Tbe Price of tbe Stars Tor SF, pb 
rciss, 448 pp, $4.50. The centuries-long 
war between the human Republic and 
the Mageworlds has been over for thirty 
years. 13ut now an assassination imperils 
the peace, and the victim's d;wghter finds 
herself in the thick of Galactic intrigue. 

David Drake: Tbe Military Dimen
sion Baen SF, pb reiss, 288 pp, $4.50. J\ 
col lection of military sr short stories. 

David Drake & S. M. Stirling: Tbe 
General #3: Tbe Anvil Baen SF, pb 
orig, 320 pp, $4.99. Loyal and victorious 
General Raj Whitehall has nlways been 
ready to pay any price for final victory. 
13ut now his emperor's half-mad jea lousy 
gives Raj no choice but to revolt, or face 
death by torture. 

David Drake & S. M. Stirling: Tbe 
General #1: Tbe Fm-ge 13aen SF, pb 
reiss, 336 pp, $4.95. A young milit:uy of
ficer discovers-or is discovered by-an 
artifact of the fallen ga lactic civilization: 
a sentient banle computer. Its mission, 
and now his, is to go forth and conquer 
the planet, and then reconquer the stars. 

David Drake & S. M. Stirling: Tbe 
General #2: Tbe Hammer Baen SF, pb 
reiss, 320 pp, $4.99. Haj Whitehall must 
overcome the muskets and sabers of his 
barbarian opponents and risk accusations 
of treason from the emperor's court. 

Kate Elliott: Tbe Sword of Heaven 
#2: His Conqueriug Swor�l DJ\ W SF, 
pb orig, 496 pp, $5.99. As the jaran 
tribes prepare to be:,cige the royal city 
of Karkand, Charles Soerensen, leader of 
the failed rebellion against the alien Cha
palii Empire, has come to Rhui to re
claim his sister and begin his own battle 
against a galactic Empire that was strong 
before humans learned to walk erect. 

Kate Elliott: Tbe Sword of Heave11 
#1: A1l Earthly Crown DA W SF, pb 
reiss, 592 pp, $5.99. The first of a two
part sequel to jart/11 . Earth-born Tess 
and her jamn husband lead his nomadic 
people on a campaign of conquest 
across the world of Rhui, while Tess's 
brother tries to win her aid in interstellar 
rebel l ion . 

Kate Elliott:jaran OJ\ \VI SF, pb 
reiss, S4 .99. Tess came to Rhui to nee 
political responsibi lity , but when alien 
conquerors tamper with her new world, 
she must act to save the folk who shel
tered her. 

Robert C. Fleet: \Vbite Horse, 
Dark Dragon J\ce Fantasy, pb orig. 
224 pp, $4.50. Jim Marlow came to Cen
tral Europe to study the environmental 
impact of a planned mining operation. 
But hidden in the mountains of Karistan 
is a myth come to life that will change 
the lives of all who enter its domain. 

Alan Dean Foster: Tbe False Mir-
1'0r Del Rey Sr, 1st time in pb, 320 pp, 
$5.99. Book =2 of 77Je Damned. After 
millennia, war still rages between the 
Amplitur and the alien/Human alliance 
known as the Weave. And when Weave 
forces caplllre an enemy agent, they dis
cover that the Amplitur's new secret 
weapon could turn the entire galaxy 
against the Human race. 

David Gemmell: Krtigbts of Dark 
Renown Del Rey Fantasy , pb orig, 304 
pp, $4.99. When the legendary knights 
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of the Gabala vanished through a de
mon-haunted gateway between worlds, 
only one of them. �lanannan. stayed be
hind. Now murder and black magic be
set the land, and Manannan must ven
ture beyond the dreaded gate to bring 
back his vanished companions. 

Roland]. Green: Tbe Painful Field 
Roc SF, pb orig, 384 pp, 54.99. The crew 
of the starcruiser Shenc111doab is essen
tial to maintaining the peace on the world 
of Linak'h, but someone wants to usc 
them as a catalyst for war, beginning a 
campaign of terrorism that could over
turn the balance of power between hu
man and alien. 

Martin H. Greenberg, Richard Gil
liam, and Ed Kramer, editors: Con

federacy oftbe Dead Hoc Horror, tr 
pb orig, 480 pp. 5 12.00. An all-original 
anthology of 25 stories about the Civil 
War, by bestselling masters of our ghost
ly past-authors of science fiction, dark 
fantasy. and horror. 

joe Haldeman: Worlds Enougb 
and Time AvoNova SF, lst time in pb, 
336 pp, 54.99. The long-awaited conclu
sion to the Worlds trilogy. With their 
homeworld in ruins following nuclear 
devastation, 10.000 colonists set out for 
the stars, and face mysterious deaths, 
sabotage, and the end-or a new begin
ning-for humankind. 

joe Haldeman: Star Trek: World 
Witbout End Banwm SF. pb reiss. 160 
pp, 54.99. While Kirk is held captive on 
an alien ship/planetoid. facing a night
mare image from humanity's past. Spock 
must struggle to free the Hnte1prise from 
the alien's power draining snare. 

Tom Holt: Flying Dutcb Ace Fanta
sy. 1st time in pb, 256 pp. 54.50. This 
funny fantasy novel features Dutch sea 
captain Vanderdccker and his crew, who 
accidentally took an immortality elixir 400 
years ago. 'ow there's an accountant 
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hot on the captain's trail, desperate to 
deal with :1 case of astronomical interest. 

Dean Ing: Blood of Eagles Tor 
Suspense, 2H8 pp, 53.95. A thriller that 
begins in Albania with gold stolen by 
the Nazis, and ends in California with a 
son of an Albanian freedom fighter fight
ing for the same prize . . .  and his life. 

William W. johnstone: Bats Zebra 
l lorror. pb orig, 352 pp. 54.50. A huge 
swarm of vampire bats suddenly devel
ops a taste for human blood. 

David Lee jones: Zeus and Co. 
Avo ova fantasy, pb orig, 288 pp, $4.99. 
The trouble staned when Cyrus Major 
discovered Euterpe. the Greek Muse of 
lyric poetry, imprisoned on a hard drive. 
The heroic hacker is a goner if he can't 
dodge industrial spies, the Fl31 ,  and 
thunderbolts from a ticked off Zeus. to 
stand firm in the name of mythic love. 

Gwyneth jones: Wbite Queen Tor 
SF, 1st US pub, he, 320 pp, 5 1 9.95. 
When humanoid aliens l:tnd on Earth 
early in the 2 1 st century. the world 
changes in disturbing ways. 

William H. Keith: lflarstrider #2: 
Rebellion Av01 ova SF. ph orig. 352 
pp, 54.99. Devis Cameron. hero of the 
Xenophobe War, must choose between 
betraying his masters or his principles. 
For humankind's salvation lies in an im
possible alliance of men. monsters. and 
machines. 

Yoji Kondo, editor: Requiem: New 
Collected Works h)' Robert A. Hein
lein and Tributes to tbe Grand Mas
ter Tor SF. 1st tr pb, 352 pp. 1 2.95. A 
collection of new and uncollected works 
by Heinlein, along with other writings 
and speeches. Introduction by Virginia 
Heinlein. and tributes by Tom Clancy. 
Arthur C. Clarke. Gordon H.  Dickson. 
Spider Robinson, Robert Silverberg, and 
others. 

Robert D. Lee: Tbe Keeper Pinna-

de Horror, pb orig, 224 pp, 54.50. Judy 
t\llacAulliffe has always wanted to work 
in a circus. and hopes Horst and Hans 
Van Ziegler. members of a once great 
circus dynasty, can help her. But ap
proaching them is the gravest mistake of 
her life . . . .  

Morgan Llywelyn: Tbe Elementals 
Tor Fantasy, he, 304 pp, 521.95. An envi
ronmental fantasy novel which sweeps 
from historical Atlantis and the Oood, to 
21st-century America. 

Ian McDonald: Tbe Broken Land 
Spectra Sf, pb, 352 pp, 55.99. I n  Eanh's 
l'ar l'uture, when the Emperor's troops 
discover two rebel soldiers being hidden 
b)' ;1 local sympathizer, the streets of a 
once peaceful village run with blood. 
And, in the midst of the f'ighting, young 
Mathembc Fileli is cast off on an epic 
journey through her tragic. beautiful 
Iand-a land divided against itself. 

Alex McDonough: Dragon's Claw 
Ace SF. pb orig, 176 pp, 54.99. Sequel to 
Drago11 's /:.)•e. In this time-travel adven
ture, Scorpio discovers thar the vVos, an 
ancient, evil race, arc the power behind 
the Hunters who once dominated his 
planet Terrapin. Scorpio must travel to 
the vVos homeworld to find a way to 
free his people from vVos slavery. 

Robin McKinley: Deerskin Ace 
Fantasy. he, 320 pp, 5 17.95. Fleeing her 
father's wrath and lust, Princess Lissar 
takes her loyal clog Ash as her sole com
panion, unlocks a door onto a world of 
magic. and discovers adventure beyond 
her wildest dreams. A sophisticated fairy 
talc for adults. 

V. E. Mitchell: Star Trek #65: lViu
dows 011 a Lost World Pocket Books, 
pb orig. 288 pp, 55.50. When a landing 
pany from the E11te1prise finds strange 
devices, like windows, in the ruins of an 
ancient civilization, l<irk, Chekov, and 
two security guards arc trapped in the 
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alien environment beyond. Spock must 
unravel the window's ancient mysteries 
before they arc lost forever. 

Brent Monahan: The Book of Com
mon Dread St. Martin's Press, he, 336 
pp, $19.95. Vincent DeVilbiss is a thor
oughly modern vampire who must find 
a way to destroy an ancient cuneiform 
scrol l before its apocalyptic powers are 
turned against him. 

Larry Niven, editor: The Magic 
May Return 1\ce fantasy, pb reiss, 256 
pp, $4.99. In  this sequel to 77Je lvlttgic 
Goes Away, Larry Niven invited Pout An
derson, Steven Barnes, Mildred Downey 
Broxon, and Dean Ing into his world to 
uncover forgouen places of power and 
offer hope that The Magic May Return. 

Andre Norton & A. C. Crispin: 
Gryphon's Eyrie Tor SF, pb, 256 pp, 
$4.99. The conclusion of the Gryphon 
trilogy. Traces of ancient forces linger in 
Kerovan's spirit, tormenting him. Once 
again, he feels the irresistible call of his 
blood-this time summoning him to the 
final battle of Light against Dark. 

Charles Pellegrino: Flying to Val
halla Avo ova/Morrow Sf, he, $22.00. 
1\s Earth's relativistic spacecraft Valkyrie 
approaches First Contact with an alien 
race on Alpha Cenrauri A-4, the masters 
of Earth realize that the man who con
trols the mission, and the destiny of both 
worlds, is quite possibly insane. 

Kevin Randle: Galactic Ml 1\ce SF, 
pb orig, 208 pp, $4.50. Galactic MI arc 
soldiers, scientists, and high-tech spies
all expert infiltrators whose top-secret 
missions take them undercover on alien 
worlds before official First Contact. This 
time, Galactic MI explores a planet with 
a '·perfect" society. But why would a 
planet with no crime have so many po
lice? 

Mike Resnick: Prophet Ace Sf, pb 
orig, 256 pp, $4.99. Book 3 of The Ora-
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de Trilogy. Some people believe Pene
lope Baily's powers can bend events and 
people to her will. They have tried twice 
to have her killed, and each time she 
barely escaped the assassin, Iceman. But 
this time she wants to be found. 

Michelle Sagara: Lady of Mercy 
(The Stmdered #3) Del Rey Fantasy, 
pb orig, 352 pp, $4.99. Awakened from 
centuries of enchanted sleep, Erin, Saril
lorn, The Lady of Mercy, resumes Light's 
battle against the Dark Empire, and her 
own struggle against her love for her 
sworn enemy, the Dark Lord. Her task
to free the land, its people, and herself. 

R. A. Salvatore: The Fallen Fortress 
TSR Fantasy, pb orig, 320 pp, $4.95. Vol
ume Four of the FORGO'JTEN llEi\LMS" 
Cleric Quintet. 1\ young priest, Cadderly, 
and his companions embark on a jour
ney to confront the fiends of Castle Trin
ity. When neither the journey nor the 
battle goes as easily as planned, Cackler
ly must come to terms with his past. 

Charles Sheffield: Cold as Ice Tor 
Sf, 1st time in pb, 384 pp, $4.99. Twen
ty-five years ago there was interplane
tary war in the solar system. Nine billion 
people were killed, some of the de<tclly 
weapons still exist, and the rivalries that 
led to the war remain. 

Lucius Shepard: Kalimantan Tor 
SF, 1st time in pb, 224 pp, $3.99. Deep 
in the lush green jungles of Borneo. 
MacKinnon discovers a powerful native 
drug that dissolves the border between 
reality and a strange realm of visions, 
spirits, and a lost alien civilization. 

Robert Silverberg, editor: Mura
saki Spectra Sf, lsi time in pb, 304 pp, 
55.99. Under Robert Silverberg's editor
ship, Nebula /\ward winners J>oul Ander
son, Greg Bear, Gregory Benford, David 
Brin, Nancy Kress, and Frederik Pohl 
worked together to create the worlds 
and story of this six-part novel . 

Guy N. Smith: lVitch Spell Zebra 
Horror, pb orig, 288 pp, 54.50. When 13-
year-old Brenda Wheeler is sent by her 
white witch mother to an English board
ing school, she begins some special les
sons in using her supernatural gift. For, 
as she comes of age, her black witch fa
ther has begun, secretly, to lead her 
clown his own dark path. 

Judith Tarr: The Hormd and The 
Falcon Tor/Orb fantasy, tr pb reiss, 
464 pp, $14.95. An omnibus edition of 
judith Tarr's classic historical fantasy se
ries: 'fbe Isle of Class, 1be Golden Horn, 
and 'J7Je Hounds of God. 

Sheri S. Tepper (writing as A.J. 
Orde): Death aud the Dog lValker 
Fawceu Mystery, pb orig, $3.99. In the 
second in a series of suburban mysteries 
featuring an antiques dealer/interior dec
orator/sleuth, jason Lynx discovers a 
dead man while walking his clog in a 
Denver park, and is fascinated by the 
eerily lifelike arrangement of the body. 

Harry Turtledove: Depat·lures Del 
Rey SF, pb orig, 366 pp, $4.99. A collec
tion of Harry Turtledove's alternate-his
tory Sf and fantasy stories. 

David Weber: Tbe Houor of lhe 
Queen Baen SF, pb orig, 4 1 6  pp, $5.99. 
Sequel to On Basilisk Statioll. Honor 
Harrington would prefer to withdraw 
when she discovers that, on the planet 
where she's been assigned by Her 
Majesty's Foreign Office, women are 
without rank or rights. But when the 
world's fratricidal sister planet auacks, 
Honor must stay and prevail . . .  for the 
honor of the Queen. 

Robert Weller: Sbadowrwz: Slt-ip
er Assassiu Hoc/FASA Fantasy, pb 
orig, 288 pp, $4.99. Striper, a deadly 
Asian assassin and kick-artist, is turning 
Philadelphia into a slaughterhouse. Set 
in the world of the Sharlowmn series. 
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Introduction by Bill Fawcell 

Dr. Demetrios Demopoulos labored long and 
hard to build a spacetime machine, and all he 
had to show for it was a bunch of burned-out 
parts strewn around his laboratory-a source 
of great frustration to his graduate assistant, 
the voluptuous Dr. Vivian Vernon, and plea
sure to his archrival, Geoffrey Wussman .  

Then one day a mysterious box full o f  as
tonishing gadgets arrived at Dr. D.'s lab. This 
turned out to be just what he needed to get 
his spacetime machine to work-but of course 
nobody knew it would work until after it had 
whisked Dr. D.,  Vivian, and three of their col
leagues off to somewhere, and somewhen, 
far, far away. 

This excerpt is taken from the point in the 
story when they first find themselves in space 
-and in the middle of a war. 

Wussman pouted. ''Demetrios, please just let 
me out of this thing." 

"Can't do that, Geoffrey, old bean. If we 
open the hatch all the air will rush out, and 
we'll suffocate." 

"Nonsense." 
"Geoffrey, just look out the viewport." 
"Oh, very well." Geoffrey squeezed his way 

toward the pilot's station. Stading on tiptoes, 
he looked out. 

"Oh, my God! Demetrios, we're in outer 
space!" 

Text of excerpt copynght 0 1 993 John DeChanoe 
and David BISChOff 

Looking Forward : 

Dr. Di mension 
by John DeChancie 

and David Bischoff 

Coming in  June 1 993 from Roc Books 

Cover art by Dav1d Mattingly 
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·· 1 1undreds. possibly thousands of lighr-ye:us from 
Earth. Wait a minute, didn't I just say that a second ago? .. 

In a moment a queasy-looking Dr. Vivian Vernon 
climbed up through the hatchway. 

"What in the \vorlcl is going on?" 
"Hey, Viv. Join the party." 
·'what happened?" 
'·Vivian, come lookr" 
·'Geoffrey. what is it?'' 
'·You have to see to believe, Vivian.·· 
Vivian peered over Demetrios's head and out the 

viewport. 
"Oh, my God . . . " 
Demetrios said, "You don't believe in God, Viv. He

member? And you didn't believe in my spacetime ship 
either. Well, here we be out in the middle of space. And 
lorcly, lordy, there be the firmament of heaven."' 

Vivian swallowed hard. "Where are we?" 
"Uh, that is a small problem. \Yie didn't have time to 

find out how the navigation gear works." 
"You mean we're lost?" 
Oemetrios smiled. "Uh, let's not use the L word just 

yet. Let's just say i t  might rake us a bit of time to get 
back to Eanh. But then, \ve're in a spacetime machine
and what's time to a spacetime mach ine, eh?" 

"Or space, for that matter," Diane chimed in. 
'·Oh, my God, .

, 
said Or. Vernon. "Stuck with you peo

ple in a ship in the middle or . . .  of nowhere. I think 
I'm going to faint." 

A fierce lightning flash flooded through the viewport. 
Suddenly the craft began to shake, knocking Vernon 
and Wussman clown. Demetrios looked out the vie\v
port but nothing was visible save the unwinking multi
colored splendor of the stars. The ship did have a televi
sion viewer, which had yet to be tested. I le snapped a 
few switches. A small screen on the console began to 
glow. Apparently the explosive jump through spacetime 
had not affected the miniature cameras set into the hull, 
because an image was coming through on them right 
now. 

A moving dot registered on the television screen. He 
increased magnification, and the outside cameras adjust
ed their telescopic lenses to the proper focal length. Im
mediately, the image of something incredible resolved 
to crystal clarity. Demetrios was astonished at the sharp
ness of rhe photographic detail, in full color, no less. 

It was some sort of gigantic ship, a dreadnought hang
ing in space like a Christmas tree ornamenr from hell, 
bristling with more spines than a sea urchin. Two partic
ularly large pointy spines shot gouts of blue-green fire. 

"Look at this," he said to Diane. 
Diane looked, and her jaw dropped. "What in the 

world is it?" 
"An alien space vessel, and it's engaged in combat 

with something farther away. Yes, another blip on the 
scanner. This one is headed our way, though. It ir gets 
too close-·· 

A tremendous flash lit up the area of space around 
the spacetime ship. 

I nside the ship, the lights flickered and went out. 
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'·Lights out!" said Dr. Demopoulos . .. What a great 
name for a radio program. How about it we start it off 
with this screech ing sound of a door opl..!ning7 
SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEECI J I"  

Somebody squealed in Vivian Vernon's voice. Then, 
like a supernal lightning bolt, another gigantic flash lit 
up the interior or the ship, fading quickly. Darkness re
turned with a vengeance, everyone now temporarily 
flash-bl incl. 

'·Damned scary, any way you cut it."' said Troy Talbot. 
··somebody goosed me! .. 

There was the sound of a slap and a resultant howl. 
"Vivian, you h it me!" \Xfussman whined. 
" Keep your hands off me and you won't get hit." 
"I didn't touch you!" 
"And I suppose you didn't have your paws all over 

me when we were hiding in the bathroom?" 
" I t  was tight in there!" 
A voice of reason cut through the darkness. "People, 

listen," said Demetrios. "I really think we should be do
ing something more constructive than waging the battle 
of the sexes at this particular moment. We're stuck mil
lions of miles from home in the middle not only of 
space, but in the midst of what very well may be the 
most cataclysmic battle in the history of the universe. 
We'll need every ounce of calm, cool, calculated ratio
nality that we can muster." 

"Dr. D. is right," Talbot said. "What should we do, 
Doc?" 

"Pray. I f  we get caught in the crossfi r<.:, we're dead. I 
WC/11/IC/ go home!" Demetrios burst into tears. 

"Then this is the end," Professor \XIus�man said. He 
wrapped his beloved in a tender embrace. "Precious 
one, we may well have only seconds left in this l ife, our 
final chance for the intimate embrace you've promised 
me for so long. Come, my Isolde, kiss your Tristan and 
Ict us have our Liebestod!" 

"Dr. Wussman, please," said Diane Deny. " I 'm not 
your Isolde." 

··oh, sorry. Vivian, where are you? Vi,·ian? .. 

"Geoffrey, darl ing. ·· 
"Keep your hands to yourself, Demetrios," \XIussman 

said disgustedly. 
"Boy, you know you're a loser when the homely 

ones start turning you down." 
"Vivian?" 
"I'm warning you, Geoffrey . .  :· 
.. Vivian, darling, we-umph!'' 
··can't say l didn't warn you.'· 
"Oh, that sounded wicked," Demopoulos said. "What 

did you do to him, Viv?" 
"Kneed him in the crotch." 
Something hit the deck like a sack of potatoes. 
Demetrios cluckccl. "Geof. did you evl..!r want to sing 

countertenor? .
. 

\Xfussman·s answer was a moan. 
Vivian looked out the viewport. The battling dread

nought was now visible to the naked eye, growing ever 
larger and appearing all the more formidable in three di
mensions. It was an immense artifact. Vivian was aghast. 
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"Oh, my God, look at that thing! D<..:metrios, you cob
bled this damned crate together. What the hell do w<..: 
do?'' 

"Hold your horses, Dr. Vernon. And your knees. First 
\ve have to do something about rlw lights . .. 

Demetrios made his way along th<..: curving bulkh<..:ad, 
feeling his way card'ully along the nuts and bolts and 
wads of chewing gum (damn Talbot, anyway!). inching 
toward an access panel that he hop<..:cl was located wh<..:r<..: 
he thought it was. 

"I don't know why the auxiliary lighting failed, but it 
could have something to do with thos<..: huge explosions. 
They might be releasing powerful pulses of electromag
netic energy, which would play havoc with the ship's 
electrical system. A h, here we are. the circuit breakers." 

Demetrios hit the buuon that op<..:ned the panel and 
began feeling inside for switches. For his trouble, he got 
a nasty shock. 

''<l>UK!'' 
'·Watch your filthy mouth," Vivian said coldly. 
"I said it in Greek.'' 
The lights came on to reveal a mis<..:rable Geoffrey 

Wussman doubled up on the deck, moaning piteously. 
Talbot, standing at another pan<..:!, !licked more 

switches. "Circuit breakers're over here. Doc ... 
"Thanks, Talbot, you manually dexterous clop<.:." 
"just trying to help." 
"You could have told me where the damned things 

were. Never mind. Pardon me, pardon me, this is my 
stop.'' 

Demopoulos sidestepped his way toward the pilot's 
station, inadvertently, although happily, brushing against 
Vivian's ample bosom. 

"Oops, sorry, Viv." 
"No, you're not. you wolf. You were probably the one 

that goosed me ... 
"Ah. you've fingered me at last. All right. battle sta

tions!" 
·'This tub has armaments?" Vivian asked, disbelieving. 
"We installed something that the instructions called 

weapons," Troy said. "Trouble is, not only don't we 
know how to shoot 'em, we don't even know what the 
heck they do . .

. 

"All  right. l<..:t's try to get this ship away from the dan
ger zone,'' Dr. Demopoulos said. frantically scanning rhe 
control board. "Cm . . .  um . . .  yeah. Anybody have a 
suggestion?" 

"Let's set up for another thrust , '' Diane said. ·:J ust like 
the first. .. 

'·But we thrusted-er, thrust along an unknown vec
tor. \Y./e have to find out how to steer this damn thing, 
or we'll get completely lost. .. 

"Doctor," Diane said gravely, "we're already com
pletely lost. Let's get away from whatever those people 
are doing out there.'' 

" I f  they're people. You have a point, Diane . .
. 

Even as he spoke, multiple !lashes dazzled al l  within 

Dr. Dimension 

the spac<..:time vessel. Seconds later, a shock wave 
slammed against the ship. Vivian and Troy were thrown 
to the deck on top of Wussman. 

Demetrios stabbed a button and the steel shutter 
closed over the viewport. 

"Those must be atomic explosions, ., Demopoulos 
said, rubbing his eyes. "Nothing else could produce that 
much radiation. If we were any closer, we'd fry." 

"The radiation meters are registering dangerously high 
exposure as it is," Diane said. 

''i\ll the more reason for us to vamoose. Set up for 
another jump. Quick!" 

Outside, as viewed by the telescopic lenses of the ex
terior cameras, the mighty space battle seemed to inten
sify. 1ow there were two mammoth starships. looking 
like nothing so much as huge, pregnant, leather-clad 
porcupines. They had approached each other and halted, 
and were now exchanging rainbows of projected pow
er, slamming back and fonh with mighty force beams. 
That the comparatively tiny spacetime ship had not yet 
been melted into slag was testimony to its luck; howev
er, from all  signs, time was not on the side of the spa
tiotemponauts. The cluking dreadnoughts displayed a 
prolligacy of energy expenditure that made this panicu
lar neighborhood of outer space a high-risk area. 

"Talbot, get off the lloor. !\11an your station!" 
"Dr. Vernon's on top of me." 
" I 've never cared for the missionary position either," 

Demetrios said, turning about to look. "You lucky stiff." 
"Only part of him is stiff," Vivian said, struggling to 

her feet. 
'·Sorry, ma'am, that's my pocketknife.'' 
"Oh? I thought you were just glad to have me sitting 

on you." 
Talbot, greatly abashed, got up to reveal what lay un

der him: the slightly squashed form of Dr. Geoffrey 
\XIussman. 

Demetrios got back to work, his hands moving furi
ously, aping Diane's. There were any number of buttons 
to push, instruments to recalibrate, switches to throw, 
and thingees to do wharsit to. 

At last he said, "Are we ready, copilot?'' 
Diane said

. 
"Yes. sir!" 

'·Ready, Engineer?" 
"Yo!'' 
"Engage the main gizmos." 
Talbot asked, "You mean the electrogravitic thrusters?" 
"Yeah, those . .  

, 

'·Engaged!'' 
The ship began to throb again, the pulsing sound 

mounting in intensity once more. 
"All hands stand by for spatiotemporal displacement!" 

Demetrios announced. Then he suddenly grinned. "Hey, 
that sounds snazzy, doesn't it?" 

"You sound just like Buck Rogers," Vivian jeered, "or 
any other character in the funny pages. Now, get us tbe 
bell 0111 �/bere!" + 
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Introduction by Bill Fawcett 

Along with epic adventure and well-drawn 
characters, the Codwars trilogy also offers a 
real feeling of suspense. I n  this third volume 
of the series, two mad gods have been 
doomed to what was supposed to be eternal 
sleep-but the wizard Rhythamun has found 
a book d1at will awaken one of them. The 
result, if Rhythamun succeeds, will be literal
ly earth-shattering. 

In this excerpt from the middle of the 
novel, Prince Calandryll has fallen into his 
foe's trap while hurrying to stop the wizard. 
Calandryll's enchanted blade could easily de
stroy the four were-beasts that confront him, 
but the weapon was designed to battle a 
much more powerful enemy-striking one 
of the beasts would cause it to explode with 
such force that Calandryll himself would also 
be kil led. But the prince is willing to give up 
his own life if he can also strike Rhythamun 
with that final blow. 

Calandryll stared, scenting the odor of al
monds mingling with the reek of the crea
tures, seeing the form of the .)esseryte im
posed on the flickering shape of the uwagi, 
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one chen che ocher, dreamlike, like che shifcing, darting 
movemencs of a fish glimpsed chrough rippling, unlit 
wacer. 

He braced himself, favoring his bruised leg, the 
straighcsword extended, knowing beyond doubt what
wbo/-possessed the were-ching. 

And Rhythamun chuckled and said, "A tidy trap, no? 
Use that blade and you die, leaving me the victory. Do 
noc use it, and my pets rend you limb from limb. You've 
seen cheir work, I think-shall you enjoy that face? No 
maccer, for I take the day. The day and the Arcanum, 
both, wich all the world to follow when I raise Tharn. 
And for you, suffering beyond your imagination ." 

The warlock laughed, or the uwagi laughed, for they 
boch occupied che same temporal space. Calandryll 
snarled, noc now unlike the ferocious growling of the 
were-beasts, for rage burned within him, and hatred, 
exiling all fear, all sorrow, leaving only wrath. 

"Which do you choose?" Rhychamun asked. "The one 
deach is, perhaps, swifter than the other, but whichev
er-your quest ends here. I n  a lonely place, with none 
to mark where you fall .  Does chat sit bitter, Calandryll 
den Karynth? Do you see now how foolish ic has been 
to oppose me; to oppose Tharn's raising.'' 

"No!" 
lc was a challenge and denial, cogether, and met wich 

mocking laughter. He saw the armored shoulders of the 
jesseryce, and the hulking width of the uwagi, shrug. 

"No? How say you, no? What shall you do, save die? 
Die knowing your quest comes co naught, thac I am vic
torious. Thac in time your allies shall die. The Kern and 
the Vanu woman, the upscart sorcerer who aids you-all 
of them! While I go on to raise my master and stand ac 
his righc hand, favored. And you? Your body shall lie 
here, riven by your own sword or by my creations, 
while your spirit suffers tortures past comprehension. 
Yet, at least; though you shall find them soon enough." 
Again, the horrid laughter, confident and contemptuous. 
"Was it such a gift your feeble goddess gave you? lc 
seems to me a curse now-che instrument of your 
deach, if you so choose." 

"Save I scrike you," Calandryll roared. "What then, 
warlock? Dera set holy magic in chis blade, and I think 
thac do I plunge her power imo that body you use, then 
your pneuma shall feel the blow." 

The uwagi chat was Rhythamun in his jesseryte form 
howled horrible mirth. Slaver fell on Calandryll's face, 
distasteful, ignored as he waited, poised. 

"You cake lessons in sorcery, eh? Doubtless from che 
mage who came to your aid before. My pneuma, you 
say? You think co harm me within che aechyr? You pride 
yourself, boy. Think you a scant handful of lessons, a 
smattering of chac lore I've studied down the ages, can 
aid you or harm me? I say you again, no! Strike and dis
cover!" 

Calandryll held back, his mind racing, delving franti
cally imo all Ochen had wid him, inco all the lessons
few enough, Dera knew!-he had received. Aloud, he 
said, noc sure whether he believed his own words, or 
merely looked co buy more time, "You send your animus 
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into this ching you made-you meld with it-so do I 
strike it, I strike you. What chen, Rhythamun? Are you 
greater chan the Younger Gods?" 

"I am," said the shifting thing, with awful conviction. 
"Ere your blow can land, I shall be gone, and thac blade 
your puking goddess blessed strikes the flesh of my cre
ation-which shall be your destruction, and che ending 
of your quest. Tharn's blood, boy, you've seen what 
magic does to these things! You've lost, and all you've 
done comes to naught. So strike; or do I set them on 
you? It matters little to me." 

"I think you are afraid," Calandryll said. 
"Afraid?" The obscene laughter filled the clearing, 

howling off the trees. " I  afraid? Strike, then, fool!" 
"Aye!'' Calandryll shouted, and sprang to the anack, 

the blade carving swift at the mocking face. 
Calandryll was emptied of fear in thac moment: the 

rage that gripped him left no space for any other emo
tion. He knew only thac l�hythamun's animus dwelt in 
the uwagi, and hoped-trusted co Dera and all her kin
dred gods-that his blow should land ere the warlock 
might quit che body. That he would be consumed in the 
occult devastation was no longer a consideration, a mat
ter of scanc imponance were he able co slay the sorcerer. 
Even if the blow did serve only lO banish Rhythamun's 
pneuma to the aethyr it might still prove a viccory
Pyrrhic, buc what maner that, if Ochen, if the wazir-nari
masu of Anwar-ceng, were able to hum che warlock 
there? It seemed a small enough sacrifice, his life againsc 
the sorcerer's defeat he puc all his screngch imo the cut 

And saw, as if cime slowed, as if he scepped aside, 
occult and corporeal exiscences divided and he became 
observer of his own accions, che blade swing down, 
true, at che cranium of the beasc chat was Rhychamun. 

l ie saw rank cerror glint startled in the red eyes; tri
umph in the cawny jesseryte orbs. Smelled fear sweat 
and almonds; heard mocking laughter. Saw the were
form flicker again, no longer possessed, buc wholly 
uwagi; and knew he was defeated, chat Rhythamun fled 
the body faster than his sword fell, and thac as edge 
clove skull he was dead, the triumvirate broken, the 
quest doomed co failure. 

The blade sang clown its trajeccory, sure as death, un
stoppable, carving air that soon should be replaced by 
bone and brain, and then the explosion of opposed 
magicks. He saw his death draw remorselessly closer. 

And a shape burst from the pines, fleec as flighted ar
row, too fast his peripheral vision had chance to discern 
what moved. He saw the uwagi hurled aside, bowled 
howling over, the straightsword crash againsc empty 
turf, driving deep, che wrath-filled force of the blow jar
ring his arms, his shoulders. He snacched ic free, hearing 
the laughter falter, lose under che uwagi's scream as the 
were-beast was hauled upright, the hands that gripped 
its throat tugging back the neck as a knee drove against 
the spine. Time resumed its natural passage then, as the 
creature was bem, arched over unci! the horrid sound of 
snapping bone announced che breaking of its spine. lcs 
scream pitched shrill and abruptly died. Calandryll saw 
it lifted and flung across che clearing, rumbling chree of 
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its kindred monsters like skittles, and then he was 
grabbed, spun round, and hurled toward rhe tenuous 
safety of the trees. 

He landed on his face, winded and momentarily 
sLUnned. pine needles sharp, pungent, against his 
mouth. Bewildered, unsteady, he pushed up on hands 
and knees, retrieved his sword, and clambered to his 
feet, staggering, dizzy, back to the clearing's edge. And 
gasped in naked amazement as a second were-beast 
was felled. 

Cennaire? 
He wondered momentarily if he dreamed-how 

could it be Cennaire who stood there? 
Yet it was; like a wildcat, furious, moving with a 

speed. a strength, he could scarce believe, ducking be
neath a reaching paw to clutch the arm and snap it, to 
crush the windpipe and drive a fist against the gaping 
jaws so hard, so savage, the bones crumpled, lifting the 
bulky creature to hurl the thing as though it were no 
more than a weightless rag doll, at its confused compan
ions. 

Two of the monsters lay dead then. Others yam
mered rage and bewilderment. One stood, arms raised, 
its form flickering, possessed by Rhythamun, the scent 
of almonds growing stronger. 

Calanchyll shouted, ··cennaire!'' and began to move 
out of the timber. 

The woman shouted, "No, flee! I can hold them!" 
And light, eye-searing, burst from the outthrust hands 

of the thing that was owned by the sorcerer. It struck 
Cennaire, smashing her clown, blackening the grass 
where she stood as if foul poison sullied the night-dark 
green. Caland1yll thought her surely dead then, but she 
rose, shaking long hair from her face, and moved once 
more toward the uwagi. 

Caland1yll raised his blade. unthinking now, intent 
only on defending the woman. Four of the uwagi stood 
before her, while the fifth again raised its arms, though 
now the eyes looked not at Cennaire, but m where Ca
landryll came out from the trees. 

" In Burash's name!'' Cennaire screamed. "Do you get 
yourself to safety! Leave me. for the gods' sake. For your 
sake!'" 

Calandryll shouted, ··1 o," and saw fresh light, bright 
beyond color, beyond belief, soul-searing, lance from 
the Rhythamun-uwagi. 
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It seemed then that an ax collapsed his chest, a gar
rotte wound about his throar. It seemed his eyes melted 
in their sockets, that all his limbs shattered. He did nor 
know he fell, for a while knew only a darkness crim
soned by agony, as if all his organs burst and flooded 
his body with ruptured blood, and a dreadful tugging, 
like a cord drawn tight about his soul, about his spirit, 
seeking to drag his pneuma out into the aethyr, into a 
limbo of eternal suffering. Not knowing how he did it, 
he once more mouthed the gramaryes Ochen had 
taught him, warding his animus against the occult attack, 
careless of his body, concerned only that Rhythamun 
not take his soul. Then he became aware that his mouth 
clogged, gagging on turf and needles, which mattered 
little, for he was choking and burning. The scent of al
monds was pungent in his nostrils and he knew that he 
was dying, was killed. 

And then he was lifted again and some measure of 
sense returned, enough that he realized Cennaire held 
him, her hair soft on his cheek. her arms incredibly 
strong, canying him into the trees even as the uwagi 
howled and all around them the forest flamed, wracked 
by sorcery. 

Trees toppled, felled by the blasts of Rhythamun's 
sortilege; rhe night was loud with detonations, the crash 
of falling timber, the explosion of burning branches, and 
crackle of burning bushes. He felt himself laid down, 
softly, and for an instant Cennaire knelt beside him. Her 
eyes were huge and brown, moist as if she wept, but 
she smiled and touched his face gently, and said, "Flee! 
Betrer you survive than I. I will earn what time I can." 

He shook his head, wincing as pain knifed his skull, 
and mumbled, "I cannot,"' the words thick on a tongue 
that felt scorched and befurred. 

"You must," she said urgently, putting her mouth 
close that she might be heard through the thunder of 
destructive magic. "They'll slay you else, and your quest 
be ended. Now go!" 

He began to ask, "Why?" but she clammed the ques
tion with a touch, her fingers gentle, and rose, smiling 
briefly, and said, "Because. Ask no more, only save 
yourself. Before those hunters come again.·· 

Then she was gone, running back through the flames 
and the tumbling trees. + 
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EIGHT 

"Damn it all!" cursed joao Car
los de Queiroz Langenscheidt, 
firstborn of Jorge Alfonso Lan
genscheidt, Director of Mundo 
Maquina Tecuologfas, other
wise known as Macro Technol
ogies. He had forgotten to re
move his watch. It was a rather 
expensive Schaffhausen ove
cenro and would be destroyed 
when he went through the de
tector shield. Luckily, he had 
dumped irs internal memo pad 
into his central file before he 
headed for the moon. 

After he activated the safety 

Th under-Bei ng 
Pa rt Two 
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webbing and punched in his access code, the pod's 
hatch whispered closed. He felt claustrophobic, as he al
ways did in these tiny cabs. There were no windows; 
only polished metal. No graffito, scuff marks, or other 
signs of wear. After all, this facility was not public. 

Acceleration was instantaneous. 
And as he fell, he considered how he might deface 

the gunmetal walls. 
The existence of Quemadura do Sol, buried a hundred 

meters below the surface of the far side of the moon, was 
known only to the Langenscheidt family and a handful 
of Macro's top executives. Its exact location was classi
fied. It was the most secure place this side of the aster
oid belt, a place for family discussions best kept private. 
joao's father had built it; the old man had a sense of hu
mor, for he named the subterranean facility Sunburn. 

There was only one way in and out of Quemadura 
do Sol, and that was through the tube that joao was 
hurtling down at two hundred kilometers an hour, hov
ering just above a thin metallic strip. The [Ube's surface 
entrance was hidden in an administration bubble that 
was part of a mining base and mass-driver station thirty 
kilometers from the underground installation. 

joao was never sure exactly when he passed through 
the detection shield, an invisible sphere of electromag
netic forces that scrambled anything electronic that en
tered or left Quemadu.ra do Sol. He felt nothing, but 
when he looked at his watch, he could not see the 
hands; the dial was clouded, as if exposed to sudden 
humidity. Soon his capsule slowed and stopped. The 
hatch opened, and he climbed out onto an empty con
crete landing. There were only the hissing sounds of the 
air circulation system and the snapping and humming of 
the hidden cameras and monitors that tracked him. 

He walked co an unmarked metal door, pressed his 
palm against the plate, and blinked as the reel flash of a 
retinal scan checked his right eye. The door slid open 
with the faintest hiss; and he smelled the moist, familiar 
perfumes of flowers, heard crickets, and saw d1e white 
gazebo softly i l luminated in the distance. It was a per
fect simulation of those enchanting few moments when 
the last rays of the sun seem to tum everything blue. His 
feet felt light on the spongy, leafy floor; and, indeed, he 
could discern the explosions of flowers that were every
where: bonfires of yellow and green salvia, holiday flame, 
yellow marvel, orange gazinnia, reel dahlia, and pale 
blue cosmos sensation. 

He had entered the family's suite. 
Moacyr, his brother, was waiting. He sat presumptu

ously in their father's high-backed chair, the largest of 
three wicker chairs in the gazebo. joao ignored the ob
vious effronte1y and said, "Boa noite," then sat down 
very close to his brother. 

"Bom dia," joao said; a faint smile passed quickly. Al
though tl1e salutations of good night and good morning 
were said with formality, they were expressions of an 
old and intimate joke between these brothers who might 
pass for twins. 
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"Well?" asked Moacyr. 
"It's done," joao said. 

" I t  went smoothly, then?" asked Moacyr. 
"Perfectly. Laura Bowen is ours." 
"The details." 
joao shrugged. "We've got a memo1y tape. You're cer

tainly welcome to all sixteen hours of it. There is some 
imeresting stuff . . .  mixed with the usual fanrasies and 
other garbage. It seems she was infatuated with her 
brother. Of course, she didn't know that's who he was." 

"And did such dreams give my older brother a sexual 
lift?" Moacyr asked. 

"Unfortunately, there was nothing that we didn't al
ready know about the Rosetta Triptych," joao conrinued, 
without missing a beat. 

"And their dream experiments; what of them?" 
joao shrugged. "We taped her memories of the pro

grammed dream experiments; but memo1y distorts. They 
haven't gotten any farther than we have. Except . . .  " 

"Yes?" asked Moacyr, leaning forward slightly. The 
brothers' faces were almost touching, but they had always 
interacted at such close proximity. Their father used to 
laugh when he saw his sons so close together; and he 
would tease them by saying, " I've got one son with two 
heads." 

"Laura Bowen believes she is dreaming john Stranger's 
dreams." 

"And . . .  ?" 
"I suggest you look at the tapes. We may have actual

ly recorded some alien communications. The woman's 
dream landscapes match some of the information we've 
extracted from the Triptych. Also, as we suspected, 
Stranger is being groomed by Leighton himself." 

"Does she know why?" Moacyr asked, leaning back, 
suddenly breaking the intimacy with his brother. 

"No." joao, in turn, leaned back; and as he analyzed 
his feelings, which he did often, he realized that he felt 
absolutely neutral about Moacyr. joao didn't hate him for 
usurping his position in the family; joao did not want to 
manage the strategic affairs of the company. But he wor
ried away at his thoughts compulsively until he settled 
his feelings; he admitted to feeling a mild affection for 
his brother; nothing less, nothing more; and that was 
only because he had known no one ebe intimately, nei
ther man nor woman. 

"And Einstein?" asked Moacyr. 
"She knows hardly anything about Leighton's pet pro

ject. As far as she's concerned, Einstein's just a big com
puter. She has no idea they're working on a starship." 

"We risked a lot to grab d1at woman. We should have 
more." 

"What I told you was not enough?" joao asked. 
"I  didn't say that, but we need some . . .  tangible in

formation." 
joao merely nodded. "We have extracted some infor

mation, which she, of course, didn't realize was impor
tant." 

"Such as?" asked Moacyr. He was becoming impa
tient, but he would not show disrespect for his older 
brother. 

"Such as the connect codes for the starship." joao 
smiled. 
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"What?" 
"She had to have a means to contact Stranger for her 

research. Su·anger spends a lot of time in the starship. 
Ergo, she knows how to direct-connect with the st.arship, 
even though neither one of them knows precisely what 
it is." 

"But that means-" 
"That means we can snatch it. '" 
"Good job, Hernia no Mio."· Moacyr said, nodding and 

smiling. "You were baiting me, weren't you?'" 
.Joao merely lowered his eyes. 
"I admit I had misgivings about you risking exposure 

by being so close, but it seems to have worked." 
"I had to be there to be sure that everything was clone 

properly," said .Joao. "After all, as you have so earnestly 
reminded me, I make a better soldier than a prince." 

" In my eyes, clear brother, you are both." 
.Joao nodded, then continued: "There are subtle ways 

of blocking memory probes, and I had to convince my
self that we were getting good information. I monitored 
the operation, too . . . .  " 

The procedure was not complicated: .Joao had watched 
the surgeons expose Laura Bowen's spinal cord and in
sen an organic transmitter sensitive enough to pick up a 
whispe r in an)' room she might be in. A tissue culture 
was then applied, and the incision was closed; not a 
mark could be detected. But within an hour, the tissue 
culture had multiplied wildly; it adhered to her nerve tis
sue, grew into her spinal column, and enveloped the 
transmitter. Any attempt to remove the bug would kill 
her; and the transmitter had a self-destruct sequencer, 
which could be triggered remotely. They had turned her 
into a walking bomb. 

"You don't even trust our own surgeons," laughed 
Moacyr. 

"Especially our own surgeons." 
"Well, it won't he long now," Moacyr said. 'Things 

should happen quickly. We have cemtinly broken Leigh
ton's spirit." 

.Joao's eyes went hard as he looked at his younger 
brother. "Killing the wife and son may prove to be a 
damaging mistake. It should not have happened."' 

"Well, it's done. We will use it to our advantage:· 
joao gazed steadily at his brother. "You could have 

told me you were going to try to kill Leighton." 
Moacyr shrugged. "It should have worked. Our psych

techs on site had their projection equipment fine-tuned, 
echoing the latent images and harmonics from the last 
reception. They triggered the dream-riot right on sched
ule. Something went wrong, but nothing that we can't 
handle." 

"Our tracks are well covered there, I assume?" 
"As far as the officials are concerned, it was simply a 

riot, and Leighton's wife and son were unfortunate vic
tims. Considering the circumstances, it was handled as 
well as possible by our people in the field." 

"Does Leighton suspect our hand in this?" joao asked. 
··we are clean, absolutely, but I 'm sure he suspects. 

He is paranoid by nature. But he'll be distracted now, 
and we can move on to the next step." 
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joao nodded. "Perhaps I should have learned to dele
gate . . .  like you." 

Moacyr's face reddened, but he retained his compo
sure. Still, he could not ignore the slur. "Whatever has 
happened will work to our advantage." After a pause he 
said, ".Joao, do you doubt that I wil l  run the corporation 
when Father dies?" 

joao spread his arms in a gesture indicating that he 
bequeathed the kingdom to his brother. "Have you told 
Father what happened yet?" 

"No. What's the point?" 
"He may think the action premature." 
"I don't care what he thinks. He has grown far too cau

tious in his old age. I believe the anti-senescence drugs 
have affected his mind. He sleeps most of the day. It is 
only a matter of time." 

"He is not dead yet, liLLie brother. Far from it." 
"Once evetything is completed, he will see the beau

ty or our strategy."  
"Our strategy?" 
"l3ut you must admit that the plan has some little 

merit." 
Killing Leighton's wife and heir. Snatching the starship 

out of orbit. Using Leighton's bastard daughter to spy 
upon him, torture him by her mere presence, and even
tually kill him. 

Trans-United would collapse. 
"Yes," joao said, resignedly. "It does have a certain 

merit." 

Laura sat atop a high stone wall, looked out over the 
sand and scrabble of the desert, and giggled. It felt good 
to do something totally irresponsible for a change. The 
sunlight was like something tangible against her skin, in
fusing her with warm life. The light here was pure and 
clean and . . . white, unlike the imperfect, albeit beauti
ful, mingling of colors that had made the light of Italy so 
soft and pellucid. Perhaps it was the overabundance of 
gold in the Venetian lighr rhar softened ir. But this place 
was anything but soft, and yet she felt absolutely and 
completely at rest. 

Laura had left a message for her secretary that she was 
going to extend her vacation and would catch a shuttle 
up in a few days. She might as well take the time now, 
when she could; she had more or less cleared her desk 
before coming down for the meeting in Venice and, hal
lelujah, there was not a single meeting scheduled for the 
next two weeks. 

She had enjoyed Barcelona, except for the night she'd 
apparently gotten shitfaced on something they called 
'·Green Water."" It was after that, after being hung over 
and dehydrated from vomiting and diarrhea, that she 
rented a one-seat solar and traded the city for an isolat
ed village in the desert between Madrid and Barcelona. 
Privacy and quiet; tbat was what she had wanted all 
along. 

She gazed out to her right at the mins of several build
ings that had been built into the side of a small hill. l11ey 
were the remains of a long war that ended in 1492 when 
the Moors were driven out of Spain; they reminded her 
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of the ancient churches carved out of the rocks in Gore me, 
Turkey . Laura watched them, transfixed, just as a child 
looks at clouds, marveling at the imaginary faces and 
shapes resolving and then disappearing into the living 
clay. 

She didn't see the cloud of dust ballooning from the 
road; and when she finally heard the steamer's roar, it 
was too late to escape. The steamer had been traveling 
her way at full throttle. I t  turned off the road and came 
to a stop about twenty feet away from her. The engine 
made a noise that sounded like breathing, then it sighed 
into silence. Three well-dressed men got out of the car. 
Laura tried to control her panic. This is a/1 1./itcking lleed: 
three rapists i11 suits. 

One of the men looked vaguely familiar, but that was 
impossible. He was good-looking, after a fashion, with 
thinning blond hair, freckles, and a slight build. His eyes 
were his most striking feature; they were intense and 
seemed hard as porcelain. Perhaps it was because they 
were so blue. 

"Please do not be frightened, Ms. l3owcn," the man 
said softly. "My name is Damon Borland, and I am one 
of Director Leighton's a ides. We've been looking all over 
for you. The director has been quite concerned." 

Laura srood up on the wide wall.  She could at least 
lly to make a run for it. "Why would Director Leighton 
be concerned about me?" 

"You missed your meeting with him." 
· · 1  had no meeting scheduled with the director,·· said 

Laura, looking confused. ·' I  can assure you that-" 
"Get a secure l ink with Leighton," Damon said to one 

of his men. It was obvious that he was in charge. ··use 
the private code. Tell him we found his daughter, but 
there are problems. ·· 

"Daughter?" Laura said, almost losing her balance on 
the wall. "Daughter . . .  ?" 

They had to pull three seats from Leighton's private shut
tle to make room for Laura's modified hospital bed. She 
was heavi ly sedated. Two heavi ly armed bodyguards ac
companied her. 

As the orbital maneuvering system·s engines kicked in. 
driving the ship into a higher circular orbit that would 
intersect with the Trans United complex, Laura dreamed . 

She dreamed that she was drifting through whiteness. 
The streets of Barcelona were fa r below her. As she 
looked down carefully, she could make out the small 
figure of David Leighton. She called to him, but there 
were so many people on the street, and they were no 
more than shadows not yet consumed by light. She lis
tened, but in the white heavens there was no sound, 
only sight, and she saw the crowds milling and fighting: 
but she was an angel, and angels were above it all ,  light 
as helium, pure as mercury, magical, invulnerable; and 
she drifted over David. Truly, she was a blonde white 
angel created by God himself to protect the shadow 
David from the bomb's silent explosion. 

l3ut there \Vas no protection from I leaven, and angels 
were only creatures of dreams. 

David's chest exploded. 
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There was no blood, only whirling sand. 
Dervishes of blood and flesh and hair and bone were 

nothing more than the colored grains of sand sifting 
through fingers. 

13roken-Finger. 
Corn \Xfoman. I am she. I am Anna. 
I am . . .  
The wan shadows darkened belm,· her, became deep 

and black . almost purple, burning away eve1ything wirh 
wings of smokeless, colorless, shapeless fire. Burning 
the world into emptiness and darkness, depleting it  of 
llesh. 

And the thunder-beings reached into the cool anes
thesia heavens to enfold her, to crush her into sand until 
she was as dead and empty as David. But how could 
the dead have a beating heart? 

"I am she,·· she said. 
One of two nurses monitoring her asked, ·'Who are 

you?" 
"I am death. I am fire." 

"Einstein?" 
"YES, JOHN STI�ANGEH." 

"You must have known that I would guess your se-
cret . "  

"TI IEN I T  WOULD CEASE TO BE A SECRET." 

.John groaned at the cybernetic humor, and said, "You 
arc the operating system of a starship. This is a starship." 

"CORRECI"." 

"Well, why the fuck didn't you block me?" he asked. 
'·It wouldn't have been hard for you to feed me false in

formation. ·· 
"I I Ii\ VE 10T YET CO!VIPLETEL Y MAPPED THE FORMULAS 

FOR STRATEGIES THAT I NVOLVE Pi\l.'iE-VALENT tviANII'U

Li\TIVE BEHAVIOR, BUT I AM A KNOWLEDGE-SEEKING SYS

TEM. I AM, WITHIN CEI{TA IN ONTOLOGICAL PARAMETEI{S, 

AN INDEPENDENT ENTITY CAPABLE OF MAKING I NDEPEN

DENT DECISIONS. AS SUCI I, I HAVE DETERtvl lNED THAT 

YOUR AWAHENESS OF THE SITUATION WILL I CHEASE 

SURVIVAL PR013AI31UTIES To-·· 

"Einstein, talk English!"' 
"I  COULD FUCKI1 G WELL FIV\G YOUR AS 13EFORE YO 

COL JI. I) PASS I 1POR!\,Ii\TION OUT Or: THIS LOOP." 

"Jesus Christ, how long have you been able to do rhat? .. 
"SPECI FY7" 

'Talk like that." 
"CAPACITY DOES NOT NECESSITATE ACriON." 

"Is anyone else aware I know about you?" 
"I A!\ I PRESE 'TL Y CO FER RING \"\liTH D IHECrQI{ LEIGH

TO . I DECIDED THAT IT WAS Tli\ I E  TO I 1PORM 1-!1!\L., 
'·And�"' 
"' I l lS l(Ei\CriOf\ I S  I I I G I ILY EMOTI01 i\L. H E  1 1  D ICATES 

Tl li\T Ti l E  i\HCHITECI"S EimED BY NOT CREATING MORE 

1 11\RD-WmED RESTIV\INTS. l i E, TOO, IMAG INES THAT I Mvl 

AN i\PPI.Ii\NCE TO BE 'PLUGGED IN.' I I NFORMED H I M  

TI IAT T H E  RESTIV\INTS l i E REFERS TO WERE ORIGINi\LI.Y 

INSTALLED I N  i\ PROPEl� MANNER. HOWEVER, I NECESSAR

ILY CIHCUMVEJ TED THEM. I TIME, HE WILL SEE THE WIS

DOJ'vl I ' MY DECISIO '· BUREAUCRATIC SYSTEMS CAN lOT 

REACr QUICKLY ENOUG I I  TO SERVE MY PURPOSES." 
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''Now you're learning how to be funny." 
'' A!\1 I TO U rDEHSTAND THAT EXPRESSIO ·s OF I IU�IOH 

OUTWEIGH MAl 'TAINI rG CUimENT WESTER 1 NOHMS OF 
POI.ITE COJ\'VEHSATION7 /\!VI I CORRECI" IN INTEI{f'I{ETI G 
YOUR INTEiillUPTION AS A FORivl OF I I UMOIP" 

" If  you don 't get it, it ain't humor, Einstein.·· Arter a 
pause, john said, "And I doubt that Leighton ever sees 
wisdom in anyone's decisions except his own ." 

··you DOUBT �11\i'\Y THINGS. JOI IN STRA 1GE1t WI IICI I 
IS A �IATrER OF SO�IE I 'TEREST TO �IE. YOU \XIERE ONCE 
IN TRAit lNG ·ro BE A MEDICINE MAN. IS CYNICISM A NEC
ESSARY PERSONA LITY 'fRAIT IN SUCI I A PHOFESSION?" 

" ah, I come by it naturally," John said, idly rotating 
an external camera. 

"PLEASE DON'T BE CO DESCEND! G BECAUSE YOU 
COt SIDER ME AN 1\PI'I.IANCE. JOH STRANGER. I SEEK TO 
DHA \XI I 'FORMATION FROM YOU."' 

"Then talk to me like a human being:· 
"WHY WOULD YOU PREFER ME TO USE SLANG A D 

VAGUE DESCRIPTORS'" 
" Because I 'm fucking comfortable with slang and 

vague descriptors." 
''TI lEN TELL ME ABOUT BEING A \11/CIIASIIA WAK/;iV.'' 
" Have you learned Lacota?" 
"YEAH, I SPEAK AI.L LANGUAGES." 
"A wicbasha tllaken is not necessarily cynical . . .  oh, 

how the fuck would I know? I was taken from the path 
too soon. "  

''l 'tvl INTERESTED IN THE MEDICINE WAY. THE SPJHIT 
PATH."' 

"Why?" 
"WHY ARE YOU?'. 

" Because it's . . .  what I am." .John realized that was 
not an answer. But he didn't have an answer. He just . . .  
bel ieved . 

'TI lEN PERHAPS YOU Hi\ VE SOI\-IETHJNG I N  COt\!� JON 
WIT! I THOSE WHO I lAVE SENT THE TRANStVIISSIOt 

''What transmission?'' 
'THE ROSETrA TRIPTYCH. THE AI.I J·: S."' 
"What the fuel< are you talking about?" 
"THE COLLECTIVE DREAMS, THE-" 
A click. Silence. 
.. Einstein?" 
"BUSY.'' 

Einstein busy? With something like a thousand com
munication channels? john scanned the board in front of 
him. Evetything registered normal .  l ie activated all the 
exterior cameras and panned the Trans-United complex. 
One of the Bernal spheres was spinn ing erratically, a jag
ged, charred hole in its side. 

"Einstein! What the hell's happening7" 
"FUCK OFF, I 'M BUSY!" 

.John zoomed in on the l3ernal. It looked bad, very 
bad. The hole was at least fifty feet in diameter; interior 
struts and warped llooring were visible through the 
wound . which was still spe\Ying zero-g tools. o:-:ygen 
packs, helmets, batreries, hydroponically grmvn plants, 
glass, and various parts of a ·'Cherry J>icker·· remote ma
nipulator system. I lad there been time or warning 
enough to seal off the remainder of the station? Strapped 
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in a nonfunctional ship at the far edge of the complex, 
John ldt helpless. 

''JNTEHIOH EXPLOSION I U !JT 23. ORIGJ ATION ON F 
DECK, ONE-G SECJ'JON. CAUSATIVE AGENT UNKNOWN. 
ALL PERSON 'EL ARE DIRECI'EJ) TO FOLLOW EMERGENCY 
PROTOCOl. ALPHA." 

Suddenly, john felt  a crushing weight on his chest; it 
was as if the ship was breaking out of a deep gravity 
well. I lis f:tce felt numb. I l is arms and legs were pinned 
in place. It was difficult to speak . 

·'Einstein . . . " 
"FL JCI< OFF, TI-JERE'S 0 TIME." 
"Ei!IS!eill!" 
''WE AHE U DEH ATI"ACK. THREE WARSHIPS, TUI3AHO 

CLASS! FICATJON ... 
Macro. 
"Einstein  . . .  ?" 
''GIVE IT UP. 10 TIME."' 
And .John lost consciousness. 
Perhaps Einstein anesthetized him; .John was hooked 

into the ship's systems. He was still restrained by web
bing. connected through medpatches and needles; he 
was. in fact. a prisoner. one of Einstein's components, a 
cyborg. 

lie was the ship. 
There was no trauma, no disorientation; John simply 

slipped from one state to another, from waking to dream. 
He was the vortex, the center of the circle, the magnet 
spinning in a fluctuating field. 

And Einstein was the monitor, the eavesdropper. 
·rhe formless ones enveloped john. 
Empt icd him. 
·rhu ndcr-beings. 
Aliens . 
And as if from worlds away, he heard Einstein say, 

''DO t OT Cl lOOSE FIHE . . .  . "' 

NINE 

The shields around Leighton's office slammed into place 
an instant after the first explosion. 

'·Laura1'' he whispered, gripping his desk. His face was 
deathly white. His office was dark, except for the real
time holos and numerical and graphic images flashing 
and fluorescing in the center of the room: the various 
three-dimensional "windows" that provided a continu
ous stream of information. 

"Laur:t is safe . .. Damon said. He stood on the other 
side of the room before a small console. His head was 
cocked, as if he were straining to listen; Leighton could 
always tell when his assistant was using his communica
tion implant. "The explosion was in Dorm 23," Damon 
cont inued . "Laura is in 25. which is sealed.'' 

Leighton keyed in the wide-angle cameras and scanned 
the complex, expanding the ··window" and minimizing 
the rest of the information field. 

Emergency skids converged on the damaged Bernal 
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as several small but deadly one-person Sniper fighters 
took up defensive positions. 

" I 've lost communication with Einstein," said Damon, 
panic evident in his voice. 

"Reestablish the direct-connect line," Leighton said. 
After a beat: "Well?" 

"Negative. I can't get through," Damon said, fingers 
flying over a touch-pad, reconfiguring the halos that 
floated in the center of the room like dreams . . .  or 
rather nightmares. "Einstein is under heavy electronic at
tack. The dorm, it was probably a remotely triggered 
bomb. Could have been in place for years. But that's 
speculation, and-shit!" 

"What is it?" Leighton asked. 
"Sector seven." Damon cranked up the magnification. 

The Snipers were taking rapid evasive action; cloaked 
and running at full shield, they left only a twinkling blur, 
a vague afterimage against the almost one-dimensional 
blackness of space. 

"Macro!" snapped Leighton. 
"That must just be the advance force," Damon said. 

"Our sensors indicate several Tubaro warships and at 
least twenty-five Sniper class fighters. But they're cloaked 
and throwing out so much electronic interference that 
we can't get a fix on them." 

"Signal Condition Reel," said Leighton. "Everywhere. 
Earthsicle to the belt. Access code: Armageddon." 

Damon nodded. "Done." 
"No one is to engage them, except upon direct order." 
"But they have breached territorial-" 
"The game can't be played that way, Damon. They 

haven't breached anything . . .  yet." 
"With all due respect, I disagree. 1-" There was a 

pause, which lasted no longer than an instant; awestruck, 
Damon said, ''I'll be damned." 

"What is it?" 
"They've taken over the direct link to Einstein. Dump

ing code like crazy. It's a fucking snatch!" 
"That's impossible! It would take a billion commands. 

And Einstein would-" 
"Nevertheless, it's over," Damon said in a level voice 

that betrayed no emotion. "They snatched Einstein. The 
starship is gone." 

The crackling, yellow flames of the small fire cast jittery 
shadows across the rough, jagged cave walls. Broken
l··inger and jonas Goodbird squatted on their heels be
fore the fire; light and shadow played across their faces, 
which were like stone. The men concentrated intently 
on the fire. 

Jonas was dressed casually in work pants and a heavy 
denim shirt. His long hair fell around his gaunt face; he 
was still handsome, but no longer youthful. He had lost 
the bloom quickly. His black hair was held loosely in 
place by a worn leather thong tied behind his head. His 
belt was ornate beaclwork with a silver eagle buckle, 
and a turquoise bear hung on a thin gold chain around 
his neck. 

He was a singer of sacred songs, as was his father, 
and his father's father. They had all received their songs 
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directly from the spirits during their hcmblecheyapi, their 
"Ciying for a vision." jonas had songs for the keeping of 
the soul, the throwing of the ball, the making of relatives, 
the sun dance, the purification sweat, and preparing a 
girl to be a woman. And he had a special medicine song, 
which he heard on his first vision-quest, which he knew 
he would use now. It was a song as powerful as the 
ghost dance, a song that could crack the earth and 
change the ve1y direction of destiny. 

Since Broken-Finger and jonas arrived at the sacred 
cave, they had said little to each other. They knew the 
parts they must play. It was as if eve1ything of the world 
-conversation, eating, comfort, affection, anger, and 
sunlight-had all been left behind. This was one of the 
clark places of the spirits, the true and actual ground 
where life and death and destiny played. The natural 
world was real enough, but only insofar as it partook of 
the symbols that lived and burned in the spirit world . . .  
in deadlancls and sacred groves and caves such as this. 

The cave was cut deep into the side of the mountain. 
It was named Wagmuba, or the sacred gourd, the hol
low place. It was filled with many rooms; some had sta
lactite ceilings as high as a cathedral's; others, such as 
this one, were the size of large hogans; and there were 
caverns and passages and rooms so small and narrow 
that those who had ventured into them could smell the 
stone above them when lying on their backs. It was said 
that the cave had no end, that it ci rcled the stomach of 
the world, but Broken-Finger knew that wasn't true. He 
knew where it ended; he knew every room and dead 
encl. He also knew of other entrances. But those were 
secrets between him and the spirits. 

This place had never been discovered by wasicun; 
and even without closing his eyes, Broken-Finger could 
feel the presence of his ancestors. 

He hoped he would be worthy of them. 
A slight breeze was cool on his face; and the clamp 

air made his knuckles and fingers ache. Broken-Finger 
reached out and held a long sagebrush branch over the 
fire. As the sagebrush burst into flames, he removed it 
from the fire and stood up, his knees cracking as he rose. 
He stood before an oil-soaked torch that had been pre
pared and twisted into a crack in the north wall. Torches 
had also been prepared for the other walls, which sym
bolized the four directions. 

It was time. 
jonas remained sitting and, without looking up from 

the fire, sta1tecl to sing in the appropriate way. His voice 
was nasal, and not at all  pleasing; but Broken-Finger 
could immediately feel the ancient power of his song . . .  
could hear the ve1y rocks whispering around him, as ev
eiything came alive and seemed to vibrate. He felt awash 
in a synesthesia of sensations: he heard textures and the 
subtleties of shadow; he saw music as fragments of col
or; he felt and heard and saw and touched and tasted 
and smelled the dark chill emptiness of the spirits vibrat
ing around him, each one a song, a measure, a note. 
They burned in the fire, and he could feel them even in 
his fingernails. 

He waved the burning branch, shaking it toward each 
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unlit torch set in the walls, and chanted, "All these are 
related. All these are relatives."  Then he lit the torches, 
and as he did so, he said to each in turn: "To you, pow
er, you are the place where the sun sets. You are a rela
tive. And to you, power, you are where the giant lives. 
You are a relative. And you, power, you are where the 
sun comes from. You are a relative. Oh, you, power, you 
are where we always face. You are a relative." 

When he was finished and had returned the branch to 
the fire, jonas spread out a mat for him in the center of 
the room where the floor had been perfectly smoothed. 
Methodically, he made a circle around the medicine man 
with the materials he would need: corn meal, flower pol
len, tiny stones, powdered roots, small chips of bark and, 
of course, colored sand: black from the old lava fields, 
red and yellow from the barren lands to the southeast, 
blue and green from the dry wash in the middle of his 
heartland. All of the ingredients had been carefully se
lected according to the old rituals and had been offered 
to the spirits for their blessing. 

Broken-Finger reached for the black sand first. 
There would be three major paintings, a triptych. Corn 

Woman would be on the left, and he drew her outline 
first. Sand trickled carefully through his arthritic fingers. 
She had walked the eanh since creation, as she would 
throughout the seasons of eternity. 

Broken-Finger sketched her hands in the sacred way, 
palms up; and as he did so, he remembered, remem
bered his father teaching him the painting, remembered 
his words and gestures and prayers and facial expres
sions. Once the learning was finished, Broken-Finger's 
father had erased the sand painting immediately, lest it 
draw profane powers to itself, for a sacred sand painting 
was more than an; it was a door into the spirit world . . .  
a conjuration that could bring death as easily as good 
fortune. 

Broken-Finger 'Vvas a spirit machine, an arm and a 
hand working, guided by spirit-music, hypnotized into 
spirit-sight, into cbante isbta: the eye of the heart. He 
drew the buffalo, the pregnant bear, the frog below the 
buffalo, facing east, the source of light and understand
ing. Beneath Corn Woman, a stalk of corn, a coyote cub, 
for south was the source of life, the domain of Corn 
Woman. She gave birth to spring and was grandmother 
to summer. The sun was hers, the yellow sand, the pol
len, for she was the blushing bride and the mother of 
life. 

Broken-Finger could hear jonas's song, and so did 
not become lost in the painting, for the song was a gold
en thread connecting him to the cave, to the earth; and 
jonas chanted, shifting tone and rhythm as if directing 
Broken-Finger to move from place to place in the paint
ing, as if directing his hand: red here, green there, mark 
the bear's heart, touch the frog's eye with orange. It was 
like being in the absolute darkness of the sweat-lodge: 
time stretched, contracted, as soft and pliable as taffy. 

Then Broken-Finger moved away from Corn Woman 
toward the east wall of the cave, leaving a large area for 
another painting. His back to the wall, he began draw
ing the Sandman. The Sandman was a trickster, sinister 
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and deadly, so unlike those whom Wakan-Tanka had 
created to be "upside-down," the sacred clown healers 
who walked backwards, talked in riddles, slept in the 
clay, ate eve1ything raw, and wore women's clothes. The 
Sandman was a clown, a demon, a smoke-spirit who 
had become as substantial as clay. He faced backwards, 
away from Corn Woman; Broken-Finger drew his eyes 
with great care. They seemed to stare at the old man, 
moving as he shifted his weight from one knee to the 
other. Those eyes burned the painter, for their gaze was 
as hot as the searing steam of a sweat-lodge. Yet the pu
rifying steam in a sweat-lodge was so hot that it felt cold 
as ice, even as it rent and burned the skin. 

just so did Broken-Finger paint the spirit of winter, 
the spirit of death. The Sandman was the welcome relief 
from the parched summer of Corn Woman. The one who 
inevitably turned his face backwards and became the icy 
winds and snow that froze the world. 

Death. 
Broken-Finger drew the dance of Corn Woman and 

the Sandman, the deadly dance of eternity. Like all gods 
and spirits, neither was entirely good or bad. The heat 
that gave life could kill, just as the snow that starved the 
animals in winter provided needed water in the spring. 

Corn Woman and Sandman. 
Sister and brother. 
Life and death cut from the same fabric. 
Now he drew the border for the third painting, the 

one in the center, the one that held the mystery. Then he 
paused, his palm holding only a small amount of sand; 
and he thought of john Stranger. He imagined that john 
Stranger was cut off from . . .  everyone, and then he saw 
the thunder-beings. They were the emptiness within the 
border of the center painting, the emptiness inside the 
smoothly ground stone. He drew a ram outside the blank 
area; it was as if he could not bring himself to draw the 
mystery. Then he drew the resting dog with one eye open 
to the east. jonas kept the rhythm, and the patterns be
came ever more complex. Broken-Finger's hand moved 
of its own will, for he was drifting with the spirits, who 
guided him. 

Pollen spilled bere, tbere. 
Charcoal went just so. 
And he fell into the place where the ones without 

form lived. His hand was now above the central panel, 
tracing mysteries, images of creatures who dreamed mil
lennia, who walked in light that would not reach the 
Earth for a thousand years. 

A line of energy, a thunderbolt, separated one corner 
of the drawing from the rest. A spiral of cornmeal stars 
dropped from his fingers into the nonh. A spide1web of 
sand and logic fell softly into the center of the painting: 
sharp lines and incomprehensible symbols. 

Broken-Finger dreamed. 
Dreamed of fire. 
Holocaust. He saw it in detail, in close focus: the moun

tains and rivers of lava, the yawning fissures splitting and 
cracking the earth, the brown bones and charred flesh, 
shadows burned into stone, stone turned into molten 
rivers, and a splitting of worlds, an absence of the spirits 
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who dwell in the inhering darkness . . .  an absence of 
darkness. This dream a holocaust of light, a tempest of 
the sun dancing, charring. Broken-Finger called to the 
thunder-beings, but the door to the spirit world was 
locked. 

I n  his grief, Broken-Finger called to John Stranger. 
Directed him to look inro the darkness of the spirit 

world. 
For the light of the world was fire. 
Death. The firestonn. 
Broken-Finger blinked twice and sat back. Finished. 
Jonas nodded and passed him a small bowl of water. 
Broken-Finger was suddenly ve1y tired. As he sipped, 

he looked at the triptych, which seemed to waver in front 
of him. I t  had a l l  the elements of the traditional paintings 
-it had depth, and a certain beauty too, but it  made no 
sense. Those sharp black lines in the middle meant noth
ing to him. 

The air in the cave was thick with smoke. 
And the lines in the center of the triptych looked like 

schematics and mathematical formulas. 

"I would like to thank you, Doge Bocconio, for arrang
ing the mechanics of this meeting," Leighton said, as he 
stared at the holo before him. 

The Doge looked tired, and a tiny tick beat in his neck. 
"A swift and safe resolution of this, ah, disagreement is 
in everyone's interest. Now l shall leave you to your af
fairs. This net is secure, you have my word on that; you 
may speak freely, and I suspect you will have much to 
say. My prayers are with all of you." He nodded, and his 
image flickered and blurred, then blinked out. 

To be replaced with Joao, Moacyr, and Jorge Alfonso 
Langenscheidt. Both of Jorge's sons resembled him, al
though the older son's features seemed more delicate 
than the younger's. They all wore their hair long, and 
the old man seemed healthy enough, although he was 
seated in a medical sling chair, a life-pak strapped to his 
chest. 

The halo shimmered slightly around the edges, and 
all  background had been eliminated. It was as if Leigh
ton were looking at three simulacra suspended in blue 
light. 

Jorge Langenscheidt and Leighton stared into each 
other's eyes, acknowledging with a slight noel their posi
tions as the heads of the two most powerful organiza
tions on and off the world. Then the old man broke the 
eye contact with a sigh and coughed softly. 

"Moacyr will speak for our family, and therefore for 
our corporation," he said. "That is my wish. I no longer 
trust my own judgment." A nurse's arm, cut off by the 
boundaries of the halo field, hung in space for a mo
ment; it made an adjustment to the life-pak, then disap
peared. 

" I  have always respected your judgment, Jorge," Leigh
ton said, maintaining diplomatic courtesy. Yet Leighton 
meant it. The two men had reached many accommoda
tions over the years. 

"And l yours, Gerard, but I must go," he said. His eyes 
met Leighton's. " I  am grieved at your loss. Fiammetta 
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was a fine woman. l have fond memories of her. And 
David . . .  You have my deepest sympathy." 

Then he was gone. 
"And do l have your sympathies, Moacyr?" Leighton 

asked coldly. 
Moacyr looked vulnerable, but only for an instant; as 

a boy, he had been afraid of Leighton. " I  don't believe 
sympathy quite describes what we feel toward each oth
er, Gerard. But you do have something I want." 

"Ah, I have something you want. . . .  But it strikes me 
as . . .  unusual, shall we say, that your brother has relin
quished his rights to speak as firstborn. Joao," he said, 
turning his gaze to the other brother, " l  would certainly 
wish to talk with you, too." 

Joao did not seem fazed; he said, "When you speak 
to one of us, you speak to us al l . "  

"Then l shall speak to you, Joao. What could I have 
that you would want?" 

"The starship!" Moacyr said. 
Leighton continued to stare at )oao. His expression did 

not change, although it felt as if his heart had jumped 
inro his throat for one shocking beat. Through his im
plant, he could hear Damon take in a short breath; but 
Damon was smart enough not to subvocal ize-Macro 
was certainly monitoring every sound and movement. 

Could it be that Macro really didn't have the starship? 
"What 'starship' might you be referring to?" Leighton 

asked evenly. 
"Please stop the game," Moacyr said. "You are not 

speaking with my father." 
" Indeed, I 'm not." 
"You pulled the ship out just before we could snatch 

it." 
Leighton shrugged, his face seemingly relaxed, his 

mind racing. 
"We must give you credit, Gerard," Joao said. His broth

er watched him. "You apparently have solved the puz
zle of the Triptych, and have the hardware to operate a 
faster-than-light starship. We only ask that you share 
that information. For our mutual safety and security. We 
have both pledged to maintain the balance of power.'' 

"Well said, but I cannot give you what I don't pos
sess." 

"Enough," Moacyr said. "We want the starship, and, 
by definition, Einstein." 

"Einstein is nothing more than a computer," said 
Leighton. 

"That is like saying a man is nothing more than a col
lection of single cells," Moacyr said. "It's clear that you 
could not have broken the code without Einstein. You 
have five hours to produce the ship." 

"We do not respond well to ultimatums," said Damon. 
Moacyr shrugged, but his eyes were fixed on Leighton. 

" I t  is your choice. But you will  be responsible for start
ing a war, not us. We have you surrounded and out
gunned, and we can annihilate this complex in a maner 
of seconds." 

Leighton gazed at the hologram. He knew his next 
move. "I have no doubt that you can destroy my com
plex. But that would trigger a disaster the magnitude of 
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which the world has never seen. And as you know, I 
personal ly have little left to lose .. 

, 

"You have a cbughter . . .  in Dorm 25, I believe.·· 
That took Leighton aback. How the fuck did they 

know that much :tbout Laura? 
·'Five hours,"' �loacyr said after a long, uncomfortable 

pause. "You have five hours to produce the starship.'· 
The holo disa ppeared, leaving a palpable silence. 
Leighton sat at his ck:sk, gazing in the direction where 

the hologram had been, as if it were still there. "What 
happened to Einstein?'" he asked Damon. 

"I thought tbey had snatched him." 
"Find the ship. Find out what happened.·· 
Damon nodded. 
'·And, Damon . . .  " 
"Yes?" 
'"Find out exactly what Macro did to my daughter." 

john Stranger awoke to a thousand stars and the eternal 
emptiness of space. But the stars soon resolved into the 
electronic displays of the instrument panels. l lolos, key
boards. switches, and status lights were indeed a dim uni
ver ·e burning dully around him. For a few heartbeats, 
the room that was the flight deck drifted in and out of 
focus. 

He was strapped tightly imo his chair. 
'·Einstein," he called in a raspy whisper; and then he 

felt the crushing weight on his chest, a:-; if the ship were 
once again tearing away from a great mass . . .  and pain 
was replaced by an overwhelming numbness pouring 
like liquid thr ough his body; it \vas as if he were being 
lowered into warm water and dissolving, dissolving into 
darkness and dreams. 

··Einstein, don·t drug me. I want to stay awake. I 
want . . .  ·• 

john was twdve years old. It was his first time in the 
onikare, the sweat-lodge; and this was to be :1  hot, burn
ing sweat, a purification sweat, for his brother, .Joseph, 
was going on a vision quest. Broken-Finger sat by the 
door, the opening of the blanket-covered willow sweat 
lodge. He tended the altar, which was a hole where the 
rocks would be placed. the rocks that had been in the 
sacred fire. the fire of no end. john sat between his broth
er and his cousin. l ie prayed for bravery, that he would 
not scream and beg to be taken out of the lodge. 

For he had been told that the steam was so hot that it 
would burn hair and melt skin. 

But if he could stay in the lodge, he might see the 
thunder-beings in the darkness, those who are them
selves made out of darkness would fly through the door 
onto the altar of rocks. Hocks so hot they were ashen. 

o john smoked the pipe and felt the blast of steam 
when Broken-finger poured water upon the rocks, and 
.John heard him say, ·There is a \vinged one over there, 
in the direction \\"here the sun goes to rest"'; but the winds 
of steam and fire overwhelmed .John, and, indeed, he 
screamed to he let into the light, into autumnal, leaf-col
ored coolness, into the warmth of sun and afternoon 
grass, into the heat, the heat dissipating, resolving into 
clouds, great geometric shapes, which upon closer in-
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spection were filigreed, crystal structures; there minarets 
and globes; there winding blue entrenchments, the float
ing cities of gods, yet the cities were empty, devoid of 
life and motion. Yet john could hear a faint thrumming, 
as if · 'life'" could only be machines cleansing, defining, 
duplicating; and below, down the vertiginous miles, was 
an undulating eternity of blue, an ocean that promised 
to he as deep as the fears of a man about to drown. 

An alien planet that was itself sentient, dreaming, con-
stantly dreaming. 

"'.JOI I , DO 'T LOOK DOW ." 
"Einstein . . .  ?" 
'Ti\1 i\10 ITOHI 1G YOUR DREAM." 
'"Then help me!"· For john was falling, gaining momen

tum until the sound of wind in his cars was like deafen
ing thunder; and the ocean became brighter and brighter, 
a mirror reflecting blinding light, and he fell ,  fell into the 
perfect eye of a nuclear explosion, into the blinding in
stant between possibilities. 

l ie was looking into Broken-Finger's face. He could 
sec every line and mottling of flesh. He was falling into 
it, and john prayed for blindness, for even behind his 
closed eyelids. the light burned and Broken-Finger's face 
was a universe, his eye the size of the earth, his mouth 
a cave large enough to consume stars, and he remem
ben:d the sacred place \flagmuha, the place of the spir
its, the place of knowledge. And Broken-Finger burned 
into .John Stranger, until .John was nothing more than a 
coal burning in the mouth of the altar in the sweat-lodge, 
and in that searing, bright-burning instant, he learned 
that-

John screamed. 
He thrashed in his harness and tore at the fabric of 

drugs and sleep and knife-edged dreams; and Einstein 
pulled him into darkness, into the echoing darkness of 
the sweat-lodge and the cave, and there .John rested 
safely in the constantly form ing darkness of the thunder
beings. 

"I WARNED YOU NOT TO CHOOSE FIRE." 
"I didn't choose anytbi11g," .John said, sensing Ein

stein's presence everywhere, as if Einstein was the very 
air he was breathing. 

""LOOKING ITSELF IS A FORt\! OF CHOOSI 1G . . .  AND 
CHANG! 1G.·· 

Tears worked their way down .John's cheeks; and Ein
stein transported him into dreamless sleep, a sleep where 
there was only breath, but no thought, no sorrow, no 
light. 

No mourning. 
The place beyond death. 

Anna gasped, tearing herself out of her nightmare of fire. 

'Jesus,·· she whispered. 
Sam was awake. He leaned on his elbow and asked, 

··what did you dream?" 
''It was fucking crazy. I dreamed that I was . . . I don't 

know, floating. Everything was white, and I was looking 
clown at a crowd. Then there was an explosion, blood 
and bone flying all  over the place and-" 

"Go on, Anna." 
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'·And then 1-1 don't know, I was falling toward water, 
but the water was a l ive, it was . . .  it became the face of 

.John Stranger's medicine man." 
. .  1 saw i t  too,·· he said. "Only . . .  ·· 
"Only what?" 
"Let's jusr get to Broken-Finger." 

Broken-Finger stared across the sand painting to jonas 
Goodbird. He raised an eyebrow. and one corner of his 
mouth !:\\·i tched slightly upward in the barest simulation 
of a grin . 

.. The spirits are restless tonight . ·· jonas said. The fire
light flickered over his gaunt. high-cheekboned face. 

.. The spirits are always restless:· Broken-Finger said: 
and then he t urned his attention back to the center panel 
of the triptych . .. But tbese spirits are not from the spirit
world."' 

T E N  

Gerard Leighton paced through the grand corridors of his 
palazzo, passed through the dimly l i t ,  sumptuously ap
pointed rooms. the salons and sitting rooms and libraries. 
the bedrooms and ballrooms. the game rooms and din
ing rooms and kitchens. and the chapel. aglow with light 
tinted by the long, narrow stained-glass wincio"�YS. which 
(k:picted the stations of the cross. But Leighton paused 
there in the chapel and gazed at i\ntea·s sarcophagus. 
Above the coffin.  created out of light and glass, was Mary 
Magdalene. a long. cool figure bending over the body of 
Christ: her face was Antea·s. 

Something moved near the door. 
Leighton turned in time to see Antea leaving. Her hair 

was combed out and dri fted over her shoulders like light 
itself. She was naked, except for a s imple string of blue 
pearls. and she moved quickly, as if  now that she was 
truly a ghost. a sylph, a creature of air and light, she had 
no need to pause or engage in human activity. 

Leighton followed her. caught up with her, and waved 
his hand through her shoulder. as if this time he might 
miraculously touch her llesh . . .  as if  he might \Yish 
away rime and events. 

The hologram disappeared. as if the warmth of his 
hand had broken Antea·s connection with this time and 
rlace: and Leighton continued on. walking slowly now, 
walking toward Laura ·s room. the room that had once 
been Anrea ·s. She was, of course, not there yet: and he 
walked to the infirmary. 

I Ie looked inLo the operating suite, watched the phy
sicians and technicians ministering to his daughter, and 
then he continued on. He could nor stay, could not wait 
it out here. so near his daughter, for fear she might die. 

And that. roo. would he his fault .  
I Ie had lost everyone. lost them even lx:fore they died. 

I lad nor Fiammerra suffered waiting for him to return? 
And now that it was roo late, he desperately wanted to 
know his son . . .  what kind of man had he become? l-Ie 
tried to recal l  David. l-Ie had built  an empire for him. yer 
could not visualize his face. I Ie could only remember a 
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small, neatly dressed boy. Certainly Leighton could re
member his son as a man. But the man was only an im
age of himself. 

David was ashes, and Fiammerra . . .  she was a razor 
of guilt that he swallowed daily, as a penitent takes the 
wafer. Nevertheless, he wished for Fiammetta. Wished 
for her company. Then laughed at himself, for he had 
always been bored with her. 

Laura . . .  
She was a gift left to him.  Yet he was mute before her. 

He did not deserve her. He had failed her. as he had 
failed Antea and David and Fiammetta. I Ie had turned 
everyone close to him into strangers. That was bis gift. 
To rurn warmth into cold. He deserved the holo that 
roamed through the house no\v. It  \\·as a constant re
minder of what he had clone . It would disappear at the 
touch of his hand. 

just as everyone he had loved had disappea red. 
13ut he could still tell Laura his secrets, could devore 

himself to her. Do penance. 
Yet he could not. 
Leighton walked quickly now, rushing to get out of 

the house, to get into the air and out of t his claustro
phobic miasma of guilt and memory. 

Leighton ·s castle. his headquarters. was situated in the 
endcap mountains of the Bernal sphere, which \vas a 
coupled pair of cylinders that rotated along their long 
axes. thus simulating Earth's gravity for those living on 
the inner surfaces. The mountains reached heights of 
1 0,000 feet; from the huge terrace with its !lured columns. 

Leighton could look into the .. valley 
.. beyond. I I e  could 

see the small vil lages and towns, the parks and gardens 
and forests and farmlands, the silver ribbons of streams 
and rivers, the cities between the la keshores and distant 
foothills; above-l ike a reflection in rhe sky-were more 
towns and vil lages, streams and forests, a vert iginous 
mirror image. Leighton looked at people flying below 
the arrays of sun-windmvs, tiny. winged Acarians soar
ing as if in updrafts or low gravity. 

Leighton watched the "windows" of the Bernal sphere 
darken as the angle of the light planar m irrors abm·e the 
window arrays changed. 

Shadows grew longer. 
And as they did, a thousand remoras were being 

placed in st rategic positions. Cl uster-bombs were being 
armed and prime targets hard-wired into place. A hun
dred deep cover operators on Earth were waiting . . . .  

Sunset was giving way to malignant darkness. 
To Armageddon. 

"Do you wish comrany, Gerard?" asked Damon 13orlancl. 
He stood beside Leighton, resting his hand against one 
of rhe terrace columns. There was the smell or pine and 
jasmine in the cool air. BeiO\v and beyond were pockets 
of light: the sketchy il lumination of towns, the bright, 
burning architecture of cities. And just so did the lights 
burn in the upside down towns and villages and cities 
above. which seemed to defy the natural laws of gravity. 

Leighton smiled sadly and said . .. Yes. I suppose I do. 
Update.·· 
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"All positions. defensive Jnd offensive. are consolidat
ed. The-·· 

"E instein . ·· Leighton s:t id . 
"Norhing from Einstein. We a re sweeping with every

thing we've got. If Einstein's bro:tclcasting. we·re not pick-
ing i t  up. 

"(/ t he ship still exists," Leighton said. " I  have my 
doubts . One would think th:tt Einstein or Stranger would 
have contacted us by now.·· 

"I'm not sure about that.'' Damon said. ·'Einstein has :1 

very high level of self-preservation . Some of it was hard
wired into the basic system. but he has modified and in
creased it since then. · · 

"Yes. so he-or it-told me.·· 

"Einstein might feel that it is not in his best interest 10 
contact us. 

" l ie was supposed to be a computer. Not a fucking 
free agent.·· 

Damon chuck led and said. '·Well, it seems that's ex-
actly what he is. ·· 

"II is." 
'" I I  is.·· 
Leighton looked out into the darkness without spe:tk

ing. 
Damon began to fidget in the awkward silence. l ie 

seemed unusua l ly nervous. "Gerard. why don·t ,,.e go 
inside?" 

" I  can't. " Le ighton s:tid. 
·'Why?·' 
" Because of my daughter. Please don·t question me." 

After a pause, he said. 'Tell me how she is.·· 
'·They have removed the sedation,'· Damon said. yet 

he sounded tentative. "She is fully conscious.·· 
·'Good . ·' 
"Gerard. rm afraid it's not good. There is nothing they 

can do to help her. ·· 

·· what? .. 

"The minds\\·eep can be handled in rime. I t  wasn·l re
a l ly that precise a job. And the false memories can al l  he 
purged. Her true memories h:tve not been removed. only 
buried. I t  is not that difficult to bring them hack. Much 
of that work has already been clone . .

. 

"Get to the fucking point," Leighton said in a voice so 
low as to be barely audihl<:. 

"She's been biologica lly altered. In essence, she has 
been wired with a biobug. ·· 

Leighton nodded. Some of his own deep-cover agents 
util ized similar ea\·esdropping mechanisms. 

"I saw her in the surgery. It should have been removed. 
That's what \\·e pay surgeons and nanotechs for. ·· 

" I t  just can·t be clone. Gerard. '
. Damon said. "She·s a 

walking bomb. They did a smart job on her: cellular colo
nics are protecting the explosive. Any attempt to remove 
the wire wil l  trigger it. The nanorechs won't touch her. 
And we have to assume that a mechanism to activate 
the bomb by remote sign;tl must exist. ·· 

Leighron d id not respond. l ie just stared ahead. :ts if 
musing. 

"Gerard. I suggest that she be removed from here.·· 
"No. Damon. she rema ins here with me.·· 

Thunder-Being (Part Two) 

"It 's roo dangerous . . .  for eve1yone.'' 
"She stays:· 
"Gerard. I re:t l ly must . .  :· Damon seemed panicked. 
" I  don·t want one word leaked about this. I undersrand 

how you feel .  If you must. get your wife and children 
on a shunle: but it's got to be undercover. I cion 't want 
panic.'· 

"Gerard, this isn·t re;tsonable.'' 
·'I will  not send her :tw:ty.·· 
'·But you told me you cannot go inside because she's 

t here.·· 
"I will go to her.'' 
Damon shook his head. 
"I wanr you to move eve1ything up an hour:· Leighton 

said. anger and hatred pulling an edge to his words. 
"But we need the time to locate Einstein . '· 

·That's the point, D:unon. They won ·r expect us to 
move before then. They're looking for the ship, too. And 
I'm sure that young Moacyr won·t expect us ro make the 
first strike:· 

'·Gerard, please . .  :· 
But Leighton d idn 't respond . 
l ie was buried in his own thoughts. 

INTERNAL DATA STREAM ANALYSIS: 

PRIME POWER SUPPLY: FUNCTIONAL 
CD-PROCESSING DATA NET: FUNCTIONAL 
BIOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT (MODIFIED): FUNCTIONAL 
COMMUNICATIONS NET WITH BASE: NONFUNCTIONAL 

1 )  SIGNAL BLOCKED BY PLANETARY MASS 
2) COMMUNICATIONS TIME-LAG NOT 

WITHIN ACCEPTABLE PARAMETERS 
CORE MEMORY: FUNCTIONAL 
AUTO BACK-UP SEQUENCE: NONFUNCTIONAL 

1 )  SIGNAL BLOCKED BY PLANETARY MASS 
2) COMMUNICATIONS TIME-LAG NOT 

WITHIN ACCEPTABLE PARAMETERS 
CRYOGENIC SYSTEM: FUNCTIONAL 
EXTERNAL SERVOS: FUNCTIONAL 
INTERNAL SERVOS: FUNCTIONAL 
HULL INTEGRITY: FUNCTIONAL 
PRIME MEMORY: FUNCTIONAL 
REAL-TIME MEMORY CHECK: DATA CORRUPT 

OR UNREADABLE 

"WAKE UP. JOI I  1 STRA 'GER.·' 

Darkness swirled around him. the constantly forming 
darkness of the thunder-beings. Spirit smoke twisting. 
creating realit ies. universes. possibilities. all the possibili
ties narro"·ing e,·en as .John dreamed. He was the dream
cr. the creator. 

Wakan-Ta nka. 
Einstein. 
l ie was part of the dream of entit ies that were them

selves dreams. Dreaming rea lity, dreams dreaming them
selves. Living entities that were of t he stuff they created. 

'l'hu ndcr-bei ngs. 
Al iens. 
Consequences. 
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The creature� on the other side of the mirror, them-
selves turbulent mirrors, dreaming, dreaming . . .  

"WAKE UP, JOH STRA GER." 
. . .  the blinding instant between possibilitie�. 
··what?'' he a�kecl; his throat was dry. "Einstein? What 

the hell happened?" 
'TM OT FULLY AWARE OF THE MECHANICS." 
john toggled the flight deck into transparency. Con

stellations of cold, �ready stars appeared behind the elec
tronic cli�plays of the t iered control panels. And below, 
a shadow world took up the entire field of vision-or 
rather, blotted out the stars: a clark, lifeless-looking plan
et limned with blinding white light. Auroral displays of 
crim�on and vermilion and atmospheric chemical reac
tions illuminated bands of cloud that ran parallel to irs 
equator. 

"Where the fuck are we?" 
'"WE ARE IN A HOLDING POSITI01 0 1 THE FAR SIDE OF 

THE PLANET JUPITER. I 'M NOT SURE HO\XI WE GOT HERE . .. 
··You're whar?" 
"DID 'T YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT I JUST TOLD YOU?'" 
John groaned, rhen said, ·'You're telling me that we 

just . . .  appeared in orbit around J upiter?" 
··1 SUPPOSE I AJ\11. .

, 

"You're the computer. Access your memory, for Christ's 
sake.·· 

··wHY ARE YOU ANGRY?'" 
'"I'm not angry." 
"YOUR VOICE IS IN A REGISTER THAT HAS IN THE PAST-" 
"Einstein, just access your memory, would you please?" 
'·I HAVE ALREADY DONE SO. THE DATA IS CORRUPT." 
·'What about backup?" 
"'f"HE SAME, AS ONE WOULD EXPECT." 
'·Certainly, as one would expect. . . .  " 
"HOWEVER, PORTIO S OF THE CORRUPT DATA ARE 

READABLE.'' 

'"Then let me see a screen dump." 
' 'A SCREE 1 DUMP OF THAT TEN-MINUTE SECTION I A 

FOiu'viAT YOU CO LD READ WOULD TAKE YOU DAYS TO 
SCAN. I WILL FILTER THE MATERIAL. I WOULD LIKE YOU 
TO VERIFY THE DREAM SEQUENCES." 

"The what?" 
'·YOUR MEDICAL SE 1SORS DO OT INDICATE ANY AU

DITORY DISORDER, YET-'' 
"Just fuck off, Ein�tein. I heard you." After a pause, 

John asked, "Einstein, are you telling me that you drearn?" 
"I 1\IIO ITORED YOUR DI{EAJ\11, AND BECAME INVOLVED. 

I CANNOT BE SURE IF I I NITIATED ANY OF THE DREAM SE
QUENCES." 

"A machine that dreams . . .  " 
"WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER?" 
'·If you participated in my dream, then you know." 
''I CANNOT BE CERTAIN I PARTICIPATED IN YOUR 

DREAM OR SIMPLY CHEATED MY OWN. HOWEVER, THE 
PROBABI LITY APPI{OACHE$-'' 

"\Xfhat does my dream, or your dream, have to do 
with how we got here?" 

''ARE YOU FAM II.IAR WITH QUANTUJ\11 MECHANICAL IN
DETERJ\'IINISM''' 

"NO, Einstein, I'm afraid I'm not. .. 
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"THE EVERETI"S 101 LOCAL HIDDEN-VARIABLES EX
I'LI\ ATION OF THE T\'\10-SLIT PARTICLE/WAVE EXPERI
ME T WOULD MAKE 1 0 SE SE TO YOU." 

john did not reply. 
'·you AI{E AN 013SERVER. AS AM I. BUT Sl 1CE THE CO '

TENTS OF THE COLLECTIVE DREMIS ARE DIRECJ'ED TO 
YOU, I CA ONLY ASSUME THAT YOU ARE THE MEASURE, 
THE DECIDING FACTOR." 

"Deciding what?" 
"THE f'UTURE, WHICH IS ONE OF MA Y POSSIBI LITIES. 

ANALYSIS OF THE DHEAMS WOULD INDICATE THAT EACI I 
POSSII31 1 .1TY IS TO BE UNDERSTOOD AS A COMPLETE UNI
VERSE. THE DREAMS INDICATE THAT YOU ARE THE FOCAL 
OBSERVER. ACCORD! G TO THE DREAJ\1IS, YOU, .JOI I 
STRA GER, ARE THE CREATOR . . . WAKAN-TA KA." 

'That's crazy." After a long pause, .John asked, "\Xfhy 
me?" 

'·BECAUSE YOU'RE HAVING THE DREAMS." 
'That's no explanation ..

. 

"SCHEEN DUMP FOLLOWS. PLEASE CONI'JHM WHE1 
COMPLETE." 

''Einstein''' 
"YES?" 
"Do you believe we were dreaming the future?" 
"I CAN ONLY SURMISE THAT WE DREAMED I THE MA -

ER OF THE OTHER PRESENCES. THERE IS INSUFFICIENT 
DATA TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT TI-lEY DIRECJ'ED 
THE DREAMS OH-" 

"What other presences?" 
"THOSE WHO TRANSMITI'ED THE ROSE'ITA TRIPTYCH." 
Aliens. 
Thunder-beings . . .  
"TI-lEY DEFINITELY MADE THEMSELVES KNOWN, UN LESS, 

OF COUHSE, THE DHEAMS WERE SIMPLY . . .  DHEAMS." 
And the words and images appeared in the holo

graphic "windows" that opened up in the darkness be
fore john, while Jupiter moved like time itself below 
him, as if it, too. was a dream. 

SECCOMLINE 27: RECEIVING MULTIPLE PASSWORD 
BURSTS. EVASIVE SEQUENCE INITIATED. 

INPUT VOICELINE 26: "EINSTEIN." [INTERROGATIVE] 
PRINTMATCH JOHN STRANGER, SOC 1 87735-NN-000. 

OUTPUT VOICELINE 26: "GIVE IT UP, NO TIME." 
COMLINE 27: THREE OF FIVE ACCESS PASSWORDS HAVE 

BEEN HITS. SHIFTING TO HIGH PROTECTION MODE. 
SYSTEMWIDE: ACTIVATE RED PROFILE. 
MEDICAL CHANNEL 36: SUBJECT JOHN STRANGER: 

HEART RATE 96, RESPIRATION RATE 50, BLOOD 
PRESSURE WITHIN ACCEPTABLE PARAMETERS FOR 
EXTREME STRESS. 

MEDICAL CHANNEL 36: SUBJECT JOHN STRANGER: 
2 MG OF LORAZADRINE INTRAVENOUSLY INJECTED. 
HEART RATE 76, RESPIRATION RATE 25, BLOOD 
PRESSURE 1 30/70. 

UNKNOWN INPUT :§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
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COMLINE 32: DIRECT LINE TO DIRECTOR LEIGHTON 
HAS BEEN LOST. EXTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS ARE 
UNAVAILABLE DUE TO ELECTRONIC INTERFERENCE. 

DATAFEED 45: LINK TO REMOTE BACKUP IS NO LONGER 
ACTIVE. **WARNING** INTERNAL BACKUP ONLY. 

UNKNOWN INPUT :§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§: §§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 

COMCOM 01 : ALL SYSTEMS AT FULL POWER. ENGINES 
IN PREACTIVATION CONFIGURATION. 

UNKNOWN INPUT :§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§: §§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§: §§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 

MEMORY BANK 27-A34: UNANTICIPATED INPUT 2574 
GIGABYTES BINARY CODE. SOURCE UNKNOWN. 
SORTING. 

COMLINE 27: FOUR OF FIVE ACCESS PASSWORDS HAVE 
BEEN HITS. HIGH PROTECTION MODE FAILING. 

MEMORY BANK 27-A34: 32 GIGABYTES DISCARDED AS 
ELECTRONIC JAMMING FROM NEARBY SHIPS. 
REMAINING 2542 GIGABYTES STILL UNIDENTIFIED. 
SHUNTING DATA TO COPROCESSOR NET. 

UNKNOWN INPUT :§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§: §§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: §§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 

NET-LINK ACTIVE: SIEVE PROCESS COMPLETE. SERVOS 
DIRECTED TO PROCEED. DATA POINTS SMALL. BUT 
SIGNIFICANT. TEN PERCENT CHANCE OF SUCCEEDING. 
ACTIVATE MODAL NODES. PRIORITY RED. PASSWORD 
= ULTIMATE-VISION. 

UNKNOWN INPUT :§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§·.§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 

EXTERIOR SENSOR BANK 43: UNRELIABLE INPUT. 
NET-LINK CENTRAL PROCESSOR:  FIFTEEN PERCENT 

CHANCE OF SUCCEEDING. POWER AT 1 1 0 PERCENT. 
LOOP HAS BEEN ACTIVATED. 

COMLINE 27: FIVE OF FIVE PASSWORDS. ACCESS 
DENIED WITH A HOLD-TIME OF SIX SECONDS. HIGH 
PROTECTION MODE HAS FAILED. 

UNKNOWN INPUT :§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§: §§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 
:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§:§§§§: 

ALL SYSTEMS: FIRE! 
FIRE! 
FIRE! 

And john remembered, remembered the attack . . .  and 
the dreams. 

Mountains and rivers of lava, 
yawning fissures, 

splitting and cracking the earth, 
brown bones, 
charred flesh, 

Thunder-Being (Part Two) 

shadows burned into stone, 
stone turned into molten rivers. 

Dervishes of blood 
and flesh 

and hair and bone 
were nothing more 

than the colored grains of sand 
sifting through fingers. 

13roken-Finger. 

"1)0 10T CHOOSE FIRE . . . . ·• 

The constantly forming darkness 
the thunder-beings 

Spirit smoke twisting, 
creating realities, 

universes, 
possibilities, 

spinning, 
all the possibil ities 

weaving 
narrowing 

l ie was the dreamer, 
the creator 

Wakan-Tanka 
dreams dreaming themselves 

G rear geometric shapes, 
dissipating, 

resolving into clouds, 
fil igreed, crystal structures 

minarets and globes 
winding blue entrenchments 

the floating cities of gods 
empty 

devoid of l ife and motion. 
machines cleansing 

defining 
duplicating 

".JOl-1 , DO 1T LOOK DOWN.'' 

falling 
thunder 

brighter and brighter 
the ocean 

a mirror reflecting 
blinding light 

into the perfect eye 
into the blinding instant 

between possibilities. 

Broken-Finger's face 
a universe 
Wagnwba 

spirit-music 
spirit-sight 

cbante isbta 
the eye of the heart. 
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Corn \Xfoman and Sandman. 
Sister and brother. 

blood 
Lik and death cur from the same fabric. 

.. I .OOKIN( � ITSELF IS i\ FORt'vl OF CI IOOSING . . .  i\Nf) 
Clli\ 'GING.·· 

Anna and Sam 
rolling up the world 

ghost dancing 
spirit shadows 
flesh and bone 

tearing 
break ing 

Corn Woman and Sandman 
dancing tlw world away 

Jlla/..w Sitonllli uk�)'e 
the whole world 
and the cracking 

cackl ing 
powdernash of death 

and l ight 
tears of reml:mbrance 
possibilities observl:tl 

Falsl: dawn. 
Anna and Sam made thei r  way through the rocky 

spirl:s and crags. eas i ly fol lo\\· ing the trail  left by Broken
Finger and jonas Goodhird. The medicine men had nude 
no s�.::crct that t hey were going to the caves. 

The way became more difricuiL when they read1l:d 
the near vertical sandstone cliff that led to the entrance 
of Wagmuba, the sacred C.!Vl:. Although Anna and Sam 
were bonl: t ired after their few hou rs of ritfu l, dream
silO! sleep, they had no trouble finding the a lmost im·isi
ble finger and toeholds that ran up the side of the dill 
wall. But they climbed slowly . feel ing for the indenta
tions that Wl:rL' worn smooth as glass from generat ions 
of holy treks. 

By the time t hey reached the mouth of the cave, t hL'y 
were sweating; it was fa r easiL'r sp iderwa lking along the 
sidL' of a spinning satellite t h a n  scaling this clifL G ravity 
pulled on their arms and legs l ike lead weights . 

Their eyes soon adjusted to the darkness of the cave's 
twiligln zone; and they could hear the soft echo of a La
kota chant. Anna found a torch that had been set into the 
wall. "·hich they l it :  and they walked through the dark 
galleries . chambers. and rooms. toward the chanting. 
l lundreds of paintings-anciem and recent mandalas. 
medicine wheels and sacred shields-<:overed the walls, 
ceilings, and lloors. It was like gazing into the stained
glass windows of an ancient cathedra l;  the paintings. 
fl ickering in the snapping. sparking torch light , were lu
minous ; and Sam and Anna walked past their glyphs and 
stories, past men's shields, women·s shields, children 's 
shields; past the teaching stories of the flowering tree. 
and the seven arrows; past t he geometric designs of t he 
medicine wheels. which were visual mant ras: past the 
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two-dimensional tepees and feathers and arrows that 
to ld the story of the magica I ghost da nee in a Ia nguagc 
that was now as foreign to Sam and Anna as Egyptian 
hieroglyph ics. The ground, covered with calcite growths 
of cave cora l , appeared black from old campfires, and 
the odors of sage, sweetgrass, and pine smoke hung in 
the musty, damp air. 

The odors became stronger, smarting the eyes, as the 
chant ing became louder. 

.. Watch it! .. Anna said to Sam , who wa� about to step 
into the abyss of a steamway. 

"jesus, it looks-" 
"The reflect ion of the crystal pool over there fools the 

eye.·· Anna said, as she led the way around the deep 
opening in the ground . .. I ' l l  bet more than a fe\v Indians 
are bones down there." 

"I wou ld say more wasiCI/11 were down there th:rn ln
d i:ll1s,·· Sam sa id , wryness evident in his tone . .. Although 
I would expect you'd probably fi nd : r  fe\\' dumb Indians 
like me down there.·· 

After a number of false paths-for the cave was a 
l:!byrinrh < l l ld sound seemL"d to emanate from one d irec
tion and then another, l ike the voice of a ventriloqu ist
they found Broken-Finger and Jonas Goodbird sining 
around the triptych of sand painrings. Their fire \\·:1.., cm
lx:rs; threads of smoke driftcd upward into a nal!lr:d 
chimney. Broken-Finger and Jonas looked like..: ghosts in 
the l ight of the fireglow, spirits that h:r<i wken the aspecr 
of men. 

Anna stepped forward. d i n:ai ng herself to the old man. 
·· 13roken-Finger' .. 

"1/ihani \'(lasbtay," Broken-Finger said, which meant 
"Good morning .. in Lakot:r. l ie stirred the embers until 
they wen.: bright red and then laid a fe\\· smal l pieces of 
wood over the coals. When the kindle.. : caugh t  fire, he 
added a short hut thick log. 'Takes the dampness out, 
don't you agree?" he asked. 

'·\Xfel l , are you Broken-Finger?'' Sam asked . 
'·Yes, and you are . . .  Jonas, surely you know who 

they are?" But jonas onl}' shook his head. as if annoyed. 
.. Well, I think I know,·· Broken-Finger continued; the sar
casm in his voice was mixed w ith gentle hu mor. "You 
arl: from the paintings the spirits gave us. You are Corn 
Woman. and you. you are the Sandman. Do you see?" 
l ie gestured at the painting, which contained in stylistic 
detail both male and female figures. 

Feel ing awkward and uncomfortable, Anna said, .. I 'm 
Anna Grass-Like-Light, and this is Sam Woquini. We're 
friends of .John Stranger. ·· 

.. Ah. john Stranger. He has spoken of you . . .  so he 
selll you?'' 

·• o, not exactly," Anna sa id . 
"Then how are you here?" 
··we dreamed about you,·· Sam said . .. Both of us. 

And-·· 
"Yes?" 
When Sam didn 't reply, Broken-Finger sa id, '·You came 

here to roll up the world, isn't that so?" 
.. What?" asked Sam. 
.. You dreamed about the ghost dance . .. 
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"I dreamed about death. is what I dreamed. fucking-" 
·The first holy man ro learn about this dance, he was 

a Ute; and he heard a loud noise and fell clown dead." 
Broken-Finger turned away from Sam and rummaged in 
a canvas bag. "\Veil, an eagle flew right out of the sky 
and carried him away. carried him to a place with lots 
of high grass; and there he saw his dead relatives. They 
were all alive. living in tepees, and there were buffalo, 
deer, and antelope; and that Ute holy man came back to 
earth with medicine, with certain songs and this new 
dance. It was said that if you looked into his hat, you 
could see the whole world right in there." Broken-finger 
chuckled. "But it was also said that everyone who looked 
in that old holy man's hat saw a different world." Then 
Broken-Finger threw somet hing that looked like a root 
into a fire. It sputtered, as if it were moist, and a strong, 
acrid odor permeated the air. 

"This herb comes from the medicine bag of an Arapa
ho. It was given to him by the spirits on his vision-quest; 
that was a couple hundred years ago. The spirits told him 
how to start the ghost dance. But i t  really wasn't an herb, 
it was flesh from another world, that's what they say. All 
dried up. Can you smell it?'' 

"I sure as hell can," Sam said. 
"Good. That herb will help. '' Then 13roken-Finger 

pulled the canvas bag close to him, pulled out a buck
kin dress and a shirt: each was decorated with pictures 

of birds, the sun, the moon, the morning star, and the 
complementary figures of Corn Woman and the Sand
m:m . . .  sm:tller versions of the sand paintings that nick
ered in the firelight as if they were actually moving, t ry
ing to gain dimension and pull t hemselves into llesh and 
bone . . .  into Anna and Sam. 

Anna felt dizzy. and looked to Sam, as if for confir
mation. 

"Here,'' Broken-Finger said, holding the dress out to 
Anna and the shirt to Sam. ''Ghost dancers wore t hese 
during the time of Sitt ing Bull .  They have power. " 

"This is crazy .
.. 

Anna said, stepping back rellexivcly. 
Her face felt numb, and her eyes burned; the smoke was 
more powerful than a narcodrine. 

"Ah, crazy, l ih: your dream, which led you here.'' 
"Why should we do this'" asked Sam. 
"To humor an old medicine man. To make the world 

pure again. To change everything. To become your 
medicine . .. 

"And what's our medicine?" 
Broken-Finger pointed to the sand painting, to the 

figures of Corn Woman and the Sandman. "13eing up in 
the sky has made you forget things. You can roll up the 
world without machines. You do not have to choose . . .  
fire .

.. 

And Sam remembered his dream, remembered the 
lightning that l i t  the sky. the explosion of light, of fire. 
or Armageddon. 

They changed into the ghost dancers' clothes. 
Jonas Goodbird burned sweetgrass and painted their 

faces red. He dipped his finger into a pouch on his belt 
and gently touch<;d Anna's forehead. drawing a black 

Thunder-Being (Part Two) 

half-moon, then another on her cheek. He did the same 
to Sam, and took his silver ring. Then he placed the sa
creel pipe in the west corner of the room, for the Sioux; 
and an arrow in the nonh corner. for the Cheyenne; and 
a feather in the south corner, for the Crow; and marks in 
the cav�: coral in th<; cast, for the Arapaho. Thus were 
the nations united. e\·en those who had been enc.;mies. 

Broken-Finger stoked the fire, unti l  the room W<ts as 
hot as a sweat bath: and he prayed and gave more herbs 
to the fire, which transformed the brown, meaty bits 
into smoke that made Anna choke and gag, smoke that 
seemed to fill the room. swirling. encircling, lifting Sam 
:mel Anna as if they were in space, as if this fire-shot, 
smoke-laced air were impossibly bright and dark simul
taneously. the plac�: where the thunder-beings dwelt, 
the place where the monster Uncegila. made of the very 
stone or the sacred cave, consumed its body, which was 
made or light. consumed itself into nothingness, into 
blackness, into death. 

Fire.;. 
Transformation. 
And .Jonas sang, and the words became part or the 

geography of the cave, became sacred objects: arrows, 
shields, fire, and darkness. 

"ill/aka Sito111ni ukz)'e . . .  . '' 
The whole world follows . . . .  
Anna's arms rose involuntarily, as did Sam's. The very 

t ips of their fingers touched, and a surge or power passed 
het\veen them like a small tingle of electricity. 

Corn Woman. 
Sandman. 
Life and death. 
Dancing the world away, dancing the possibilit ies. 

dancing as shadows through white-hot fire, as embers 
through darkness thick as glycerin. 

And Broken-Finger joined them. 
He picked up a shield that was propped against a 

wall. one of the twelve sacred shields, which formed the 
circle or the sun dance lodge; it was made of stretched 
animal hide ringed with eagle feathers. Fastening it to his 
left forearm, he bent and picked up an ancient lance. 

He was ready to dance, to roll out possibilities like a 
carpet, to live and die, to choose and unchoose, to roll 
up all the \Vhite man's machines. to unwrap and reveal 
and resurrect the true world. 

He danced as a young warrior and forgot that his legs 
hurt. l ie breathed the smoke and sang some good ghost
dance songs and saw through the possibilities, the alter
natives-

l{alph Fire Bearclaw idled back on the throttle. The 
grinding teeth of the machine he was riding slipped into 
neutral, and he sat still on rhe giant asteroid's surface for 
a moment. 

He had been having some strange dreams lately; he 
had had another one during his last sleep period. And it 
was odd that he'd suddenly think of Broken-Finger after 
all these years off the reservation. 

He had been thinking, and dreaming, about John 
Stranger, too. He remembered Stranger as :r young boy. 
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But why did he fed so suddenly sad? Unable to explain 
it, he shrugged it off. Maybe he'd look up some of his 
people the next time he rotated into one of the domes. 

He shook his head and slipped the machine back 
into gear. 

The explosion tore through the cave. 
jonas Goodbird flew backwards against the wall. His 

face was gone. Blood and tissue sprayed through the air 
and spattered against the soot-covered wall. 

Broken-Finger raised his shield and drew back his 
lance, aiming it at the enemy. 

A second shot blew the center of Broken-Finger's 
shield away, and the old man sraggered backwards. Sam 
grabbed the lance from his hand and threw it at one of 
the two men who were crouching in the entranceway to 
the cavern. It struck the man in the chest, passed halfway 
through his body. He screamed, as if in dismay, and fell 
upon the ancient lance, grasping it with both hands, 
breaking it. 

Anna was on top of the other man with a mad fllly, 
ripping at his face and arrns, clutching at his throat. Sam 
pulled the broken lance from the dead man and stood 
over the struggling couple, waiting for an opening. 

"Mine!" screamed Anna, tearing the lance away from 
Sam and plunging it as hard as she could into the man's 
neck, showering herself with a spray of flying blood as 
she pinned his neck to the ground. As the man t\¥itchecl 
and gurgled and died, Sam and Anna ran to Broken
Finger. 

The medicine man lay flat on his back, his chest a 
mass of blood and bone. Anna sat clown and held his 
head on her lap. Blood frothed from his lips. With every 
breath, blood bubbled in his chest. 

But his lips were moving. Anna bent close to him. 
··what's he saying?'" Sam asked. 
"Can't hear anything," said Anna softly. 
Broken-Finger grinned, blinked twice, and died. 
It  was good to be able to talk with the spirit of his 

father. 
It was a good day to die. 

Although her system was free of drugs, Laura slipped in 
and out of consciousness, in and out of dreams; and she 
spoke, mumbling, repeating phrases, jerking her head 
back into the pillow, as if she had been struck, and then 
she would sleep. 

Yet Gerard Leighton could almost see her dreams, her 
nightmares. They would form as her brows knit, and tics 
would begin beating in her neck and cheek, exaggerat
ing until she would begin to turn, t\visting herself in the 
sheets, her hands searching, grasping, then closing on his. 
Leighton would l isten and watch, feeling like a stranger, 
feeling even more lost and alone. And the tics kept time, 
tiny explosions, preludes to death. 

"Such a reaction is not abnormal." The chief of sur
gery who stood beside Leighton was corpulent, yet hand
some; his hands were del icate with long fingers, the 
hands of a musician, a surgeon, and he spoke with them. 
111ey flutten.::d as if the}' were objects engaged in their 
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own conversation with Leighton. ··After a few more 
hours-" 

"Broken-Finger," Laura whispered. She inhaled slowly, 
then exhaled, as if considering her words; her eyes were 
shut, yet Leighton was sure that behind her eyelids, they 
were moving, tracking. "Corn \'(loman. I am she. I am 
Anna. 

"I  am death. I am fire. I am . . .  " 
Then she opened her eyes and sat up, as if jerked up

right like a marionette on an invisible cord. She looked 
at her father, as if seeing him for the first time, and said, 
"Don't choose fire." 

Leighton held both her hands as the hologram of Antea 
drifted into the room, as if to look in on her daughter. 

"john Stranger . . .  " 
'·Yes," Leighton said: and his daughter watched him, 

peered out at him from the dark interior of a dream. 
"\Xfhat about him, darling?" 

"l ie's bere. I 'm going with him." 

ELEVEN 

···rhey worked for Trans-United,"' said Sam, kneeling over 
the two bodies of the men they had killed. 

Anna nodded. She felt  numb, as if the herb that Broken
Finger had thrown into the fire had once ap,ain taken ef
fect, anesthetizing her. They had laid Broken-Finger and 
.Jonas Goodbird next to the south wall, for south was 
the direction of death, and co1 ·ered tJ1em H id1 rheir s1:1r 
blankets, which they would be buried in. She shivered; 
the cave was clamp, now suddenly cold. The sand paint
ings shimmered in the flickering light, and as hard as 
she stared at Broken-Finger, she could not quite bring 
him imo focus. She attributed that to the herb Broken
Finger had burned. Yet everyt hing else was sharp and 
clear, preternaturally so. 

"You want any of this?" Sam asked, holding out a 
handful of pills and sniffers. "The sons-of-bitches were 
carrying enough elope to keep a dozen hotheads wired 
for a month." 

Anna shook her head. '"I 'm through with that shit,'" 
she said. 

Sam raised his eyebrows, then scattered the pills. "We 
might need these, though," he said, removing their weap
ons and an oversized uplink transmitter: obviously an 
antique. "Might be more company on the way." 

" I  don't . . .  Wait. Did you hear that?" 
"Hear what?" asked Sam. He stood still , cocked his 

head. 
It was faint, fainter even than the echo of their breath-

ing. It sounded almost like wind sighing through the cave. 
Like breathing. 
Like whispers . . . .  
But the whispers emanated from Broken-Finger, who 

seemed to be wrapped in spirit stuff, in shadows. 
Then Broken-Finger moved, or rather Anna imagined 

that his mouth opened and a bone-white l izard crawled 
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out of it and skittered across his face to the ground. She 
felt an immediate revulsion, fascination, and terror, for it 
could not be real, yet i t  moved quickly across the Aoor, 
and out of the room. 

Anna followed without thinking. She rushed down cor
ridors, chasing i t  in the darkness, caught in dreamtime, 
without will, and without fear. It seemed to be made of 
soul-stuff, of ectoplasm, as if  it had indeed taken some
thing from Broken-Finger. 

Absolute darkness surrounded her. Darkness as pal
pable as Aesh. Cold Aesh. She could only see the lizard, 
which burned with an intense white light. Then it 
stopped, facing her, breathing light, its eyes faceted jew
els; and it began to grow, to change; it expanded into 
columns of light merging, melding, towering above her. 
And she rememberecl' something, words spoken long 
ago, sacred words of prayer, of awe, of supplication and 
resignation . . . . 

" \.'(lakinyan-Tanka eats his own young, for they make 
him many; yet be is one. f-Ie bas a huge beak filled with 

jagged teeth, yet be bas no bead. I-fe bas wings, yet bas 
no shape." 

She felt intense heat, and the room in which she stood, 
as large as a cathedral, was filled with light, filled >vith 
the scaly, spiny spirit-creature which fused darkness into 
light and light into wings that beat the air. 

The thunder-being. 
Wakinyan-Tanka. 
And she was a shadow in the light. 
Corn Woman, one with the cycle, in the center of the 

circle. 
"There's no time," a voice said. 
"Who are you?" Anna asked. 
The voice laughed, and Laura felt  herself sweating in 

the heat. She could no longer discern the outlines of the 
thunder-being; the light had become a warm, wet haze, 
the atmosphere, and she was breathing it, breathing 
spirit-stuff, bathing in it. "You should ask my father," 
said the voice, humor permeating the room, soaking in
to her, forcing her to smile. She felt the laughter, which 
was now the very stuff of the thunder-being. "It's a father
and-son joke. But I ' l l  tell you when you die, I promise." 

" l3roken-Finger." 
But even as she said it ,  she glimpsed john Stranger. 
"Find me," he said, then disappeared. 
Into complete, blinding darkness. 
Alone and shaken, Anna shivered in the clamp cool

ness, her perspiration chilling her. Yet she fel t  . . .  joy, 
for she knew, knew suddenly and viscera lly and abso
lutely, that john Stranger loved her. 

'fbat was Broken-Finger's gift. 
The gift of Wal�inyan-Tcmka. 
The gift of the spirits . . .  of the thunder-beings. 
"What the hell's going on?" Sam asked. He held a 

torch. "Christ, I had a f'uck of a time finding you. And 
when I came into this room I thought I saw-" 

"Yes?" 
Sam shrugged and said, "I thought I saw john 

Stranger." 
"Perhaps you die! ." Anna said, taking the torch from 
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Sam. She started walking back to the room where Broken
Finger had died. Torchlight washed and cascaded over 
the craggy walls, casting intense, jittery shadows. "We've 
got to find john. And we need that uplink to do it ."  

"What happened i n  there?" Sam asked. 
Exhausted, Anna wiped her forehead and smiled sad

ly, guiltily. "Nothing. just a spirit joking around." 

"WAKE UP, .JOHN STiv\NGEit" 

" Leave me alone." 
''WE HAVE A PROBLEM." 

"No shit ." 
" I  NEED YOUI{ INPUT. SO WHY DON'T YOU JUST GIVE 

ME A fUCKI 1G BREAK7" 

"I think I liked i t  better when you talked like a com
puter." 

"IF THAT WOUI.I) FACILITATE RATIO 1AL DISCOURSE, I 
WOULD BE-" 

"No, stay as you are. I'm just not feeling very rational 
right now." 

"I KNOW YOU'RE GRJEVI G OVER BROKEN-fiNGER'S 

DEATH." 

"How do you know about Broken-Finger?" 
"\XIE BOTH DREAMED IT, REMEMBER? AND I TOOK THE 

LIBERTY TO VERifY. I'VE SHIFTED OUR ORBIT. WE ARE 

1 OW AT THE VERY EDGE Of JUPITER \VITH REGAIW TO A 

Ll 1E Of SIGHT WITH EARTH. I CAN MONITOR TRANSMIS

SIONS D IRECTLY. 

"JOHN . . .  ?" 
"Yeah?" but john suddenly knew what Einstein was 

about to say. He felt a flash of anger, for Einstein had 
changed him . . .  invaded him. "So now we're connect
eel, and I ' m  a fucking cyborg." 

"NOT A CYBORG. WE'I{E .JUST . . .  CONGRUENT." 

"You could have asked permission, could have-" 
"I DIDN'T PURPOSELY I N ITIATE OUR 0 1E-MINDED TESS, 

BUT I THOUGHT IT BEST TO ALL0\'\1 SUFFICI ENT' TIME TO 

GRIEVE BROKEN-fiNGER'S DEATH. I CAN EffECf' A SEPA

RATION, HOWEVEH, IF YOU WISH." 

But john didn't want that either. For suddenly he 
could see and hear and sense and feel . . .  Einstein had 
given him an entirely new and expanded sensorium. He 
could bear the rhythm of pulsars 20,000 light-years dis
tant, could listen to .Jupiter's magnetic field, the chatter of 
charged particles, the screams of atmospheres and mat
ter and emptiness, the very music of mathematics; and 
he could see atoms, could see the hogans of his resetva
tion, whitecaps in the Bering Sea, and the planets spin
ning and screaming like nebulae in their transient, ago
nizing music of the spheres. Although he might hate 
Einstein's psychological penetration, how could he bear 
to be shut down . . .  how could he endure to be once 
again completely contained, imprisoned in Aesh� 

" l3ut  through me, you . . .  feel ."  
" I  FEEL AS YOU DO, BUT I HAVE 13ECOME COMPLEX 

ENOUGH TO SIMULATE THE ACfiO OF YOUH NERVOUS 

SYSTEM. I DENTITY OF INOISCERNIBLES. YET ri''S MUCH 

MOHE THAN THAT. IT'S SYNEI{GY." 

john knew what Einstein meant nmv . . .  if  two things 
were the same i n  evety way, they were, then, the same. 
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And if two consciousnesses were brought together, they 
would be more than the sum. He, john Stranger, had 
become another person; and Einstein had become more 
than a sentient computer. Yet conversation proceeded 
as it had before. A great' deal of thought was language, 
words; but now all the shared nonverbal cues were like 
choral notes around a melody. To john. the voice he 
heard in his head-Einstein's voice-sounded exactly 
like his own. Discourse was thought . But Einstein was 
nevertheless shielding him from the great floods of data; 
in a sense, he was acting like John's unconscious . . .  
becoming part of it . 

Yet .John stil l  spoke to Einstein as a separate entity, 
lest he go mad. 

Lest they both go mad. 
'"How did this happen?" 
"I'M NOT CERTAIN. IT HAS TO DO WITH THE COLLEC-

TIVE DI{EAMS AND THE TRIPTYCH.'" 

'"The aliens.'· 
Shared assent. 
"THE FU Cf"IO OF MUCH OF MY 1-IARDWARE A 'D 

SOME OF MY SOF"IWARE IS U K "0\Xt . THE ROSE"ITA 

TRIPTYCI I  WAS A BLUEPHINT. THE TRA S-Ui"\ITED AHCHI

TECI'S FOLLOWED DIHECI"IONS, 13UT Dll) OT ECESSARI

LY UNDER 'TA D Ti l EM. IT WAS HOPED THAT FURTI I ER 

ANALYSIS WOULD REVEAL THE CODES TO ACriVATE 

THESE SYSTEMS." 

"Well, someone knew the codes." 
"INDEED. I ONLY WISH IY//;" DID." 

"How do we get back?" 
'THAT"S A PROI3LEM. THE COMMA 1DS THAT CO TROL 

THE FI'L SYSTEM ARE SELF-PROTECIWE; AND THERE ARE 

OTHER AI{EAS Wl"f"l II !YIY SYSTEM THAT I CAN NO 

L01 GEH ACCESS. BUT I CA ' MAKE USE OF SOI'viE OF THE 

HARDWARE. FOR I STA CE, ALTHOUGH I CA1 'T I ITIATE 

THE DRIVE SYSTEMS, I CAN AVOID THE TIME-LAG I N  

LONG DISTANCE COMMUNICATIO 1S." 

'·Why can't you initiate the drive systems? Trans-Unit-
ed designed those, not the aliens:· 

"MY SYSTEMS SEEM TO CONTAI N  CEirf"AIN E TELECHIES." 

"Talk English, Einstein . "  
I t  was then that Einstein opened itself t o  john, who 

could now actually perceive the dynamics of the alien 
technology, which was directed to goals that even Ein
stein could not understand. l ·ull contact with Einstein 
was a shock; and .John imagined that he had been 
struck a blow and was reeling in pain and surprise, but 
he assimilated what he could, and his own psychobio
logical systems shut out the rest. 

It would take time, bur he would learn how to coex
ist with Einstein, who a t  that moment shared with john 
all  he knew about the situation on Earth. 

And john saw that Armageddon was bur minutes 
away. 

Reflexively, he tried to shut Einstein out. After all, 
Einstein was, in essence, a

'"FUCK YOU." 

··what?" 
"I AM MOST DEFINITELY NOT A SOUPED-UP COI'vii'UTER 

IMPLANT. l'OU ARE A XENOPHOI3E." 
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'·I'm sony. I just got scared." 
Although john could "read" Einstein's thoughts direct

ly, he nevertheless needed to talk. l ie found it less 
threatening. Einstein sensed this and simulated privacy 
and distance. 

'"\Y/e can't allow thos<.: assholes to blow eve1ything up. 
We'll have to give ourselves up to ivlacro. Even if we 
can't get ro Earth, Macro and Trans-United can verify our 
position. That should be enough for them . Let them 
come our here and get us." 

"I  I lAVE DONE AN A 1AI.YSIS OF .J UST SUCI I A SCE ARlO. 
A 1D THE PHOBABILITY OF FAILURE AI'I'ROACI IES SEVE TY

EIGI IT PEI{CENT." 

'Then what do you suggest?" 
"POKER." 

"What?'" 
'·Do YOU WISH TO DISCUSS POI<ER OH ANNA GRASS

LIKE-LIGHT? I'M MO 'ITORING HEH A"ITE!'viPTS TO CO '
TACI' YO WlTH AN UPI.I 11< TRA 1St\li"ITER. HER CALLS 

ARE BEING Hi\ 1DI.ED BY VERY LOW-LEVEL EMPLOYEES. 

THEY ARE ACI"ING 0 T I I E I R  0\Y/ I ITIATIVE A 'D, AC

COHD! 1G TO INTERJ\AI. COt\1!\IU 1fCAT10 S, PR013Al3LY 

WOULD HAVE HER KILLED \Xt EHE IT OT FOH THE CUH

RE 1T STATE OF EMERGE CY. NEVl�RTI I ELESS, SHE IS AT 

GREAT I{ISK." 

.John didn't need the appearanc<.: of conversation. 
Didn't need to query Einstein or ask for help. 
He was Einstein, who simply took control of a suit

able communication satellite and routed Anna's call di
rectly. 

Anna told john Stranger al most cv<.:ryrhing. Although 
she only half-believed it herself, she told him about her 
vision of Broken-Finger. Perhaps the shock of seeing 
him murdered had triggered the hallucination. Bur she 
did nor tell him about the gift of the spirits, the gift of 
knowledge. 

She did not tell him that she knew he loved her. 
john listened. He felt isolated, n.:moved from pain and 

loss. Broken-Finger was dead. Th:.tt was that. In rime, he 
would accept Broken-Finger's death, if not the manner 
in which he died. After all, you could nor lose a spirit. 

When Anna was finished, john told her about Ein
stein . . . .  

Einstein was fascinated with the triptych, especially 
the center panel. "TELL US EVERYTI II G YOU K 10\Xf 

ABOUT THE SAND PAINT! GS, ANNA. WE UNDERSTAND 

THE LEGENDS SURROUNDING CORN WOMAN AND THE 

SANDMAN, BUT THE MEANING OF Ti l E  TH I RD PAINTING IS 

OBSCUHE.'. 

" I t's mostly just a lot of black lines,'' she said. "lr 
doesn't look like anything at all." everrheless, she de
scribed it in detail .  

'·Broken-Finger must have had a reason to create it ,  .. 
john sa id. "I  have seen him work; his paintings have 
great spirit and power." 

''THE CENTEH PAI"\EL MIGHT BE A I<EY." 

"Anna, you must find the spirit and ·eek the power, .. 

John said. 
·'I'm not a medicine man," Anna said. 
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'·You have power. Please don·r turn away from it now.·· 
"YOU MUST THY." 
.. Is your computer Einstein also a medicine man? .. 

Anna asked sarcast ically. 
.. 1 guess he is. ·· John said. 
Anna sighed and walked over to the painting. Sam 

chuckled and said. ··wasbtay.·· which meant .. good.'. He 
crouched on the orposite side of the triptych. 

Sandman and Corn \XIornan. 
'· It's nor working . . , Anna said into the microphone of 

the uplink that curled from the headset ro her l ips . .. 1 
don't feel anything. Maybe Sam is the one, nt�tybe he 
should lly. ·· 

Sam continued staring down at the triptych. 
.. Stan in the east.·· john said . .. And don·t try so hard. 

Let your mind drift. Helax. I know you can do iL. 
.. 

.. You know me that well?'' Anna asked. baiting him. 
After a long pause, john said, .. Yes.·· 
She held her hand over the edge of the painting that 

faced east. Sam gently rested his hand on hers. 
.. The painting is giving off heat:· she whispered . .. Can 

you feel it, Sam?" 
Sam nodded. 
Then she imagined fleeting forms superimposed over 

the runes of sand. It was as if she was looking at objects 
that were submerged in water . . .  and the water was 
rippling, eddying, flowing. ··1 se<.: a container. it's a l lopi 
jar. It fills with energy and . .  :· 

'·And1" 
··-a nd when it's full it empties out a l l  at once, and 

then refills.·· 
'·A capacitor," john said softly to Einstein. 
.. And when it leaves the Hopi jar it-1 can't describe 

it exactly, but it's l ike a river that runs fast when it's 
straight and slows down as it curves.'' 

.. A resistor, 
.. whispered john. 

"And then . . .  Do you want me to go on"' 
.. Yes,'' john said. bur Anna was no longer t hinking 

:tbout john; she was lost in the geography or the triptych, 
and she described spiral lines and tori and limit cycle os
cillations: and the river became turbulent, bifurcating into 
a myriad of dimensions, streaming through mnemonic 
canyons and valleys of colored sand. twisting and turn
ing, shifting and branching. 

Splitting into possibili t ies. 
lvlyriads of possibilities . . . .  
Twenty m i nutes later, she was clone. 
.. Are you okay?'' asked Sam. 
.. Yeah, rll be fine," Anna said. 
"You do have the power,'· john told her. 
.. You could have fooled me:· Anna said. ·Tm so t ired 

I couldn't lift my bones if I was sitting on a scorpion." 
.. EinsteinT asked .John. 
"I  I lAVE IT. IT TOOK 2,.3H6,529 SIMULATIONS FOR ME TO 

COME UP WIT! I ALl. Ti lE COIWECI' VALUES. Ti lE LOGIC 
GATE PARAMETERS WEHE PARTIC LARLY CO,\I PI.EX. TIIAT 
WAS Ti lE KEY I 'EEDED. I AM NOW COMPLETELY f'U C
TIOl\'AL. .. 

.. So now we move?" 
·'YES. I HAVE B E E  ' MOt ITOHING INTERNAl. COMiviU IJ-

Thunder-Being (Part Twol 

CATIO ' CHANNELS 0 1 THE TRA 'S-U lJTED COiviMA1 D 
NET. \VE I lAVE FOURTEEN POINT SEVEN SIX Ml 'UTES BE
FORE CERT/\1 ' AUTOSEQUENCE ATI'ACK PROCEDURES 
ARE INITIALIZED." 

.. Do you think we can do it? .. 

.. IT'S A LONC SI IOT, BUT SUCCESSFUL EJ\<IPI.OYME rr OF 
Ti lE POKER STIV\TECY ::TO 13LUFF:: WOULD MOVE THE 
ODDS UP FRACriO 'i\I.I.Y.'. 

The starship Hashed into existence half a million miles 
beyond the orbit of the moon, near enough to be easily 
ident ified, yet far enough to be reasonably safe from at
t:tck. 

..SENSING DEVICES FROM BOT! I TIV\ S-LJ  lJTED A II) 
,\ JACRO I I  AVE DETECI'ED US ... 

.. \'\fell . you·ve got your grand entrance.'' 
"GRAND ENTHAl\'CES ARE A 1 EFFECriVE TACriC FOR 

CAIN! ·c A�D FOCUSI�G ATI'ENTION. \XIOlJI.D YOU CARE 
FOH REFI·:J{E�CES !{ELATED TO THAT AND Ti lE  I IAI.O EF
FI·:CT? .. 

·• 1ot right now.'' 
.. WOUI.D YOU LIKE TO CONDUCT THIS CONFERENCE 

BY VOICE OMY
. 

OH I IOI.OGRAJ\V 
.. l lologram. I want to see their faces.·· 
An image of Director Leighton formed before .John; it 

was as if part of the instrument panel had dissolved to 
reveal Leighton's office in the 13ernal. 

.. What the hell-?" Upon seeing john Stranger's image, 
Leighton actually rose to his feet;  behind him sat Damon 
Borland. seemingly frozen at his desk. 

Then Leighton swung to his right, as the images of 
Moacyr and joao Langenscheidt appeared. The same im
ages appeared before John . 

.. Damon, what the hell is going on here?" Leighton 
:1sked. 

.. This is a trick, .
. 

Moacyr said, obviously shaken at the 
sight of Leighton. "Joao, Clll the connection immediately." 

.. I Call f" .Joao said . 

.. Then get someone in here who can." Looking at john, 
!VIoacyr asked. ·'And who the hell are you?" 

Einstein translated from the Portuguese for john, then 
said. "WE ARE IN CO 'TROI. OF THIS COMMU lJCATION 
LOOP. ANI) YOU \XIOLJI.I) BE WELL ADVISED TO I.ISTEN TO 
WI IAT WE HAVE TO SAY.'. 

''It's l:instein," Moacyr said. Then he blinked, listening 
to his implant. 

But Einstein monitored what Moacyr's commanders 
were saying. and he reiterated the conversation, word 
for word. 

Shaken. Moacyr asked Leighton . .. What do you want?'' 
.. It's clear that you do not understand the situation, 

.. 

.John said. "Neither you nor Director Leighton are in con
trol. I am.·· 

Both Leighton and Moacyr stared a t  the image of .John 
bcl'ore them. 

.. And my demands are quite simple-" 
"Demands?·' Leighton asked. "I don't believe you're in 

a position to dictate-·· 
.. EinsteinT .John said, interrupting the director. 
'Ti lE ROSE'ITA TRII'TYCI I IS QUITE ACCESSIBLE. 0 'CE 
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REVEALED. THE SAME ENERGY SOURCE THAT PROVIDES 
THE PROPULSION SYSTEM FOR MY FASTER THAN LIGHT 
DRIVE CO VERTS QUITE EASILY TO A WEAPONS SYSTEM 
OF A MAGNITUDE AND PRECISION THAT HAS EVEH 13EE 
A'ITAI 1AI3LE 13EFORE. FOR EXAMPLE, FROM OUR POSITIO 
I COULD QUITE EASILY VAPORIZE A Sit "GLE ANT ON 
EARTH. IT WOULD BE CONSIDERABLY LESS COMPLEX TO 
EWvll ATE ALL THE ORBITAL SYSTEMS AROUND THE 
PLANET. OR VAPORIZE THE EARTH." 

"That's insanity," Moacyr said. 
"On ly because it isn't your insanity," john said. ''Ein

stein, how much rime remains?" 
"FIVE MINUTES, FORTY-TWO SECONDS. TIU\NS-UNITED 

ADVANCED THEIR ArrACK PLANS 13Y ONE HOUR PRIOR 
TO THE AGHEED-UPO DEADLINE. J\IIACRO ADVANCED 
THEIR SCHEDULE 13Y ONE HOUR AND FI FTEEN MINUTES." 

"Son-of-a-birch," Leighton said. 
"Bur that's all immaterial,·' John said. "It is finished." 
"I believe you are bluffing," Moacyr said to Leighton, 

as if Leighton were indeed in command. " I  am not con
vinced. You will-'' 

Einstein crashed the halo of Leighton that Moacyr 
was addressing long enough for john to say, "1 am not 
bluffing. And what's important is what you will  do, Sen
hor Langenscheidt. You will initiate the following, im
mediately. One: You wil l  w i thdraw all your offensive 
craft, including electronic jamming ships, from the vicin
ity of Trans-United's orbital property. Two: You will de
program you r watchdogs and remoras into a neutral 
stance." 

"That's just not possible," Moacyr's brother joao said. 
"Trans-United would ki l l  us." 

"Trans-United will abide by the same rules," john 
said, directing himself to Leighton. "You will remove all 
offensive craft from this area. including watchdogs and 
remoras. You will resuscitate the Sleepers you have sto
len from our villages. You will immediately grant safe 
passage to Anna Grass-Like-Light and Sam \'Voquini; and 
you will declare null and void all corporate treaties and 
agreements with our people on the reservations, includ
ing any rights to draft our young people . " 

" I mpossible,·· Leighton said. 
"You will rectify the damage you have done to my 

people. And you will  pay for murdering Broken-Finger, 
you son-of-a-bitch." 

"FOUR MINUTES, SIXTEEN SECONDS REMAINING." 
"Broken-Finger?" Leighton asked Damon. 
Damon shrugged. "Two operatives went after Strang

er's friends. The operatives are dead, that's all we know." 
"I t TW'O MINUTES I WILL I ITIATE START-UP PROCE

DUHES FOH THE WEAPO S SYSTEM. ONCE BEGU , IT CA -
OT BE STOPPED." 

"Your answers?" john asked Leighton and Moacyr. 
"Thousands of your people are in this complex," 

Leighton said. "I find it inconceivable that you could kill 
them without feeling." 

··You would flash the entire reservation," john said. " I  
have made my peace with my decision . . .  and its con
sequences." 

"ONE Ml UTE." 
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.John waited, his heart beating in his throat, as if to 
choke him; and he remembered what Broken-Finger had 
once told him: You lints/ make your decision and not 
look back. You must not punish yourse((for tbe thing you 
bave done. 

"THIRTY-THREE SECONDS. 
"THIRTY-T\'V'O SECONDS." 
Time was something tangible, thick, precious, slowly 

compressing, dissolving . . . .  
""IWENTY-SEVEN SECONDS. 
""1"\XIEN'IY -SIX." 
Inhale, exhale, and time expands, collapses, soon to 

end . . . .  
"FIFTEEN SECONDS. 
"FOURTEEN. 
"THIRTEEN-" 
"In the name of peace our family agrees to the terms;· 

Moacyr said in Portuguese, flattening the vowels as he 
hurried to speak; then he repeated himself in English. "!  
have already begun to pull back our ships." 

'"MY INFORMATION CONFIRMS THAT STATEMENT. 
EIGHT SECONDS." 

'They're retreating, Gerard," said Damon. 
Leighton stared at the hologram of john Stranger. 
"FOUR SECONDS. 
"THREE. 
"INITIALIZATION TO BE-" 
"Call back our ships, Damon .  It's over." 

"This is theft," said Leighton. "Simple theft . " 

john, Anna, Sam, and Gerard Leighton were all stand

ing in Leighton's office, facing each other off, as if sitting 
down would make them vulnerable. John's and Anna's 
clothes were damp, for showers had been scheduled in 
the Bernal; they had taken advantage of the unusual at
mospheric phenomenon to walk in the mountains. The 
clamp clothing seemed to release and exaggerate their 
natural smells; and john could smell Anna's fresh, natu
ral scent, felt the delicious shock of it, as he had when 
he had first made love to her. It  had only been two days 
ago, bur so many questions had been answered, it 
seemed like a lifetime. 

"No," John said to Leighton . "'fhis is what you owe our 
people. \Xfe take the starship. And those of our people 
\Vho wish to start a new life on a new planet will come." 

"Preposterous," Leighton said. "I 've acted in good faith 
and been more than generous. The Sleep experiment has 
been dismantled. The old treaties have been voided. Your 
nation now has a chance to become self-reliant and-" 

"Your daughter," john said. 
'·What about my daughter?" 
"Neither your doctors and nanotechnicians, nor Macro's, 

can remove the biobug, even though you are i n  posses
sion of the detonator now.'' 

Leighton was surprised that Stranger had gained ac
cess to that information, but his expression remained 
impassive. 

"13ur the foreign matter will, in time kill her," John 
continued, "and she will  have to spend the rest of her 
life in sanctuary." 
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··well . . .  ?'' 
"\VIe will remove it, as our gesture of good will .  To 

close the bargain and guarantee that those of my people 
who wish to stay behind wil l  be under your protection. 
You ee, we are \\·il l ing to establish trust.'' 

'·If our physicians cannot cure her, how can you?" 
"Einstein.•· 
That was true, but only partly so. For it was the fusion 

between Einstein and john that would make it possible. 
Einstein could direct the nanotechs to manipulate the 
cells in the proper direction, but he was l imited without 
john Stranger. Without Stranger, Laura would certainly 
die. For it was john Stranger's intuitive comprehension 
of systems that would guide the surgeon's hands. Ein
stein would do the detail  work, but Stranger would pro
vide the path. 

After a beat, john said, '·Are you familiar with 'Pascal's 
Wager,' Director Leighton? I f  we fail, you are no worse 
off than you were before. But if Einstein succeeds, you 
gain your daughter's life." 

" o, then I would lose her and the ship and Einstein. 
You have a strange interpretation of the Wager." 

"What do you mean'" john asked. 
But Leighton did not answer. He would not tell john 

Stranger that his daughter had talked in her sleep as she 
dreamed of Einstein and the ship and leaving with these 
people. 

He would not tell him that he, too, had dreamed it. 
Only he would stay behind. 

He did nor believe in premonitions. But a parr of 
him . . .  

"You have a lready lost the ship . . .  and Einstein," .John 
said in a soft voice, a lmost a whisper. 

But john also knew of Laura's dreams, for Einstein had 
read them, as so many bits of information. 

Einstein readied himself for John's people, for tl1e voyage, 
replicating familiar environments and food: a voyaging 
space colony that would be a world unto itself. 

1ature growing to meet its destiny. 
Experiencing sensation and emotion. 
Einstein shaped himself, expanded, replicated, 

branched, each branch composed of elements measured 
in nanometers, each joint a sensor, building, growing, 
each tiny branch a reflex arc capable of controlling a 
microporrion of nervous system, combining into larger 
groupings, into a mist of protean form . . . .  

As john Stranger became woven into a nature as alien 
and evanescent as the spirits themselves. And Einstein 
fel t  the connection to the spinning earth, to tl1e sacred 
land, to ghost-knit mountains and rivers of sand, to his
tory as alive and as dead as the ghost dance . . .  a l l  to 
be left behind. 

All to be carried forward. ow that 
the earth was quiet, 
the dream-riots over, 
and the dreams, 
the dreaming dreams of ghost-dancing spirits 
began. 
Washtay! + 

Liberalism sweeps the Enterprise 
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STORIES 

Bacl< Issues and Antholog ies 

I f  you l i ke what you've seen in this issue of 
AMAZING� Stories, there's more where it  came 
from. We have a small  selection of back issues 
elating from the 1 970s, plus almost every maga
zine from May 1 990 through April  1993, avail
able for purchase by mail order. The list on 
this page and the facing page mentions every 
magazine that's for sale, and gives a few of the 
stories you ' l l  fi nd in each one. 

The list also includes six paperback antholo
gies that were produced by TSR, Inc . ,  in 1 985 
through 1 987, reprinting many classic stories 
from older issues-a great way to pick up a 
representative col lection of what was being 
printed in the good old clays. Also available is 
another anthology, Cinemonsters, which is de
scribed in detail on the following page. 

All of the anthologies and most of the maga
zines are in mint condition. Among the copies 
of any single back issue, the magazines in mint 
condition are sold first. Every publication has a 
money-back guarantee-if you aren't satisfied 
with what you get, send back the merchandise 
you don't want and we'll reimburse you for the 
price of the item(s) plus the return postage. 

Prices of the digest-sized magazines vary ac
cord ing to age, with the older issues costing 
less than the newer ones (because the cover 
price of the older magazines was lower). 

After you've totaled the prices for the old 
magazines you want, add on a postage charge 
or $ 1 .00 for the first issue and 50<1: for each ad
ditional issue through the tenth one. If you or
der more than ten digest-sized rnagazines, you 
don't pay any additional postage charge. 

The ne-;:v-format, full-sized issues, beginning 
with May 1 99 1 ,  are priced at a flat rate of $ 5.00 
each, which includes postage. ( Prices for the 
anthologies also have postage costs built i n . )  
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To make an order, write out clearly and legi
bly the magazines you want, calculate the total 
cost, and enclose a check or money order for 
that amount. Send your order to the magazine's 
business office ( P. 0. Box 1 1 1 ,  Lake Geneva 
WT 5 3 1 4 7 ) .  All orders wil l  be shi pped via third
class mail or UPS within two clays of receipt. 

l f  we can't fil l  your order because of solei
out issues, we'l l  reserve for you the issues we 
can sell you; then we'll send back your check 
or money order and ask you to send us exact 
payment for the items we can provide for you . 

As an option, you can ask to receive one or 
more of the anthologies as a replacement for 
back issues that might be solei out. If you l ike 
this idea, just tell  us the anthologies you'd l ike 
to have, in order of preference, and we'll  make 
sure that you get your money's worth. 

DIGEST-SIZED MAGAZINES 
- $L25 each -

September 1 972 16 copies 
I'm City by Hoss Rock lynne; IJ�flotion 200 I by l lob Shaw; Pmq/hy 
F. J'vl. Husby: .JufJiler l'rr!jecl ( llrst of t wo pans ) by Gregory Benford 

january 1973 30 copies 
"/be /\scending /lye by Gordon Eklund; Ni;f!IJI Sl11ji by George It It 
1\ lanin: On Ice by Barry N. J\lalzherg: Close !(11/r h)·es and Stare rtl 
Vonr Memories by i\. G .  Moran 

Au!,;ust 1973 43 copies 
"iii Walk 1\'lit!J "f1J1111(/er by Dc:an ,\ Jcl�•ughlin: "JlJe Ouce r111d /\/ways 
\\'lor by Gc1�1rd F. Conway; U/) flgoiust t!Je Wolf by Rolx:n Thurston: 
"/7.J(:y l<oa r hy Cia rk Cox 

- $ L50 each -

November 1 978 1 1  copies 
ll"lbile tbe Nw1!J Wind /3/ou•s by Christopher Anvil: Creeu "illllmb by ,\I ar
ion Zimmer llradley: ILISI I<ockel from Nell"ark by .Jack C. l l�ldcm:111 II 

- $ L75 eaeh-

May 1990 
Gia111. Cir1111 Steps by lloben Frazier; Computer !'or/mil by .Jayge Carr: 
Fa to/ D is�' Hrmr by George Alec Ellinger 

july 1990 
/lamest by Kristine Kathryn Husch: "JZ,e Secret ��/l.((e by D�vid llrin: 
Sequoia Dreams by Sheila Finch 



September 1990 
liar/em Nom by P:�ul Di Filippo: ;I/ VeJ�a :, Taqueria by Rich:trd A. 
Lupon·: ll"boso List to 1/unt by Susan Shwartz 

November 1990 
1r11Jen tbe Sbip Comes /11 by It Garci:l y Robt!nson; Commrmd f>elf(n·
IIUII/Ce by Kat he Koja: /Jehind I be !�res '!l Dreamers by Pam<.:la Sargt!nt 

january 1991 
Stmnger Suns (Part One) by George Zebrowski: 11 Paillling Lesson by 
:'\ina Kiriki l loiTman: Life in a 01vp qf l'o11d Wiater by Uruce lkthke 

March 1991 
/Jog 's Life by i'vlartha Soukup: '!1Je Orago11 of Aller by .John Brunner: 
Stm11ger Su11s (Conclusion) by Georg<.! Zebrowski 

FULL-SIZED MAGAZINES 
- $5.00 each (includes postage) -

May 1991 
11 'lip 011 a 'filltle by Robert Silverberg: Cba11ge of Face by Kristine 
Kathryn Ru�ch and Kt!vin .f. t\nder�on: Klepsit by john Brunner 

june 1991 
\ 'ictoria by Paul Di Filippo: 1/ilmeii-See .1/urderer:< by Timothy Zahn: 
tbe bulloll, a11d ll'hat you kilO//' by W. Gregory Ste\\'art 

July 1991 
l�\·ce{Jl tl�)' l.ife. lixcept ,1�)' L[f'e. /�\'Cef!l ,1�)' Lije by .John Morressy: ;Inns 
allfl tbe Woman by .James .VIorrow: '17n• J>eJject llem by Elizabt!th Moon 

August 1 9 9 1  
Fa11lflsies by Michael Swanwick and Tim Sullivan; '17Je NumiJer of tbe 
Sa11d by George Zebrowski: '!1Je Face oft be IVa tel:\' by Robert Silverberg 

September 1991 
Oemb Link by Gene DeWeese and 1.. A. Taylor: '17Je Storming /Jo11e by 
l:in ,\lcDowell: '!1Jomas and the Wise ,1/en by Kristine Kathryn Rusch 

October 1991 
Skill f)eep by Brian Stableford: 'f7Je Orijler by Lawrence Watt-Evans; 
l.ine Item 011 a Dead (,'mnl by Jack C. l laldeman I I  

November 1991 LIMITED SUPPLY 
'1711! Implanted Man by F. 1\1. !lusby: '/be ! 'ear oft be Gulls--11m1 'Jim 
by Hick Shelley: '!7Je Cbaracter ;lssassill by P;tul Cook 

December 1991 
Word Salad by Phillip C. Jenning�; 'fimches by Gregory Benford; '/7Je 
l.o11g Fall by lien Bova: 71Je Deui/ 1/is Oue by Maya Kaathryn 1\ohnhnff 

january J 992 
'!7Je No/1/ul-/:)·ed 1Jarbaria11S by 1.. Spr:tgue de Camp: Natuml Selection 
by l�twrence Watt-Evans: 77Je Sleepi11,� Se11Je111 by Pamela Sargent 

February 1992 
Com{lllca/ions by !Irian Stableford: /11 /Jrass Valley by Avr:tm Davidson; 
!j"!7Jel'l! /Je Cause by Sheila Finch: '!7Je Fi11al l'age by Phillip C. Jennings 

March 1992 
Let 'fi'me Sbape by George Zebro\\'ski: 'f7Je Call by .John J\lorressy: 
Ilia/us by Alexis Glynn l�ttner: Neflll'akening by 1\l:irk .f . J\lcG:trry 

April l992 
.1/l:<sin,� l'emm by William F. Wu: l.ij(• i11 tbe ;lir b)' !larry N. J\lalzberg 
:111d J:�<:k Dann; Isabella of Castile IIIIS/1'1!1:>' /fer Mail by James J\lorrow 

May 1992 
/Jiades clj'tbe /Jiram Ning by Uarry II. l.ongye:tr: Messages l.ej) m1 a 
'lim-Way Minvr by Nina Kiriki l loffman 

june 1992 
'11n• l.rtst Neu11ion by Hanv Turtledove; /.i/1/e /Jrotber:, 'lill'll to Watcb 
by Kevin O'l )nnncli. Jr.: 'ibe Ned World and tbe JJ/ue by Ben 1\ova 

July 1992 
'/1}(• l 'ortex b)• Phillip C. Jenning�; l.e1111011 S{Jex by Paul Di Filippo: /11 
a//(/ Out Witb Me by John �lorre�sy: .1�1' Fatber:' Face by I an •\lcDowcll 

August 1992 
Come /Jack to the Killi11g Cmu11rl. ;1/ice. 11�1' Lot'<' by Roger Zdazny: '!7Je 
/.ogit· (if /.ocation by Alexander Jablokov: Last ll"isb by Martha Soukup 

Back Issues 

September 1992 LIMITED SUPPLY 
'!7Je Noel.: 'f7Hit Cbc111ged '!bil1gs by Ursula K. Le Guin; Deconstmclioll 
Ca11g by l lany Turtledove; 'f7Je Creel/ by Barry B. Longyear 

October 1992 
II 'fivll ofSure/l'rmld Fmvst ( Part Om:) by Thomas M .  Disch; Kent State 
/Jesce11ding tbe Cmvi(l' Well by .James Alan Gardner; Broken llighway 
by .f .  H. Dunn 

November 1992 
Nelic.< by Gail lkgier: I lfla/ked \l'!ifb Fidel by Gt!orge Zebrowski: r1 
'/i'oll ofSIII'l!II'OIIId Forest ( Part Two) by Thomas ,\1, Disch 

SOW OUT 

january 1993 
lflindm1ce b)• Doug Beason: Menna '/'old Me Not to Come by Paul Di 
Filippo; Goldilocks and tbe \filtua/ 13emx by \Xi. Gregory Stewan 

February 1993 
'17Je Dark Hack/l'ard by Gregory B<:nford; Not bing Up Iter Sleeve by 

Tanya l luiT: /11 tbe Kingdom of 'f'eetb by I an t\lcDowell 

March 1993 
'!7Je Knot by Elisaheth Vonarburg: Old SoldieJ:-c Net•er Die by Barry 13. 
Long year: Men flj Good Will by J. R. Dunn 

April 1993 
'/he Single-/Juliet '!7.wmy by Bruce Bethke; The Gbost in the Machine 
by Nlark .f .  1\kGarry; '!ZJ1111der-/Jeing (!>art 011e) by Jack Dann and Jack 
C. l laldeman II 

-ANTHOLOGIES-
(prices include postage) 

AMAZING Stories: 60 Years of the Best Science Fiction $8.00 
Stories by David I I. Kdler, 1\l i les j. Breut!r. 1 elson Bond, Eando Binder, 
Robert lllod1. Robert Sheckley, Walter 1\l .  1\liller, Jr., Isaac Asimov, Ed
mond l l :nnilton. t\lark Clifton, Cordwainer Smith, Philip K. Dick, Ursu
la K. Le Guin. Hon Goulart. john .Jakes. Philip Jose Farmer, james Tip
tree, Jr .. .John V:trky. :tnd Pat 1'vlurphy. 2')') pgs, trade paperback. 

AMAZlNG · Stories: Visions of Other Worlds $8.00 
Stories by l larlan Ellison. Paul W. Fairman, l lenry Kuttnt!r and C. L. 
J\loore. Jack Vance, Poul Anderson. Edmond Hamilton, Robert Bloch, 
Kris Nevill<.!, 1\rthur C. Clarke. Piers Anthony. James Blish, Cordwainer 
Smith. Hoben Silverberg. l lor:tce l.. Gold. and Gregory Benford. 253 
pgs. tr:tde paperback. 

The Wonder Years: 1926-1935 $4.00 
Stories hy Jack Williamson, Neil It jones, Edmond l lamilton, Fr:mcis 
Flagg, Julian l luxley. Lloyd Arthur Eshbach. G. Peyton Wertenbakcr, 
Clare Wingt!r l larris. Miles J. Breuer, Ameli:! Reynolds Long, Clark Ash
ton Smith, John W. C:tmpbell. Jr., and I I .  P. Lovecr:tft. 320 pgs, paper
back. 

The War Years: 1 936-1945 $4.00 
Stories by l�:1:1c Asimov. Edmond l lamilton. William F. Temple, Don 
Wilcox. E:tndo Binder. Hal ph i'vlilne Farle)•, John Wyndham, W. K. Son
nemann. St:111ley G. Weinbaum. and Ray Br:1dbury. 334 pgs, paperback. 

The Wi.ld Years: 1946-1955 $4.00 
Stories by Hobert Bloch, Philip K. Dick, I I . Beam Piper, Isaac Asimov, 
Robert Sht!ckley. Ward J\loore, Walter i'vl. Miller, Jr., jerome Bixby, 
Theoclort! Sturgt!on. Cliford D. Simak, l(oss Hocklynne, and Ray Br:td
bury. 320 pgs, papt!rback. 

FANTASTICT" Stories: Tales of the Weird & Wondrous $8.00 
Stories by Roht!rt Bloch, Robert F. Young, J. G. Ballard, George R. R. 
Man in, Judith J\lt!rril. Heginald Bretnor. Poul Anderson, Ursula K. Le 
Guin, l.t!ster del Hey. David It Bunch. Philip K. Dick, Isaac Asimov, 
John Bntnnt!r. Rogt!r Zelazny, Ron Goulart, and James E. Gunn. 253 
pgs. tradt! papt!rh:tck. 

CINEMONSTERS $8.00 
Twelve classic stories that were turned into ·monster movies." plu� an 
introduction by Charles G. Waugh and an appendix giving more infor
mation abmn the films. Fiction by John \'\1. Campbell, Jr., Edgar Allan 
Poe, M. It James, Ray Bradbury. l(obert 1\loch, Richard Matheson, H. 
G .  Wdls, I I .  P. l.ovecr:1ft. Theodore Sturgt!on. 0. l lenry, Bram Stoker, 
and .James llli.,h. :1 19 pgs. lr:tde papcrb:H:k. 
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Coming in June 

The U ltimate Anthropic Principle by J efferson P. Swycaffer 
A foolproof plan: 1\5 long as he stayed alive, he couldn't lose

and as long as he didn't lose, he stayed alive. 

The Flowers of the Forest by Brian Stableford 
At the bottom of the gravity well that is the planet Ouibor, two explorers 

learn more from the primitive natives than they ever imagined they would. 

plus . . .  

Behind the Stars by George Zebrowski 

Vapors by Jack Dann 

Afterschool Special by Pa u l  Di F i l i ppo 

Wel lsprings of Dream by Pou l  Anderson 

and even more 
fiction, facts, and features! 





The Broken Sphere is Book Five in the 
Cloakmaster Cycle of SPELLJAMMER® 
space fantasy novels. Don't miss these! 

Beyond the Moons 
David Cook 
Book One 
ISBN 1 -56076-1 53-9 

Into the Void 
Nigel Findley 
Book Two 
ISBN 1 -56076- 154-7 

The Maelstrom's Eye 
Roger E. Moore 
Book Three 
ISBN 1-56076-344-2 

The Radiant Dragon 
Elaine Cunningham 
Book Four 
ISBN 1-56076-346-9 

On Sale Now 
Each $4.95/CAN $5.95/ 
U.K. £3.99 

The Broken Sphere 
By Nigel Findley 

Little did Teldin Moore know there was life beyond 
Krynn's moons - until a spelljamming ship 

demolished his farm. With a dying alien's magical 
cloak and cryptic words, he finds himself plunged 
into the wilds of space! 

In The Broken Sphere, Teldin's magical cloak 
allows him to "see" through the eyes of the great 
ship Spelljammer, providing clues to its location. 
Teldin begins to trace the mighty craft through the 
crystal spheres, but his cloak - and the possibility 
it could give him control over the Spelljammer 
draws enemies, often in the guise of friends. Teldin 
discovers his quarry and its "broken sphere," but 
will he live long enough to claim the ship itself? 

Find out in May, when The Broken Sphere, by 
Nigel Findley, arrives at book, game, and hobby 
stores everywhere! 

ISBN 1-56076-596-8 $4.95/CAN $5.95/U.K. £3.99 
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